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Preface

As the flagship conference organized by the Internet Technical Committee of
China Computer Federation, the Second Internet Conference of China (CCF
ICoC 2013) was hosted by the National University of Defense Technology in
Zhangjiajie, Hunan Province, on July 10, 2013. The conference focused on the
latest advances in research on Internet-related theory and technology.

ICoC 2013 invited authors to submit full papers representing original, un-
published work in all areas of Internet communication and computing. Topics
include but are not limited to the following areas: future Internet architecture,
Internet routing, network security, network management, data center networks,
green networks, wireless networks, P2P networks, mobile Internet and Internet
of Things.

ICoC 2013 received 63 papers from 36 universities. After an extensive peer-
review process involving more than 42 reviewers, the Program Committee chairs
went through all the reports and ranked the papers according to the reviewers’
comments. Each paper was evaluated by at least three reviewers. The top 24
manuscripts were finally selected for inclusion in these proceedings and for pre-
sentation at the conference. This represents an acceptance rate of 38%, which
guarantees that ICoC will continue to be one of the most respected conferences
for researchers working on networks around the world.

July 2013 JinShu Su
Baokang Zhao
Zhigang Sun

Xiaofeng Wang
Fei Wang

Ke Xu
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A Prediction Algorithm for Real-Time Video Traffic 
Based on Wavelet Packet 

Yingyou Wen1,2, Zhi Li1,2, Jian Chen1, and Hong Zhao1 

1 Northeastern University, Shenyang, 110003, China 
2 Laboratory of Medical Image Computing, Shenyang, Liaoning, 110179, China 

Abstract. Long-term prediction is a key problem in real-time video traffic ap-
plications. Most of real-time video traffic belong to VBR traffic and has specif-
ic properties such as time variation, non-linearity and long range dependence. In 
this paper, feature extraction method of real-time video traffic based on multi-
scale wavelet packet decomposition is proposed. On this basis, LMS algorithm 
is adopted to predict wavelet coefficients. Through reverse wavelet transforms 
of the predicted wavelet coefficients, the long-term prediction of real-time vid-
eo traffic is realized. Numerical and simulation results show that this long-term 
prediction algorithm can accurately track the variation trend of video signal and 
obtain an excellent prediction result. 

Keywords: real-time video traffic, wavelet packet, multi-scale decomposition, 
long-term prediction, LMS. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, the proportion of video traffic transmission in network is gradually 
increased. Prediction of video traffic in coming period will do much help to improve 
the quality of video transmission [1-3]. Therefore, study of real-time video traffic 
prediction algorithm has important significance considering the requirements of effi-
cient bandwidth allocation. Traditional bandwidth analysis method for pre-encoded 
video is not suitable for the analysis of real-time video traffic because signal encoding 
method can not be obtained in advance.  

Self-similarity and long-range dependence are essential to accurately traffic  
prediction [4]. Related studies have shown that the broadband network traffic  
and video traffic both have nature of long-range dependence and self-similarity  
in addition to short-range dependence [5, 6]. Some traffic prediction algorithms  
have been proposed [7, 8], most of which belongs to short-term prediction  
(1 to 10 frames), such as ARX and ARMA etc. Long-term prediction is one of  
the most difficult problems in the area of video traffic prediction. In this paper,  
we proposed an optimal multi-scale decomposition method of real-time video  
traffic and realize a long-term prediction of decomposed video traffic based on LMS 
algorithm. 
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2 Optimal Multi-scale Decomposition of Real Time Video 
Traffic 

Multi-scale decomposition of signal comes from the wavelet theory [9], and wavelet 
packet decomposition is based on wavelet decomposition. Combined with a rigorous 
mathematical theory and numerical calculations, wavelet packet decomposition can 
be used to conduct multi-level signal decomposition in different frequency bands. 

2.1 Analysis of Video Traffic Wavelet Packet Decomposition 

Prediction commonly use linear time series analysis and nonlinear time series analysis 
method. The former assumes that the sequence is a linear correlation structure, the 
latter assumes that the series has chaos characteristic. For signals with long-range 
dependence, wavelet decomposition is an important method to change its long-range 
dependence. In this paper, we adopt α/β traffic model to describe the video traffic [10]. 
Alpha components of traffic is highly non-Gaussian and entirely responsible for the 
bursty behavior, β component is a aggregation of low-rate traffics, and has a long-
range dependence, its marginal distribution can be well approximated with a Gaussian 
distribution, so β traffic can be expressed using a fractal Gaussian approximation. An 
aggregate traffic can be decomposed into[10]: 

 traffic traffic trafficTotal α β= +  (1) 

Literature [11] mentioned that for a video traffic expressed with α/β traffic model, if  
β traffic obey fractal Gaussian distribution and α traffic obey the Gaussian distribu-
tion, wavelet transform coefficients is short-range dependence in the same scale after  
wavelet transform. Thus, if we predict wavelet transform coefficients with short-range 
dependence using traditional series prediction method, we will be able to predict both 
the variation trend of video traffic and the bursty behavior of video traffic. 

2.2 Optimal Wavelet Packet Decomposition of Video Traffic 

The quality of signal decomposition and time-frequency analysis is heavily dependent 
on the choice of the fundamental function, so it is necessary to solve two problems, 
one is how to evaluate the pros and cons of a basis, the second is how to  find the 
optimal basis in a wavelet library quickly. According to the selection principle of 
optimal basis [12], the cost function of video signals is defined as the Shannon entro-
py of wavelet packet coefficient sequence { }ju u= , which is generated by decomposi-

tion of video signal ( )x t  using an orthogonal wavelet basis. 

Definition 1: set sequence { }ju u= , 
2 2

/j jP u u= , if  0P = , log 0j jP P = , shannon 

entropy of u is defined as: 
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 ( ) logj j
j

M u p p= −  (2) 

The cost function should have additivity, namely (0) 0M = , ({ }) ( )
j j

j

M u M u= , and 

values of ( )M u  should reflect the concentration of the coefficient.  

Definition 2: let ( )M u  be the cost function, { }ju u= is a vector in space V ,  B is 

an orthogonal basis selected from the library, uB  is expansion coefficients of u with 

basis B.  u V∀ ∈ , if ( )uM B is the smallest, then B is the optimal basis.  

This orthogonal basis library is a binary tree structure if it meet the following 
conditions. First, subset of basis vectors is equivalent to a interval of non-negative 

integer set N , namely , 2 ,2 ( 1)k k

n kI n n= +   , where k Z∈ , n N∈ . Second, each 

basis in the library corresponds to a disjoint covering composed of ,n kI  in N . 

Thirdly, if ,n kV is equivalent to ,n kI , then , 1 2 , 2 1,n k n k n kV V V+ += ⊕ . If the library is a tree, 

optimal basis can be found  by induction of k . Let ,n kB  be a basis of corresponding 

vector ,n kI ,  ,n kA  is the optimal basis of u  subject to nB . To 0k = , there exists a 

single basis, namely , 0nI , to be the optimal one, and formula , 0 , 0n nA B=  holds for all 

0n ≥ . Let 0k ≥ , 0n ≥ , 0,kV I= , we can use the following formula to generate u's 

optimal orthogonal basis related with  cost function M . 

 
, 1

, 1

2 , 2 1, otherwise

if ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )), 1 2 , 2 1,             

 
n k

n k

n k n k

M B u M A u M A un k n k n kB
A

A A

+
+

+

< ++ +
=

⊕





 (3) 

As to real-time video traffic sequence, using the bottom-up search algorithm, we can 
find a wavelet packet sequence which makes the cost function minimum, and then we 
can find the optimal basis. This algorithm is shown as follows: 

─ Step 1: calculate each node's cost function ( )M u  in every step of the wavelet 
packet decomposition; 

─ Step 2:  mark all nodes from the lowest layer, take their cost value as an initial 
value and calculate the sum of pair wise, then compare  with parent node’ value in 
upper layer; 

─ Step 3:   if cost value of parent node is lower than that of child node, parent node 
should be marked. Otherwise, calculate the sum of two child nodes' cost function 
value  and replace the cost value of parent node, and so forth, until the top level; 

─ Step 4:  check and record all the marked nodes. When the upper node is marked, 
the mark of corresponding child nodes is deleted, after ( log )o N N  operations, all 
marked nodes of top level is selected, these marked nodes compose of  non-
overlapping coverage in 2 ( )L R  space, then coefficients are extracted from the op-
timal basis and output. 
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3 Video Traffic Prediction Based on Wavelet Packet 

As mentioned above, frequency division of real-time video signal can be determined 
if we can find the optimal orthogonal wavelet packet basis in 2 ( )L R . This section gives 
video traffic prediction algorithm based on optimal wavelet packet decomposition. 

LMS algorithm is a linear filtering method; it uses a linear combination of historical 
data to predict. This algorithm is more adaptive, simple and effective, does not need to 
know the autocorrelation structure of time series and able to achieve satisfactory online 
prediction results of real-time signal [13]. Real-time prediction accuracy of the LMS 
algorithm is close to the long memory model prediction accuracy when the signal has 
lower Hurst parameter and do not show very long correlation [14].  

For prediction problem in  the wavelet domain, LMS algorithm can be described as 
follows : there exists two sets of variables ( )d i and ( )p i , where ( )d i is a  known set 

of wavelet coefficients, ( )p i is a set of  wavelet coefficients need  to be predicted, 

namely, ( )p i is a function with an input set  { ( ),  ( 1),  ,  ( 1)}d i d i d i M− − + . As-

sume that this function is linear and we have: 

 
1

0

( ) ( ) ( )
M

l

p n k w l d n l
−

=

+ = ⋅ −  (4) 

Where, [ (0), (1), , ( 1)]TW w w w M= − are coefficients of the prediction filter, 

( ) [ ( ), ( 1), , ( 1)]TD n d n d n d n M= − − +  is the input sequence and  ( )p n k+  is the 

estimates of k step. Prediction error is given as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Te n p n k d n k p n k W D n= + − + = + −  (5) 

Optimal linear prediction on mean squared error sense should make the mathemati-

cal expectation of mean square error 2[ ( )]E e nξ =  to obtain the minimum. LMS algo-
rithm is a gradient search algorithm, the prediction coefficients W  alters over time, of 
which the adjustment process depends on the feedback of error ( )e n . When prediction 

initiate, we first estimate to set the coefficient of the initial value  (0)w , then update 
coefficient W using equation (6) and use the updated coefficients for the next predic-
tion. 

 
2

( ) ( )
( 1) ( )

( )

e n k D n k
W n W n

D n k

β ⋅ − ⋅ −
+ = +

−
 (6) 

Where 2
( ) ( ) ( )TD n k D n k D n k− = − −⋅ , β is step adjustment factor meet 0 2β< <  , if 

β is greater, the prediction convergence is quicker and response to the signal changes 
is more rapid, but the fluctuations after the convergence is greater too. On the con-
trary, if β   is smaller, the prediction convergence is slower, but the fluctuations after 
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the convergence is smaller too. As to the wavelet coefficients ( )d k at time k , 

{ ( 1), ( 2), , ( )}p k p k p k i+ + +  need to be estimated. We adopt an iterative predic-

tion method, the iterative relationship is given as following: 

 

( 1) ( ( ), ( 1), , ( 1))

( 2) ( ( 1), ( ), , ( 2))

......

    ( ) ( ( 1), ( 2), , ( ))

p k f d k d k d k i

p k f p k d k d k i

p k i f p k i p k i d k

+ = − − +
 + = + − +


 + = + − + −






 (7) 

Where ( )f x  is the LMS prediction operator. 
With wavelet packet decomposition, original video traffic with complex properties 

of long-range and short-range dependence can be transformed into a sequence in wave-
let domain with short correlation. On this basis, by utilizing LMS algorithm to  
achieve approximate prediction of the wavelet coefficients after the wavelet packet 
transform, we can realize the real-time video traffic prediction algorithm, which is 
described as followings: 

─ Step 1:  conduct wavelet packet decomposition on each group of video  frames 
acquired and output  sequence of wavelet coefficients; 

─ Step 2: use LMS algorithm to predict the next set of wavelet coefficients in the 
wavelet domain with the new acquired wavelet coefficients; 

─ Step 3: conduct inverse wavelet transform with predicted wavelet coefficients, then 
the prediction of  video traffic in the next time window is  realized; 

─ Step 4:  every time new video frame traffic is acquired, traffic data should be rec-
orded, then repeat step 1, 2, 3. 

4 Simulatioin and Analysis 

In this paper, experimental video “StarWars” and “News” are chosen from the 
MPEG4 video trace database of Berlin university. These Video adopt MPEG-I 
compression standard , with QCIF format, frame rate set to 30fps, and quantitative 
parameters is fixed at 10, 14 and 18.  

First of all, NMSE (Normalized Mean Squared Error ) is introduced to evaluate 
performance of our algorithms. NMSE is defined as follows: 

 [ ] [ ]2 2

2

1 1 1
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ( ))NMSE x t x t x t x t Var x t

N Nσ
= − −   (8) 

Where ( )x t is the actual frames at time t , ( )x t is the prediction of ( )x t . N is the num-

ber of predict test, 2σ is the variance of the observed sequence, 1024 frames are 
randomly extracted from “Star Wars” and “News”. Prediction is conducted on follow-
up continuous 200 frames, and the prediction performance is studied.  

In order to reduce the prediction time and avoid constantly modify of the model, we 
adopt an iterative prediction method and video traffic signal is decomposed with 
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1db wavelet and wavelet packet. The optimal wavelet decomposition tree expansion is 
given below. 

 4 4 4 4 2 1S AAAA DAAA ADAA DDAA DA D= ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕  (9) 

When the length of video traffic prediction is set to 256 frames, the length of each 
wavelet coefficient need to be predicted is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Wavelet Coefficients Information 

Wavelet level 
coefficient Length of 
wavelet 

Coefficient Length of wavelet 
to be predicted 

AAAA4 64 16 
DAAA4 64 16 
ADAA4 64 16 
DDAA4 64 16 

DA2 256 64 
D1 512 128 

 
Figure 2 shows wavelet packet decomposition and coefficients prediction of “News” 
frame sequence. Figure 1(a) indicates prediction result of AAAA4 wavelet packet 
coefficients. This wavelet packet coefficient reflects the trend of signal change. Pre-
diction performance of wavelet packet coefficients DAAA4, ADAA4, DDAA4, DA2 
and D1 are shown respectively in Figure 1(b), 2(c), 2(d), 2(e), 2(f).  
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(a)                                     (b) 
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(c)                                     (d) 

Fig. 1. Wavelet packet decomposition and coefficients prediction 
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(e)                                       (f) 

Fig. 1. (Continued) 

Figure2 shows prediction of “News” traffic after inverse wavelet transform.  
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Fig. 2. Prediction of “News” traffic after inverse wavelet transform 

From Figure 1 and Figure 2, we can see that prediction of the wavelet coefficients 
based on wavelet packet decomposition can accurately predict both the variation trend 
and the bursty behavior of video traffic, which verifies the validity of this algorithm 
on the long-term prediction. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a real-time video traffic prediction algorithm based on 
wavelet packet decomposition. Compared with conventional video traffic prediction 
method, the proposed algorithm greatly improves the accuracy of long-term predic-
tion. Owing to the ability of  following the  trend of the video traffic variation accu-
rately and the capability of capturing bursty traffic of real-time video signal, this  
video traffic prediction algorithm provide a new method to realize bandwidth resource 
management  in a network with long delay and constrained bandwidth. 
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The Evaluation of Online Social Network's Nodes 
Influence Based on User's Attribute and Behavior  
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Abstract. Objective and accurate assessment of each node influence is a vital 
issue to research social networks. Many algorithms have been developed, but 
most of them use of single metric, which is incomplete and limited to evaluate 
node influence. In this paper, we propose a method of evaluating node influence 
based on user's attribute and behavior. We study the quantification of nodes in-
fluence. The thought of PageRank is used to explore the effect of behavior. 
Then the method proposed is applied to Sina micro-blog. Experiment results 
show that method has a good and reasonable value. 

Keywords: social networks, node influence, PageRank, node attribute. 

1 Introduction 

In last ten years, the numbers of online social networks like Facebook, MySpace and 
Twitter gained considerable popularity and grown at an unprecedented rate. The 
emergence of online social networks has brought great convenience to people's life. 
One of the main applications of online social networks can help manufacturers to 
promote their products, and to utilize the lowest investment cost to achieve the maxi-
mum effectiveness of marketing. Therefore, online social networks have also attracted 
many scholars to study it. A part of scholars focus on the influence of online social 
networks nodes, more and more interests have been made in obtaining information 
from social networking websites for analyzing people behaviors. These researches are 
focusing on identifying the influential social network users, so it can help to increase 
the marketing efficiency, and also can be utilized to gather opinions and information 
on particular topics as well as to predict the trends [1-3]. 

Micro-blog is a typical online social network, it not only has the social network 
characteristics but also has the media characteristics, so it can be analyzed from social 
networks and news dissemination, how to find influential micro-blog is a basic 
problem in the research and application of microblog.A lot of micro-blog application 
use "micro-blog numbers", "number of fans", "attention", "forward", as the ranking 
basis. These indicators can only measure the nodes from one aspect. These indexes not 
only can’t help the user to find the influence of micro-blog quickly, but also can not 
truly reflect the actual influence of micro-blog users in the network. In order to 
overcome these shortcomings, we try to present a new method to evaluate node 
influence. 
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In this paper we take the micro-blog for example, put forward the method of 
evaluating node's influence of online social networks. This paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 we give an overview of related work. We introduce the basic idea of 
our method in Section 3. Section 4 we introduce the method of this paper in a great 
detail. The analysis of experiment in Section 5. We draw conclusions of this paper in 
Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

In earlier research, the people according to the method of system science use indexes 
like node degree, betweenness, closeness, information, eigenvector, the network 
diameter and so on to measure the influence. In some recent studies of influence people 
gradually combine the methods of social network analysis and methods of Internet 
search [4]. 

There are a lot of study of micro-blog mainly focus on the Twitter. Efforts have 
been made to evaluating influence of online social network [5-19]. Leila [5] 
investigates the power of retweet mechanism and findings suggest that relations of 
“friendship” at Twitter are important but not enough. Sun [6] proposes a graph model 
to represent the relationships between online posts of one topic, in order to identify the 
influential users.Jianshu Weng [7] proposed TwitterRank which measures the 
influence taking both the topical similarity between users and the link structure into 
account.Meeyoung analyzed Propagation characteristics of Twitter, micro-blog 
forwarding and uses three parameters, by the study of a large number of Twitter data 
[8]. So they found effects of the user in the topic in the process of communication. Pal 
performed an extensive study about Twitter follower-following topology analysis [18].  

Wu [10] utilize power multiplication iterative to calculate Markov matrix, by 
optimizing and improving the PageRank algorithm. Yang [11] Starting from the two 
angles of active users and blog quality, constructed the evaluation index of the blogger 
influence, introduced the blogger communication ability factor, using the idea of 
PageRank algorithm to design a new influence ranking algorithm to evaluate the 
blogger influence.Guo [12] proposed the quantitative definition of user information 
dissemination scope, and gives the method for calculating the influence. 

3 The Basic Ideas of Algorithm 

As we know, every micro-blog users in the network corresponding to individual or unit 
of reality. User can enhance his own prestige by publishing micro-blog, forwarding 
and commenting of others, concern for others. The attribute in the micro-blog included 
two parts e.g. user attributes and micro-blog properties. The user itself includes the 
user ID, user type, attention number, number of fans , number of micro-blog, number 
of mentions, and micro-blog attributes including number of micro-blog, publish time, 
the forwarding numbers, numbers of comments. Micro-blog network and online  
community network, the user can according to their own preferences selectively use 
"forward", "collection", "comment" on a piece of information or micro-blog do 
corresponding operations. 

Node’s attribute is the basic characteristic of node. If the user measure the node's 
influence only by itself or micro-blog attribute to measure the node's influence is  
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relatively one-sided, they should also be take the direct effect on node influence which 
is given by behavior between nodes in account. The behavior of forward and comment 
can change the size of the impact of a user. Therefore, when measure of influence of 
nodes we should fully consider the interaction between the nodes that play an 
important role for influence. 

We proposed model of influence rank (model of IR).The method in this paper 
proposed by combining the interactive behavior between nodes and node’s attributes. 
Firstly we need to give a node attribute’s quantification. Node attribute has many 
factors; these factors will influence effect of node. We should select some main 
influence factors, and then we use analysis hierarchy process to give the weight of 
every factor of influence, using the weighted to calculate the quantification of node 
attribute value. Secondly we introduce the thought of PageRank [13] algorithm to 
study the node interaction behavior. The PageRank algorithm is based on the 
assumption: the webpage is more important when it link to more webpage; webpage is 
more important when it linked to the more important webpage. Similarly, for online 
social networks, when the user is more commented by others, its influence will be 
greater; when the user is forward comments by more important users; its influence will 
be greater. Finally the user attributes and user behavior as the node influence factor 
synthesis node’s influence in online social networks. 

4 The Evaluation of Node’s Influence 

4.1 Measuring Node Attributes  

There are lots of node’s attributes in online social network; we select some attributes 
which have more obvious role: user type, numbers of fans, numbers of forwarded, 
numbers of attention, numbers of micro-blog, and numbers of comments. The numbers 
of fans, numbers of forwarding, and the numbers of comments can reflect the influence 
of nodes from different aspects. The analytic hierarchy process to solve the weight 
problem of each influence factor, and then use the weighted and calculate the 
quantization node attribute value. Calculation steps as follows: 

Step1: Construction of index matrix X and normalization, so we get new matrix A 
as follows: 
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We can use the standard 0-1 transform to normalize: 

min

max

ij j
ij

j ij

x x
a

x x

−
=

−
                                (1) 

Where max
jx the maximum value in the j column is, min

jx is the minimum value in the j 

column. 
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Step2: Using analysis hierarchy process to calculate the index weight. 

(a) Constructing a judgment matrix B, we use Table I to determine the value of B. 

Table 1. The Reference Values of Elements in Matrix B 

Relative importance Definition Meaning 
1 Equally importance Two attributes are 

equally importance 
3 Slightly importance One attribute is more 

slightly importance  
5 Considerable impor-

tance 
One is considerable 

importance 
7 Obvious importance One is more obvious 

than another 
9 Absolutely impor-

tance  
One is more absolute 

importance  

2、4、6、8 Compromise Compromise of two 
grades 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

m

m

m m mm

b b b

b b b
B

b b b

 
 
 =
 
 
 




   


 

The elements ijb are scale of ib  relative to jb in matrix B. 

(b) To determine the weight of different indexes and check consistency: 
(i) Multiplication element of B in a row:  

1

m

i ij
j

b b
=

= Π 1, 2, ,j m=                         (2) 

(ii) Calculating product to the mth roots:  

  m
i ic b= 1, 2, ,i m=                          (3) 

(iii) Weight calculation:  

1

1,2, ,i
i m

j
j

c
w i m

c
=

= =


                        (4) 

(iv) Checking consistency: we compute the latent root of B and calculate coin-
cidence index denoted by CI. 
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max

1

m
CI

m

λ −=
−

                                (5) 

If 0.1CI < ,we can accept the weight of different indexes. Otherwise, we need to 
recalculate the Step2. 

Step3: Calculating AR according to the weight of each index jw and the index 

value of each node ija : 

              
1

( )
m

ij j
j

AR i a w
=

= 1, 2, ,i n=                      (6) 

4.2 Behavior Measurement 

In this process, we use PageRank algorithm to solve the problem of interaction 
between nodes.PageRank is one of the core technology of Google, its basic idea is to 
determine the importance of using webpage hyperlink structure webpage, The 
PageRank generates represent each page importance value becomes the PR value, a 
page’s PR value not only depends on the number of connected to the page, but also be 
influenced by the quality and importance of the page, but the page’s PR value will be 
evenly distributed to its chain of the page[14].The calculating formula of PageRank as  
follows: 

( )

( )
( ) (1 )

( )
j i

j
i

p M p j

PR p
PR p d d

L p∈

= + −                          (7) 

Where ( )jL P  is number of 
jP links to other page, where ( )iM P is numbers of chain 

into
iP  , d is damping coefficient. 

Then extract the relationship of forwarded or comments in online social network, a 
directed graph of forward comments relationship could be constructed. In the 
following simple diagram, the direction of the arrow represents the object forwarding 
comments. Because of the large scale network, the analysis is difficult; we can start 
from a node to consider. Observation of the following figure, for example the user a 
forward or comment of user e、 f and g. Of course, there are also have other users will 
forward information of user a. The user e and g may also go forward or comment on 
other user, this part of the forward or comment leave out in Fig.1.We consider only the 
relationship between local forward or comments, and then further promotion. 

a

e

b

f

g  

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of forwarding 
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For example, user a and user b have forwarded f, and the  user a also forwarded 
user e. 

afN is the number of a forwarded f, bfN is the number of b forwarded f, 

aeN is the number of a forwarded e. ( )BR a and ( )BR b are important degree. We can 

make conclusion as following (I) if the number of a forwarded f is more i.e. 

af bfN N> . It is suggest that user a make a larger contribution to f. (II) if user a is 

more important than b i.e. ( ) ( )BR a BR b> .The user a will make a larger contribution 

to f. (III) The user a forwarded e and f, but if
af aeN N> , it suggest that user a make a 

larger contribution to f. 
These three conclusions obtained above are consistent with the idea of PageRank 

algorithm; the interactive behavior can change the node influence. Forwarding can be 
as the voting behavior, the more number of forwarding equivalent to more votes, "the 
greater support to other users", such as the above conclusions (I) (III); if it is an 
important vote, the "support" will be greater, likes the above conclusion (II). Unlike the  
original PageRank algorithm, the node "contribution" in this paper is not the average 
distribution, in the conclusion (III) have illustrated this point. Distribution of the 
"contribution" is related to the number of forward or comments; the more forward the 
more "contribution". For the general case, If the relationship of forward or comment 
between nodes v and u is existed, the node v forward node u, then use the following 
formula to express the v to u "contribution" ratio:  

( )

vu
vu

vx
x O v

N
p

N
∈

=


                                 (8) 

The 
vuN  stand for number of v forward u, ( )O v  is the set of v forwards, 

vxN  is v 

forwards others, where vup  represents the probability of v forward u. 

The core idea of PageRank is to calculating the PR value of each node value 
according to the number of back links, uniform "flow" to all nodes. Each node's PR 
value is the total of "contribution" of node's PR value. We borrowed this idea. Then we 
revised the problems of "contribution" average distribution, and put forward the 
calculating formula evaluation node behavior influence: 

    
( )

( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )vu
v I u

BR u d BR u d p BR v
∈

= − × +                 (9) 

This is an iterative formula. The initial value of BR is related to AR refer to formula 

(6), and where vup is distribution probability, where ( )I u  is set of pointed to u in 

directed graph. The value of d is 0.85.The formula (9) combines the characteristics of 
online social network and its application background. 

The value of BR represents the influence of behavior; the calculation process of BR 
is following: 

Calculation of the value of BR 
Get data set G=(V,E),where V is users set, E is relationship set, initial AR, 

BR, Nvu, Pvu, d, ε, σ 
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for each user v, u ∈ V  do 
update value of Nvu 

end for 

for each user v, u ∈ V  do 

Pvu ⇐ 
( )

/vu vx
x o N

N N
∈
  

update value of Pvu 
end for 
i ⇐ 1, BR1 ⇐ AR, ε ⇐ 0.0001, σ ⇐ 1 
while σ ≥ ε do 

BRi+1 ⇐ (1 − d)×BRi + d×P×BRi 
σ ⇐ || BRi+1 − BRi || 
i ⇐ i + 1 

end while 
return B R  

4.3 To Establish the Model of IR 

The first two chapter studied effects on influence of nodes from aspect of node 
attributes and interaction behavior. According to the above algorithm, the two aspects 
will be integrated. We use them as nodes influence factor synthesis in online social 
networks influence. 

After a lot of observation and analysis: node attribute is a basic condition 
determines the influence of nodes, if the node attribute value AR is weak, the node will 
not influence overall strong. At the same time, the interactive behavior between the 
nodes can also change the node influence; this kind of behavior is equivalent to the 
influence in the network spread, similar to the random walk model. The interaction 
behavior between nodes and the attributes of the nodes combined in accordance with 
the appropriate weight, a formula to calculate the influence of nodes: 

      ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )IR i AR i BR iα α= + − 1, 2, ,i n=                     (10) 

In formula (10) α is regulatory factor, it can regulate the weight of AR and BR. This 
formula is a linear combination of AR and BR. When 0.5 1α< < , it is shown that the 
node attribute is more importance. When 0 0.5α< < , it shown that we more 
emphasis on interactive behavior between nodes to measure the influence. 

5 Experiments 

The paper selects the Sina micro-blog as the data source, the data obtained by Sina 
open API.The data set is part of Sina micro-blog user information in December 2012. 
It contains 60290 users. Every user includes a user ID, user type, numbers of fans, 
numbers of micro-blogs, numbers of attention, forwarding numbers, the number of 
comments. 
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Firstly, we construct matrix of the influence factor, and utilize analysis hierarchy 
process to determine the weight of each node, and then calculate node's AR.According 
to the network relationship of micro-blog, and the matrix of transition probability, we 
can get the node's BR.Finally, and we calculate the node of the IR value through 
Influence Rank model proposed in this paper. 

Table 2. The Calculation Results of Top 10 Users 

UserID AR BR IR 
1266321801 1.0000 0.4409 0.6086 

1192329374 0.7045 0.3538 
    

0.4590 
1656809190 
1087770692 
1192515960 
1752467960 
1742727537 
1730336902 
1212812142 
1854283601 

0.5305 
0.5508 
0.3304 
0.3249 
0.1000 
0.1331 
0.2137 
0.0601 

0.4265 
0.3814 
0.3977 
0.3390 
0.4233 
0.4046 
0.3683 
0.4126 

0.4577 
0.4322 
0.3775 
0.3347 
0.3263 
0.3231 
0.3219 
0.3069 

 

Because the data set is large, we list the influence of top ten users. In the process of 
calculation, we assumed α is 0.3.Node's IR value is not only closely related with the 
AR and BR values, but also with the relevant to the value of α . In general, if the 
influence of node is greater, the AR and BR will be greater. 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of different IR 

Like formula (10), when α taking different values, the results of IR are different. 
As is shown in Figure2 the node’s IR value is closely related to regulatory factorα . 
The regulatory factor represents the weight of AR.As is shown in TABLEII, the 10th 

node's AR is very small, when α is larger the IR will be smaller as shown in Figure2. 
Therefore, α  is used to balance of AR and BR according to need. 
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Fig. 3. Convergence analysis of BR 

According to the core idea of PageRank, the calculation results of BR have nothing 
to do with initial value. As is shown in the Figure3, after 3928 times of computation, 
the difference vector is close to 0. It shows that the value of BR gradually trends a 
stable value.  Therefore, the value of BR is convergence. According to formula (10), 
the value of IR also trends a stable value. So that the IR’ value of each node can be 
calculated. 

As is shown in the Figure4, we use three methods to calculate the influence of node. 
This shows that our method is closely related with the number of fans and the number of 
micro blogs. Observed from the curve of fans, fans of the 3rd node are larger than the 4th 
node. But 3rd node's IR is less than 4th node's IR, from another perspective, the 4th node's 
interactive behavior is greater than 3rd node's, this shows that the 4th node is involved in 
more social behavior which can bring greater influence. Observed from the curve of 
comments, the 5th node's comments is less than 6th node's but 5th node's IR is about as 
same as 6th node's IR. It is shows that 5th node's AR is larger. The experimental results 
have shown that IR is related to user's attribute and user's behavior. 

 

Fig. 4. The relation between IR model and Fans as well as that between IR model and  
Comments 
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We use the other two methods to evaluate the influence of node: UserRank [9] and 
TURank [15].These methods are based on PageRank algorithm. The core idea of 
UserRank is that the numbers of friends is an important index of influence. The 
TURank could to reveal the relationship between user and information and obtain a 
more accurate result of ranking. The experimental results are as follows.  

 

Fig. 5. Comparision of three methods 

We selected the top ten users as shown in TABLEII. The value of IR gradually 
decreased from node 1 to node 10. Observed from the curve of UserRank, the first four 
nodes' influence is decreasing, but the influence of subsequent node is increasing, the 
influence of node 9 is very large. Why trends of the two curve is not consistent? The 
most important reason is that the two methods considering the problem from different 
angles. The method of UserRank focuses more on the number of friends. For example, 
the experiment shows that node 9 has 876 friends so that its influence is larger. 
Because of the existence of zombie fans, the node has a lot of friends and its influence 
unnecessarily large. Compared with IR model, UserRank is not considered 
comprehensively, the result of UserRank is not very accurate. 

Observed from the curve of TURank, the first four nodes' influence is decreasing, 
the influence of subsequent node vary irregularly. The trends of the IR model and 
TURank are not consistent. The method of TURank pays more attention to interactive 
behavior and information of user own. As is shown in the Figure5, the node 6 has a 
large value of TURank; because of the node has more interactive behavior. The 
method of TURank ignored the number of fans and its initial value should be set 
artificially. Therefore, the results of two methods are not completely consistent. 
Compared with TURank, the result of IR model meets the actual better. 

From the results of these experiment can be seen, the evaluation of nodes influence 
based on user's attribute and behavior considering many factors, and the result is more 
realistic. This method has certain applicability. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper proposes the model of IR; it can be comprehensive consideration attributes 
and interactive behavior. Firstly, we calculate the node attribute value AR, and then 
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calculate the node's BR according to the principle of PageRank.The model avoids the 
defects caused by using of single factor to evaluate node's influence. Experiments 
show that node's IR has no direct relationship with fans and numbers of micro blog. 
Theory analysis and example of real network experiment show that the new proposed 
method can effectively evaluate the node influence of the online social network. 
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Abstract. P2P online lending is an emerging economic lending model. In this 
marketplace, borrowers submit requests for loans, and lenders make bids on 
them. It has put forward new challenges to investors about how to make effec-
tive investment decisions. Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model 
that represents a set of random variables and their conditional dependencies. In 
the paper, we calculate the mutual information of every two variables to meas-
ure their mutual dependence and build a Bayesian network model to select 
loans that would pay back with high confidence. We perform abundant experi-
ments on the data from the world’s largest P2P lending platform Prosper.com. 
Experimental results reveal that Bayesian network model can significantly help 
investors make better investment decisions than other investment models. 

Keywords: P2P lending, Classification, Bayesian network, Tree Augmented 
Naïve Bayesian. 

1 Introduction 

P2P lending , also called online social lending, allows direct lending and borrowing 
between individuals on an Internet-based platform, without the participation of  
traditional financial intermediaries such as banks (Wang, 2009). In this way, it pro-
vides convenient online services for reallocating small funds in credit transaction. 
There are more than 30 online P2P lending markets in more than 10 countries in the 
world, such as Zopa in UK and Prosper in the US. In recent years, advances in P2P 
lending marketplaces have provided new research opportunities with the availability 
of massive amounts of P2P transaction data. In this study, we focus on Prosper 
(http://www.prosper.com), the largest online P2P lending market in US, which has 
helped its 1.26 million members receive over $314 million loans. In this marketplace, 
borrowers submit requests for loans (called listing), and then lenders make bids on 
them. Prosper handles the aggregation and disbursement of funds to borrowers and 
then services the loans, collecting and distributing payments and interest back to the 
loan investors. 
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P2P lending, as a novel economic model, has been studied extensively in recent 
years, and is mainly focused on borrowers’ social networks and personal information, 
loan attributes, lenders’ decisions and so on. As for social networks, Freedman & Jin 
(2008) have investigated whether they solve the information asymmetry problem in 
peer-to-peer lending. They found that loans with friend endorsements and friend bids 
have fewer missed payments, but the estimated return of group loans is lower than  
those of non-group loans due to lender’s learning and the elimination of group  
leader rewards. Lin et al. (2009) distinguished between structural and relational  
aspects of networks, and found the relational aspects are consistently significant pre-
dictors of the funding probability, interest rates, and ex-post default. Collier and 
Hampshire (2010) built a theoretical framework for the evaluation and design of 
community reputation systems. Sergio (2009) also built a model-based clustering 
method to measures the influence of social interactions in the risk evaluation of a 
money request.  

To help the lenders make better decision, Luo et al. (2011) proposed a data  
driven investment decision-making framework, which exploits the investor composi-
tion of each investment for enhancing decisions making in P2P lending. They re-
vealed that following some investors who have good investment performance in the 
past will make more correct investment decisions. Katherine & Sergio (2009) ex-
amined the behavior of lenders and find that, while there exists high variance in risk-
taking between individuals, many transactions represent sub-optimal decisions on the  
part of lenders. Klafft (2008) showed that following some simple investment rules 
improves profitability of a portfolio. Kumar (2007) empirically proves that  
lenders mostly behave rationally and charge appropriate risk premiums for antece-
dents of loan default. Iyer (2009) also find that lenders are able to use available in-
formation to infer a third of the variation in creditworthiness that can be captured by a 
borrower’s personal information. Puro et al. (2010) developed a borrower decision aid  
system, which helps the borrowers quantify their strategic options, such as  
starting interest rate, and the amount of loan to request. Wu & Xu (2011)  
proposed a decision support system based on intelligent agents in P2P Lending  
to help borrowers getting loan more efficiently, by providing borrowers with  
individual risk assessment, eligible lender search, lending combination and loan  
recommendation.  

On Prosper, loan transactions between borrowers and lenders are conducted in an 
information-rich environment. When posting a listing, borrowers also submit their 
personal portfolios, such as Amount-Requested, Credit-Score, Homeowner, Category 
(or purpose), debt information and so on. All these information have influence on 
investors’ decision. Li & Qiu (2011) displayed that borrower’ decisions, e.g., loan 
amount, interest rate will determine whether successfully fund loan or not. Herzens-
tein et al (2008) also explored the determinants of funding successfully, found that  
borrowers' financial strength and efforts after they post a listing are major factors. The 
role of financial intermediaries on the P2P online market was analyzed by Berger & 
Gleisner (2009), which demonstrates that the recommendation of a borrower  
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significantly enhances credit conditions, and the intermediary’s bid on a credit listing 
has a crucial impact on the resulting interest rate. Pope & Sydnor (2008) analyzed 
discrimination in Prosper, found that loan listings with blacks in the attached picture 
are 25 to 35 percent less likely to receive funding than those of whites with similar 
credit profiles. Badunenko et al. (2010) observed that female borrowers pay on average 
higher interest rates than males at the largest German P2P lending platform, due to 
female borrowers deliberately offer higher interest rates in anticipation that they would 
be otherwise discriminated.  

The above researches mainly focus on one or part of information of loans. In  
this paper, we try to investigate all the loan information in a uniform framework. Spe-
cifically, we develop a Bayesian network model with all the information in table list-
ing, including the amount of loan to request, interest rate, category of loan, borrowers’ 
credit score, homeowner, dept-to-income-rate, month-loan-payment. Using a large 
sample of paid or default loan data of Prosper from 2008 to 2011, we construct a  
Tree Augmented Naïve (TAN) Bayesian network model. Then we experimentally 
tested this model, using the data in 2012, and compared them to logistic regression, and 
Luo’s method (Luo et al, 2011). Experimental results reveal that TAN Bayesian net-
work can significantly help investors make better investment decisions than other 
models. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The base knowledge of TAN Bayesian 
network model is provided in Section 2. In Section 3, a Bayesian network model for 
P2P lending is built and compared to other investment models. Finally, we conclude the 
work in Section 4.  

2 Bayesian Networks 

Tree Augmented Naïve (TAN) Bayesian network algorithm (Chow & Lui, 1968) is 
used mainly for classification. It efficiently creates a simple Bayesian network model, 
allowing for each predictor to depend on another predictor in addition to the target 
variable. Its main advantages are its classification accuracy and favorable performance 
compared with general Bayesian network models. As for the paper, the target variable 
loan status will be simplified as 1=paid or 0=default two classes, then a listing with 
portfolios can forecast to classified as 0 or 1 by the Bayesian network model con-
structed by the past loans. 

2.1 TAN Classifier Learning Procedure 

Let X = (X1, X2, … , Xn) represent a categorical predictor vector and Y represent the 
target category, The learning procedure is summarized in Fig. 1 and illustrated in more 
detail below. 
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Fig. 1. Bayesian Network Algorithm 

1. Take the training data D as input. 
2. Compute the conditional mutual information[21] by 
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In probability theory and information theory, the mutual information of two random 
variables is a quantity that measures the mutual dependence of the two random va-
riables. Learning a tree-like network structure over D by using the structure learning 
algorithm outlined below. 

3. Using Prim’s algorithm (Prim, 1957) to construct a maximum weighted spanning 
tree with the weight of an edge connecting iX to jX by )|,( YXXI ji . 

4. Transform the resulting undirected tree to directed one by choosing X1 as a root node 
and setting the direction of all edges to be outward from it.  

5. Add Y as a parent of every Xi where ni1 ≤≤ . 
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2.2 Probability Calculating 

The Bayesian network classifier is a simple classification method, which classifies a 
case by determining the probability of it belonging to the i-th target category Yi. As 
investors, we main concern is the loans that will pay back with high probability. These 
probabilities are calculated as 
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3 Experiment Results and Comparison 

3.1 Dataset 

The dataset used in our experiments is from Prosper.com. Prosper includes six rela-
tional data tables, which are Members, Groups, Credit Profile, Listings, Loans and 
Bids data tables. The Listing table is the most important for our modeling. A Listing is 
created by a Borrower to solicit bids by describing themselves and the reason they are 
looking to borrow money. If the Listing receives enough bids by Lenders to reach the 
Amount Requested then after the Listing period ends it will become a Loan. 

In our experiments we use seven attributes from the Listing table, which are de-
scribed in details below. 

AmountRequested The amount that the member requested to borrow. 
BorrowerRate The rate is computed as the LenderRate + GroupLeaderRewardRate 

(if applicable) + BankDraftFeeAnnualRate (if applicable).  
CreditScore The credit score of the borrower at the time the listing was created 
Category The Category is one of the following numerical values : 0 Not available, 1 

Debt consolidation, 2 Home improvement, 3 Business, 4 Personal loan, 5 Student use, 6 
Auto, 7 Other. 

DebtToIncomeRatio The debt to income ratio of the borrower at the time the listing 
was created. 

IsBorrowerHomeowner This attributes specifies whether or not the member is a 
verified Homeowner. 

BidCount The total number of Bids. 

3.2 Data Preprocessing 

Bayesian nodes deal with discrete data, however, only category (0~7) and IsBorro-
werHomeowner (0=false, 1=true) are discrete, the others are continuous values. 
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Therefore, we digitize these data by width-fixed method. For an attribute, assume that 
the maximum value of the attribute be maxV , and the minimum value of the attribute be 

minV ,  we set the separation width to be 5/)-( minmax VVd = , then the attribute is 

digitized to be 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, when the value belongs to { minV , minV +d}, { minV +d, 

minV +2d}, 2{ minV +2d, minV +3d}, 3{ minV +3d, minV +4d}, and { minV +4d, maxV }, respec-

tively.  

3.3 Forecast of Return Probability 

The data to construct a Bayesian network is selected from the duration from 2008 to 
2010. The network aims at predicting the return rate from Jan 1st, 2011 to April 30th, 
2011. As we just concern about the people who would pay back as the model classified. 
The accuracy is calculated as follows: 
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Where 11f is the number of Status=1 and B-Status=1, 01f  is the number of really 
Status=0 but B-Status=1. When the Bayesian network model is built, we can calculate 
the Bayesian probability with the information input. The Bayesian network algorithm is 
described as Figure3. 

Specifically, we select the data from 2008.1 to 2010.1 to build model and use the  
data of 2011.1 to check the model. Next, add the 2010.2 data to the learning data while 
the check data is 2011.2, and by this analogy. With the TAN Bayesian method and 
model, we calculate the Bayesian probability of all the check data. Then the return rate 
of different probabilities can be calculated, that is, select those B-Status=1 loan that its 
Bayesian probability is higher than parameterθand compare with the really Status. The 
result is shown by Table1 and Figure 2. 

Table 1. Return Rate of Different Bayesian Network Probability 

θ 
Real Return 

Rate 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

2011.1 0.74 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.90 1.00 

2011.2 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.95 1.00 

2011.3 0.79 0.81 0.82 0.84 0.89 1.00 

2011.4 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.78 0.91 0.95 

 
In P2P lending, our investment decision model ranks loans, from the best to the 

worst, according to the probability by Bayesian network. Investors can choose the top 
ones as the candidate set. We find empirical evidence to show the effectiveness of our 
model and the influence of different parameters. From Figure 3, the paid loans’ distri-
butions of Bayesian network probability is markedly higher than the default loans.  
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In Figure 4, we compare the rate of return by our model against three baselines, the 
average rate of return by investing on all loans, logistic regression model, investor 
composition method by Luo et al.(2011).We can find that, the higher γ we choose, the 
higher return rate of the candidates chosen by our model has than others, whereγis the 
top probability loans to invest on. 

 

Fig. 2. Ratio of Loans Status by Bayesian Network Probability 

 

Fig. 3. Distributions of Bayesian Network Probability by Loans Status 
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Fig. 4. A Comparision of Return Rate 

3.4 Different Time Span of Training Data as an Indicator 

Bayesian probability is learning from experiment data and expert knowledge. Whether 
the larger the learning data is the better? We choose the data from 2011.1 to 2011.4 as 
check data, and the training data is N months data that one year before the check data. 
That is, we first choose 2011.1 as the check data, then the three months training data is 
from 2009.11 to 2010.1, the four months training data is from 2009.10 to 2010.1, and so 
on. After doing all the experiments, we put the all three months’ check data together, 
and compare with the really data, the result is shown by Table2. From the table, the 
different time span of training data doesn’t make any difference. However, the table 
shows that different Bayesian probabilities may make significant different. 

Table 2. Return Rate of Different Time Span of Training Data 

Training 

data 

Return 

Rate 
0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 

3months 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.91 0.92 1.00 1.00 

4months 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.89 1.00 1.00 

5months 0.78 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.85 0.89 0.91 1.00 1.00 

6months 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.90 1.00 1.00 

7months 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.87 0.88 0.91 1.00 1.00 

8months 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.91 1.00 1.00 

9months 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.91 0.92 1.00 1.00 
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3.5 The Newest Bayesian Network Model 

With those experiments, Bayesian network model is proved as an effective model for 
P2P lending loan. We use all the information and data in table loan since 2008 to build 
a new model. The model is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. A Bayesian Network Model 

4 Conclusions  

In this paper, we build Bayesian network model with all the borrower information and 
loan information in the table listing. First, we calculate the mutual information of every 
two variables and create a maximum weighted spanning tree (MWST) with them. 
When the weight matrix is created, the MWST algorithm gives an undirected tree that 
can be oriented with the choice of a root. A Bayesian network model is built when we 
add Status as the parent of every node. Then we check the model by the data a year 
later, if the Bayesian probability is higher, the rate of return is higher too. Experimental 
results reveal that Bayesian network model can improve investment performances. 
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Abstract. This paper considers sub-channel and power allocation based on ge-
netic algorithms to maximize the overall system capacity using proportional 
rate constraints in multiuser orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) systems. The proposed algorithm first performs sub-channel allocation 
using a rough rate constraint under the premise of equal power allocation 
among the sub-channels. Then power allocation proceeds based on the sub-
channel allocation scheme to implement proportional fairness and maintain 
maximum system capacity. Owing to the separation of sub-channel and power 
allocation, the computational complexity can be reduced from exponential to li-
near. Additionally, both the sub-channel allocation and power allocation are 
based on genetic algorithms, so the computational complexity of the proposed 
resource allocation algorithm can be further reduced. Simulation results show 
that the proposed algorithm achieves about 95% of the maximum capacity in an 
eight-user system and that the ratio of data rates among users can be set freely. 

Keywords: sub-channel allocation, power allocation, multiuser OFDM, propor-
tional fairness, system capacity, genetic algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), which is a key technique in 4G 
mobile communication systems, has recently attracted a great deal of attention owing 
to its ability to combat multiple path interference. The basic idea is to divide the 
available bandwidth into N orthogonal sub-channels [1-3]. Meanwhile, the associated 
resource allocation has also become a key research focus. There are two types of re-
source allocation schemes, fixed resource allocation and dynamic resource allocation. 
The former scheme allocates independent dimensions of sub-channels and power to 
each user. This is obviously not optimal, since channel conditions are not considered. 
Instead, dynamic resource allocation adaptively adjusts the allocation scheme accord-
ing to the changing wireless channel environment to make full use of the limited sys-
tem resource [4] [5]. 

In a previous resource allocation study, Jang and Lee proposed an optimized algo-
rithm to maximize total capacity by assigning each sub-channel to the user with the 
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best channel gain [6]. However, if the channel gain differences among users are large, 
users with higher channel gain will occupy nearly all the resource causing other users 
to receive no data. The max-min problem was studied in [7] to ensure that all users 
generate a similar data rate. However, this study ignored the fact that different users 
may require different data rates. The authors in [8] proposed a suboptimal allocation 
scheme whereby a sub-channel is first allocated to the most suitable user based on a 
proportional rate parameter by assuming equal power distribution, and then power 
allocation is employed to maintain fairness. However, the sub-channel scheme algo-
rithm has large computational complexity.  

In this paper, we focus on a new optimization problem to achieve both proportional 
fairness and maximum system capacity. As before, the sub-channel is first allocated 
using a rough rate constraint to maximize capacity under the premise of equal power 
allocation. Then, the power allocation algorithm is employed to maintain maximum 
total capacity and ensure that each user has the required proportional rate. To reduce 
the computational complexity, we introduce genetic algorithms to both the sub-
channel allocation and power allocation.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the multiuser 
OFDM system model and derives the optimization objective function. Sub-channel 
allocation and power allocation based on genetic algorithms are discussed in  
Section 3 with simulation results presented in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5. 

2 System Model 

Fig. 1 depicts a multiuser OFDM system. It is assumed that instantaneous channel 
information is available at the base station, and all channel information is sent to the 
resource allocation algorithm through feedback channels from all the users. Then, the 
resource allocation algorithm formulates the related allocation schemes and forwards 
these to the OFDM transmitter. The transmitter selects a different number of bits from 
each user to form an OFDM symbol. The resource allocation schemes change adap-
tively according to variation in the wireless channel.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of multiuser OFDM system 
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In this paper, we consider a system with K users sharing N sub-channels. The objec-
tive function in the system aims to optimize sub-channel and power allocation to max-
imize system capacity under an aggregate power constraint. Meanwhile, owing to the 
introduction of proportional fairness, each user should also satisfy the related propor-
tional rate. The benefit is that different users can achieve their expected data rate based 
on their different services. 

Mathematically, the optimization problem discussed in this paper is formulated as  
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where K is the number of users, N is the number of sub-channels, and ,k nh  and 

,k np  are the channel gain and power allocated to user k in sub-channel n, respective-

ly. Further, ,k nρ , which is either 0 or 1, indicates whether sub-channel n is assigned 

to user k, 0N  is the power spectral density of  additive white Gaussian noise 

(AWGN), and B is the available bandwidth and totalP  is the total power. Here, 1{ }K
i iγ =  

is a set of values indicating the data rate ratio among users. 

3 Sub-channel Allocation and Power Allocation 

3.1 Sub-channel Allocation 

The sub-channel is first allocated under the assumption of equal power allocation to 
all the sub-channels based on a genetic algorithm to maximize system capacity  
using a rough rate constraint. A genetic algorithm is an evolutionary intelligent search 
technique that has been successfully used to solve many troublesome optimization 
problems. Fig. 2 depicts the flow chart, while each of the procedures is described 
below. 

1) The number in each cell denotes which user is occupying the associated sub-
channel. For example, in the chromosome shown in Fig. 3, cell number 3 contains the 
number 5, which means that sub-channel 3 is assigned to user 5. Different sub-
channel allocation schemes can be represented by different chromosomes. Initially, W 
chromosomes are randomly generated. 
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Fig. 2. Flow chart for sub-channel allocation 

 
2 7 5 4 8 …… 6 3 

 

Fig. 3. A chromosome 

2)Transform the chromosomes into a sub-channel allocation matrix: Since the gen-
erated chromosome cannot be used directly to evaluate the fitness function, it must 
first be transformed into an allocation matrix. The chromosome shown in Fig. 2 can 
be represented as a 8 64× matrix, with the elements in the matrix set to 0 or 1. Rows 
represent user numbers, while each column represents a sub-channel number. For 
example, if the element in the 5th row and 12th column is 1, it means that sub-channel 
12 is assigned to user 5. 

3)Evaluate the fitness function of each chromosome: The fitness function used is 
given by (1) and the target is to achieve maximum system capacity and a rough rate 
constraint for each user. Thus, the fitness of chromosomes is ranked based on the 
value of the fitness function. A larger value has a higher rank while the chromosome 
beyond the rate constraint requirement has the lowest rank.  

4)Generate a new population by the following steps:  
a)Selection: In the first generation, W chromosomes are randomly generated and 

assigned a fitness rank by step 3. In this step, the chromosomes with the lowest fitness 
ranks based on the selection probability Ps are abandoned; in other words, W*Ps 
chromosomes with the lowest fitness ranks are discarded.   

b)Crossover: The remaining chromosomes are randomly grouped into pairs. For 
each pair, two new chromosomes are created using one-point crossover with crossov-
er probability Pc, and the new individuals are called children. 

c)Mutation: The mutation operator is used to alter one or more genes in the chro-
mosome from its initial state to maintain individual diversity with mutation probabili-
ty Pm. By following the above steps, a new generation with W chromosomes is 
formed. 
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5)Gen=300?: Gen defines the maximum number of generations. If the number of 
cycle operations satisfies the predefined number, the genetic algorithm terminates and 
returns the optimal solution. 

Applying the above procedures will generate an optimal sub-channel allocation 
scheme with a rough rate constraint. The simulation results are presented in Section 4. 

3.2 Power Allocation 

After sub-channel allocation, the system has an optimal sub-channel scheme. Next, 
power allocation is carried out to ensure proportional fairness. The basic strategy is to 
assign power to the users according to the optimal solution, while power for the sub-
channels owned by each user is allocated equally. The basic process flow, shown in 
Fig. 4, is similar to that depicted in Fig. 3. The optimization problem can be simpli-
fied as follows: 
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, ,
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, 1 0
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where kA is the sub-channel distribution for the k-th user. 
Compared with sub-channel allocation, power allocation is a multiple object optimi-

zation problem that includes maintaining system capacity, ensuring that the total power 
is consumed, and achieving proportional fairness.  

Randomly generate initial chromosomes: A series of K elements, representing the 
power values for the users, with values ranging from 0 to 1 is randomly generated.  

Evaluate the fitness function of each chromosome: There are two fitness functions: 
one is for system capacity, and the other is for proportional fairness. The chromo-
somes should, therefore, be divided into two groups, to which the respective fitness 
function is applied. The number of chromosomes allocated to each group is based on 
the weight. Here, the process focuses on the realization of proportional fairness. The 
specific method first calculates the user rates according to the power and sub-channel 
distributions. Next, it generates the user proportional rate by dividing the user rate by  
the proportion kγ

. Finally, the difference between the maximum and minimum user 
proportional rates is obtained, and if the absolute value of the difference is optimized 
to 0, proportional fairness has been achieved. So, the principle of ranking fitness con-
siders the maximum system capacity and the minimum of the absolute value of the 
difference between the maximum and minimum user proportional rates.  
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Fig. 4. Flow chart for power allocation 

Integrate the chromosome: Owing to the separation of the fitness function calcula-
tion, the chromosome must be integrated after the evaluation terminates, to be in-
cluded in the next procedure.   

This step is the same as that for sub-channel allocation, including the operations of 
selection, crossover, and mutation. 

When the algorithm terminates, system power has been rationally allocated among 
the users and the allocation scheme satisfies proportional fairness among users and 
maximum system capacity. The simulation results are presented in Section 4. 

4 Simulation Results 

In this section, we present our simulation results to validate the effectiveness of the 
proposed resource allocation strategy. A system with 64 sub-channels and 8 users was 
used. The wireless channel was modeled as a 6-tap frequency-selective Rayleigh 

channel employed in [8], and the total power totalP  and available bandwidth were set 
to 1 Watt and 1 MHz, respectively. The power spectral density for noise was set to -
80 dB/Hz. The parameters in the genetic algorithms for sub-channel allocation and 
power allocation were the same, that is, W=100, Ps=0.9, Pc=0.7, Pm=0.035, and 
Gen=300.   

Fig. 5 shows the total system capacity in terms of sub-channel allocation, power al-
location, and maximum capacity. Owing to the fact that the sub-channel and power 
are both assigned to the user with the best channel gain, the maximum capacity me-
thod achieves maximum capacity. However, it also results in other users in the system 
having a zero data rate as shown in Fig. 6. The method with sub-channel allocation 
achieves slightly less than maximum capacity, but it introduces a rough rate constraint 
that ensures that all users can acquire sub-channels. The system capacity after power 
allocation is close to the sub-channel allocation. Since the method needs to realize 
proportional fairness at the expense of capacity loss, it has little effect on system ca-
pacity performance.   

Fig. 6 shows the normalized ergodic capacity distribution among users for the dif-

ferent methods. Here, the data rate ratio is 1 2 4γ γ= =  and 3 4 8... 1γ γ γ= = = = . It 
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can be seen that the method with maximum capacity assigns all the resource to user 1. 
Static TDMA tends to allocate equal capacity to each user based on the principle that 
all users have the same opportunities to transmit. However, this method does not sa-
tisfy the requirement of proportional fairness owing to the lack of a fairness control 
mechanism. Meanwhile, consider the method using only sub-channel allocation. Al-
though the user rate distribution has no strict regulation, it satisfies a rough rate con-
straint and the total system capacity is close to maximum capacity. Using the pro-
posed sub-channel and power allocation algorithms, the capacity is distributed fairly 
among users according to the rate ratio. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Total system capacity for different numbers of generations 

 

Fig. 6. Table 1. Fig. 6 Normalized ergodic capacity among users 
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Fig. 7. Minimum user capacity with a different number of users 

Fig. 7 shows the minimum user capacity for an increasing number of users in an 
OFDM system. We can see that the adaptive algorithms, including the proposed  
algorithm and the algorithm given in [7], show significant improvement over the non-
adaptive TDMA method. The proposed algorithm with optimal sub-channel and pow-
er allocation achieves even higher capacity than the method proposed in [7]. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we presented an algorithm based on genetic algorithms for adaptive re-
source allocation in a multiuser OFDM system. The algorithm first carries out sub-
channel allocation using a rough rate constraint to achieve maximum capacity. Using 
the sub-channel allocation solution, optimal power allocation is implemented to achieve 
proportional fairness and maintain maximum system capacity. Simulation results show 
that the proposed algorithm not only effectively satisfies the requirements of maximum 
capacity and proportional fairness, but also reduces computational complexity. 
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Abstract. As traditional “Connectivity” concept from the Internet ignores the 
possibility of opportunistic contacts in DTNs, this paper brings time dimension 
into consideration, proposes Spatial-Temporal Path, Spatial-Temporal Reachabil-
ity and K-Reachability in order to better describe the whole communication 
process and “Eventual Transportability” of DTN. Analytical and simulation re-
sults are given to show the correctness of our approach. Furthermore, Spa-
tial-Temporal Reachability and K-Reachability, which tell a network’s robustness 
in a quantitative fashion, are proved to be suitable for analyzing efficiency and 
routing performance of DTNs. 

Keywords: DTN, Connectivity, Spatial-Temporal Reachability. 

1 Introduction 

Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks, known as DTNs[1, 2] and DTMNs[3] are some 
typical cases of challenged network[4, 5], which is defined as a network that possesses 
one or more of the following characteristics: high end-to-end path latency, intermittent 
connection between nodes, or the absence of an end-to-end path from sources to des-
tinations. In such situations, TCP, usually used in traditional Internet communication, 
faces great challenges when dealing with DTNs’ highly dynamic fashion[6]. Therefore, 
in a set of new protocols called Bundle, researchers came up with a “store-carry- 
forward” strategy[1, 2, 7-9]. A forwarding node carries messages before getting the 
“opportunity” to forward them. This strategy enables the message to be delivered 
successfully in a given time in a DTN environment. By using Spatial-Temporal 
routing[10], the communicating process of DTNs is characterized as opportunis-
tic contacting[11]. 

Traditional “Connectivity” concepts in relation to the Internet focus on the 
end-to-end path between a pair of nodes for an instant time. In order to better understand 
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the “Eventual Transportability” of a communication process in DTNs, we can see from 
Fig 1: node0, node1, node2 are fixed nodes, while node3 moves clockwise. Node3 
establishes wireless communication links with node 0,1,2 separately during times 1, 2, 3. 

 

Fig. 1. A typical communication process in DTN 

In above communication process, a message “path” is established for any node pair. 
Through this path, a message can be successfully transferred between any two nodes 
during a given time. This communication process tells us that the traditional “connec-
tivity” concept mainly focuses on the static topological graph, while a static graph is 
not enough for describing the whole communication process and the “Eventual 
Transportability” of DTNs.  

To our knowledge, the store-carry-forward fashion of challenged networks cannot 
be well described by known graph theory or other mathematical tools. In this paper, we 
bring time dimension into graph theory in order to form a Spatial-Temporal graph. 
“Spatial-Temporal Reachability” is proposed to describe the probability of a message 
reaching its destination in a given time in DTNs. Spatial-Temporal Reachability is a 
key concept of studying a communication system’s delivery ratio, robustness and 
efficiency. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the related works on 
both multi-hop networks and DTNs; Section 3 presents environment and definitions for 
the key elements of Spatial-Temporal Reachability; Section 4 gives the Spa-
tial-Temporal Reachability analysis process and results; in Section 5, we compare the 
simulation results with the analytical results; some discussions and conclusions are 
given in Section 6. 

2 Related Works 

In this section, recent works on “connectivity” regarding both multi-hop wireless 
networks and DTNs are introduced. In the area of traditional multi-hop networks, 
Christian Bettstetter[13, 14] et al. have studied a basic concept of Ad Hoc networks: its  
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K-connectivity. The probability for the K-connectivity of an Ad Hoc network is derived 
using only local information such as node numbers, the radio transmission range and 
node density. “Connectivity” in DTNs is more challenging owing to its intermittent 
connection and absence of end-to-end paths between nodes. Some researchers inves-
tigated the “connectivity” issue by employing Evolving Graphs[14], Contact 
Graphs[15], Multi-graphs [16] and Social Graphs[17]. Vincent Borrel et al.[18] pro-
posed a space-time path in order to form an evolving graph. They developed an algo-
rithm which can classify current DTNs based on information regarding node contacts. 
They also analyzed the impact on different DTNs of mobility parameters using two 
mobility models: Random Way Point Model[19] and Random Walk Model[20].  
Contact Graph is proposed by Rugved Jathar et al. in 2010. The author developed a 
probabilistic routing protocol based on Contact Graph. The probability of nodes ac-
quiring contact with each other is illustrated by Contact Graph in order to enhance 
efficiency of routing. Multi-graph is introduced by Kevin Fall et al. in ACM 
SIGCOMM in 2004. They try to model the routing process of DTNs as a multi-graph 
with time t as a variable. Multi-graph brings time t as a variable in order to describe a 
communication process. Social Graph is proposed by T Hossmann et al. in INFOCOM 
2009. The authors argue that in most current challenged networks, connections of 
nodes are not entirely random. 

3 Environment and Definientia 

We introduce a Spatial-Temporal Graph to describe DTN and its “store-carry-forward” 
communication fashion. By bringing time dimension into consideration, a sequence of 
graphs labeled by time is proposed. With this approach, a dynamic DTN can be de-
scribed as a sequence of static graphs changing over time. 

Definition 1: The Spatial-Temporal Link , ( )
i jv v ne t  between node iv  and jv  at 

time nt  is, 

, ( )= , , ; , , ;
i jv v n i j ne t v v t i j n N∈  

Definition 2: The Spatial-Temporal Path 
,i j

T
v vPath  is a sequence of Spatial-Temporal 

Links within the Message Life Time T. The store-carry-forward technology passes a 
message along a Spatial-Temporal Path in order to complete a communication process, 

[ ], , ( ) ; , , 0, , ;
i j i j

T
v v v v n nPath e t i j n N t T= ∈ ≤  

Definition 3: The Spatial-Temporal Reachability ( ( ), )Reachability G t T  denotes the 
property of a Spatial-Temporal Graph being Spatial-Temporal reachable, which means a 
Spatial-Temporal Path between any pair of nodes always exist in Message Life Time T, 

,( ( ), ) ;

, , ;
i j

T
v vReachability G t T i j Path t T

i j N i j

 → ∀ ∀ ∃ ∧ ≤


∈ ≠
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Definition 4: Spatial-Temporal Reachability Degree ( ( ))K Reachability G t−  is the 
degree of a Spatial-Temporal Graph being Spatial-Temporal reachable. If there exist K 
path-disjoint Spatial-Temporal paths between any node pair, we call the Spa-
tial-Temporal Graph to be K-Reachable, 

, ,

( ( ))

( ) ( ) ;

, , , .
i j i j

T T
v v v v

K Reachability G t

i j Path Number Path K

i j K N i j

− →
∀ ∀ ∃ ∧ =

∈ ≠

 

With the definitions on Spatial-Temporal Reachability and Spatial-Temporal Reacha-
bility Degree, we bring time-dimension into the analysis of the Eventual Transporta-
bility for messages. Spatial-Temporal Reachability tells that a DTN is “Connected” in 
the time of validity, and Spatial-Temporal Reachability Degree tells how well a DTN is 
“Connected”. Spatial-Temporal Reachability is a better concept of studying a com-
munication system’s delivery ratio, robustness and efficiency rather that traditional 
“Connectivity”.  

4 Spatial-temporal Reachability analyses 

In analyzing Spatial-Temporal Reachability, we intend to get the overall message 
reachability of a set of mobility models of DTNs. Using Random Direction Model as an 
example, we adapt a method to get the probability of a Spatial-Temporal Graph being 
K-Reachable from some local information such as node transmitting range, mobility 
model and speed of node movement.  

4.1 Overall Ideas 

 

Fig. 2. Analysis of a two-dimensional random direction model 

We use Random Direction Model[14, 22] as the mobility model for our analysis. V is 
the speed of movement for all the nodes in mobility model; r is the transmitting range 
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for nodes; Message Life Time is set to T; total number of nodes is N. The number of 
neighbors (node degree) is a critical metric for a network. C. Bettstetter[12] gave a 
detailed analysis on the relationship between node degree and overall connectivity for a 
mobile network. He argues that a graph is said to be k–connected (k =1, 2, 3,...) if for 
each node pair there exist at least k mutually independent paths connecting them. In this 
paper, we follow this idea to calculate the paths each node has in order to get the overall 
Spatial-temporal Reachability for a DTN. 

We first calculate the area size of the Contact Window ( CWindow ). In this window, 
nodes have the opportunity to move into the transmitting range of a certain node S 
within Message Life Time T; secondly, the probability for n of m nodes moving into 
S’s transmitting range is acquired; while n m N≤ ≤ , we get the probability for n nodes 
having Spatial-Temporal links with S in Message Life Time T , ( )P X n= , and the 
probability for all the nodes having at least n Spatial-Temporal links in Message Life 
Time T, ( )P X n≥ . 

4.2 Spatial-temporal Reachability in a Two-Dimensional Mobility Model 

The space distribution of a Random Direction Model in any time is uniform[13]. For a 
square map with area of 

mapS  and a certain node S, we set pause time and reset time 0. 
The area size of ring BA and ring AC is

BAS  and
ACS . 

As shown by Fig. 2, we follow the analysis steps, 

Step 1: Calculating the area of the Contact Window. 
For any node A, it has to be located in the circle ( * )S V T r− +  to get the opportunity 
of contacting S within time T. We firstly put nodes within circle S r−  out of consid-
eration, and get the area of contact window, 

( )2 2*CWindow V T r rπ π= + −  

Step 2: Probability of n of m nodes moving into S’s transmitting range. 
As Random Direction Model fits normal distribution, the probability for m nodes 
located in the Contact Window is 

*( ) * * 1

m N m

m
N

map map

CWindow CWindow
P U m C

S S

−
   

= = −      
   

 

For node A, the moving direction has to be within MAN∠  in order to get a contact 
with S (AM, AN are tangents to circle S r− ). We derived the average angle for all the 
nodes that can contact S in the Contact Window, 

2 2

* * '

2* *( * ) *
BA ACS S

r V T r

α αα
π π

+
=

 + − 
. 

Through the average angle, we get the probability for n of m nodes moving into S’s 
transmitting range in the Contact Window. 
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We go back for nodes that were originally located in circle S r− . These nodes can 
contact S from time 0, so the probability for q of N nodes that communicate with S is 

2 2* *
( ) * * 1

q N q

q
N

map map

r r
P V q C

S S

π π
−

   
= = −      

   

  (2) 

Step 3: Probability for n nodes having Spatial-Temporal links with S 
Based on (1) and (2), we get the probability for n nodes having Spatial-Temporal links 
with a certain node S,  
Theorem 1: 
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From Theorem 1, we get the probability distribution of n nodes having Spa-
tial-Temporal link with a certain node S within Message Life Time T: 

 

Fig. 3. Probability for all the nodes having n Spatial-Temporal links with a certain node S 

1. It shows that in T=15s, probability for all the nodes having 18 Spatial-Temporal links with a certain 

node S is 9% in analytical results; 

2. When T=20s, analytical result shows probability for all the nodes having 26 Spatial-Temporal links 

with a certain node S is 8%. 
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Step 4: Probability for the network being K-Reachable 
Our goal is to get the overall reachability for the whole network. In Theorem 1 we 
acquired the probability for n nodes having Spatial-Temporal links with a certain node 
S. In a large scale network, events can be seen as independent from each other[13, 14]. 
As a result, when 1N >> , we finally get the probability for all the nodes having at least 
n Spatial-Temporal links, which means the network being K-Reachable: 
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Fig. 4. Probability for the network being K-Reachable 

With Message Life Time T=15s, analytical result shows probability for the network being 3-Reachable is 

92%, while simulation shows 100%; when T=20s, analytical result shows probability for the network being 

3-Reachable is 95%, while simulation indicates 100%. 

5 Simulations and Discussions 

In our simulation, we use C++ to build a Random Direction Model as an example for 
DTN simulation environment. For Random Direction Model, we set node number 
1000, map size 2000m*2000m, node moving speed 20m/s, transmitting range 100m. 
We run the simulation 1000 times so that we can get the statistical distribution of n 
nodes having Spatial-Temporal links with a certain node S within Message Life  
Time T: 
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Fig. 5. Comparison for simulation results and analytical results 

Fig. 5 shows that simulation results fit well with the analytical results. Probability 
for all the nodes having 18 Spatial-Temporal links with a certain node S is 9% in both 
analytical and simulation results; when T=20s, analytical results show that the proba-
bility for all the nodes having 26 Spatial-Temporal links with a certain node S is 8%, 
while simulation indicates 7%. 

Fig. 5 also shows the probability for all the nodes having at least n Spatial-Temporal 
links (K-Reachability) in the two-dimensional Random Direction Model. We see that 
there are some differences between the analytical results and the simulation, the reason 
is that in our analysis process, we ignored the border effect, which can increase Spa-
tial-Temporal Reachability when nodes bounce back to regain Spatial-Temporal links 
with other nodes. With Message Life Time T=15s, the analytical results show that the 
probability for all the nodes having at least 3 Spatial-Temporal links is 87%, while the 
simulation shows 100%; when T=20s, analytical results show that the probability for 
all the nodes having at least 6 Spatial-Temporal links is 95%, while the simulation 
shows 100%. 

With the analysis above, we can get the probability of a network being at least 
K-Reachable for each Message Life Time. 

 

Fig. 6. Probability of a network being K-Reachability for each Message Life Time 
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In traditional MANETs, if a path to destination can’t be found, the message will be 
dropped, which means Message Life Time is 0. However, a Spatial-Temporal path 
allows a message to be stored and carried by a node for a certain time T until being 
forwarded. From Fig. 6, when Message Life Time T=10s, the two-dimensional Ran-
dom Direction Model has the probability of 97% to be at least 1-Reachability, 70% to 
be at least 2-Reachability and 10% to be at least 3-Reachability. K-Reachability offers 
more flexibility to describe a communication system, and can provide more Spa-
tial-Temporal paths for delivering messages. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we bring time dimension into graph theory to build a Spatial-Temporal 
graph. “Spatial-Temporal Reachability” is proposed to describe the probability of a 
message reaching its destination in time of validity in DTNs. Through mathematical 
analysis, we get K-Reachability for a network from some basic local information such 
as Message Life Time T, node moving speed V and transmitting range r. Simulations 
are also done to prove the correctness of our analytical results. By bringing 
time-dimension into consideration, we argue that Spatial-Temporal Reachability is a 
better concept of studying a communication system’s delivery ratio, robustness and 
efficiency rather than traditional “Connectivity”. Furthermore, we get the probability of 
a network being at least K-Reachable for each Message Life Time. Therefore, 
K-Reachability tells a network’s robustness in a quantitative fashion, giving guidance 
to constructing high performance challenged networks. In the future, we plan to utilize 
our analytical approach in different mobility models, further applications of Spa-
tial-Temporal Reachability are also considered. 
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Abstract. Resource reservation is a widely used mechanism in distributed sys-
tems and high-performance networks, and the optimization of its performance 
has been greatly concerned. Data structure is used to store summary informa-
tion of reservation requests to provide direct basis for the admission control, so 
it is important to optimize the performance of data structure. In this paper, the 
existing data structures for resource reservations are analyzed and two new data 
structures—the resource clue tree and the resource binary tree—are proposed to 
solve the problem of low performance of non-slotted tree structures. The  
description performance, processing performance and store performance of sev-
eral data structures are analyzed and compared with the timeslot array by  
experiments. The results show that the resource clue tree can achieve better  
performance than the timeslot array in some cases. 

Keywords: resource reservation, data structure, resource clue tree, resource  
binary tree. 

1 Introduction 

The traditional internet provides the best-effort service for applications and resources 
are allocated when really needed. However, with the development of the multimedia 
and network technology, especially, the promotion of high-performance distributed 
applications such as grid computing and cloud computing, higher quality of service is 
required, which leads to the emergence of resource reservation [1-3]. 

Distributed systems are built on the basis of existing networks and many distri-
buted applications are real-time tasks. At the same time, resources are dynamic, hete-
rogeneous and autonomous, so the resource scheduling is more complex. In order to 
make sure that all kinds of resources for distributed applications can be provided on 
request, QoS guarantee is needed. Reservation mechanism is an important part of 
network quality of service, so resource reservation is a widely used mechanism in 
distributed systems and high-performance networks. 

Data structure is used to store summary information of reservation requests and to 
provide direct basis for admission control in the process of resource reservation. 
Therefore, data structure must be able to provide quick access to the information and 
deal with it efficiently. About 60 percent of the total processing time is for the 
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processing of data structure, 8 percent for the selection of appropriate resources, and 
the remaining 32 percent for the management of resource extraction in resource reser-
vation [2].  If an application request is for the whole potential advance reservation 
services, it will cost more time. For example, during the interval of scanning and de-
tecting resources, the processing time of data structure is up to 90% of the total time.  

The optimization of data structure can greatly improve the speed of processing in 
the resource advance reservation. The key issues to be resolved for data structure of 
advance reservation are to reduce the data redundancy and use of storage space, and 
to improve the processing and search speed. Two new non-slotted data structures—a 
resource clue tree and a resource binary tree—are proposed in this paper to solve the 
previous problem. Compared with the traditional timeslot array, the resource clue tree 
shows better description, processing and store performance. 

2 Reservation Request and Reservation Procedure 

Resource reservation is divided into immediate reservation and advance reservation. 
The first one is a quick way to respond to reservation requests. The applicant imme-
diately starts using the resources after the reservation request is accepted. The advance 
reservation is a way of using the reserved resources a period of time after the reservation 
is made. Advance reservations include two stages: negotiation and use phase.  

The resource reservation request (req) is represented by a triple（bw, ts, te）in this 
paper. The parameters ts and te represent the start time and the end time respectively. 
The parameter bw represents the amount of requested resources (bandwidth). The 
method of generating reservation requests will be described in section 6.1. 

Resource reservations are usually required to handle a large number of requests in 
a short time. One important task is the admission control-as long as there is a new 
request, the service provider must check whether there are sufficient resources availa-
ble for it. So it needs some data structures to store the summary information of all 
reservation requests. Figure 1 indicates the situation of a resource reservation in some 
time, which is the virtual representation of information stored in a data structure. The 
amounts of idle resources can be clearly seen at any time and it is not difficult to infer 
the results of the admission control for a new reservation request. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a resource reservation 
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3 Related Work 

Data structures in advance reservations are divided into two categories: slotted data 
structures and non-slotted data structures. Their inherent characters will be introduced 
in detail later. 

3.1 Slotted Data Structures 

Generally, a slot is the smallest time unit for the allocation of resources and each 
timeslot represents a fixed length of time such as one second, one minute, one hour, 
or even one day. There are two typical slotted data structures—the timeslot array [4] 
and the segment tree [5]. The comparison results show that the timeslot array is better 
than the segment tree in the consumption of time and storage space. An example of a 
timeslot array is showed in figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. A timeslot array 

In figure 2, each array element represents a timeslot and its value represents the 
amount of allocated resources. The timeslot array must have an appropriate length 
(LEN) which should not be exceeded by the time bound of reservation requests and 
save storage space at the same time. A balance between these two points must be 
built. 

The admission control of the timeslot array is very simple. For any arriving reserva-
tion request—req(bw, ts, te), it only needs to modify the value of each array element 
between the start time(ts) and the end time(te) (A[i] = A[i] + bw). There are still many 
drawbacks in the timeslot array: (1) if a reservation request covers a long period of 
time, a large number of array elements must be used to store the reserved information 
with the result of wasting a lot of memory; (2) each array element represents a fixed 
time period rather than an arbitrary time value, so the precision does not depend on 
actual demand but on the size of a timeslot. (3) All the elements in the array will still 
be overlapped over time because of the fixed size of the array. We can partially solve 
this problem through using a ring buffer and marking the current timeslot, which en-
sures that the time bound of a reservation requestwill not exceed LEN. 

Mugurel et al. analyze the timeslot array and put forward the concept of time slot 
groups, but their application scope is limited [6]. And they improve the segment tree 
so that it can adapt to the flexible resource reservation better [7]. 

3.2 Non-slotted Data Structures 

Among the non-slotted data structures, a bandwidth tree was proposed based on re-
source reservation [8]. However, simulation results [9] show that the bandwidth tree is 
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worse than the timeslot array both in the consumption of time and storage space. Olov 
et al. propose a binary search tree, but the experimental results also show the perfor-
mance of this data structure is worse than the segment tree [10]. QingXiong et al. pro-
posea data structure based on the single linked list and the experimental results show 
that the storage consumption of the single linked list is far less than that in the timeslot 
array[9]. If the amount of requests is not large, the time consumption of the single 
linked list will be better [11-13]. The single linked list is optimized and improved to 
increase the processing and search speed with slightly higher cost of storage space  
[14-17]. 

In summary, the timeslot array has certain advantages in performance as a classical 
data structure whereas the performance of non-slotted data structures (the bandwidth 
tree, the binary search tree) is not satisfactory [18-22]. The description, processing and 
store performance of several data structures will be analyzed and compared with the 
timeslot array by experiments later. 

4 Resource Clue Tree 

4.1 Introduction 

A resource clue tree is a data structure combining the binary search tree and the linked 
list, in which the list pointers (tag) link the nodes in sequence. In this way, it can 
combine the fast search speed of the binary search tree with the efficient traversal of 
the linked list to avoid recursion and improve the performance. A simple resource 
clue tree is shown as figure 3. 

In Figure 3, the solid line pointers represent for the pointers of the tree (left and 
right) and the dashed pointers for the pointers of the list (tag). The pointer root and 
start stand for the root of the tree and the head node of the list, respectively. The node 
is defined as follows: 

struct  node 
{ 
 intbw;    //the value of resources(bandwidth) 
 intts;     //start time 
 struct node* tag; 
 struct node* left; 
 struct node* right; 

}; 
 
The tree is built according to the values of the key word ts. Any node p stores the 

value of bw during a period of time (p.ts, p->tag.ts). During this period, bw is a con-
stant and the values of the adjacent nodes are different. The start time of the next node 
in list order (p->tag) represents for the end time of p in order to save storage space. 
The value of bw in the last node is 0 and identifying the end time of the previous node. 
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Fig. 3. An example of the resource clue tree 

4.2 Algorithms of Request Processing 

The Algorithm to Insert the Start Time Node. 
The insertion of the start time node p1 is similar to that of a binary search tree but it 
has a higher efficiency for search. During the insertion process it needs to handle the 
tag and start pointer.The algorithm is as follows: 

Inserts(p, req) 
Input: p;req 
Explain: pre is the precursor of p 
if  p == NULL  //not exist 
  /*create new node ‘p’*/ 
  if  pre != NULL 
    /*handle the pointers */ 
  else 
    p->tag = start; 
    start = pre = p; 
  end if 
else if  req.ts == p->ts 
    pre = p; 
end if 
else if  req.ts< p->ts 
    p->left = insertts(p->left, req); 

else 
    pre = p; 
    p->right = insertts(p->right, req); 

end if 
end if 
return p; 

The Algorithm to Insert the End Time Node. 
The insertion of the end node p2 makes use of the high traversal efficiency of the 
linked list. It traverses in the list order from p1 to p2 and deals with the values of bw. 
This process needs to correctly handle the pointers. The algorithm is shown in figure 4. 
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It is easy to update the values of bw and tag. But the pointers of the tree are more 
complicated to handle and they can be divided into two cases: (1) p is the precursor 
node of p2 and when p-> right == NULL, it is indicated that p is the parent node of 
p2 and p2 is the right child of p; (2) when p->right != NULL, p2 is the leftmost node 
of a subtree whose root is p->right. 

4.3 Performance 

There are still several performance issues in the resource clue tree. Firstly, there will be 
more and more nodes over time and all nodes will expire. If the current time now is big 
than the end time of a node, it will be meaningless. The expired nodes still occupy the 
storage space and result in the waste of storage resources. We define the pruning func-
tion to solve this problem. The main idea for that algorithm is to find all of the expired 
nodes periodically and remove them from the tree in order to eliminate redundancy and 
save storage. The process of the pruning algorithm is shown in figure 5. 

 

 

Fig. 4. The algorithmic process to insert 
the end time node 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The process of the pruning algorithm 

 
Frequent usage of the pruning function will degrade the overall performance of the 

data structure because the function itself will also consume resources. Therefore, pe-
riodical pruning is reasonable. Experimental results show that the effect of the prun-
ing function is obvious. Each pruning can remove 10% to 20% of the nodes to make 
the total number of nodes maintain a relatively stable level. 
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5 Resource Binary Tree 

5.1 Introduction 

The definition of the resource binary tree is similar to that of the resource clue tree. In 
a resource binary tree, each node stores the allocated values of bw within a time pe-
riod (l, r). There is only a root node root (0, 0, +∞, NULL, NULL) in the initial tree. 
The definition of a tree node is shown as follows: 

structtreenode 
{ 
 intbw;  // the value of resources(bandwidth) 
 int l;    //start time 
 int r;    //end time 
 structtreenode* left; 
 structtreenode* right; 

}; 
In the implementation process of the resource binary tree, the left pointer of a 

node(left) points to its first child and the right pointer(right) points to its next brother. 
When reservation requests arrive, the valid node meeting the conditions splits into 
new valid nodes and the original node will be invalid. 

There are two types of nodes in the resource binary tree—valid nodes and invalid 
nodes. When p->left==NULL, p is a valid node, or else, it is an invalid node and has no 
relation with the value of p->right. Only the useful information of reservation stored in 
valid nodes is useful while invalid nodes only have the function of index and judgment. 

5.2 Algorithms of Request Processing 

 

Fig. 6. Three methods of splitting 
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Splitting Algorithm. 
If node p (bw1, l1, r1, NULL, NULL) is a valid node, whenreq(bw2,l2,r2) arrives, if 
l2<l1 && r2>r1, the value of bw in node p is consistent with value(bw1+bw2) and it 
does not need to split. If p.bw needs to change, the node p will be split. Three methods 
of splitting are shown in Figure 6. 

Insertion Algorithm. 
In the building process of the resource binary tree, the most important is the node 
insertion algorithm except for the splitting algorithm. The insertion algorithm is to 
convert a reservation request into a node and then insert it into the tree. The main idea 
is indicated as follows: 

Addnode(req, p) 
Input：req; the root of a subtreep 
Stackin(p);  //let the eligible node into the stack 
q = top; 
while  q != NULL 
  if   q->left == NULL 
    Leaves(req, q) //valid node 
  else 
    Stackin(q);  //invalid node 
  end if 
  q = --top; 
end while 

6 Performance Measurements 

6.1 Experimental Environment 

The reservation request—req(bw，ts，te)—has been introduced in section 2. Qing-
Xiong et al. provide a method to generate random values for each field[9]. 

ts～U[20,100]; 
td～Exponential(0.01); 
te= ts+ td. 

Time units are seconds. The framework of experimental platform is shown in fig-
ure 7 and this paper focuses on the admission control and the data structure. 

The establishment of the experimental platform and the implementation of  
data structures are completed by C language. The server is running on Ubuntu  
10.10 and deployed on the mobile platforms of Intel core i3M390. All the  
experimental data below are derived based on this hardware and software  
environment. 
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Fig. 7. The framework of experimental platform 

6.2 Description Performance 

The description performance refers to the ability of a data structure to describe re-
sources. The non-slotted data structures can accurately describe the relationship be-
tween resources and time, while the slotted data structures can’t. 

A timeslot is the smallest unit to allocate resources. It is a fixed time period and the 
timeslot array cannot accurately represent moments smaller than it. In other words, 
the method based on timeslots cannot start and stop at any time it like, while it can 
only do it at some timeslots. Dividing the time into slots will lead to fragmentation 
and the reduction of available bandwidth [4]. 

This is the inherent defect of slotted data structures. To define a reasonable slot is 
very difficult. Long slots will reduce the accuracy and waste bandwidth, and short 
slots will waste time and storage space. Therefore, the size of time slots closely de-
pends on the characters of reservation requests. 

In our experimental environment, one second is chosen as the timeslot unit and the 
array length (LEN) is 1000. The elements of the array will be reused. So the timeslot 
array can describe the resources accurately, reduce bandwidth waste and avoid time-
out thus working better. 

6.3 Processing Performance 

Analysis. 
The processing performance means the speed to convert reservation requests and 
insert them into the data structure. The processing algorithms of the timeslot array is 
to deal with the array elements involved in turn and its time complexity is O(td). The 
processing algorithms of the resource clue tree consist of one search procedure and 
the following linear processing and its time complexity is O(logn)+O(m). The para-
meter n is the number of nodes in the tree and m is the number of nodes in  
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p->ts∈[ts,te]. The processing algorithms of the resource binary tree involves one 
recursive operation and its time complexity is O (logn) * O (m). 

In summary, the processing performance of data structures is affected by many fac-
tors. The processing algorithm of the resource binary tree is poor. It is difficult to 
determinewhich is better between the resource cluetree and the timeslot array because 
it depends on the parameters of reservation requests. 

Experiment. 
The results support our analysis well. The processing performance of three data struc-
tures is measured as shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8 shows that the performance of the resource clue tree is slightly better than 
the timeslot array and much better than the resource binary tree. It is mainly because 
there are a large number of redundant nodes in the resource binary tree and the 
processing operation involves a lot of recursions which seriously affect the processing 
speed. 

Two kinds of tree structures are less affected by reservation requests whereas the 
timeslot array is directly affected by the parameter td. Figure 9 indicates the 
processing performance of the timeslot array when the parameter λ is 0.01, 0.1 and 1. 
As λ increases, td increasingly concentrates to smaller values and the processing per-
formance of the timeslot array improves significantly. At this point, its performance is 
far better than the resource clue tree. However, it is more sensitive to fluctuations  
of td, so it has more vigorous fluctuations under different conditions of reservation 
requests. 

 

Fig. 8. The performance of processing algorithm

 

Fig. 9. The performance of the timeslot 
array under different conditions of reserva-
tion requests 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, two new data structures—the resource clue tree and the resource binary 
tree—are proposed to solve the problem of low performance of non-slotted tree struc-
tures. The algorithms for establishment and performance improvement of the two data 
structures are introduced in detail. The description performance, processing perfor-
mance and store performance of several data structures are analyzed and compared 
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with the timeslot array by experiments.Experimental results show that resource clue 
tree can achieve better performance than the timeslot array in some cases and the 
resource binary tree has relatively poor performance. 

The performance of data structures will be different under different values of res-
ervation requests. Our next step is to do the experiments in real situations and minim-
ize the impact of reservation requests to get a more flexible resource reservation. 
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Abstract. For the dynamic load characteristics of Wireless sensor network, we 
propose the idea of parallel Coalition and introduce the game theory into the 
solving of dynamic task allocation problem. In this paper, we design the model 
of multiple task allocation based on Nash equilibrium, and use runtime of task, 
Transmission energy consumption and Residual energy to design the utility 
function of Games. Then we use PSO to find to the point of Nash equilibrium. 
By using this method, guarantee the task execution effectiveness and improve 
the utilization rate of networks. Simulation results prove the validity of the  
algorithm, and can effectively prolong the lifetime of the network. 

Keywords: WSN, task allocation, PSO, Game Theory, Nash equilibrium. 

1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) which includes a large number of sensor nodes is a 
wireless self-organizing and data-centric network [1]. The biggest drawback of wire-
less sensor network is that nodes have very limited energy, storage space and compu-
ting ability. Task scheduling is a classic problem of extensive research in the field of 
high-performance computing, and is also the core issues in the area of operating sys-
tem research. In the operation of parallel and distributed computing systems, In order 
to effectively use the system resources, an application is usually decomposed into 
multiple tasks. Systems allocate resources to each task and determine the ordering of 
tasks execution. Task management is an important module in WSN, and it works 
together with the mobile management and energy management to monitor energy 
consumption, dynamic change and the role of task allocation of the sensor nodes in 
the entire network [1].  

Many native and foreign scholars have done much research work on task allocation 
of WSN during the past several years. Yang et al propose an energy-balanced alloca-
tion of a real-time application onto a single-hop cluster of homogeneous sensor nodes 
connected with multiple wireless channels [2]. An epoch-based application consisting 
of a set of communicating tasks is considered. Each sensor node is equipped with dis-
crete dynamic voltage scaling (DVS). The time and energy costs of both computation 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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and communication activities are considered. Liu et al propose a method based on 
elastic neural network to reduce energy consumption under the background of tracking 
aerial flying targets with the aim of the task allocation of collaborative technique in 
wireless sensor network [3]. In order to prolong the lifetime, reduce the energy con-
sumption and balance the network load effectively, CHEN et al propose a dynamic 
Coalition model and its corresponding algorithm of task assignment in wireless sensor 
network (WSN) [4]. This method describes a cost function according to the execution 
time, energy consumption and load balance. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used 
to optimize task allocation. And on this basis propose a multi-agent-based architecture 
for WSNs and construct a mathematical model of dynamic Coalition for the task allo-
cation problem [5].  

Since Maynard Smith and Price introduced the ideas of evolutionary into game 
theory, learning from the analysis method of biological theory of evolution became a 
new way to calculate Nash equilibrium points and had been obtained abundant out-
comes[6~8]. As in [9], the solution of the Nash equilibrium been shown to belong 
PPAD problem completely. Thomas et al solves the Nash equilibrium by using the 
genetic algorithms [10]. YI et al built a Grid model of m*n type grid using M/ M/ 1 
queue system, and promoted the concept of task scheduling Nash equilibrium among 
multi-schedulers. The optimal objective of each scheduler is mean complete time per 
task [11]. 

This paper also based on the mechanism of dynamic coalition, and PSO was 
adopted to design a WSNs task allocation algorithm based on game theory. PSO is 
simple and easy to implement, and with no gradient information and with other ad-
vantages, which can be used to solve many complex problems. Our algorithm is able 
to adapt to the dynamic change of network load and adjust the network running status 
in time. This paper defines the utility function with the goal of reducing the execution 
time, reducing transport energy consumption and balancing network energy distribu-
tion, and using PSO to obtain the Nash equilibrium of tasks allocation. The results of 
experiment show its dependability and feasibility. The following will detail descrip-
tion of the problem as well as the specific algorithm implementation. 

2 Model of Dynamic Task Allocation 

2.1 Parallel Coalition 

Coalition formation is a key problem in multi-agent systems. Parallel Coalition [12] is 
a concurrent generation problem of multiple dynamic coalitions. Parallel Coalition 
consists of two cases: Crossed Coalition and multi-task Coalition. Crossed Coalition 
means that an agent to join multiple coalition s or a task can be performed by multiple 
Coalitions. 

Due to the limitations of WSNs such as resource availability and shared 
communication medium, parallel processing among sensor nodes is a promising 
solution to provide the demanded computation capacity in WSNs. Considering many 
points of similarity between WSNs and multi-agent systems, this paper introduces the 
complicated coalition into WSNs. As shown in Figure 1, a coalition consists of a 
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number of nodes, and tasks are assigned to the selected coalition structure. Using this 
method we can take full advantage of the core capacity of member nodes, which can 
lead to finishing the tasks more efficiently and is more suitable for the application 
environment of WSNs. 

2.2 The Concept of Mixed Nash Equilibrium 

Game theory is a mathematical decisive approach aiming to solve the problem between 
competition and cooperation. If there is a competing or collaborative behavior among 
bodies in the environment, they will tend to adopt some effective strategies to maxim-
ize the utility of the individual of group. Generally, game body, strategy and utility 
are three main elements of game theory. The game body also acts as the player for the 
game. In general, a game requires at least two players. Besides, the game strategy is 
the actions of each body which is defined in advance, and each body has their own 
strategy set. In additional, each player of the game has a utility function to estimate 
the utility obtained from a certain strategy of the body. Assuming an n-person non-
cooperative game, the pure strategy of player pi is defined as Si= (si

1, si
2, ···, si

mi), 
where mi denotes the number of the pure strategy of pi. The corresponding mixed 
strategy of the pure strategy Si is defined as xi= (xi

1, x
i
2, ···, xi

mi), where xi meets xi
j≥0 

and xi
1+xi

2+···+xi
mi=1. i.e., the player selects the pure strategy si

j (1≤j≤mj) with  
probability xi

j. Then the mixed situation of the game theory can be defined as X= 
(x1, x2, ···, xn). 

In this mixed situation, the expected payoff of pi is defined as follows: 

1 1 22 1 2( ) ... ( , ,..., ) ...
1 21 21 1 11 2

m mm nn nu X P s s s x x xi j j ji j j j nnj j jn

= • • • • 
= = =

               (1) 

Where Pi (s
1

j1, s
2

j2, ···, sn
jn) denotes the gain of player pi when p1 select strategy s1

j1, 
player p2 select strategy s2

j2, ···, and player pn select strategy sn
jn. 

Definition 1. If the mixed situation X* meets ui(X
*||xi)≤ui(X

*), the mixed situation 

X* is the mixed Nash Equilibrium of an n-person non-cooperative game where X*||xi 
denotes that only pi change its strategy. 

Property 1. The mixed situation X* is the mixed Nash equilibrium of an n-person 
non-cooperative game if and only if the pure strategy si

j meets ui(X
*|| si

j)≤ui(X
*). 

Proof: Suppose that X* is the mixed Nash equilibrium. If ui(X
*|| si

j) ≥ui(X
*), the 

player pi will obtain a better gain when it select strategy si
j. According to the idea of 

game theory, Nash equilibrium is the best select of each player, so X* will not be 
mixed Nash equilibrium. 

2.3 Task Allocation 

A wireless sensor network consisting of n heterogeneous wireless sensor nodes distri-
buted in a certain range, and 10% of the node elected as the leader node. The number 
of Coalition is l, and we define the set of coalitions as C= (c1, c2, ···, cl), where 
l=n*10%. A set of independent tasks T= (t1, t2, ···, tm) arrive at sink node at the  
same time. 
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An n-dimensional vector REQ= (req1, req2, ···, reqn) denotes requirements of 
tasks, where reqi denotes requirement of task ti. Through the dynamic topology and 
routing control, sink node can obtain energy of node and ability of task of node. 

In this paper, a matrix Bk= (bij)l×m is used to record the capacity of different coali-
tion on different tasks, and we defined the execution time as: 

 
req

iTime
ij b

ij
=                                 (2) 

Where bij denotes the capacity that i-th coalition executes j-th task, Timeij denotes the 
time required where j-th task run in i-th coalition. 

The energy consumption of wireless sensor networks includes three parts: transmis-
sion energy consumption, processing power consumption and access to energy con-
sumption. As the energy of transferring 1 bit data is far greater than the energy of 
processing 1 bit data, we usually ignore the processing energy consumption and the 
access to energy consumption. The discussion focused on communication energy 
consumption in this paper. The minimum transmission energy consumption is P0,trans 
when the standard distance is d0 i.e., the distance dij between i-th node and j-th node 
determines the energy consumption [13]: 

2 2

, ,2 2
0

(4 )ij
i trans o trans

t r

d
P P

d G G

π β
λ

= × ×                     (3) 

Where, Gt denotes emission coefficient, Gr denotes receive coefficient, λ denotes 
Wireless communication wavelength, β denotes Factor of the energy consumption 
of the system. As (4π)2β/GtGrλ2×P0,trans is a constant, (dij/d0)

2 is the evaluation index 
of unit data of transmission energy. To simplify the data, a matrix COST= (costij)m×l is 
used to record transmission energy consumption, costij denotes the energy consump-
tion when j-th task transfer data to i-th coalition. 

This paper use an n-dimensional vector E to denotes residual energy of coalition. ei 
denotes residual energy of i-th coalition. P(ei) denotes the proportion of residual ener-
gy of i-th coalition in the sum of residual energy of entire network. 

( )
1

l

i i i
i

P e e e
=

=                              (4) 

In order to prolong the network lifetime, during the process of allocation, we 
should balance the residual energy of each coalition. The network residual energy 
average degree is defined as: 

 ( ) ( )

1

log i

l
P e

i
i

H P e
=

= −                       (5) 

Where  denotes the energy entropy of networks. The larger the value of entropy, the 
more average residual energy distribution, and the longer network lifetime. 
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3 Our Algorithm 

This paper assumes that a coalition is constituted by a number of sensor nodes, and 
these nodes are mutually closer in distance. Tasks are scheduled on the coalitions, 
rather than directly on the sensor nodes. Algorithm assigns tasks according to the 
current situation of networks. With development of energy consumption, the algo-
rithm adaptively adjusts the allocation plan. The condition that the Nash equilibrium 
scheduling algorithm directly work on coalitions can be established is: a coalition is 
constituted by several nodes, therefore, a coalition can be considered to be a virtual 
node which has stronger ability and higher energy. Meanwhile, as mentioned above, 
both of multi-tasks allocation and solution of Nash equilibrium belong to NP-hard 
problem, take such an approach can reduce the scale of problem to obtain the solution 
of the problem quickly and reduce the difficult of experimental simulation. Specific 
implementation approach of our algorithm is given below. 
Definition 2. Three components of game theory in our algorithm: 
(1) players of game is s set of non-cooperative tasks,  T= (t1, t2, ..., tm); 
(2) The pure strategy set of players consist of n coalition, coalitions are heterogene-

ous, and coalitions have own corresponding task ability, transmission consump-
tion and residual energy; The corresponding mixed strategy set of players is 
X=(x1, x2,… , xn), where xi is called mixed strategy of i-th player; 

(3) In game theory, the utility function is an important indicator to measure the gain 
of players, it defined herein is: 

1 2 3cosi
j j ij ju w nt w t w e= × + × + ×                     (6) 

Where i
ju  represents utility function which is used to transform multi-target to 

single target, and denotes the gain that i-th task obtain from j-th coalition. The smaller 
the value of utility function, the better; ntj is the sum of busyj and Timeji, busyj denotes 
the busy time of j-th coalition; costij denotes transmission energy consumption of the i-
th player in the j-th coalition; ej denotes the residual energy of j-th coalition; w1, w2 and 
w3 denote weight value. 

3.1 Nash Equilibrium PSO 

In this paper, according to Definition 2, we use PSO to find the point of Nash Equili-
brium. And our algorithm is called NEPSO. 

We use the floating number matrix to represent the task allocation plan. The utility 
function is defined to optimize task execution time, energy consumption and energy 
entropy of network. Then we use utility function to further define the fitness function 
of PSO. 

We use a matrix Xm l×  to code the position of a particle: 
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Where i
jx   denotes the probability that i-th task select the j-th coalition, 

and 1 2 1i i i
lx x x+ + + =  . 

For solving the Nash equilibrium of mixed strategies, each task ti is allocated to 

some coalitions according to its mixed strategy 1 2( , , , )i i i i
lx x x x=  , In such a case, 

we need to change the utility function of pure strategies, and the expected utility func-
tion is defined as: 

1
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And we also need to update status of coalition after assigned a task: 

*i
j j j jibusy busy x Time= +                       (9) 

*cosi
j j j ije e x t= −                            (10) 

The fitness function of PSO is defined as follows: 

*
,( ) max{max{ ( ) ( )},0}i i i i

i

f X u X u X−= −         (11) 

This fitness function is based on the fact: from the point of view of each player, if 
it change its strategy, the gain that take pure strategy is less than the gain that take 
mixed strategy, and this player will not want to change its strategy. As shown in equa-
tion (10), the value of fitness function of X is zero when X is the best solution X*. The 
smaller the value of fitness, the better. 

In each time of iteration, the particles update themselves by tracking the two ex-
treme values. One is the optimal solution of each particle, which is called the local 
optimal solution, denoted by Xi

lBest, where Np denotes the number of particles. The 
other extreme is the global optimal solution of entire population which is currently 
found, denoted by XgBest. During the iteration of PSO, the i-th particle velocity and 
position update equation: 

1 1

2 2

( 1) * ( ) * *( ( ))

* *( ( ))

i i i i
k k lBest k

i
gBest k

V t w V t c r X X t

c r X X t

+ = + −

+ −
         (12) 

( 1) ( 1) ( )i i i
k k kX t V t X t+ = + +                    (13) 

Where Vk
i(t) denotes the speed of the i-th particle during the k-th iteration,  

Xk
i(t)denotes the position of the i-th particle during the k-th iteration, Xi

lBest denotes the 
current local optimal solution of i-th particle, XgBest denotes the current global optimal 
solution of entire population. r1 and r2 denote the random number between 0-1, c1 and 
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c2 denotes learning factor. w denotes Inertia weight, and it is linearly decreasing 
weight, and decrease from wmax to wmin, as shown in equation (13): 

minmax
max

max

w w
w w ite

ite

−= − ×                      (14) 

Where itemax denotes maximum number of iterations. 
Definition 3. if mixed Nash equilibrium solution X meets ,i j∀  , 

0i
jx ≥ and 1i

j
j

x = , it is called standardized solution. 

If the solution of particles during the iteration of PSO is not the standardized solu-
tion, we should deal it with the method shown in equation (14) and (15): 

00,

01,

0 1

i
j

i
j

i i
j j

x

x

x x

 <
 >
 ≤ ≤

                          (15) 

i i i
j j j

j

x x x=                               (16) 

3.2 PSO Algorithm Process  

Input: 
(1) The size of population K, the maximum number itemax; 
(2) Inertia weight w, maximum weight values wmax, minimum weight value wmin; 
(3) Learning factor c1 and c2, the value is 2 in our experiments; 
(4) Initialize set of tasks T= (t1, t2, ···, tm), set of tasks requirements REQ= (req1, req2, 

···, reqn) , an ability matrix ( )ij l mB b ×= , and the energy consumption matrix 

COST= (costij)m×l. 
Output: 
(1) the best mixed strategy X*; 
(2) Residual energy of each coalition RE=(re1, re2, …, rel) ; 
(3) Busy time of coalitions BUSY= (busy1, busy2, ···, busyl). 
Step1: Initialize the population. Initialize each particle X, each component of the 

vector xi is random number between 0-1, then handle xi  according to equa-
tion (14) and (15); 

Step2: compute Vi(t+1) of i-th particle according to equation (11), then update Xi 
(t+1) according to equation (12); 

Step3: handle Vi(t+1) according to equation (14) and (15); 
Step4: compute fitness value of Xi(t+1); 

Step4.1: input mixed strategy matrix X, busy time and energy of each coali-
tion, and set of tasks; 

Step4.2: for task ti, compute its executing time and transmission energy con-
sumption in the coalitions; 
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Step4.3: according to equation (5), compute gain of pure strategy of task ti  in 
the coalitions. 

Step4.4: according to equation (7) and mixed strategy xi, compute expected 
gain of task ti . 

Step4.5: update busy time and energy of each coalition according to equation 
(8) and equation (9); 

Step4.6: compare expected gain of task ti and all pure gain, then update the 
value of fitness according to equation (10); 

Step4.7: if ti is the last task, then end; else i plus 1 and go to step4.2. 
Step5: determine whether need to update the local optimal solution or the global op-

timal solution; 
Step6: The number of iterations plus 1; 

Step7: Judge whether the number of iterations reaches the upper limit itemax. If 
ite=itemax, then return XgBest, else go to Step2. 

During the process of computing, we need to handle the three parameters of the 
utility function (execute time, transmission energy consumption and residual energy). 
In this paper, the value mapped to the interval [0, 0.5] by using sigmoid function, as 
shown in equation (16) and equation (17): 
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4 Simulation and Results 

Our simulation study is conducted for a WSN of n nodes that are placed uniformly in a 
rectangular region of 200 by 200 meters, and 10% of the nodes are elected as the 
leader. The requirements of the subtask are distributed in the range of the interval (2, 
6]. In the same situation, the greater the value is, the longer the time of executing this 
task is. This value also reflects the difficulty of the task processing. The ability of 
executing task is distributed in the range of the interval (15, 25], the greater the value 
is, the stronger the ability is. The energy consumption is distributed in the range of the 
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interval (3, 7], the greater the value is, the greater the consumption is. The energy of 
each node is distributed in the range of the interval (45000, 55000] mj.  

Through several experiments, in order to obtain a high-quality solution rapidly in a 
short period of time, the parameters of PSO are set as follows: maximum number  
of iterations itemax is 100, the size of population K is 50, wmax is 0.9, wmin is 0.5, c1 and 
c2 is 2, w1 is 1, w2 is 1, w3 is 3. 
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Fig. 1. The entropy of different numbers of batches 

As shown in Figure 1, here are a set of experiments to observe the performance of 
wireless sensor networks under different task batch. In the respect of balancing 
networks energy to improve networks lifecycle, compare to MCTTAA and RTAA, 
NEPSO shows good results. The Energy Entropy is keeping at about 3.9. From this 
figure, we can know that three algorithm can let the network has a good entropy when 
the batches of task is small, especially at the interval [600, 900]. However, with the 
increasing  of the batches of task, entropy of MCTTAA declining much faster than 
the others. Similarly, although the RTAA let network energy entropy still maintaining 
at a good level, but compared to the NEPSO algorithm, it is more poor. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the compare of execution time. Due to MCTTAA is based 
on the shortest completion time, whether the average execution time or minimum 
execution time, it shows a very good performance. RTAA and NEPSO is worse.  
As shown in Figure 8, the average execution time of NEPSO and RTAA is almost  
the same, and their corresponding curves are almost overlapping. And on the  
minimum execution time, as shown in Figure 9, NEPSO after MCTTAA is superior to 
RTAA. 
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Fig. 2. The average of execution time of different numbers of batches 
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Fig. 3. The minimum of execution time of different numbers of batches 

In this experiment, the maximum residual energy in coalition is set to be 
55000mj.When an coalition’s residual energy is less than 5% of the maximum resi-
dual energy, namely residual energy is less than 2750mj, the network will be failure. 
As shown in Fig.4, under different numbers of alliance, the batches of task executed 
by NEPSO are the most. When the number of coalition is small, the disparity among 
the three algorithms is not obvious, but with the increase of coalitions, it can obvious-
ly see that performance of NEPSO in improving the network life cycle is excellent, 
RTAA and MCTTAA are much poor, especially MCTTAA. 
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Fig. 4. The life cycle of different numbers of coalitions 

5 Conclusion 

For certain characteristics of wireless sensor networks, based on dynamic coalition 
mechanism, this paper propose a task dynamic allocation algorithm using game 
theory. The proposed algorithm designs a strategy to solve the Nash equilibrium with 
PSO algorithm. Simulation results show that the adaptive algorithm constructed in 
this paper is effective. It can obtain a satisfactory solution in a short time and ensure 
the execution time while effectively extend the lifetime of network. Further research 
work will focus on the fault-tolerant mechanism, namely, building a tasks adaptive 
allocation algorithm with fault-tolerant mechanism in WSN. 
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Abstract. Telecom systems utilize the Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) ap-
proach to build the network infrastructure for advantages of even distribution of 
workload, high scalability and cost-effectiveness. Although DHT is undoubted-
ly applicative in such architectures, some practical distinctions still should be 
considered to meet the performance requirements of telecom infrastructures. 
This paper focuses in two features of the distributed telecom system, so-called 
the real-time response and geographic partition, proposes a hierarchical DHT 
lookup service named Comb. Comb’s overlay is organized as a two-layered ar-
chitecture, workload is distributed evenly among nodes and most queries can be 
routed in no more than two hops. Comb performs effectively with low band-
width consumption and satisfactory fault tolerance even in a continuously 
changing environment. Both theoretical analysis and experimental result dem-
onstrate that the two-layered architecture of Comb is feasible and efficient. 
Comb improves the performances on routing delay and lookup failure rates with 
high scalability and availability. 

Keywords: Distributed Communication System, Peer-to-Peer, Comb, DHT, 
Two-Hop. 

1 Introduction 

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) are widely applied in building large-scale self-
organizing overlay networks [1], such as file-sharing, search engines and content 
distribution. Currently, both distributed IP Multimedia Subsystem and P2PSIP are 
proposed to adopt the structured P2P overlay in communication systems. A funda-
mental problem for a DHT lookup service is resources locating and routing. Overlay 
topology, routing path latency and maintenance cost are three elements that impact 
the efficiency of a DHT algorithm [1]. Designs of DHT algorithms vary largely, so far 
as we know, most proposed DHT algorithms vary routing tables’ size from (log )O N  

to ( )O N , with routing hops ranged from (log )O N  to (1)O  [2]. Large routing 

tables are expensive in maintenance and hard to scale to large systems while long 
routing hops lead a long time routing delay. Trade-off should be made between 
routing table’s size and routing hops in selection of a DHT algorithm. 
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A communication system is used for real-time intercommunication, path latency 
will directly impact the quality of connections [3]. For this reason, real-time response 
is required for a distributed communication system and minimizing routing delay is a 
primary objective. Additionally, communication systems are deployed in accordance 
with the geographic session distribution pattern, the whole network shall be organized 
as a multilayer architecture with several regions. Therefore, a hierarchical overlay is 
necessary for the distributed communication system. Previous work proposes hierar-
chical P2P algorithms [4] where each hierarchy consists of super-nodes for upper 
hierarchy. Super-nodes take more responsibility acting as centralized index, makes it 
impractical for load-balance. The Comb protocol proposed in this article is purely 
peer-to-peer and protocols on each node are completely the same. The whole overlay 
is organized as a two-layered architecture, a Comb node maintains information about 

( )O N  other nodes for routing, resolves a lookup in no more than two hops. Mainly 

two features distinguish our design from many other P2P lookup protocols. 
1. Comb is purely distributed. The Comb overlay is divided into several domains, 

two-layered architecture satisfies the requirement of geographic distribution pattern. 
Meanwhile, Comb abandons super-node, nodes in Comb overlay have no distinctions. 
This makes Comb a load-balanced network, avoids single point of failure and perfor-
mance bottleneck. On the other hand, a purely peer-to-peer network is much better for 
scalability. 

2. Comb is simple and stable. A Comb node requires about ( )O N  size routing 

table for lookups resolve, but routing performance degrades gently when routing in-
formation is out of date. Comb guarantees correct routing (though slow) of lookups as 
long as one piece in routing table is correct. This is important for a distributed system 
to keep steady. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 compares Comb to relevant 
DHTs. Section 3 presents the system model. Section 4 is the base Comb protocol, and 
Section 5 evaluates Comb’s performance through simulation and experiments. Final-
ly, we summarize our contributions in Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

The first generation of DHT algorithms adopt a completely flat structure, the whole 
overlay is organized as a ring or other plain topology. Consistent hashing [5] is uti-
lized to assign keys to nodes and resources. Generally, a DHT overlay consists of N 
nodes which share R resources (N << R), the key space is partitioned randomly by 
participating nodes, and each node is in charge of the resources belongs to its key 
space section. Designs of flat DHTs include Chord[6], CAN[7], Kademlia[8], Pa-
stry[9] and Tapestry[10]. 

Flat DHTs have certain advantages, such as structural stability and workload ba-
lancing. On the other hand, they are incapable of achieving latency guarantees for 
queries and offering a hierarchical overlay network. That makes flat DHTs improper 
in to utilize in a distributed communication system. Hierarchical DHTs (HDHTs) [11] 
are the last generation of DHT designs, HDHT nodes are distributed into hierarchies; 
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each next hierarchy consists of super-nodes for upper hierarchy, leading a tree-like 
architecture. Distinguished from flat DHTs, Hierarchical DHT algorithms are able to 
guarantee path latency, for the last decade, a group of HDHT designs have been pro-
posed: OneHop [12,13],Sandstone [14], D1HT [15], 1h-Calot, 2h-Calot[16]. 

However, two virtual nodes in different slices don’t take geographic distribution 
and network connectivity into consideration. For large system deployed over the 
countrywide, it is difficult to keep nodes in system connected with all the nodes in 
two different slices at the same time, especially when the two slices have a long geo-
graphical distance. Moreover, two virtual nodes may bring twice as much as band-
width consumption in joining, leaving procedures and routing table maintenance. 

3 System Model 

Comb is designed for the distributed communication system with two special features 
affect the design. Geographic Distribution Pattern: The structure of a communication 
system should be in accordance with the geographic pattern in practice, and interac-
tions and network connectivity between host pairs are also related to this pattern. As a 
survey on MIIT[17], nearly 80% call sessions are between intra-province host pairs, 
while 20% call sessions between inter-province host pairs. Therefore, a hierarchical 
P2P lookup service with regionalism is essential. Real-time Response: Minimizing 
message delay is an important performance objective for a communication system, it 
is assumed that 20~50 milliseconds delay between any inter-province and less than 10 
milliseconds delay between any intra-province host pairs for an IP based network 
[14], so less routing hops is critical for the system. 

Figure 1 gives a software structure for Comb, it is consisted of four main compo-
nents: Communication, Topology Routing, Data Storage and Application Layer. In-
tercommunication between hosts is implemented by the bottom layer communication  

 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of an example comb-based distributed system 
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module, applications choose the transport layer protocol according to the scenarios. 
The topology routing module provides lookup service, finds the best suitable host for 
a given key, and also includes ID management and topology maintenance. Subscriber 
data such as storage, consistency verification are taken charge of by the data storage 
module. Application layer takes topology routing module and data storage module as 
substruction, specifies logical function of the system despite the underlying details. 
Modularized designs simplifies the system implementation. 

In addition, a mathematical model is presented for system verification. Previous 
work parameterized the workload of a P2P system by a tuple , ,n f l< > [16], which 
means n nodes in the system with an average node lifetime l, each node process f 
lookups per second on average. Corresponding to Comb’s topology, our work splits f 
to fl and fg representing the average lookup times of intra-domain and inter-domain 
per second. Suppose the whole overlay is divided into k  domains, then each domain 
has n/k nodes, in a system with a node lifetime l, on average n/(kl) nodes join and 
leave each second in one domain. When a node joins or leaves, at least one message 
will be sent to all its neighbors for informing, Comb maintenances all nodes within 
the domain as its neighbors, i.e., at least n/k messages are sent during the joining or 
leaving procedure. Assuming that all messages get unit size s and each request is ac-
knowledged by a response, then the traffic for nodes arrivals and departures B1 in one 
domain is: 

1 (1 1) ( )
n n n n

B s
k kl k kl

= + • × + ×                    (1) 

Each node process lf  intra-domain lookups with one hop and gf  inter-domain 

lookups with two hops per second, resulting in traffic for lookups with one domain  
B2 is: 

2 (1 1) ( 2 )l g

n n
B s f f

k k
= + • +              (2) 

As a result, without regard to the inter-domain maintenance and keep-alive traffic, 
the minimum traffic demand in Comb B3 is: 

2 2

min 1 2 2

424 4
( ) ( ) 2 4gl

l g

snfsnfsn sn
B B B k k snf snf

k k klk l
= + • = + + • = + +    (3) 

4 The Base Protocol 

Comb provides protocol for key based resources location, how nodes join and leave 
the system and how to recover from the failures. This section gives a simplified ver-
sion of description of the Comb protocol. 

4.1 Overview  

As in Figure 2, Comb organizes all the nodes in a circular ring like Chord [6].  
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Fig. 2. Comb overlay consists of two domains: global domain and local domain 

We refer to a node’s counter-clockwise neighboring node as its predecessor and 
clockwise node as successor. Comb divide the whole overlay into several regions 
named Domain, and runs a one-hop DHT protocol inside each Domain. Correspon-
dingly, overlay of Comb is deployed as a two-layered structure: global layer (corres-
pond to countrywide) map the whole ring and local layer (correspond to a province or 
a city) map the domain. Table 1 gives an example of the routing tables: a Local Table 
contains complete information of nodes within domain and a Global Table maintains 
at least one node’s information for each outer domain. To route a message between 
two different domains, an origin tries to find a node N in destination domain from 
global table and forwards the message, N looks up its local table and sends the mes-
sage to the destination node.  

Table 1. an example of local table and global table 

Node ID URI IP Address 

00100001 alice@comb.com xx.xx.xx.xx 

00001010 bob@comb.com xx.xx.xx.xx 

00001000 tom@comb.com xx.xx.xx.xx 

Local Table 

Domain Node ID URI IP Address 

01 01000011 a@comb.com xx.xx.xx.xx 

10 10000100 b@comb.com xx.xx.xx.xx 

11 11000101 c@comb.com xx.xx.xx.xx 

Global Table 
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4.2 Identifier 

In Comb, the whole overlay is divided into several domains, organized as a two-
layered architecture. Accordingly, the identifier space is separated into two parts: 
domain ID and host ID as depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Comb identifier consists of two parts: domain id and host id 

When a node joins into the Comb system, it chooses the nearest domain and takes 
the domain ID as the identifier prefix, then applies consistent hashing to its IP address 
or URI as the identifier postfix. This assignment also makes it possible to determine 
the geographic domain of any nodes by its ID.  

4.3 Node Joins and Leaves 

Assume that a new joined node named JP  (Joined Peer) knows about at least one 
node named BP  (Bootstrap Peer) already in the system through some out-of-band 
methods [2], BP  is in the nearest domain from JP . JP  copies BP ’s local table 
and global table in order to build routing tables itself. For the local table, a copy from 
BP is enough, but for the global table, ID Transformation is necessary, though it will 
function well with a complete copy from BP  logically. 

ID Transformation:  
Suppose BP get its identifier BP AP

BP domain hostID ID ID= + , and JP ’s 

identifier JP JP
JP domain hostID ID ID= + , BP JP

domain domainID ID= .  

define (B , ) BP JP
host hostoffset P JP ID ID= − , for each node item in BP ’s global Table NID , 

JP  builds a new item | ( , ) |N N
M domain hostID ID ID offset BP JP= + − , whose address is 

fetched through AP . 
ID transformation makes global table varies from node to node within a domain, 

requests from domain A to domain B are forwarded by different nodes in domain B, 
resulting in a network with load balance and scalability. For user information security 
and system robust, communication operators always choose nodes only when they are 
deployed as BP  instead of all nodes in overlay. 

Once JP  built its routing tables, it need inform other nodes in domain of its 
arrival. A multicast tree [15] rooted at JP for disseminating membership changes can 
be applied:  For a N nodes domain, update messages are propagated to the 

22 th (TTL 0,..., logTTL N = ）successors of JP , each message consists of JP ’s 
identifier and value of TTL. Notified successors continue with message propagating to 
their 2 th (i 0,...,TTL 1i  = − ） successors and minus TTL by 1 until TTL = 0. An 
example of  a 8 nodes domain is shown in Figure 4.  
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Fig. 4. An example of the multicast tree for disseminating membership changes 

The multicast tree disseminates messages all over the domain in collaboration, 
workload are distributed to nodes. However, the workload in disseminating of each 
node varies greatly, nodes closer to the tree root get more messages to cast [16], 
sometimes exceeds nodes’ bandwidth capacity. We propose another multicast tree for 
disseminating called the binary-multicast tree for the structure is a binary tree.  

A binary-multicast tree is also rooted at JP , among N nodes in its local table, JP  

selects its immediate successor and the 22 (K log / 2K th N= ）successor as its children 

(define as 1C and 2C ) in the tree, and asks them to cover the range (2, 2 1)K −  and 

(2 1, )K N+ , respectively. Node 1C and 2C  use a similar process to expand the tree 

by adding their immediate successor and the 12K th−  successor as children, and so 
forth. The process stops when there is no node in the range. Figure 5 gives a brief 
example of binary-multicast tree, Node 0 acts as the root of the tree and selects 1 and 
4 as its children,  each child of node 0 is responsible for a covering range, and they 
also build their own tree to expand the binary-multicast tree. 

 

  

Fig. 5. Binary-multicast tree for disseminating membership changes 

The binary-multicast tree disseminates messages with more reasonable and ba-
lanced bandwidth demands, nodes in a binary-multicast tree propagate update mes-
sages to only 2 other nodes at most (see figure 5), the tree is implicitly embedded in 
the overlay, there is no message to construct the trees before use and no message to 
tear down the trees after use. However, inaccurate routing tables are acceptable in  
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messages dissemination, suppose node N that should be selected as a child of Node P 
had not been selected, in the worst case, N will receive the notification from its prede-
cessor as the range narrows. We can prove that binary-multicast tree disseminate mes-
sages in the same time complexity with a multicast tree of 2(log )O N . 

When a node leaves, it notifies its predecessor and successor, they (or one of them) 
propagates this change to all nodes over the domain using a process similar to a 
node’s arrival. 

4.4 Routing Tables Maintenance 

Only nodes in local table are notified when a node leaves, in a purely distributed over-
lay of Comb, this node is probably also in global tables of other nodes from outer 
domains. To this end, a heartbeat with nodes in global table to keep alive is necessary. 

Every gt  seconds afterwards, a heartbeat message is sent to each node item in global 

table to keep-alive, if a heartbeat is not acknowledged until time fires, we treat it as a 
departed node, and do ID transformation to find a new substitute item through BP or 
any other nodes as in node join. 

For each node K with an ID of kID  in Node N’s global table, heartbeats can carry 

the destination identifier of k N
dest host domainID ID ID= + , when node K receives the heart-

beats and find it isn’t responsible for destID , a redirection should be sent back to node 

K with the new substitute node responsible for destID . 

The period gt  is chosen such that 80% nodes lives longer than gt  seconds, as-

sume node lifetime t  follows an exponential distribution ( ) ( 0)tf t e t−= λ >λ , then: 

ln(0.8)
( ) 0.8

g
gt

f t dt t
+∞

=  = − λ
                       (4) 

The expectation of t is:  

1
[ ]E t l= =

λ
,so we have  0.2gt l≈                (5) 

Another situation need to be taken into account is that not all nodes leave the sys-
tem normally; some nodes may fail without any notifications. Hence, a mechanism to 
handle failed nodes is needed. Periodically, a node sends an announcement to its im-
mediate predecessor to state its existence, a node also sets timer for its successor’s 
announcement. 

If an announcement is received from node N which is already in local table by 

node P , P would reset the timer for the next announcement. If node N is not in the 
local table of P or P’s timer for N is fired, then P adds/deletes N to/from local table, 
and broadcast the membership change to all the nodes in domain through a binary-
multicast tree. 
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5 Simulation and Experimental Results 

In order to evaluate the function and performance of Comb, we implemented a simu-
lator in C++. The simulator can simulate Comb system with up to 8,000 nodes. 

Table 2. Parameters and Settings of the simulation 

 Parameter Value 

N 
Total number of peers in the network 

1000, 2000, 

4000, 8000 

D Total number of Domains 20, 40, 80 

L Node’s lifetime 90s, 120s, 180s 

F Frequency of lookup 1, 2, 3 

 
The simulation is configured by parameters N, D, L and F. When simulator starts 

up, the Comb system contains N nodes with settled routing tables distributed in D 
domains averagely, nodes join and leave the system with the lifetime L, and send out 
lookup messages by every F seconds. The simulator stops when 10N nodes joined in 
the system accumulatively. Parameters are configured as the table 2. 

We evaluate Comb’s routing efficiency by figuring out the average routing hops 
and failed rate per lookup. Figure 6 plots the average number of routing hops per 
lookup when varying the system size and numbers of domains. The Figure shows that 
the average routing hops are always below 2 in Comb, and the number increases alone 
with both the system size and domains number. 

Failed lookups should also be considered for routing efficiency. In Comb simula-
tor, messages record every hop it routed through, a lookup (and also other messages) 
was regarded as a failed message when it is forwarded by more than 10 peers, and 
would be discarded by the simulator. Figure 7 reports the failed rate of lookups in a 
variety of conditions, we see that Comb system has a satisfied failed rate, in the expe-
riment environment, failed rates are below 0.5% in all conditions. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Routing hops per lookup varying nodes’ number and domains’ number 
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Fig. 7. Failed rates per lookup varying nodes’ number and domains’ number 

As well as average routing hops, failed lookup rate increased along with the system 
size, this is also because more nodes leaving and joining brings about more time delay 
to keep routing tables up to date, inaccurate routing tables increase the failed proba-
bility of failure. On the other hand, small domains number also results in a high failed 
rate, this is due to few domains generates a big domain size, Comb runs a one-hop 
protocol within the domain, failed rate increased along with the domain size because 
of the time delay for routing tables up to date as mentioned before. Therefore, tra-
deoffs should be made between average routing hops and failed lookup rate on the 
selection of domains number, generally, the optimal number for minimum traffic we 
calculated in section 4 is a good choice. Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrate that Comb 
has an excellent performance in routing efficiency. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper presents Comb, a two-hop DHT lookup algorithm for P2P overlay and 
evaluates Comb by analysis and experiments. Comb algorithm aims at the features of 
the distributed communication system: real-time response and geographic partition, 
constructs the whole overlay a two-layered architecture. Nodes in Comb system main-
tain two routing tables: local table and global table, messages are routed intra-domain 
and inter-domains. 

Compared with other DHT lookup algorithms, the main contributions of Comb are: 
a non-hierarchical two-layer DHT architecture that avoids unbalanced workload and 
bottlenecks; a two-hop routing mechanism that routes most lookups in no more than 
two hops to satisfy the real-time response requirement; a domain-partition mechanism 
that adapts the geographic distribution pattern of distributed communication system; 
an improved message dissemination mechanism--binary-multicast tree that balances 
the workload in disseminating of each node and an abstract model for network traffic 
calculation. 
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Abstract. P4P (Provider Portal for Applications) is a model aiming
to incorporate P2P with ISP and improve the performance of both the
ISP and the P2P applications. In this study, we analyze the relationship
between the link traffic and the P-distance, which is the core interface of
P4P, and illustrate the disadvantage of P4P in dealing with network
topology with bottleneck links. Further, with link utility function as
the optimization objective, we propose an improved model–Improved-
P4P, making the traffic produced by P2P applications more homoge-
neous, which can reduce the peak link utilization and protect bottleneck
links, and then improve both the network efficiency and the P2P perfor-
mance. We have built a simulation platform based on BitTorrent and
conducted extensive simulations. These simulations demonstrate that
Improved-P4P achieves a lower cost for ISPs and a better performance
for P2P applications than native P2P. Moreover, compared with P4P,
Improved-P4P reduces traffic on bottleneck links without compromising
on the performance of the P2P applications. We believe that relieving
of pressure on bottleneck links hold great significance especially in ex-
treme settings. Improved-P4P performs steadily in different swarm sizes,
proving that it is scalable and easy to deploy.

Keywords: Subgradient Method, P2P, Traffic Engineering, Coopera-
tive Model, Dual Function.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The P2P (peer-to-peer) concept has fundamental advantages over the traditional
C/S (Client/Server) model and the fixed infrastructure content distribution net-
works because of its excellent robustness and scalability, and plays an important
role in modern networks. Some researches have found that more than 50% of the
network traffic is introduced by P2P [1,2], and the massive traffic generated by
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P2P brings significant challenges in traffic engineering for ISP (Internet Service
Provider)[3].

Because P2P applications are ignorant of the underlying network topology,
most P2P applications apply application-level routing that is based only on the
overlay network metrics [5]. Moreover, some P2P applications select the source
of their downloading randomly, which may lead a P2P user in New York City
to download from a user in Los Angeles, while this kind of data is available in
New York City or in Washington DC. This kind of long-distance downloading
may decrease the network efficiency and the performance of the P2P applications
concurrently. P2P applications can avoid this by selecting neighbors with a lower
delay or less router hops, but purely selecting neighbors with a low delay or less
router hops may cause a Comcast user to select an AT&T user as its neighbor.
This cross-ISP neighboring will generate unnecessary interdomain traffic, thereby
significantly increasing the operational costs of ISPs. In conclusion, current P2P
applications have the following problems:

(1) A P2P system may cause the dispersion of network traffic and make the
traffic to unnecessarily flow through multiple intra-domain links. By conducting
practical tests, [6] found that every bit of P2P traffic in Verizon needs 5.5 hops
when passing through 1000 miles on average, and this average number of hops
can be reduced to 0.89 without compromising the P2P application’s performance.

(2) A P2P system may generate massive inter-domain traffic or cause massive
traffic that when produced by multiple ISPs pass through a specific network [9].
In [8], Karagiannis studied the BitTorrent performance in a college network. He
found that this low-efficiency inter-domain traffic may cause significant financial
losses for ISPs. Even in the case of the top-level ISP (tier-1 ISPs who do not
pay other ISPs), the inter-domain traffic caused by a P2P system can cause
the traffic between these tier-1 ISPs to lose balance and then violate the P2P
protocol.

However, a one-sided strategy of P2P and ISP is not ideal. As a result, a
cooperative model of P2P and ISP should be built, making both sides exchange
information and control the P2P traffic cooperatively, and thereby improving
the network efficiency and the P2P performance simultaneously.

1.2 Related Works

[4] studied the advantages and disadvantages of P2P, and proposed a middle
server called ”oracle”, by which ISPs can provide a neighbor selection policy
for P2P users. After a peer sends its list of potential neighbors to ”oracle”,
”oracle” will sort all the possible neighbors according to certain criteria, such as
the nearest principle and the link bandwidth. The sorted neighbor list will guide
peers to select neighbors and improve the P2P performance. At the same time,
the ISPs can effectively manage massive the P2P traffic with this mechanism,
assuring that the traffic does not pass across them and that it is led to the right
path. With the abovementioned mechanism, ISPs can provide a better network
service for their users.
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[7] developed a cooperative model of CP (”Content Provider”) and ISP, which
aimed at co-optimization by sharing control between the ISP and the CP. This
study analyzed the optimality of this model by using the game theory and com-
pared this model with the traditional model by means of simulations. The simu-
lation results showed the advantages of the sharing model under circumstances
with different congestion levels, and pointed that under some conditions, if the
complete network information is shared without any co-optimization control, the
co-benefits of the CP and the ISP may be lower than before the sharing of the
complete network information.

Fig. 1. The interactive between iTracker and P2P

2 Improved Cooperative Model and Theoretical Analysis

2.1 P4P

In the P4P model, each ISP maintains an iTracker for its network, and the
iTracker has multiple interfaces for ISPs to communicate with P2P applications
with respect to the following: (a) static network policy, (b) P-distance mirroring
network policy and status, and (c) network capacity. The main interfaces are
shown in Figure 1, where the P-distance interface is the core of P4P. Through
the P-distance, an ISP can communicate to the P2P applications the current cost
of its intradomain and inter-domain links. The P-distance reflects a network’s
preference and status with respect to the application’s cost. The main algorithm
of P-distance is the min-max link utilization with a distributed algorithm as
follows:

min
∀k:tk∈Tk

max
e∈E

(
be +

∑
k

∑
i

∑
j

tkijIe(i, j)
)
/ce, (1)

where beis the background traffic (i.e. traffic that P4P can’t control), ce is the
capacity of link e, Ie(i, j) is the indicator link e on the route from PID−i to
PID−j, and T k denotes the set of all feasible traffic solutions on the basis of the
demand and the property of the P2P applications session k. tk = (tkij), where t

k
ij

denotes the traffic from PID−i to PID−j in the P2P session k.
The above mentioned PID (opaque ID) is a virtual network point. There are

many types of PIDs, one of which is an aggregation point, i.e. a PID represents
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a set of points. In fact, a PID can also represent PoP, or a set of points with the
same congestion state. In this study, each PID represents an aggregation point.

In particular, T k is made up of tk that satisfy the constraint condition as
follows,

∑
j:j �=i

tkij ≤ uk
i , ∀i, (2a)

∑
j:j �=i

tkji ≤ dki , ∀i, (2b)

tkij ≥ 0, ∀i �= j, (2c)

tkij ≥ ρk
ij

∑
j′ �=i

tkij′ , ∀i, j �= i, (2d)

∑
i

∑
j �=i

tkij ≥ β ∗OPT, (2e)

where uk
i denotes the aggregation uploading capacity from PID−i to other

PIDs in session k, and dki denotes the aggregation downloading capacity from
other PIDs to PID−i in session k. ρk

ij
is the lower bound on the percentage of

traffic from PID−i to PID−j among all the traffic from PID−i to other PIDs.
Note that 0 < ρk

ij
< 1 and

∑
j �=i ρ

k
ij
< 1, ∀i. β is the efficient factor that can be

configured particularly to P2P applications in engineering. The OPT in (2e) is
the lower bound of P2P applications performance. Because the cooperation of the
ISP and the P2P application aims at improving the performance of both sides,
the cooperation should not compromise the performance of P2P applications.
Hence, in general, OPT can be set as the optimal value in the independent
optimization of P2P applications . Typically, it can be set as follows:

OPT = maximizetk∈Tk

∑
i

∑
j �=i

tkij , (3)

i.e. P2P aims at matching downloading and uploading.
Suppose that tke =

∑
i

∑
j t

k
ijIe(i, j), i.e. the total traffic produced by P2P in

link e, then (1) equals to:

minimizeα,tk∈Tk,∀k α (4a)

subject to be +
∑
k

tke ≤ αce, ∀e ∈ E, (4b)

The Lagrange dual function of (4a) is as follows:

D(p) = min
α,∀tk∈Tk,k

∑
e

pe(be +
∑
k

tke) + (
∑
e

pece − 1)α.
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To make D(p) finite, the coefficient of α should be zero. i.e.

∑
e

pece = 1.

Then
D(p) =

∑
e

pebe +
∑
k

min
tk∈Tk

∑
e

pet
k
e . (5)

Its dual problem is

maximizep≥0 D(p) subject to
∑
e

pece = 1. (6)

This dual problem can be resolved into independent sub-problems on different
sessions of applications with a distributed algorithm,

minimizetk∈Tk

∑
i

∑
j �=i

pijt
k
ij , (7)

The aforementioned solution is the interactive optimization algorithm between
ISP and a P2P application, i.e. the P2P application solves the subproblem (7)

independently and delivers the optimal result t
k
to iTracker, after which iTracker

solves the main problem (6) to update pe.
Assumption AIn the following analysis, we suppose that there exists t̃k ∈ T̃ k

that makes be+
∑

k t̃
k
e < ce, ∀e ∈ E, i.e. there exists feasible flow solution t̃k that

makes the restraint on the link capacity strictly feasible.

2.2 Properties of P-Distance in P4P

Theorem 1. Suppose that {t̃ke} is the solution to (4), and {p̃e} is the solution
to (6). Then there exists at least one link e whose link utilization is maximal and
its corresponding p̃e > 0. The p̃e whose corresponding links utilization doesn’t
achieve maximum is 0.

Proof: (4) is an instance of convex programming, and according to assump-
tion A, we know that the Slater constraint specification is true; hence, the strong
dual theory is true. As a result, the solution of (4) and of its dual problem (6)
satisfy the following:

be +
∑
k

t̃ke ≤ α̃ce, ∀e ∈ E (8a)

1−
∑
e

p̃ece = 0 (8b)

p̃e ≥ 0, ∀e ∈ E (8c)

p̃e(be +
∑
k

t̃ke − α̃ce) = 0, ∀e ∈ E (8d)
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where (8a) is the original feasible condition, (8b) and (8c) are the dual feasible
conditions, and (8d) is the complementarity condition. Further, because of the
optimization of (4)

α̃ = max
e∈E

(be +
∑
k

t̃ke)/ce,

where t̃ke is the solution of (3). Based on (8d), we know that all p̃es whose
corresponding links do not achieve the maximum utilization equal to 0, and p̃es
whose corresponding links achieve the maximum are equal to or greater than
0. Moreover, by (8b), we know that there exists at least one p̃e that doesn’t
equal to 0.
As we see in the above theorems, all link prices of links that do not achieve
the most congested state are equal to 0, i.e., for a flow, the link price of each
non-most-congested link is equal to that of another such link. This property of
the multiplier makes MLU invalid when dealing with networks with bottleneck
links.

In Figure 2, suppose that the capacity of each link is 1, the traffic demand
between node 1 and node 3 is 1, and the traffic demand between node 3 and
node 4 is 0.9. If we set MLU as the optimization objective of the ISP, the traffic
on link (1, 3) will be 0.9 and the traffic on link (1, 2) will be 0.1. Now, there are
two bottleneck links in the network, i.e. link (1, 3) and link (3, 4), which lead
to the situation that of the two links between node 1 and node 3, one is very
congested and the other is free.

Fig. 2. An Example of Network with Bottleneck Links

2.3 Improved Cooperation Algorithm

We introduce a link utility function as the ISP optimization objective and verify
that the new objective can better utilize the network resources by carrying out
a theoretical analysis and experimental simulations. In this section, we propose
a cooperative algorithm of ISP and P2P with a link utility function as the ISP
optimization objective, and analyze some issues with this objective.

We follow the methods introduced in congestion control[11], and make the
link utility function the ISP optimization objective. Consider that

maximize{se},tk∈Tk,∀k
∑
e

vβ(se) (9a)

subject to se ≤ ce−
∑
k

tke − be, ∀e ∈ E, (9b)
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where se is the free link capacity of link e and vβ(se) is an increasing concave
function. In this paper, we adopt the form as stated in [11].

vβ(se) =

{
log(se), β = 1
s1−β
e

1−β , β �= 1.

The Lagrange dual function of (9) is as follows:

D(p) = max
{se},tk∈Tk,∀k

∑
e

(
vβ(se)

−
∑
e

pe

(
se − ce +

∑
k

tke + be

))

=max
se

∑
e

(
vβ(se)− pese

)

+
∑
k

min
tk∈Tk

∑
e

pet
k
e +

∑
e

pe
(
ce − be

)
.

(10)

The dual problem of (9) is as follows:

min
p≥0

D(p). (11)

Because D(p) is not differentiable and (11) cannot be solved with the gradient
method directly, we solve the problem by using the subgradient method. We can
obtain the subgradient of D(p) from [10],

ζe = ce − be − s̃e −
∑
k

t̃ke , ∀e ∈ E,

where s̃e, {t̃ke} is the solution of

maximizece−be≥se>0

(
vβ(se)− pese

)
, ∀e ∈ E (12)

and
minimizetk∈Tk

∑
e

pet
k
e , ∀k. (13)

On the basis of the subgradient projection method, pe can be updated as
follows,

pe(τ + 1) =

{
pe(τ)− μ(τ)ζe(τ), pe(τ) > μ(τ)ζe(τ)
0, pe(τ) ≤ μ(τ)ζe(τ)

where ζe is the subgradient and μ(τ) is the step parameter. Theoretically, the
step parameter μ(τ) is of vital importance to the convergence of this algorithm.
However, practically, owing to the continuous evolving of the network and the
P2P applications, we can set the step parameter as a constant value.

After solving (11) by using the subgradient method, we obtain the distributed
algorithm for solving (9), which is the interactive optimization algorithm of the
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ISP and the P2P application. In other words, P2P applications and ISPs can
solve the subproblem (13) and (12) independently at first and then transfer the
optimal solution t̃k and s̃e to iTracker. In the next moment, iTracker will update
pe by solving (11).

With respect to vβ(se) = log(se), we can express the explicit solution of (12)
and the engineering significance of its dual variable as follows:

Theorem 2. When β = 1, the subproblem (12) has the explicit optimization

s̃e =

{
1
pe
, pe ≥ 1

ce−be
,

ce − be, 0 ≤ pe <
1

ce−be
.

Theorem 3. Suppose that {t̃ke} is the solution of (9) and {p̃e} is the solution
of the dual problem (11). Then ∀e ∈ E, and when s̃e = ce − be,

p̃e ∈ [0,
1

ce − be
);

when s̃e < ce − be,

p̃e =
1

ce −
∑

k t̃
k
e − be

.

As we see from theorem 3, to any link e, the larger its free link capacity is,
the lower its link price (p̃e); the smaller its free link capacity is, the higher its
link price (p̃e). This makes the ISPs to control traffic on the non-most-congested
links more efficiently when dealing with networks with bottleneck links.

3 Simulation Methodology

We have built a discrete-event package for simulation. We have followed the
method de-scribed in [12] and performed the simulations by implementing the
native BitTorrent protocol. We have also calculated the traffic on every link in
order to estimate the link utilization. Our simulation includes keeping statistics
of the traffic on bottleneck links, interdomain links, and intradomain links in
P2P, P4P, and Improved-P4P. Further, we have studied the benefits of P2P
applications in P4P and Improved-P4P by varying the swarm size.

3.1 Assumptions

– We have ignored the propagation delay because the propagation delay relates
only to small control packets. We believe that this simplification has very
little impact on the conclusion because of the following:
1. The downloading time depends on the transmission time of the packets.
2. In practice, the pipelined processing mechanism of BitTorrent reduces

most of the propagation delay of the packets.
– We have followed the method proposed in [13] and assumed that all TCP

sessions share the link’s capacity equally in the stable state.
– After finishing downloading, all peers leave the network immediately.
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3.2 Detailed Parameters

1. Bandwidth between PIDs: 100MBps (bidirection).
2. Size of block: 256 KB.
3. Number of seeds: 1
4. Upstream access link capacity of a seed: 5 MBps.
5. Upstream access link capacity of peers: uniform distribution between 550

KBps to 1000 KBps.
6. Downstream access link capacity of peers: twice the upstream capacity.

Table 1. network topology

Network Region Aggregation level �Nodes �Links

Abilene US PoP 11 28

We use PoP-level topologies of Abilene.Table 1 the detailed parameters of Abilene.
Notice that the capacity of each link in Abilene is 10 Gbps on both directions.

3.3 Neighbor Selection Policy

P4P and Improved-P4P improve the neighbor selection policy with the interac-
tion of the ISP and the P2P application. For a peer,

1. Neighbor selection within PID: appTracker select a certain number of neigh-
bors within peer i’s PID; the ratio of this number to the number of peer i’s
neighbors should be limited below a certain percentage.

2. Neighbor selection between PIDs: Suppose that the link price between PID
i and PID j is pij . For each i �= j, if pij �= 0, wij = 1

pij
, else we can set wij

to be a very large value.

Wij =
wij∑
i�=j wij

(14)

For peers in PID i, after finishing neighbor selection within PID, they will se-
lect a certain percentage of neighbors from other PIDs according to Wij . For ro-
bustness, concave function f(x) can be introduced to enlarge the relative weight
of Wij . In this paper, we apply f(x) = 6

√
x.

3.4 Performance Metrics

We consider the following performance metrics:

1. Completion time: It includes statistics of time that all peers need to finish
downloading and the time that each single peer needs to finish downloading.

2. P2P bottleneck traffic: It is the total P2P traffic on a link that achieves the
maximum link utilization.

3. Interdomain traffic: It is the totalP2P traffic on links between ASes; this
metric is used only in interdomain settings.
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4 Simulation Results

We have detected bottleneck link traffic and traffic on links between PoPs in
Abilene, and kept a record of the peers’ completion time for different swarm
sizes in different topologies. Further, we have obtained the statistics of traffic on
links between ASes in interdomain settings.

In this section, we considers a case in which all peers share a 250-MB file, and
discuss the performance of P2P, P4P, and Improved-P4P for different swarm
sizes and network topologies within AS .

P2P P4P Improved−P4P
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Fig. 3. Variance of Traffic (Swarm Size = 600)

Figure 3 shows that when the swarm size is 600, compared with the native
Bit-Torrent that is based on P2P, BitTorrent integrated with Improved-P4P
can reduce the bottleneck traffic substantially. Moreover, to some degree, the
Improved-P4P can reduce the P4P’s bottleneck. In particular, in the case of
Abilene, the bottleneck traffic produced by the native BitTorrent is 1.93 times
that produced by the BitTorrent integrated with Improved-P4P, and BitTorrent
integrated with Improved-P4P can reduce the bottleneck traffic of BitTorrent
integrated with P4P by 4.74%.

We can conclude from the above result that compared with P2P and P4P,
Improved-P4P can considerably reduce the bottleneck traffic and better protect
the bottleneck.

In conclusion, Improved-P4P can reduce bottleneck link utilization and the
duration of high-level bottleneck traffic. Undoubtedly, Improved-P4P can relieve
the pressure on bottleneck links.

We can observe from the result that compared with P2P and P4P, Improved-
P4P makes the traffic on every link more even, which then reduces the traffic
on the bottleneck links.

Figure 4 shows how the normalized completion time varies with the swarm
size. The normalized completion time refers to the normalized value based on the
maximum average downloading time of the peers in the native BitTorrent system.
In particular, in the case of Abilene, the BitTorrent integrated with Improved-
P4P and that integrated with P4P has almost the same average completion
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time, and they all reduce the average completion time by approximately 20%
compared with the native BitTorrent.

In other words, in intradomain settings, Improved-P4P can reduce the bot-
tleneck link utilization and therefore relieve the pressure on networks with bot-
tlenecks without degrading the performance of the P2P applications.

5 Conclusion

We analyzed the P-distance in a P4P cooperative model theoretically and showed
the relationship between the P-distance and the link traffic. We concluded that
for a network topology with bottlenecks, the application of MLU as the optimiza-
tion objective of the P4P cooperative model does not achieve good performance.
Therefore, we proposed an improved model, Improved-P4P, which introduced a
link utility function as its objective. We analyzed the relationship between the
link price and the traffic in this model, and demonstrated that Improved-P4P
could make the traffic in a network more homogeneous. We carried out a consid-
erable number of simulations on P2P, P4P, and Improved-P4P in order to verify
that the Improved-P4P could implement the inter-active control of ISP and P2P
with respect to the network traffic and that it could benefit ISPs with a reduc-
tion of the bottleneck traffic without compromising the performance of the P2P
applications. Further, Improved-P4P performed stably for various swarm sizes,
proving its feasibility, scalability, and effectiveness. In conclusion, Improved-P4P
could solve the cooperation problem of P2P and ISP efficiently.
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Abstract. The Internet is designed to bypass failures by rerouting
around connectivity outages. Consequently, dynamical redistribution of
loads may result in congestion in other networks. Due to the co-location
of data plane and control plane traffic of Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP), the survivability of inter-domain routing system is sensitive to
severe congestion. Therefore, an initial outage may lead to a cascade of
failures in the Internet. In this paper, we characterize the survivability
of inter-domain routing system by reachability and number of rerouting
messages, and propose a model for studying the relationship between
the survivability and the capacity of AS links under intentional attacks
and random breakdowns. Through simulations on an empirical topology
of the Internet, we find that the cascading failures bring a great deal
of added burden to almost all the core ASes. When the tolerance pa-
rameter of AS links is less than 0.1, the cascading effect tends to be
amplified globally. Moreover, the effect triggered by intentional attack
is greater than that triggered by random breakdown. But the difference
between them is not as prominent as previous research due to the unique
automatic-restoration process in inter-domain routing system.

Keywords: the Internet, inter-domain routing, survivability, cascading
failure.

1 Introduction

The Internet is composed of tens of thousands of Autonomous Systems (ASes),
which exchange routing messages with each other by the de-facto inter-domain
routing protocol - BGP. The reliability of BGP is very important to achieve
stable communications in the Internet. Currently, the routing control packets
of BGP share resources such as bandwidth and buffer space with normal data
traffic in Internet packet forwarding. This co-location of control plane and data
plane makes BGP sensitive to severe network congestion.

In the Internet, traffic is rerouted to bypass malfunctioning segments, prob-
ably leading to overloads on some of other healthy networks, resulting in con-
gestion there. Loss of routing messages due to the congestion can cause BGP
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session failures between ASes, leading to another round of rerouting. Similarly,
the dynamical redistribution of traffic loads may disconnect other pairs of BGP
sessions. Meanwhile, the previous ‘failed’ sessions may re-establish since the links
are no longer congested after all the traffic were rerouted around them. A single
fault in routers or links can trigger a sequence of route changes on a global scale.
This process is what we call cascading failures in inter-domain routing system.

Previous works about robustness of BGP in congested networks study the
relationship between traffic overload factors (i.e. queueing delays, packet sizes,
TCP retransmission parameters and so on) and lifetime of a BGP session [1], [2].
This is a micro-view of survivability of BGP, focusing on single component in the
system. However, inter-domain routing system is a complex network, whose be-
haviour is better characterized by the dynamics induced by interactions of BGP
routers in the whole Internet. On the other hand, studies on cascading failures
in complex networks have shown that networks with highly heterogeneous dis-
tribution of loads such as the Internet and electrical power grids are particularly
vulnerable to attacks in that a large-scale cascade may be triggered by disabling
a single key node [3], [4]. But in these models, overloaded nodes are either re-
moved or avoided. They are not suitable to describe the unique ‘virtual cut’ and
‘automatic restoration’ characteristics of BGP links under dynamical congested
state. Recently, a CXPST attack is presented utilizing this property of BGP to
create control plane instability by using only data plane traffic [5]. Besides this
specific attacking technique, it’s also important to further analyse factors that
affect the instability scope and the difference between random breakdowns and
intentional attacks.

In this paper, we try to answer questions that: Considering the distinct prop-
erty of inter-domain routing system, under what conditions can a global cascade
take place? And who will be affected worst? Our contributions with respect to
previous works are summarized as follows.

(1) We propose a model for studying the inter-domain routing process under
a cascade of congested and resumed link states. In this model, the overloaded
links are not removed from the network. They have chances to be restored in
the future. Moreover, we apply customer-prefer and valley-free policy to routing
process instead of simply using shortest path algorithm, in order to better comply
with the actual situation.

(2) We characterize the survivability of inter-domain routing system by reach-
ability and number of rerouting messages. The most critical ability of routing
system is making routing decisions. Reachability can evaluate how the incom-
plete topology will affect the capability; and number of rerouting messages can
evaluate the effect of instability of the routing system. Because a surge of BGP
updates generated by large-scale reroutings may exceed the computational ca-
pacity of affected routers, causing a degradation of such capability.

(3) In our model, the survivability depends on congested state of AS links,
which are decided by the comparison of their loads and capacities. Therefore,
we study the relationship between survivability of inter-domain routing system
and capacity of AS links. This examination reveals that when the tolerance
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parameter of links is less than 0.1, a global cascading failure of the Internet will
emerge.

(4) An initial failure is the trigger that causes consequent cascades. Here we
focus on failure of a single AS link. We divide the initial failure as intentional
attack and random breakdown, and further analyse the survivability under these
two kinds of initial failures. We find that intentional attack causes greater effect
than random breakdown. But the effect is weakened by the automatic-restoration
process in inter-domain routing system.

2 Model for Cascading Failures in Inter-domain Routing
System

We demonstrate the cascading process in inter-domain routing system by a sim-
ple example as shown in Fig. 1. In this simple topology of ASes, the initial path
from S to D is S → A → B → D. After an initial failure happens on the link
between A and B, routers compute new routes to bypass the faulty link. Path 1,
i.e., S → A → C → B → D is chosen to carry the rerouted traffic from the initial
path. However, the redistribution of traffic load surpasses the capacity of link
A−C. Unlike the electrical power grids, the overload in the Internet will not lead
to breakdown of the link, but cause a congestion between A and C. Furthermore,
large amount of packets are lost. Unfortunately, the routing message in control
plane and the data traffic in data plane share limited resources in BGP routers.
So sever congestion will drop the KEEPALIVE messages spoken by BGP routers
at two ends of link, and make them ‘think’ that the session between them is dis-
connected. Hence routers start to compute other new but less preferred route
from S to D. It turns out to be path 2, i.e., S → A → E → F → B → D.
At this time, traffic is rerouted away from link A − C. The link is no longer
congested. Routers in A and C resume their BGP session automatically. And
the more preferred route - path 1 is available again. Traffic is rerouted to path
1, then another round of congestion happens.

C

DS

FE

BA

initial failure

congested link

initial path
path 1

path 2

Fig. 1. An example of cascading failures in inter-domain routing system
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If the topology of the network is as complex as the Internet, the dynamics of
rerouting will be more complicated. A single initial failure may lead to lots of
‘virtually cut’ and ‘automatically restored’ links, causing a cascade of instabili-
ties. To better understand the process and the effect of this type of failure, we
propose a model to study it. As shown in Fig. 2, our model for cascading failures
in inter-domain routing system consists of three interconnected components, and
iterates along with time. One iteration indicates a step in the cascades.

Constructing
topology

Inter-domain
routing

Evaluating
link state

Initial failure

Actual topology Virtual topology

Routing policy
Load of each 

link

Capacity of 
each link

Congested links

Congested links

Fig. 2. Model for cascading failures in inter-domain routing system

Constructing Topology. The first component is to construct a virtual topol-
ogy from the actual topology, initial failure and congested links. We present the
actual topology as an annotated undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is the
set of all ASes in the inter-domain routing system, and E is the set of AS links
annotated with their relationships, which include provider-customer, customer-
provider and peer-peer. Since BGP is a policy-based routing protocol and AS
relationship is the essential factor to set routing policy, it is important to take
this information into account. The initial failure is the disconnection of an AS
link eini ∈ E at the first place that triggers follow-up instabilities. Congested
links, denoted as Econ(t) ⊆ E, are AS links disconnected by the overload of traf-
fic on them at a certain time t. Therefore, the virtual topology G′(t) = (V,E′(t))
is the set of ASes and links that are available to exchange routing messages un-
der those failures at time t, i.e., E′(t) = E \ {eini} \ Econ(t). It is worth noting
that the removal of eini is perpetual while the removal of Econ(t) is temporal.
Econ(t) changes according to different states of links at different time.

Inter-domain Routing. The second component is to simulate inter-domain
routing process. The propagation of routing messages is constrained by virtual
topology and controlled by routing polices. According to economic considera-
tions of ASes, there are some common points of routing polices summarized
by previous research [6]. For import polices, if a BGP router receives routes
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to the same destination from different neighbours, it prefers route from cus-
tomer over those from peer then from provider. Metrics such as path length and
other BGP attributes are used in route selection if the preference is the same
for different routes. This policy is known as customer-prefer. For export polices,
an AS does not transmit traffic between any of its providers or peers, which
is called valley-free property. Under these circumstances, connectivity does not
mean reachability in the inter-domain routing system. In our model, we assume
that all ASes follow customer-prefer and valley-free polices, and simulate route
selections from any source to any destination. Since the inter-domain traffic from
source to destination follows the AS path in BGP route, the more AS paths an
AS link participates in, the more traffic load the link will transmit. Moreover,
the size of source and destination AS should be taken into account. Because
large AS usually generates more traffic load. In this paper, we use the number
of IPs that an AS announces to assess the size of the AS. Therefore, the load on
an AS link is formulated as

Le =

∑
u,w∈V σuw(e) · ϕ(u) · ϕ(w)∑
u,w∈V σuw · ϕ(u) · ϕ(w) (1)

The summation is over all ASes in V . σuw(e) denotes the total number of AS
paths between u and w that pass through AS link e. σuw denotes the total
number of AS paths between u and w. ϕ(u) and ϕ(w) denote the number of IPs
that u and w have. The value of load is normalized into [0, 1]. Accordingly, we
could calculate the load on any AS link at any time, denoted as Lei(t).

Evaluating Link State. The next is to evaluate whether an AS link is con-
gested. The capacity of a link is the maximum load it can handle. We assume
that the capacity Ce of link e is proportional to its initial load Le(0), i.e.,

Ce = (1 + α) · Le(0) (2)

where α ≥ 0 is the tolerance parameter of the network [1]. If the load on an
AS link increases and becomes larger than its capacity, the link is congested.
The KEEPALIVE messages spoken by BGP routers at two ends of link will be
dropped along with data packets. As a result, those BGP routers assume that
the link is disconnected and end the BGP session between them. Hence we treat
congested links as ‘virtual cuts’ of the network. Meanwhile, if the load on previous
congested link decreases below its capacity, the link will ‘automatically restore’
and be capable of exchanging routing messages again. The current comparison
of load and capacity determines congested state of AS link at the next time step
in cascades, i.e., ∀ei ∈ Econ(t+ 1), Lei(t) > Cei .

3 Assessing Survivability under the Model

To assess survivability of inter-domain routing system under this cascading
model, the first step is to characterize the survivability quantitatively. In this pa-
per, we propose two different metrics to measure the survivability from different
perspectives.
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Reachability. The virtually cut links entailed by overload could be plentiful
at a certain time. On this incomplete topology regarding to the actual one, we
wonder if the routing system is still able to find paths for any pair of source
and destination. Hence, as shown in Eqn. (3), we define a metric reachability,
denoted as R to measure this capability of the inter-domain routing system.

R(t) =

∑
u,w∈V χuw(t)

N · (N − 1)
(3)

where χuw(t) is equal to 1 if there exist a path from u to w at time t. Otherwise,
it is equal to 0. N is the total number of ASes in the Internet, i.e., N = |V |.
Higher reachability indicates higher survivability of the routing system.

Rerouting Messages. The most essential task for a routing system of net-
works is to make routing decisions. However, if large amounts of paths need to
be rerouted around faulty links, large amounts of BGP messages will be gen-
erated, sent and processed. In this case, the computational load on a router’s
CPU increases dramatically, possibly exceeding the capacity of processors, then
weakening the system’s ability of routing. So we propose the number of rerout-
ing messages that received by core ASes at a given time to measure how the
cascading failures affect every critical ASes in the Internet. We identify the core
ASes by sorting the amount of traffic load that every transit AS transmits for
other ASes, then selecting the top one percent ASes to form the core AS set Vc.
In the Internet, most ASes are stub ASes rather than transit ASes. They are
not our targets for this study. The number of rerouting messages received by u
(u ∈ Vc) is defined as

RMu(t) =
∑
w∈V

δuw(t− 1, t) · ρ(w) (4)

where δuw(t− 1, t) is the number of paths from u to w that are different at t− 1
and t. In our model, paths are rerouted only due to changes of virtual topology.
ρ(w) is the number of IP prefixes in w. Since in BGP, the routing messages
are generated regarding to every IP prefix. The more prefixes an AS has, the
more routing messages it will generate when paths targeted to it need to be
rerouted. The distribution of RM wrt. every AS in core AS set reveals different
effects of the failure on different AS. Generally speaking, more rerouting messages
indicates lower survivability of the inter-domain routing system.

In our model, many factors could affect the survivability of the inter-domain
routing system. In this paper, we focus on analysing the tolerance parameter
α and the initial failure of link eini. First of all, we examine the relationship
between survivability and capacity of AS links to evaluate under what condition
a global instability of the Internet will emerge. Secondly, we divide the initial
failure as intentional attack and random breakdown, and further analyse the
difference of survivability of inter-domain routing system under these two kinds
of initial failures.
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4 Simulation Results

We build a simulator to simulate the routing dynamics under our model. The
topology of the Internet and the AS relationships are inferred from CAIDA’s
data set [7]. Although the inferred topology doesn’t completely agree with the
actual Internet, this data set is the most complete and accurate one that is used
by present research. The number of IPs and prefixes in every AS are calculated
from the BGP routing tables collected by Route Views [8] and RIPE RIS [9].
Many ASes monitored by these two projects distribute in the core of the Internet,
so their routing tables cover almost all the routed IP prefixes in the world. More
precisely, we construct a connected network with 41204 ASes and 121310 AS
links. The tolerance parameter α is set to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, representing
five levels of capacity of links. However, in fact, the capacities of links are various.
We simplify the situation in our simulator at first. Then we plan to differentiate
each link according to its position in the routing hierarchy in our future work.

The distributions of transmitted load of transit ASes and load of AS links
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. As we can see, the Internet controlled by inter-
domain routing system exhibits a highly heterogeneous distribution of load. We
choose 79 candidates from the top 1% of transit ASes to construct core AS set,
and examine the rerouting dynamics in 20 time steps, denoted as T . We cut
the AS link with highest load, denoted as eA, to simulate the intentional attack,
whereas cut the link eB at random to simulate the random breakdown. Then we
run policy-based BGP among ASes and measure its survivability under different
conditions. Next are some results.
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Fig. 3. Load of transit ASes

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are reachability on links with different capacities under
different initial failures. The first time step of every curve is the reachability
under the initial failure. Then it is followed by 20 time steps of consequent
reroutings. From the results we can see that no matter what kind of initial
failure is, the cascading effect on reachability of inter-domain routing system
is amplified when the tolerance parameter α is equivalent to 0.1. It’s rational
to infer that the effect is also amplified when α is less than 0.1. Meanwhile it
is constrained into a very limited scope when α is equal to and greater than
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0.3. Moreover, as anticipated, with the same tolerance parameter, the cascading
effect under intentional attack is greater than that under random breakdown.
However, due to the automatically restoration of some faulty links, the difference
between these two cases is deflated comparing with previous research [3].
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Fig. 5. Reachability under intentional attack

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are average numbers of rerouting messages in every time step
under different conditions. RM(t) is calculated as (

∑
v∈Vc

RMv(t))/|Vc|. From
this metric we confirm our previous findings that the cascading failures emerge
when the tolerance parameter of links is less than 0.1. And a failed link with
higher traffic load can cause more added burden on the routing system.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show distributions of rerouting messages associated with
every core AS under different conditions. In these cases, we put emphasis on
comparing the rerouting messages generated by initial failure and by cascading
failures. So we just consider conditions that α is 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, represented
as low, median and high tolerant AS links. In the case of initial failure, RMv

is the number of rerouting messages in the initial time, i.e., the first time step.
In the case of cascading failures, RMv is calculated as (

∑
t∈T RMv(t))/|T |, i.e.,

the average number of rerouting messages during the following 20 time steps.
From the distributions we can see that most of core ASes encounter dramatically
increased routing messages due to the cascading effect on the routing system.
Especially when α is 0.1, the failures tend to affect all the core ASes, causing
a global effect. Table 1 shows the number of rerouting messages that the 95th
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Table 1. Number of rerouting messages received by the 95th percentile core ASes
in CDF

Initial failure Cascading failures
α = 0.1 α = 0.5 α = 0.9

Intentional attack 0.25× 103 3.47× 105 6.01× 103 2.36× 103

Random breakdown 0 1.21× 105 3.36× 103 1.14× 103

percentile core ASes receive in CDF. The amount of routing messages generated
by consequent cascading failures increases by a factor of at least 10 than that
only generated by the initial link failure. These additional overloads bring a great
deal of added burden to almost all the core ASes, crippling their routers’ ability
to make routing decisions.
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Moreover, if we further classify the core ASes into three ranks according to
the load they transmit for others, we find that the heaviest laden ASes are
sorted into median or low ranks. It’s rational to infer that the ranked ASes
have matching capability to process routing messages. So the large amount of
additional overloads on median- and low-rank ASes will have worse effect than
that on high-rank ASes.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a model for cascading failures in inter-domain routing
system, which is proposed for the first time to the best of our knowledge. Then we
propose two metrics for measuring the survivability of the inter-domain routing
system, and assess the survivability under different conditions based on empirical
topology and property of the AS-level Internet.

From the simulation results, we get the following insights. First of all, due
to the co-location of data plane and control plane in BGP, the inter-domain
routing system is affected by the cascading effect triggered by link failures. This
cascading effect brings a great deal of added burden to almost all the core ASes,
crippling their ability to make routing decisions. Secondly, the cascading effect is
amplified when the tolerance parameter of AS links is less than 0.1. Moreover, the
effect triggered by intentional attack is greater than that triggered by random
breakdown. But the difference between them is not as prominent as previous
research due to the unique automatic-restoration process in inter-domain routing
system.

In future work, we will examine the affecting scope of cascading failures topo-
logically, to see whether it spreads over the global Internet or just causes impact
to a local area. In addition, we are going to differentiate the capability of each
link according to its position in the routing hierarchy. Moreover, it’s also impor-
tant to study the relationship between the initial failed portions of the Internet
and its survivability, because the intentional attacks or the random breakdowns
may take place to several links or ASes.
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Abstract. Most multicast data origin authentication schemes work under the 
fixed parameters without taking the problem of changeable network environ-
ment into account. However, the network conditions will obviously influence 
the efficiency of a protocol such as the time delay and the overhead. So adjust-
ing the parameters adaptively to achieve the ideal state with the dynamic  
network is necessary. To achieve a high authentication rate and adapt to the 
changeable and unstable network environment, we proposed a multicast data 
origin authentication protocol which is adaptive depending on the packet error 
rates as well as the time delay, and is robust against the packet loss and injec-
tion. Our model can estimate a more appropriate packet error rate and make the 
time delay lower according to the feedback values got from the receivers using 
the Markov chain so that it can be adaptive. This strategy is especially efficient 
in terms of not only the adaptation of dynamic network but also the shortcut of 
overhead and delay. 

Keywords: Authentication, adaptive, estimate, packet error rate, time delay, 
Markov chain. 

1 Introduction 

With the rapid development of broadcasting technology, it’s applied to a lot of network 
applications for group communication. The constantly abundance and development of 
such applications makes the security and non-repudiation of group communication at-
tract more and more attention. At the same time, the efficiency is also very important 
especially considering the low storage capacity nodes in the channel such as the mobile 
phone users as well as the dynamic network conditions. 

In the group communication channel, it’s probable that the data packets on the way 
be attacked by malicious participants or the adversary. So it’s very necessary to guar-
antee the privacy as well as the non-repudiation. The digital signature can make sure 
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the non-repudiation of the scheme. However, the traditional way to sign every packet 
would make the computation and communication overhead very high. So the erasure 
code is included in to increase the authentication rate and decrease the overhead. Cur-
rently, most of the secure data origin authentication model is simply built on the hybr-
id model of the digital signature and the erasure code such as the SAIDA [1]. In the 
SAIDA scheme, the lost packets can be recovered in the range of m / n (m < n). 
What’s more, the time delay is proportional to the parameter n and the overhead also 
increases with 1 / m. It is obvious that do not adjust the parameters with the change of 
network will decrease the efficiency and may increase the pressure of low storage 
capacity nodes. So the service provider could adjust itself to the network environment 
dynamically to achieve the best effect becomes necessary. 

However, most of the authentication schemes have no idea about adapting them-
selves to the variable network environment. The parameters in the schemes are always 
set at the beginning and never changed.  

In this paper, we proposed an effective scheme to solve this problem. The Markov 
model is included in to make the system adaptive. The Markov chain can estimate the 
next state based on the states came before according to the state transition matrix, but 
it needs a lot of prior experience data to determine the matrix. According to a mass of 
time delay values and packet error rates before from the receiving nodes, the esti-
mated ones can be given. So we combined the IDA, the Merkle HASH tree, as well as 
the Markov algorithm to achieve the adaptive and secure data origin authentication 
model. It can achieve the followed abilities: 

• Resist the packet loss and injection. The IDA and Merkle HASH tree are combined 
to achieve the perfect non-reputation and can resist all kinds of packet attack from 
the network. 

• Be adaptive to reduce the time delay. According to the feedback values, the para-
meter n will be adjusted to adapt the network environment and make the delay 
lower. 

• Be adaptive to balance the overhead. The key parameter m / n can be estimated 
using Markov model to adapt the following network condition so that the commu-
nication and computation overhead is balanced. 

2 Related Works 

The TESLA scheme [2] proposed by Perrig realized the group data origin authentica-
tion by postponing sending the key of the MAC. This scheme has advantages of fast 
computation speed, less overhead and so on. However, TESLA needs the synchron-
ous clock between the sender and the receivers, and it’s difficult to be guaranteed 
under the open network environment. 

Park proposed the SAIDA protocol [1] which can disperse the hash values and the 
digital signatures of all packets of one block according to the Information Disperse 
Algorithm (IDA). The receivers could recover the hash value and the digital signature  
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messages as soon as received parts of the packets, and in this way the loss of signature 
packets is solved. Lysyanskaya proposed the LLT protocol [3] which firstly solved 
the forged packets injection problem using the Reed-Solomon error correcting code, 
but it needs more computation overhead. 

An authentication scheme based on the Reed-Solomon erasure code and the one-
way hash function was proposed by Anna Lysyanskaya et al. in 2010 [4]. Similarly, it 
calculates the signature of the whole group and disperses it using the RS erasure code. 
This protocol adds only one signature on one group and decreases the computation 
and communication cost, but it needs O(n2) time delay between the participants. 

In 2010, an optimized scheme based on Merkle tree as well as TESLA was pre-
sented by Yang Li [5]. It uses the Merkle tree to authenticate and use delayed disclo-
sure of keys in TESLA algorithm to ensure authenticity of message. This scheme not 
only obviously decreased the storage cost, but also could be compatible with complex 
network environment and treat burst loss well. But it needs high computation over-
head especially for the receivers. 

Then Seyed Ali Ahmadzadeh gave a scheme based on the geometrical model 
named GMAC [6]. It maps the hash values of data packets in one group to a vector 
space with n degrees to filter the illegal packets. The cost of this protocol is far less 
than PRABS and can resist the packet loss and injection, but it has a high computation 
complexity due to the use of geometrical model. 

In 2012, Yongsheng Liu et al. [7] proposed a kind of signature dispersal authenti-
cation scheme based on the PKC. It calculates only one ECC digital signature for one 
group and then disperses it into all the packets in one group. It costs little communica-
tion and computation cost whereas the time delay cannot be avoided. 

Kannan Balasubramanian et al. proposed the HTSS scheme [8] in 2012. It gene-
rates the keys by the hash tree and after signing the messages, it divides the signature 
to the packets in its period with the SDA. This protocol decreases the overhead added 
to every packet and can resist the packet loss well. However, it has nothing to do with 
the packet injection or forgery. 

Hong Tang et al. proposed a kind of broadcasting data origin authentication proto-
col called EPJRSA [9] based on the Merkle HASH tree in 2008. This protocol com-
bines the erasure coed as well as the Merkle HASH tree, and by adding all the brother 
nodes’ hash values in the tree to one packet, it can resist the packet injection as well 
as the packet loss. This guarantees the reliability of the authentication. But it also 
increases the communication cost and the time delay. 

Gaolei Fei and Guangmin Hu proposed the unicast network loss tomography based 
on k-th order Markov chain in 2011 [10]. This protocol introduces the k-th order Mar-
kov chain (k-MC) to describe the link packet loss process, and then uses the pseudo 
maximum likelihood protocol to estimate the state transition probabilities of the k-th 
order Markov chain. When the k is large enough, this protocol can be capable of ob-
taining an accurate loss probability estimate of each packet based on unicast end-to-
end measurements. However, this protocol can only be used in the unicast network 
and the computation overhead is high. 
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3 Our Adaptive System Model 

3.1 The Robust Data Origin Authentication Model 

Our protocol combined the IDA and the Merkle HASH tree to construct a kind of 
trusted data origin authentication model [11] that can resist both the packet loss and 
the pack injection within the threshold values. 

The IDA [12] is constructed with two important parameters n and m. The file to be 
encoded can be segmented into n pieces. And only m pieces of File are given, we can 
reconstruct File according to the steps of IDA. 

In our method, firstly two important encode parameters have to be set: n and m. 
Then we use the Merkle HASH tree as the base framework, dividing a block of data 
into n packets and then construct the Merkle HASH tree as Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The Merkle HASH tree of 8 nodes 

Secondly we get the concatenation value F = H(P0)|| H(P1)||…|| H(Pn-1) and the signa-
ture of the group σ(Kpublic, H(F)). Next using IDA, we can encode and disperse both 
the concatenation value and the signature into n pieces as {F0, F1,…, Fn-1} and {σ0, 
σ1,…, σn-1}. So a complete packet i includes three parts as Fig. 2, the data block Pi 
itself, the hash and signature segments Fi and σi, and all the related hash values of the 
brother nodes from it to the root in the Merkle HASH tree, such as {h0, h2-3, h4-7} to 
packet P1 in Fig. 1. 

iP ,i iF σ { , ,..., }a b zh h h

 
Fig. 2. Three parts of one packet 

According to the IDA, as long as m in the n pieces of Fi or σi received, the intact hash 
value or signature can be recovered, and then the data can be authenticated. So it can 
tolerate the packet error in the range of m. Then for the packet injection or forgery, 
the Merkle HASH tree can guarantee that the forged packets are recognized based on 
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the third part of one packet. Every packet received can recompute the hash value of 
the root using the third part, so the different group with fewer ones will be discarded. 

3.2 The Estimate Model Using the Markov Chain 

We apply the Markov chain to estimate the incoming packet error rate based on the 
previous ones. As we all know, the Markov chain describes a kind of state sequence 
that every state in the sequence depends on the previous finite ones according to the 
state transition matrix constituted by the transition probabilities. So what we want to 
get is the transition matrix of the data packet error rate. At the same time, we adjust 
the time delay based on the feedback values. 

The Adjustment of Block Size Parameter 
We can know from the IDA that the more packets included in one block, the smaller 
overhead each packet will take. On the other hand, the time delay will increase with n. 
So the balance between these factors is necessary. 

Here we define a threshold value of the time delay as t, as well as a threshold limit 
time t0. Only if the average time delay in one period exceeds the threshold value t, the 
size n will be decreased. And if the time delay keeps under the threshold value for t0 
time, then we will increase the size n. 

Then we also need to consider the overhead with the value n. It should be con-
trolled so that the overhead per packet would not be too big. In our experiments, the n 
should be no more than 128 considering the limit of the experiment environment. 

The Estimate of Packet Error Rate 
First of all, we define k states which present the default values of packet error rate as 
O1, O2,…, Ok (0 ≤ Oi < 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ k). And the k values are set as the coordinates of 
the transition matrix, in which the aij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k) presents the probability count of 
transition between the rates as (1). For example, a2k means the situation that the pre-
vious packet error rate is O2 and the next one is Ok appears a2k times in this period. 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

, ,...,

, ,...,

, ,...,

k

k

k k kk

a a a

a a a

a a a

 
 
 
 
 
 



1O

2O

kO

1O 2O kO

                         (1) 

What should be noticed is that k must be an integer in the range of (0, n]. The bigger 
the k is, the more accurate the matrix is but the estimate may be inaccurate with too 
many aij = 0 in the matrix. The smaller the k is, the more accurate the estimate is. 
However, the estimate may be limit within several values. So the k is better fixed in 
the range of [8, 32] to get a good result in the following experiments. And the values 
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of Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) should be chosen evenly in [0, 1), so that all rates can be assorted to 
one nearest state Oi. Then we get a state transition matrix whose scale is k × k. 

An example is given. Suppose we have n = 128 packets in one block, then the data 
packet sequence can be donated as P0P1…P127. And at the clients, the correctly re-
ceived ones are signed as 1 and the others are signed as 0. Then the packet error rates 
Qjs (Qj = N0 / n, N0 presents the number of P0~n-1 = 0 in the j-th sequence) can be giv-
en. Here we set the scale k = 8 and the Ois of the transition matrix are 0, 1/8,…, 7/8 
(chosen evenly in [0, 1)). If the adjacent two packet error rates Q and Q′ got from the 
feedback strings are 75/128 and 23/128, they will be respectively assorted to the near-
est states O6 = 5/8 and O2 = 1/8. Then the count a62 in the matrix should plus 1. So we 
fill the transition matrix as (2) after all the rates are assorted to the nearest Oi in one 
experiment. After that, it will search the matrix according to the following rate QA, 
assumed to be assorted to state O7, to find out the maximum probability a7Max = a74 to 
reach the next state O4 = QB. Then QB is the estimate the Markov chain model made. 

                                             (2) 

So in this way, we can estimate the incoming possible packet error rate according to 
the feedback values. All the probability values aij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k) in the state transition 
matrix should be got from a mass of feedback values in one period and are believable. 

3.3 The Adaptive Multicast Data Origin Authentication Model 

In our model, we set three kinds of end as the server, the adversary and the clients. 
The network model is set as Fig. 3. The server broadcasts messages to the heteroge-
neous clients and then the chosen clients will respond the bit strings which represent 
whether the packets received correctly or not as well as the time delay messages. The 
adversary could control parts of the network and attack the data packets on the way. 

At the server, firstly some initial parameters are determined: the encoding parame-
ters n (n = 2p, p is a positive integer) and m (m < n), a set of k values of packet error 
rate Oi (0 ≤ Oi < 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) as the coordinates of the transition matrix, and then 
three threshold values, the time delay threshold value t, the limit time t0 and the pack-
et error rate threshold value β (0 < β < 1). The same parameters are shared at the 
clients too. 

Secondly, the server starts to broadcast the message packets and the authentication 
messages encoded by the IDA and the Merkle HASH tree as Fig. 2 with the initial 
parameters n and m. The clients would send feedback messages of the time delay and 
packet error rate to the server. 
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Fig. 3. The multicast framework model 

If the average decoding time in one period is beyond the threshold value t, the rep-
resentative clients will send the server a timeout label, and then the server will de-
crease the value of n as n = n / 2. On the other hand, if the average time delay keeps 
under the threshold value t for t0 time, then the server recovers the size n as n = n × 2. 

And if the packet error rate is beyond the threshold value β, for example, the lost 
packets and the forged packets from the adversary are altogether ω in a block of n 
packets, and ω / n > β, then the representative clients will send the server the packet 
sequence bit strings P1P2…Pn. And the state transition matrix can be filled up using 
our protocol as (1). 

Next the server will estimate the incoming packet error rate according to the state 
transition matrix. It will get a maximum probability to reach the next state O with the 
last received rate, and the rate Q = O is the result estimated by the Markov chain. At 
the same time, after the messages of one block received, the clients do the decoding 
operation to the packets and authenticate the messages. 

At last, a new encoding rate m / n is determined by the server according to the es-
timated packet error rate Q (m / n = 1 - Q). With the block size parameter n adjusted 
by the timeout threshold value, a pair of new values of n and m will be used. 

4 Experiments and Results 

We do our experiments under the local area network environment, and control the 
network as three kinds of packet error model: random, stable and burst. One end 
broadcasts the messages as the server, one end simulates the adversary to attack the 
channel randomly, and other ends receive as the clients. 

In our experiments, the server firstly sets n = 128, m / n = 1/2, and the transition 
matrix scale as k = 8 (Oi = 0, 1/8,…, 7/8). Then it broadcasts a message, and the ad-
versary randomly attacks. The clients will receive the attacked packets and authenti-
cate them. During this period, the chosen nodes will send the feedback to the server 
(here we ignore the error threshold and send every packet error rate back). The server 
needs to gather the feedback values and then do the Markov estimation every 10 mi-
nutes. Also the time delay values are calculated and sent back in the same way. 
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Fig. 4. The error rates under random condition 
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Fig. 5. The error rates under stable condition 
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Fig. 6. The error rates under burst condition 

In the random error model, we can see from Fig. 4 that the error rates vary with 
time randomly. So we estimate every 10 minutes. And the following m / n = 1 – Qe 
values can be given. 

Also we can see from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that our scheme works well under the  
stable as well as the burst error conditions. The network is relatively stable in  
the stable model which means that the error rate keeps within a permissible range. In 
the burst error model, the error rate may vary suddenly at any time for the changeable 
network. 

Under the stable network environment, the m / n parameter is also relatively stable 
as Table 1. On the other hand, if the network condition changes suddenly, the rate 
may be varied obviously and frequently as Table 2. 

And our scheme can work very well with different n values. We can get this con-
clusion from Table 3 (the initial m / n rates are all 1/2). 

Table 1. The estimated error rates under stable network environment 

the values of n           the estimated new m / n values 
    128          4/8  4/8  3/8  3/8  4/8  3/8  4/8  4/8  3/8 
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Table 2. The estimated error rates under unstable network environment 

No.   n value            the estimated new m / n values 
1       128      8/8  7/8  7/8  1/8  2/8  6/8  8/8  5/8  8/8 
2       128      7/8  2/8  2/8  8/8  8/8  4/8  8/8  7/8  5/8 
3       64       3/8  8/8  8/8  3/8  5/8  6/8  8/8  8/8  8/8 
4       64       8/8  7/8  8/8  6/8  7/8  3/8  6/8  7/8  3/8 
5       32       5/8  5/8  8/8  5/8  3/8  8/8  2/8  5/8  5/8 
6       32       2/8  8/8  7/8  8/8  8/8  2/8  5/8  7/8  8/8 

Table 3. Several estimated results 

No.   n value         the estimated new m / n values 
1     128     7/8  2/8  2/8  8/8  8/8  4/8  8/8  7/8  5/8 
2     128     4/8  6/8  2/8  7/8  8/8  2/8  6/8  4/8  3/8 
3    64      3/8  8/8  8/8  3/8  5/8  6/8  8/8  8/8  8/8 
4     64      8/8  7/8  8/8  6/8  7/8  3/8  6/8  7/8  3/8 
5     32      5/8  5/8  8/8  5/8  3/8  8/8  2/8  5/8  5/8 
6     32      2/8  8/8  7/8  8/8  8/8  2/8  5/8  7/8  8/8 

 
The comparison of overhead between the fixed scheme and the adaptive scheme un-
der the same network environment is given in Fig.7.  
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Fig. 7. The overhead comparison 

We can see from it that most overhead of the check points in the adaptive scheme in 
which the parameters vary with the network environment is much lower than the fixed 
parameters scheme (n = 128 and m / n = 1/2). And the average overhead of the whole 
check points is 164.205, which is less than 182 of the original scheme. 
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Also, the superiority of the verification rate of the adaptive scheme is obvious too 
as Fig. 8. With the changeable packet error rate which varies randomly between 0 and 
1 and the fixed initial parameters m / n, the verification rate of the system is not as 
expected. On the other hand, the adaptive scheme can achieve an ideal verification 
rate in any condition. 
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Fig. 8. Verification rate under unstable environment 

At the same time, the chosen nodes will count the decoding time of every block and 
compared to the threshold value t. Here we set t = 250ms and t0 = 103ms, so we can 
get the Table 4 as followed (the bold italic column presents the time t0). 

Table 4. The time delay values changing table 

No.   n value     the time delay near the critical point (ms) 
1    128      276.4  313.7   263.2  290.1  203.3   236.1 
2    128      234.7  229.2   227.8  231.6  303.4   343.7 
3    64       225.9  198.3   246.1  209.3  258.0   269.4 
4    64       257.3  254.9   273.4  289.0  226.1   231.8 
5    32       193.2  197.7   215.2  220.4  267.9   258.5 
6    32       265.9  282.3   280.7  274.1  238.4   240.2 

 
We can get from the Table 4 that when the time delay values exceed the threshold 
value t for t0 time, then the value of n would be decreased to reduce the time delay 
(the 1st, 4th and 6th rows). Otherwise the delay values keep under the threshold value 
t for t0 time, the value of n would be increased (the 2nd, 3rd and 5th rows) as Fig. 9. 

5 Conclusion 

We can see from the experiment results that our protocol is efficient in adapting itself 
in all kinds of network environment especially when the network changes frequently.  
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Fig. 9. Time delay decreases/increases with n = n / 2 at the check point 4 

Our scheme achieved the highest verification probability with less overhead within a 
certain range and adjusted the parameters dynamically in the changeable network 
environment which the other schemes cannot solve. 

And obviously, our scheme might not be appropriate in situations where the data to 
be sent is generated in real time, and immediate broadcast of it is crucial. Our scheme 
will be most useful in situations where it needs high authentication rate and efficiency 
with less overhead but the network varies frequently and irregularly. 
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Abstract. The existing methods of policy refinement in computer network de-
fense (CND) can only support the refinement of access control policy, but not 
the policies of protection, detection, response, and recovery. To solve this prob-
lem, we constructed a computer network defense policy refinement model and 
its formalism specification. An algorithm of defense policy refinement is de-
signed. At last, the effectiveness of our methods was verified through one expe-
riment cases of the composition policies with intrusion detection, vulnerabilities 
detection, and access control. 

Keywords: computer network defense, formalism specifications, policy  
refinement, semantic consistency. 

1 Introduction  

The growing network information system and the emergence of new technology such as 
cloud computing and big data have brought up a huge challenge to the efficiency and 
accuracy of the network management. It is time-consuming and easy to make mistakes 
for the traditional manual network security management in the large- scale network 
system. In order to solve these problems, researchers have proposed policy-based 
architecture [1], policy-driven management methods [2] to simplify the management for 
the complicated and distributed network system, such as cloud framework [3]. 
Administrator may specify the targets and constraints only in the form of policy. A 
policy can be defined as a set of rules. These rules are used to express how to reach a 
desired behavior. Policy refinement can complete this process. Policy refinement is a 
process of transforming high-level abstract policy to low-level concrete ones[4]. 

Because of the complicated policy refinement process and manual operation for 
some refinement process, some researchers have proposed automatic policy refinement 
methods in different fields, such as policy refinement in usage control policies [5]. 
Reference [6-7] discussed policy refinement methods in the network security 
management. However, these policy refinement methods only support the refinement 
of access control policies instead of defense policy, such as detection, recovery  
policy, et al. 
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Computer network defenses are actions through the use of computer networks to 
protect, monitor, analyze, detect and respond to unauthorized activities within 
Department of Defense information systems and computer networks [8]. 

It remains unclear about how to expand the policy refinement methods to computer 
network defense field in order to support the refinement of defense policy including 
protection, detection, response, and recovery. Based on this problem, we have 
proposed a computer network defense policy refinement method. A formalism model 
of policy refinement is provided. This model supports the refinement of four types of 
defense policies including protection, detection, response, and recovery policies. At 
last, we designed an algorithm of defense policy refinement and the effectiveness of 
the methods we proposed is verified through two experiments. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives related works of 
policy refinement. CND policy refinement model and its formalism specification are 
provided in Section 3. A CND policy refinement algorithm is designed in Section 4  
Section 5 gives the experiment analysis and verification for CND policy refinement. 
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Works 

Automatic policy refinement methods simplify security service management in 
complex network environment. Previous researchers have proposed various policy 
refinement methods for the network security management. These methods are shown 
as follows: 

Reference [9] proposed a policy refinement method that can get action sequence to 
achieve high-level goal based on event-calculation and abductive reasoning.  

Reference [10] proposed a policy refinement method based on MBM model. 
Reference [11] proposed a model-based refinement of security policy method in the 
collaborative virtual organization. This model-to-model transformation technique can 
transform XACML-based VO policy to the resource level. Reference [12] shows a 
security policy refinement framework in the network environment. This framework 
includes a three-level model. The top level of RBAC model is used to express security 
goals. The middle level of the network security tactics model is used to express the 
constraints of data stream. The bottom of the model is an abstract view oriented 
towards the technical capacity. At last, the implementation of this model is realized 
within the framework of CIM/WBEM. Reference [13] proposed a policy refinement 
method based on event-B. The policy has four levels including user-service level, 
process-terminal service level, host-port level, and interface-port level. Reference [14] 
extended OrBAC model and proposed a policy refinement method transforming a 
high-level security policy into low-level security mechanism. An example is provided 
to verify the effectiveness of the method. 

In conclusion, most of the policy refinement methods [12-14] only support the 
refinement of access control policy instead of defense policies such as protection and 
detection policies, et al. Reference [9] can support policy refinement of network 
management. However, they cannot support defense policy refinement from the 
perspective of computer network defense. 

Based on the existing policy refinement methods and the characteristics of computer 
network defense, we proposed a computer network defense policy refinement method. 
A formalism policy refinement model is provided. Compared with other policy 
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refinement methods, our method not only supports the refinement of access control 
policy, but also the defense policy.  

3 Computer Network Defense Policy Refinement Model 

Computer network defense policy refinement is a process transforming goal-level 
(high-level) defense policy goals to operational-level (low-level) defense policies.  

Defense policy refinement model has two levels: Goals level and Operational level. 
The elements of operational level are refined by goal level. So it forms a hierarchical 
structure form high-level to low-level. The policies of goal level express the high-level 
security requirements and defense goals. The policies of operational level express the 
operational actions related to concrete network environment. 

Definition Defense Policy Refinement Model: The defense policy refinement 
model  consists of elements at both goal level and operation level as well as defense 
policy goals, operational-level defense policies and refinement relations among 
elements at these two levels. We can conclude that the elements of operational-level 
are refined by goal-level. So it forms a hierarchical structure form high-level to low-
level. The formalism of this model is shown as follows:  
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Wherein, G denotes the set of elements of the goal level, O the set of the operational 
level, R the set of the refinement relations between the elements of goal level and 
operational level. HPGOAL the set of the policy goals which consists of goal-level 
elements and theirs relations, LPOPERATION the set of the operational-level policy 
which consists of operational-level elements and theirs relations 

The meaning of the elements of the goal level are explained as follow: 
Domain: It denotes a scope or area. Domain can be divided depending on the 

environment of network such as organization structure,  geographical boundary, 
security level, and management responsibility. It is shown as a hierarchical structure. 

Role: It is a set of users who share common characteristics. 
Target: It is a set of resources with common characteristics. Target is divided into 

four classes such as data, operation system, application programs, and services. 
Activity: It is a set of actions with common characteristics. It is divided two classes 

including activities of local process with configuring, acquiring and operating and 
activities of interact process with accessing and transferring. 

Means: Means is a set of defense activities. According to the model of PDRR, 
means are divided into four classes such as protection ( including the permission access 
control and the denying access control, user authentication, encryption communication, 
backup), detection (including intrusion detection, vulnerabilities detection), response  
(including  access control, system rebooting  and system shutdown), and recovery  
(including rebuild  and  making patch).  
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MeansConstraints: Meansconstraints means time series and logic relations between 
defense means including sequence and, sequence or, parallel and, parallel or. They are 
shown as follow: 

   { }_ _ _ _= , , , ,means seq and seq or concu and concu or xorR r r r r r  

In brief, we assume that there are only two means in one composition policy goal. 
{ }1 2,Means mean mean=  . Each relation is explained separately as follows: 

 _seq andr : If ( )1 2_ ,seq and mean mean , it denotes that the 1mean   is executed 

first. If the executing effect of   1mean is true, the 2mean   is executed. Only if  
both means are successfully completed can we say the policy goal is completed 
successfully. 

 _seq orr : If ( )1 2_ ,seq or mean mean , it denotes that the 1mean   is executed first. If 

the executing effect of 1mean   is true, the 2mean   does not need to be executed. If 

the executing effect of 1mean  is false, the 2mean   must be executed. Whether the 

policy goal is completed successfully or not depends on the success of 1mean  or 

2mean  . 

_concu andr  : If ( )1 2_ ,concu and mean mean , it denotes that both 1mean  and 2mean  

are executed at the same time. If the effects of 1mean  and 2mean  are true, we can 
say that the policy goal is successfully accomplished. 

concu_orr  : If ( )1 2_ ,concu or mean mean , it denotes that both 1mean  and 2mean  

are executed at the same time. Only if there is a true executed effect between 1mean  

and 2mean  , can we say that the policy goal is successfully accomplished. 

 xorr : If ( )1 2,xor mean mean , it denotes that there exists one executing means 

between 1mean  and 2mean  . Whether the policy goal is completed successfully 

depends on the true effect of  1mean  or 2mean  . 
ContextType: It is a set of contexts with common characteristics. It is divided into 

two classes including vulnerability vulct  and event eventct . 
The meaning of the elements at the operational level are explained as follow: 
SNode: It denotes a host node in which a user initiates an operation to resource. 
TNode: It denotes a host node in which the resource exists. 
User: It denotes people who can initiate an operation. 
Resource: It denotes an entity that needs protection, such as the instance of the data, 

operation system, service, application program, and data. 
Action: It denotes a change that cannot be subdivided, such as the actions of adding, 

deleting, and changing corresponding to operating activity; the actions of sending, 
receiving, requesting and replying corresponding to transferring activity. 

DefenseEntity: It means security device that can executed as defense action. It 
denotes in device number. Defense entity includes firewall firewallde , IPsec VPN 

sec_ip vpnde , backup server _backup serverde , system management server _sysmanage serverde ,  

IDS int detrude ectde , vulnerabilities scan server _vul serverde . 
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DefenseAction: It is an atomic defense action leading to state change. Defense 

actions include permit action permitda  and deny action denyda  of firewall, the 

permission Encryption action  _permit cryptda  of IPsec VPN, backup action backupda  and 

rebuild action rebuildda  of backup server, user authentication action authenticateda , making 

patch action makepatchda   and rebooting and shutdown action of system management 

server, alerting action alertda  of IDS, scan action vulscanda   of vulnerability scan 

server. 
PolicyRelation: It denotes time series and logic relations among operational-level 

policies including sequence and, sequence or, parallel and, parallel or. It is equivalent 
to the means relation. 

Context: It means a concrete environment in which we can deploy some means in 
domain, such as a concrete vulnerability (its vulnerability number is CVE-2002-0073), 
intruding event (DoS attacking). 

The refinement relations of elements between goal-level and operational-level are 
defined as follows: 

{ , , , , , , , }R RS RU RT RR RA RDD RC RP=  

RS Role Domain SNode⊆ × × ，representing refinement from role that belongs to 
a domain of source node;  

RU Role User⊆ × ，representing refinement from the role of user;  
argRT T et Domain TNode⊆ × × ， representing refinement from target that be-

longs to a domain of target node;  
arg ReRR T et source⊆ × ，representing refinement from target to resource;  

RA Activity Action⊆ × ，representing refinement from activity to action;  

RDD Means DefenseAction DefenseEntity⊆ × × ， representing refinement from 

defense means to defense action and defense entity;  
RC ContextType Context⊆ × ，representing refinement from context type to con-

text； 
int ReRP MeansConstra s Policy lation⊆ × ,representing refinement from 

MeansConstraints to PolicyRelation; In this paper, PolicyRelation is equivalent to 
MeansConstraints.  

4 The Algorithm of Computer Network Defense Policy 
Refinement 

Based on our computer network defense policy refinement model, we first constructed 
a defense policy refinement repository that includes network situation information and 
refinement rules. Then, we designed a CND policy refinement algorithm combined 
with defense policy refinement repository. 

1. Repository of CND policy refinement. The repository includes network situation 
information and policy refinement rules. They are created with MySQL database. 

Network situation information includes domain information that divides organization 
and forms a hierarchy structure; it also includes nodes information that describes the 
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name, ID of nodes, user, and resources; linking relations among nodes that is 
constructed with adjacent matrix; roles information that describes the name, ID of roles 
and the domain of role; targets information that describes the name, ID of targets and 
the domain of target; defense entities information that describes the name, ID of defense 
entities, defense action; defense means that describes the name, ID of defense means; 
means relations among means; context type that describes the vulnerabilities and events. 

Refinement rules describe the refinement relations between the elements of goal-
level and operational-level. Refinement rules include the role-user rules that specify 
the refinement relations between role and user; the domain-node rules that specify the 
refinement relations between domain and node; the activity-action rules that specify 
the refinement relations between activity and action; context rules that specify the 
refinement relations between context type and context; means-defense entity rules that 
specify the refinement relations between means and defense entity. 

2. The process of CND policy refinement algorithm. 
We have designed a description language CNDIDL [15] for the CND policy goal. A 

scanning method was devised based on the lexical and syntax rules to decompose the 
defense policy goal described by CNDIDL and stored into the memory data structure. 
After the decomposition, we can transform a CND policy goal to one or more 
operational-level defense policies through policy refinement repository.  

The process of transformation algorithm is shown as follow: 
(1)At first, we used each defense means in the list of defense to estimate which type 

of defense policy goal it is. Based on the goals of protection (access control, user 
authentication, encryption communication, backup, patch making), detection (intrusion 
detection and vulnerabilities detection), response (rebooting, shutdown and the adding 
of access control rules) and recovery (rebuild), we completed the CND policy 
refinement with corresponding refinement algorithm. Now, we take the policy goal 
refinement of access control for example. 

(2)According to defense means, we derived a type of defense entity-firewall through 
looking into the table of means-defense entity. In addition, in order to get the instance of 
defense entity to execute operational-level access control policy, we would first find a 
set of simple paths from source node to destination node. Simple path is a node 
sequence in which there is not a same node. For the permission policy, we would 
choose all firewalls in these paths. For the denial policy, we would choose the nearest  
firewalls from the source node in these paths. The pseudocode of algorithm of getting 
simple path set between source node and target node is shown as follow: 

1 lg  
2 : : , arg : , 1
3 :           :  
4Pr  ( , , )
5  1 ;
6  [ ] ;
7  [ ]

A orithm GETSimplePathSet
INPUT InitialNode u T etNode v d
OUTPUT The set of simple path between node of u and v PathSet

ocedure GetSimplePathSet u v d
d d
visited u true
path d

= −

+ ←
=
;

8 ( ) 
9      ( 0)  ( 1) 
10    [ ]; //    int       
11    
12 ; //       

u
IF u v THEN

FOR i TO d DO
PATH path i put all nodes o set PATH between u and v
REPEAT

PathSet PathSet PATH get the set of all simple paths

=
==

= +
←

← ∪
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13   
14      ( );  //      
15      ( ( ))
16            (! [ ])  
17            ( , , );
18                  
19  

ELSE THEN
N getAdjVetxSet u get adjacent node set of u
WHILE n GetFirstNode N

IF visited n THEN
GetSimplePath n v d

END IF

=
=

          ( );
20        
21  
22   

n GetNextNode N
END WHILE

ENDIF
END GetSimplePathSet

←

 

In this algorithm, we used an undirected graph to express the connecting relation 
between nodes for network topology and used an adjacency list to store an undirected 
graph. The time complexity of the algorithm is ( )O n e+ .wherein, n denotes the 
number of vertex in undirected graph, e denotes the number of edge in undirected 
graph. 

In choosing instance of other defense entity (such as IDS, system management 
server…et..al ), we would choose the nearest defense entity for the protection resource. 

(3)According to the role, we can derive a set of users by looking into the table of 
role-user. Then we can get the set A of nodes by looking into table of node 
information. According to the domain, we can derive a set B of nodes by looking into 
the table of domain-node. At last, we can get the set C of node by operation of A B∩  
and get the corresponding IP address for these nodes by looking into the table of node 
information. In the same way, according to the target, we can derive a set of resources 
by looking into the table of target-resource. Then we can get the set A of nodes by 
looking into table of node information. According to the domain, we can derive a set B 
of nodes by looking into the table of domain-node. At last, we can get the set C of node 
by operation of A B∩  and get the corresponding IP address and port number for 
these nodes by looking into the table of node information. 

(4)According to the activity, we can derive a set of actions by looking into the table 
of activity-action. 

(5)We can get an operational-level policy for firewall through the composition of 
the source IP address, the target IP address, port number, the set of actions and defense 
action. 

(6)If more than two defense means exist in the list of defense means, we would get 
the next defense means and repeat the operation of (3)~(6) until all the means were 
processed. Then we get the means constraints and transform them to the relations of 
operational-level policies. 

The pseudocode of transformation algorithm is shown as follows: 

1 2

1 lg  
2 : : { , ,... };Re :
3 :       :
4Pr  ( , )
5  //     

n

A orithm CNDPolicyTransformation
INPUT CNDPolicyGoal G g g g finementRule R
OUTPUT CND Opreational Policy and Policy relations Set O

ocedure PolicyTransform G R
find the set of mean

=

         
6             //
7    ( , , ) ;

i

i

i

s g in a policy goal G and
assign all elements of the g to the set M
M findelement G Means g=
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8 //      int          
9             //
10    ( , int , );
11    - ;
12    1 ;
13    (

t

t

t

i t

x

find the set of means constra s g in a policy goal G and
assign all elements of the g to the set MC
MC findelement G MeansConstra s g
G G g g

x
WHILE m

=
= −

←
∈

1

)
14       ( 1)  ( -2) 
15      //   ,        
16                //

17          

18      

19      //

j

j

x
j

x x

j

M
FOR j TO n DO

Base on R get the elements of operational level corresponding
to the elements of goal level

O g

REPEAT

O O t

=

←

= ∪

|

1

        //

20      1;
21    
22//    int  " "      " "//
23      

24    
M

k

he corresponding operational level policy for the xth means

x x
REPEAT
refinement from means constra s MC to operational level policy relation PR
PR MC

O
=

← +

←

= ∪
|

25   Re

kO PR

END Policy fine

∪
 

The time complexity of the algorithm is ( )O s m• .wherein, n denotes the number of 
means in one policy goal, m denotes the number of elements in one policy goal. 

5 The Experiment 

In this section, we provide some examples to illustrate the effectiveness of policy 
refinement through our experiments. 

5.1 Experimental Environment 

Experiment goal: In order to test the validity of our refinement methods, we use 
CNDIDL[15] to describe one or more high-level defense policy goals. These high-
level defense policy goals can be transformed to operational-level defense policies 
automatically with ours policy refinement method and the generated operational-level 
policies would be simulated in simulation platform GTNeTs in which the defense 
effect can be observed. 

Network topology environment is shown in Fig. 1. The whole network is divided 
into three main parts: external network, DMZ, and internal network. DMZ includes 
Web server, DNS server, FTP server, and SMTP server  (Corresponding IP addresses 
are 192.168.1.4/24, 192.168.1.5/24, 192.168.1.3/24, and 192.168.1.2/24.). The internal 
network is partitioned into two segments by switcher, i.e. Net 1 and Net 2. There are 
three hosts and one system management server (IP:192.168.2.2/24)in Net 1; one host 
and one Database Server (IP :192.168.3.2/24) in Net 2. There exist vulnerabilities in 
hosts and servers of DMZ and internal network (They are shown in Table 2). By 
exploiting these vulnerabilities, the attacker gains root access and brings about DoS 
attack. 
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Fig. 1. Network topology 

5.2 Experiment Verification and Analysis 

The refinement of composition policies including intrusion detection, vulnerabilities 
detection, and access control. 

Scenario: It was assumed that the attacker Host0 (IP Address 192.168.4.2) can 
access FTP server in DMZ, and bypass the Firewall2 and access DB server6 to conduct 
a DoS attack according to the configuration vulnerability of firewall. We deployed 
IDS, Vulnerability scan and Firewall1 to protect database server that provides services, 
when Dos attack was detected. The high-level policy goals are described by CNDIDL 
as follow: 

1{ , ( ),{ , 2},{ , },
 ,{int _ det , _ , _ },

{ _ (int _ det , _ ), _ ( _ , _ )}}

PolicyGoal Extranet Unauthorized user DMZ Net FTPservice DBservice
TCP access rusion ect vul scan access control
seq and rusion ect vul scan seq and vul scan access control

¬
¬

 

The description text for high-level policy goals includes a composition policy goal 
that describes intrusion detection and access control for FTP server2 and DB server6. 
Our policy refinement methods were used to transform high-level defense policy goals 
to operational-level defense policies. The operational-level defense policies are shown 
as follow: 

1{
1(   192.168.4.2 / 24 192.168.1.0 / 24 21," ";

   192.168.4.2 / 24  192.168.3.0 / 24 1521," ";)},
2{ _ (  192.168.1.0 / 24;  192.168.3.0

PolicyOperation
IDS alert TCP bufferoverflow
alert TCP dos
PolicyOperation Vul Base scan scan / 24;)},

3{  1
(   192.168.4.2 / 24 192.168.1.3/ 24 21;

  192.168.4.2 / 24  192.168.3.2 / 24 1521;) :{int : 4}},
_ : _ (1,2); _ (2,3)

PolicyOperation firewall
deny TCP

deny TCP inpara erface
policy relations seq and seq and

 

The description text for operational-level policy includes three operational policies 
and relation of “sequence and”. These operational policies specify the availability 
requirements that guarantee that the server can provide services under the attacks of 
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“bufferflow” and “dos”. Wherein, when IDS1 detects the attacks including 
“bufferflow” and “dos”, IDS1 sends information to the vulnerability server where the 
distributed vulnerabilities detection software is installed. The vulnerability server is 
informed of vulnerability CVE-2002-0509 and CVE-2002-0037 and it sends alert 
information subsequently. Then, the firewall interface of IP 192.168.1.5 will add a 
denying rule. The running effectiveness in simulation platform GTNetS is shown in the 
Fig.2. The yellow packet in the circle denotes enquiring packet from IDS to 
vulnerability library. 

The vulnerability server queries the database and affirms this attack. Then it sends 
affirmed information to IDS. In Fig. 3, the gray packet in the circle denotes affirmed 
packet from vulnerability library to IDS. 

 

       

Fig. 2.  Inquiring message                    Fig. 3.  Affirming message 

In Fig. 4, the red packet in the circle denotes that IDS informs the firewall1 to forbid 
the unlawful access after receiving the vulnerability affirmed information. 

In this way, the packet of attacker cannot bypass the firewall1. It is shown in Fig. 5. 
The control platform results of the packet denying from attacker are shown in Fig. 6. 

Based on this experiment, we find that IDS, Firewall, and vulnerability server 
execute policy correctly. When there is some vulnerability in the network, the linkage 
of security equipment can complete network defense effectively. And there is no need 
for human interference. 

    

Fig. 4. Denying packet message             Fig. 5. The packet denied from attacker 
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Fig. 6. The control platform results of the packet denying from attacker 

6 Conclusions  

The existing security policy refinement methods and model are not constructed on the 
grounds of computer network defense. Thus they can only support the refinement of 
access control policy, but not the refinement of defense policy, such as the policies of 
IDS, backup, and recovery. For this reason, we proposed a method for computer 
network defense policy refinement. This method extends the existing security policy 
refinement model and supports the refinement of defense policy such as protection, 
detection, response and recovery. We constructed a defense policy refinement model 
and its formalism description. Based on the policy refinement model, we designed an 
algorithm of computer network defense policy refinement. We conducted two 
experiments and verified the effectiveness of this method. Compared with other policy 
refinement methods in reference [12-14], our method not only supports the refinement 
of access control policy, but also the defense policy including protection (i.e., access 
control, user authentication, encryption communication, backup), detection (i.e., 
intrusion detection, vulnerabilities detection), response (i.e., system rebooting, 
shutdown) and recovery (i.e., rebuild, patch making).  
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Abstract. Recently, the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has been used
to deploy high-speed software routers. On this platform, designing an ef-
ficient IP lookup engine is still a challenging task, especially when taking
into account the comprehensive performance under frequent updates. Ex-
isting solutions either fail in dealing with update overhead, or can not
provide stable throughput. In this paper, we first propose the Threaded
Segment Tree, a novel tree-like structure. On this basis, we then present
a fast IP lookup engine with an efficient parallel update mechanism.
According to our experiment results on real-world data, the proposed
mechanism reduces the memory accesses on the GPU and the overall
update overhead by at least 82.5% and 89.6% respectively. Moreover, it
also ensures the lookup engine provides stable throughput under highly
frequent updates, which only decreases by less than 1% even though
update frequency increases to 100, 000 updates/s.

Keywords: GPU, IP lookup, parallel update, segment tree.

1 Introduction

IP address lookup, as a key function of modern routers for packets forward-
ing and classifying, aims to determine a proper next hop for each incoming
packet, through comparing its destination address against all prefixes stored in
the Forwarding Information Base (FIB). It is always modeled as a Longest Prefix
Matching (LPM) problem.

1.1 Summarize of Prior Arts

Classic solutions to LPM fall into two major categories. Hardware-based solu-
tions always provide very fast lookup [1, 2], but their low flexibilities and high
consumptions on power and cost make them unadaptable to large tables, or to
growing requirements on scalability. By contrast, software-based solutions are
proved more flexible due to some tree-like data structures [3–5]. But processing
LPM on them requires multiple memory accesses for one lookup. Though op-
timized by many techniques [6, 7], their performance are still difficult to meet
today’s link speed.
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Fig. 1. (a) FIB. (b) A sample of GALE’s direct table. Deleting P3(10∗) from it and
then inserting P7(1∗, N5) into it must be processed in order. (c) Transforming prefixes
into segments. To simplify examples, we suppose the focused maximum prefix length
is 5 (which is 24 in practice).

Fortunately, some GPU-based software routers [8–10] have been proposed to
provide both high throughput and high scalability. However, with major focus on
the entire framework design, they all treat the routing table as static and thus fail
in dealing with update overhead. In view of this, J. Zhao et al. [11] presented a
GPU-Accelerated Lookup Engine (GALE), which provides both fast lookup and
the solution to route updates. Due to its update mechanism, a update request,
after being used to update a trie, is mapped into a range of unit modifications
toward a direct table stored on the GPU. However, different updates may be
mapped to the same unit. So, even with a careful length checking, breaking their
order may also lead to incorrect updates (as shown in Fig. 1(c)). Accordingly, in
GALE, not all updates can be processed in parallel, which obstructs it to benefit
enough from GPU’s parallelism.

1.2 Our Approach and Key Contributions

In this paper, we first implement the TBL24 of DIR-24-8 scheme [12] on the
GPU, just like GALE, to enable O(1) lookup. Then, instead of using a trie, we
present a novel tree-like structure, Threaded Segment Tree (TST), to process
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off-line updates on the CPU, achieving more efficient on-line updates toward the
TBL24 on the GPU. We call the proposed IP lookup engine TSTT, for its two
most important components are TST and TBL24 respectively.

We make three key contributions in this paper. Firstly, after transforming the
FIB into a compact segment tree, we design a special leaf-pushing technique, to
divide all prefixes into several non-intersecting segments. Besides, we present a
series of algorithms to thread necessary segments during off-line updates, ensur-
ing threaded segments cover all update information without any intersecting. As
a result, on-line updates can be processed completely in parallel.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system
architecture of our proposed scheme. And the details of TST are proposed in
Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses the performance evaluation experiments. At last, a
short conclusion are given in Sect. 5.

2 System Architecture

Since there are many novel designs toward the entire framework of GPU-based
software routers [8, 9], we only focus on the IP lookup engine, which can be
deployed into such routers as an additional plug-in [11]. With the help of an
optimized packet I/O engine [8], which manages packet queues and extracts
pending packets’ destination addresses for lookup, we pay our major attention
to the GPU-based accelerator for table lookup and update.

As shown in Fig. 2, our system architecture is based on Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA), in which, all program codes are divided into two
cooperative parts, the Host and the Device, executed respectively on the CPU
and the GPU. In the Device, the TBL24, which stores all prefixes no longer
than 24 (the rest are stored in a small TCAM, which is not shown in Fig.2),
provides O(1) lookup. In the Host, as managed by a control thread, a group of
working threads process lookup and update requests, by utilizing the computing
resources of both the CPU and the GPU.

Processing route updates on TBL24 always needs help from additional struc-
tures [11]. In TSTT, TST plays such a role. Actually, in our case, all prefixes
no longer than 24 are transformed into segments, each of which corresponds to
a range of units of the TBL24. Then, a TST is constructed on bidis of these
segments, which is stored in the host memory (on the CPU) for off-line updates.
When a route update arrives, it is first used to update this TST, producing sev-
eral unit modifications toward the TBL24. During such off-line updates on the
CPU, all produced unit modifications are collected, and are then processed on
the GPU to update the TBL24 for on-line updates.

As the GPU works in Single Instructions with Multiple Threads (SIMT),
batch processing is required for improving performance. As long as all unit mod-
ifications produced during off-line updates are kept independently with each
other, all of them can be processed in parallel on the GPU. In this case, we can
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Fig. 2. TSTT’s architecture based on CUDA

collect all produced unit modifications in batchs, and send them to the GPU
batch by batch, by utilizing multiple streams1.

Besides, to avoid storing complicated next hop information (such as multi-
next-hop [13]) on the GPU, we store their index in the TST and the TBL24
instead, with entire next hop information stored in a separated Next Hop Table
on the CPU.

3 Threaded Segment Tree (TST)

3.1 Segment Tree and Prefix Transforming

Segment Tree is a special binary search tree that supports dynamic lookup and
update. Some of its extensions have been already used in IP lookup [14] and
packet classifying [15]. They all transform prefixes into segments in a straight-
forward way. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the maximum prefix length is supposed to
be max, if the length and value2 for a prefix are denoted as len and pre respec-
tively, then, its corresponding segment can be calculated as [pre×2max−len, pre×
2max−len + 2max−len − 1].

3.2 Building Leaf-pushed Segment Tree

After transforming all prefixes into segments (as shown in Fig. 1(b)), a segment
tree can be easily constructed. But in our case, the segment tree is only used
to produce segments that represents unit modifications toward TBL24 during

1 In CUDA, a steam is a sequence of operations executed in order.
2 For a prefix formatted as a.b.c.d/len, its prefix length is len and its prefix value is
(a× 224 + b× 216 + c× 28 + d) >> (32− len).
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(a) Before leaf pushing. (b) After leaf pushing.

Fig. 3. Segment tree built on the FIB shown in Fig. 1(a)

Algorithm 1. Leaf Pushing

Input: curNode, nextHop
1 if curNode = NULL or curNode.isPrefixSeg then
2 return;
3 end
4 LeafPushing (curNode.leftChild, nextHop);
5 if curNode.isLeaf then
6 ModifyNode (curNode, nextHop);
7 end
8 LeafPushing (curNode.rightChild, nextHop);

off-line updates. In order to generate as less segments as possible, we build a
compact segment tree (as shown in Fig. 3), in which a segment should not be
broken unless necessary. Originally, a prefix corresponds to only one segment
(let’s call it prefix segment), whose value is set as the entry index of this prefix.
So, each update request needs only modify just one prefix segment, enabling
update process be simple and efficient.

However, since two prefix segments may intersect with each other, on-line
updates produced by them may toward the same unit, making it unavailable
to process them in parallel. To address this issue, we introduce a special leaf
pushing technique3 to push all prefix segments’ values into leaf segments (shown
in Fig. 3(b)). Unlike the traditional leaf-pushing algorithm [6], there are two
important special rules for ours: 1) All prefix segments still reserve their own
values after leaf pushing. 2) Each value is pushed from some prefix segment
down to all possible leaf segments, until reaching another prefix segment. This
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

3 Leaf Pushing is a widely used technique for Trie-based IP lookup.
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After leaf pushing, each leaf segment contains an index number that corre-
sponds to a route entry, so as all prefix segments. On the other hand, a segment
can be represented by several leaf segments. In another word, instead of produc-
ing unit modifications by all prefix segments, we can use a group of leaf segments
to do the same thing. Since any two leaf segments will not intersect with each
other, all produced unit modifications in this way can be processed in parallel
now.

3.3 Threading Leaf Segments during Off-line Updates

Based on the leaf-pushed segment tree, several leaf segments can be used to pro-
duce unit modifications without intersecting. The next problem is to determine
which segments are required. In this section, we present a series of algorithms
to solve this problem, by threading all necessary leaf segments during off-line
updates. Since modifying an existing prefix can be treated as inserting a new
prefix, we only discuss how to delete/insert a prefix.

Prefix Deletion. To delete a prefix, we begin with looking up its corresponding
segment. If no one matches, nothing needs to do. Otherwise, the value of the
matched segment should be modified to the value of the nearest segment along
the path from it to the tree root (if no one found, use the default). Then, its
new value should be pushed down.

For example, as shown in Fig .4(a), to delete P3(10∗), its corresponding prefix
segment [16, 23 : P3] should be modified to P2 (the nearest segment along the
path from it to the root is 16, 31 : P2), which is then pushed down to three leaf
segments: [16, 19], [20, 20] and [22, 23]. While for deleting P1(0∗), the value of
its corresponding segment 0, 15 : P1 is modified to the default (e.g. 0). And the
default is then pushed down to two leaf segments: [4, 17] and [8, 15]. During the
deleting process, we use a doubly linked list to thread all leaf segments modified.
This algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.

Prefix Insertion. Inserting a prefix is namely inserting a segment. If this seg-
ment is already exist, its value should be set as the inserting prefix’s entry index.
Then, this new value should be pushed down. During this process, all leaf seg-
ments modified should be threaded in the double linked list. If the inserting
prefix segment is not exist, a series of leaf segments should be broken into new
segments until the inserting segment has been produced. During this process, all
generated leaf segments should be threaded. On the other hand, if a threaded
segment has been broken, it must be removed from the list.

For example, as shown in Fig. 4(b), to insert P7(1∗, N5), since its prefix seg-
ment [16, 31] is already exist, the value of this segment is set as P7, which is then
pushed down. While for inserting P8(0001∗), [0, 3 : P4] is broken into [0, 1 : P4]
and [2, 3 : P8], which should be threaded in turn. This algorithm is described in
Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 2. Delete Segment

Input: curNode, delSeg, nextHop
1 if curNode.seg = delSeg and nextHop �= DEFAULT then
2 curNode.seg.value = DEFAULT; curNode.isPrefixSeg = FALSE;
3 LeafPushing (curNode, nextHop);

4 end
5 else
6 if curNode.isLeaf then
7 return;
8 end
9 if curNode.isPrefixSeg then

10 nextHop = curNode.seg.value;
11 end
12 mid = (curNode.seg.low + curNode.seg.high)/2;
13 if mid < delSeg.low then
14 DeleteSegment (curNode.rightChild, delSeg, nextHop);
15 end
16 if mid ≥ delSeg.high then
17 DeleteSegment (curNode.leftChild, delSeg, nextHop);
18 end

19 end

(a) Delete P3(10∗) and P1(0∗).

�

�

(b) Insert P7(1∗, N5) and P8(0001∗, N2).

Fig. 4. Threading leaf segments during off-line updates. Only one direction’s connec-
tion of the double linked list is shown.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, based on four real-world routing data sets collected from the
RIPE RIS Project [16] (shown in Table.1), we conduct a group of experiments to
evaluate TSTT’s performance, and demonstrate its superiorities in comparison
with GALE. The experimental system is set up on a server with an Intel CPU
(Xeon E5-2630, 2.30GHz, 6Cores) and an NVIDIA GPU (Tesla C2075, 1.15 GHz,
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Algorithm 3. Insert Segment

Input: curNode, insSeg
1 if curNode.seg = insSeg then
2 curNode.seg.value = DEFAULT; curNode.isPrefixSeg = FALSE;
3 LeafPushing (curNode, nextHop);

4 end
5 else
6 if curNode.isLeaf then
7 BreakSegment (curNode);
8 end
9 mid = (curNode.seg.low + curNode.seg.high)/2;

10 if mid < insSeg.low then
11 InsertSegment (curNode.rightChild, insSeg);
12 end
13 if mid ≥ insSeg.high then
14 InsertSegment (curNode.leftChild, insSeg);
15 end

16 end

448 Cores) on the basis of CUDA 5.0. We measure all concerned metrics through
the NVIDIA Visual Profiler [17].

Table 1. Routing Data Sets (Collected at Jan. 1, 2013)

Data Set Location Total Prefixes Total Updates

rrc11 New York (NY), USA 442,176 1,177,425
rrc12 Frankfurt, Germany 450,752 4,049,260
rrc13 Moscow, Russia 456,580 2,025,239
rrc14 Palo Alto, USA 446,160 1,388,217

4.1 Memory Accesses Required for On-line Updates

To evaluate the performance of route update, we replay a week’s update traces
of rrc12 and a whole day’s update traces for all tables. After processing off-line
updates in TST, we get a list of threaded segments, each of which represents
several memory writes toward a range of units of the TBL24 on the GPU. While
for GALE, due to the length map checking, it requires both memory reads and
writes on the GPU to finish on-line updates. We evaluate the performance of
on-line updates by measuring the average produced global memory accesses per
update on the GPU.

As depicted in Fig. 5(a), the average produced memory accesses in TSTT are
far less than that in GALE in all cases. In fact, TSTT achieves a reduction by
92.5% ∼ 98.1%, which is still 82.5% ∼ 97.3% even ignoring memory reads in
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) average memory accesses produced per update on the GPU. (b) overall
update overhead on both the CPU and the GPU per update.

GALE. Such a significant improvement benefits from our mechanism essentially.
Actually, in TSTT, all produced unit modifications cover all update information
without any redundancy. So, excluding any of them must lose some update
information. In another word, the number of memory modifications for on-line
updates are minimized by TSTT.

4.2 Overall Update Overhead

Then, we take into account the overall update overhead (in time cost) for both
off-line updates (on the CPU) and on-line updates (on the GPU). Since TSTT’s
on-line update overhead are too small, we times it by 103.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), the average update overhead per update of TSTT’s
on-line updates is only 0.72 ns in the worst case, achieving a speedup than
GALE by a factor over 5000. Such a fast speed benefits from that the number
of produced unit modifications in TSTT are minimized, and all of them can be
processed in parallel on the GPU.

However, processing off-line updates in TSTT costs more time than that in
GALE by a factor of 2.3 ∼ 3.4. That’s because some additional operations are
required in TSTT, such as leaf pushing and list management. Even though,
in comparison with GALE, TSTT’s overall update overhead is still reduced by
89.6% ∼ 93.5%, which demonstrates clearly that TSTT’s update mechanism is
more efficient.

4.3 Comprehensive Performance

In order to evaluate the comprehensive performance, we process a 16M gener-
ated lookup requests in TSTT and GALE respectively, with update frequency
increasing to 100, 000 updates/s. Then, we measure the throughputs with Million
Lookups Per Second (MLPS) in all cases.

As presented in Fig. 6, without any updates, TSTT provides the same
throughput (539 MLPS) as GALE. That’s because their lookup approaches are
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Fig. 6. Comprehensive performance on rrc12 and rrc14

all based on the DIR-24-8 scheme. However, as update frequency is increasing,
TSTT’s superiority becomes more and more significant. Actually, in GALE, the
throughput decreases by 53.4% and 61.4% on rrc12 and rrc14 respectively. But
such descents in TSTT are even below 0.4%. In another word, with the help
of an efficient update mechanism, TSTT enables more stable throughput under
frequent updates than GALE.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient update mechanism for a GPU-
accelerated IP lookup engine. By deploying the TBL24 of DIR-24-8 onto GPU’s
global memory, our proposed engine, TSTT, enables O(1) lookup. Moreover, we
presented an novel tree-like structure, Threaded Segment Tree (TST), to help
update the TBL24 on the GPU. Actually, by threading necessary leaf segments
during off-line updates, the number of unit modifications for on-line updates are
minimized, and all of them can be processed completely in parallel. According
to the experiment results, using our mechanism, the average required memory
accesses for on-line updates and the overall update overhead on both the CPU
and the GPU in average are reduced by at least 82.5% and 89.6% respectively.
What’s more, due to the proposed update mechanism, the throughput in TSTT
has been proved more stable. Actually, it only decreased by at most 0.9% even
if update frequency increases to 100, 000/s.
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Abstract. As one of the three service models of cloud computing, PaaS (Plat-
form as a Service) has gained more and more popularity for its capabilities in 
optimizing development productivity and business agility. However, the tradi-
tional PaaS uses the dedicated infrastructure, which generally leads to the low 
infrastructure utilization rate. To solve the above problem, PaaS based on IaaS 
(PoI) emerged, in which IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) is involved to provide 
PaaS the infrastructure, to decrease the response time of the infrastructure scale 
and to increase the utilization of the infrastructure. Because PoI has many cha-
racteristics, resource management mechanisms used in the traditional PaaS or 
IaaS could no longer adopted in PoI. In this paper, an adaptive resource man-
agement framework and the corresponding scale-up, scale-down algorithms are 
brought forward to guarantee the QoS of applications deployed in PaaS plat-
form as well as to decrease the rental cost of VMs from IaaS providers. Expe-
rimental results show that the resource management mechanisms proposed in 
this paper can not only guarantee QoS of all applications, but also improve the 
utilization rate of the infrastructure, thus to make PoI possess the advantages of 
both PaaS and IaaS. 

Keywords: cloud computing, paas, iaas, resource management. 

1 Introduction 

Cloud computing has gained unprecedented popularity since its inception and be-
comes a great solution to provide a flexible, on-demand and dynamically scalable 
computing infrastructure for enterprises. Its Pay-As-You-Go pricing model is essen-
tially similar to other public utilities (e.g., electricity, gas and water). Therefore, cloud 
computing is also called “On-Demand Computing”. Cloud computing supports three 
service models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and 
Software as a Service (SaaS).  

IaaS, as the basic cloud service model, enables users to rent the infrastructure 
(server, storage and network etc.) dynamically as needed. Since the increasing re-
quirements to improve the cost-efficiency of Internet Data Centers (IDCs), IaaS has 
been widely adopted by more and more enterprises to improve the utilization rate of 
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the infrastructure. At the same time, enterprises, especially IT companies, tend to set 
up PaaS platforms to provide Application Execution Environment (AEE) for their 
applications and reuse a variety of application components. Because PaaS also has to 
rely on the infrastructure such as servers and storage, IaaS becomes a candidate to 
provide PaaS the infrastructure. That is the PaaS based on IaaS (PoI). PoI could pro-
vide the features of both PaaS and IaaS: i) to provide AEE for applications and appli-
cation components as PaaS; ii) to increase the utilization rate of the infrastructure  
as IaaS. 

Resource management is one of the most important issues of cloud computing which 
decides the efficiency of the platform. In PoI, resource management also plays a very 
important role as well. It has many characteristics: i) the traffic model and QoS require-
ments of different applications on PoI are different and changing fast. ii) PaaS could 
dynamically use the resource of IaaS according to the requirements of applications.  

In this paper, a QoS guaranteed and cost-efficient resource management mechan-
ism in PoI is presented. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related 
works are introduced in Section 2. Then the architecture of PoI is illustrated in  
Section 3. In section 4, the problems which have to be faced by PoI are stated and the 
resource management framework of PoI is brought forward in detail. In the end, the 
experimental results are presented in Section 5 followed by the conclusions and future 
works in section 6. 

2 Related Works 

Recent research on dynamic resource provisioning in virtualized environments in-
cludes [1]. These research attempted to achieve application performance goals with 
dynamic resource provisioning in virtualized environments. Most recently, people 
extended the idea into the cloud environment [2]. [3] investigated task scheduling 
with deadline and budget constraints in the heterogeneous environment. Some re-
search investigated cost-efficiency in the cloud environment. On the cloud providers’ 
point of view, [4][5] discussed the resource allocation and instance consolidation 
strategies for cloud data centers. The goal is to maximize the profits of cloud provid-
ers while maintaining Service Level Agreement (SLAs). [6] discussed power man-
agement in cloud environment. On the cloud users’ point of view, the hot topic is to 
build strategies to deploy applications among multiple cloud providers to enhance 
availability with minimum cost [7]. 

Because PaaS platform is essentially a distributed system, it faces similar resource 
management problems like other distributed systems. Computing resources (e.g., 
CPU, memory, disk I/O and network bandwidth) are limited in distributed systems; 
therefore how to manage these resources with high efficiency is critical. PaaS plat-
form is asynchronous soft real-time system [8]. On one hand, PaaS platform is  
asynchronous because requests of applications on PaaS are unpredictable and nonde-
terministic, and the distribution of the requests cannot be precisely described by ma-
thematical models. On the other hand, it is a soft real-time system because there are 
some constraints on the response time, but the failure of timeliness will only lead to 
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some small losses rather than disastrous consequences. The workload PaaS platform 
confronted fluctuates within a wide range. Over-provisioning system resources to 
accommodate the potential peak will lead to the waste of the resource. As a conse-
quence, it is important for PaaS platform to maintain efficient resource utilization 
under a wide workload conditions without increasing the possibility of failure of time-
liness. [9] proposed a new algorithm called FC-LRU which integrates feedback con-
trol with LRU algorithm to perform adaptive resource management in PaaS platform. 
However, the idea of FC-LRU algorithm is based on the assumption that the PaaS 
platform is using its dedicated infrastructure. Therefore, the resource management 
mechanism in traditional PaaS platform is no longer practical in PoI. New mechanism 
for PoI should be adopted. 

3 Architecture of PaaS Based on IaaS 

Some enterprises adopt PaaS to provide AEE for their applications and application 
components, because PaaS is famous for optimizing development productivity and 
business agility. However, the benefits of the traditional PaaS are limited, because the 
cost of the infrastructure scale-down and scale-up is high and with low efficiency in 
the typical PaaS. At the same time, IaaS has many advantages in optimizing infra-
structure utilization. In order to maximize business agility and development produc-
tivity, enterprises are trying to set up PaaS on IaaS, namely PoI. PoI provides applica-
tion development, testing, execution and provision environment which enables both 
PaaS’ ease of application deployment and IaaS’ efficient infrastructure management.  

In the traditional PaaS, the infrastructure is dedicated for its usage. In the idle 
hours, some infrastructure is idle and lead to great waste; while in the busy hours, the 
infrastructure is inadequate, and QoS of applications could not be guaranteed. In PoI, 
when it is the idle hours, the infrastructure of PaaS could scale down by using the 
capability of the underlying IaaS; when it is the busy hours, the infrastructure of PaaS 
could scale up. This mechanism could greatly increase the Cost Efficiency of the 
platform. 

The architecture of PoI is shown in Figure 2. It can be divided into two layers: PaaS 
Layer and IaaS Layer. The PaaS Layer dynamically rents VMs from the IaaS accord-
ing to the workload. 

• App Execution Engine hosts users’ applications. It provides multiple AEEs and 
supports applications written by several programming languages (e.g., Java, PHP). 
As one application is scaled up, the App Execute Engine will launch more in-
stances of this particular application. 

• Front End is the entry to the platform: it accepts all requests from users and for-
wards them to the appropriate App Execution Engine. In essence, Front End is a 
load balancer that knows the correspondence between requests and applications. 

• Service Pool manages a set of services including data storage and many other ca-
pabilities that can be used by developers via APIs. 
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• Platform Master is the key component of PoI. It is responsible for application 
scheduling, application resource allocation and interfacing with VM Management 
to acquire or release infrastructure resource from/to IaaS. 

• VM Management is the key component of IaaS to perform the infrastructure re-
source scheduling and providing corresponding APIs. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of POI 

In the architecture illustrated above, App Execution Engine and Front End are al-
lowed to have more than one instance running simultaneously. Users’ applications are 
deployed in App Execution Engine. All components of PaaS, including App Execu-
tion Engine, are deployed in the VMs provided by IaaS. This architecture ensures the 
scalability that all applications can easily be accommodated through scale-up and 
scale-down. When one application’s workload increases and the requirements for 
computing resources increases accordingly, Platform Master can increase applica-
tion’s instances, either based on current set of VMs or acquires more of them from 
IaaS Layer to guarantee QoS of the applications. When one application’s workload 
decreases, over-provisioning instances will lead to the waste of computing resources; 
thus Platform Master can decrease its instances and decide whether to return over-
provisioning VMs to IaaS Layer in order to save VM rental cost.  

4 Resource Management of PaaS Base on IaaS 

4.1 Problem Statement 

In this paper, a resource management framework of PoI is brought forward. On one 
hand, PoI is an asynchronous soft real-time system. Its requests are unpredictable and 
nondeterministic, and their distribution cannot be precisely described by the mathe-
matical models. On the other hand, it is a soft real-time system because there are some  
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constraints on the response time, but the failure of timeliness will lead to some small 
losses rather than disastrous consequences. In addition, computing resources that 
PaaS needs are provided by IaaS Layer as a set of VMs. For those enterprises willing 
to adopt PoI, it is important to minimize the usage of VMs in order to minimize the 
rental cost as well as guarantee QoS of their applications.  

QoS of the application is measured based on the number of requests missed their 
deadlines. Missed Deadline Ratio (denoted as MissRatio) is defined as the percentage 
of requests that missed their deadlines; the formula used to calculate this value is 
given by (1): MissRatio  number of requests missing their deadlinesnumber of total requests                       1  

In terms of resource utilization, CPU utilization is involved in this paper because 
CPU is the scarcest computing resource. It is important for PoI to maintain CPU utili-
zation at a high level. Different instances of an application may have different CPU 
utilization, the CPU utilization of the application (denoted as U ) is defined as the 
average of CPU utilization of all instances; the formula used to calculate this value is 
given by (2): UCPU   ∑ UnM                                                     2  

Where n is the number of instances. M is the maximum CPU utilization that each 
instance is allowed to use (CPU utilization of one application’s instance can be limited 
by cgroup in recently released Linux version). M means that CPU utilization of an 
instance should be limited below the M (e.g., 20%). UCPU  is used to represent the 
CPU utilization of i instance of application j. The overall CPU utilization of PaaS can 
be relatively high if the CPU utilization of each application is high.  

Since users’ applications are running in VMs provided by IaaS, it is equally impor-
tant to reduce the usage of VMs in order to lower the rental cost as much as possible. 
Traditionally IaaS providers charge according to Pay-As-You-Go pricing model. 
Therefore the rental cost is determined by how long and how many VMs are used. The 
Usage of VM is defined as the total usage time (denoted as TVM); the formula used to 
calculate this value is given by (3): 

TVM  TVM                                                             3  

Where TVM  represents the usage time of i  VM and n represents the number of 
rented VMs.  

In PoI, the resource management framework is designed following three objectives: 

• Guaranteed QoS of the application, described by Missed Deadline Ratio. 
• High resource utilization rate, described by CPU Utilization. 
• Less VM usage, described by Time Usage of VMs. 
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4.2 Resource Management Framework 

In [9], the resource management framework is mentioned and resource management 
problems are simplified into feedback control problems. The first two objectives men-
tioned above can be achieved by feedback control. PID (Proportional-Integral-
Derivative) feedback control is adopted to maintain high CPU utilization. Besides, 
VM scheduling algorithm is designed to manage VMs in order to achieve cost effi-
ciency as well as QoS guaranteed applications.  

With its three-term functionality covering treatments to both transient and steady-
state responses, PID control offers the simplest and yet most efficient solutions on 
many real-world control problems [10]. The reasons why PID control is employed in 
this paper include: i) PoI is essentially a dynamic system and PID control technique is 
widely accepted technique in dynamic systems; ii) precise mathematical model of the 
system is not required in PID control technique. Instead, PID control technique can 
achieve satisfactory performance based on an approximate model. The complexity of 
PoI makes it difficult to be described precisely by mathematical model, which makes 
PID control technique a great candidate for underlying resource management.  

A classic feedback control system is composed of a controller, a plant (the object 
to be controlled no matter what it is) and sensors (the object to measure the output of 
the plant) [11]. Controlled Variables are the variables to be controlled. Set Points 
represent the correct and expected values of the Controlled Variables. The difference 
between the current value and the Set Point is the Errors. The whole feedback and 
control loop is aimed to reduce the Errors.  

• The sensor periodically monitors and compares the Controlled Variables to the Set 
Points to determine the Errors. 

• The controller generates control signals through control function based on the Errors. 
• The actuator takes actions to control the plant based on the signal generated by the 

controller, which is aimed to reduce the Errors. 

Since Platform Master communicates with all components and collect information 
(distribution of applications’ instance, workload of each application’s instance, re-
source utilization rate of each VM etc.) of the whole PoI and perform application 
scheduling, application resource allocation and VM management (by interfacing with 
VM Management of IaaS), Platform Master could be reconstructed to support the 
feedback-control loop, thus the resource management framework is mainly imple-
mented in Platform Master, shown in figure 3. 

In the framework shown in figure 3, Missed Deadline Ratio and average CPU Uti-
lization are adopted as the Controlled Variables. Because Controlled Variables are 
application-independent, a small, non-zero value is used as the Set Point of Missed 
Deadline Ratio for each application. The Set Point of Missed Deadline Ratio of appli-
cation j is denoted as MissRatio . Similarly, an expected percentage is used as the Set 
Point of CPU Utilization for each application. The Set Point of CPU Utilization of 
application j is denoted as U . Note that the workload of each application in PaaS 
is unpredictable, it is impossible to achieve 100% CPU utilization and 0% missed 
deadline ratio. Therefore, a tradeoff between these two metrics is inevitable.  
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Fig. 2. Resource Management Framework 

The sampling time is defined to be the end of each period of the arrival of the feed-
back data.  Resource management decisions are made at the beginning of each period 
based on the feedback data collected previously. Then error  for application j could 
be calculated with the following formula (4): error w × MissRatio   MissRatio w × U   U            4  

Where k is the sampling instant and MissRatio  is the Missed Deadline Ratio in 

the k sampling instant and Coefficients w  and w  are tunable. Based onerror , 
the number of instances of application j to be changed can be calculated in the current 
period with the following PID control formula (5): 

∆Instance C × error CI × error CD × error  error DWDWIW       5  

Where  C , CI, CD, IW and DW are tunable coefficients. The number of instances 
of application j can be changed according to ∆Instance . ∆Instance > 0 means that 
the application should scale up (i.e., the number of instances of application j should be 
increased), and ∆Instance < 0 means that the application should scale down (i.e., 
the number of instances of application j should be decreased), and ∆Instance 0 
means that current number of instances of application j is appropriate and does not 
need change. 

4.3 VM Scheduling Policy 

How to set up a feedback control system in PoI and how to determine the number of 
instances of each application in order to guarantee the QoS of each application are 
stated above, then the policy to schedule the rented VMs will be illustrated. The deci-
sions on when to scale up and scale down are made on the objective: Low  
Time Usage of VMs. Specifically, as the ∆Instance has been computed, strategies of 
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scale-up and scale-down which can lower the Time Usage of VMs as much as possi-
ble should be determined. The VM Scheduling Policy can be divided into two algo-
rithms: scale-up algorithm and scale-down algorithm.  

1. Scale-Up Algorithm 

In order to decrease the Time Usage of VMs, the CPU capacity of every VM should 
be monitored. In addition, there is a threshold for each VM to limit its CPU utilization 
in a safe level (e.g., 90%). The objective of scale-up algorithm is to make sure all 
instances are converging to a small number of VMs as well as keep each VM’s CPU 
utilization in a safe level. A memory management algorithm “BEST FIT” is intro-
duced to achieve the above objective. BEST FIT is a famous algorithm for OS memo-
ry management in order to avoid using larger blocks unnecessarily. In BEST FIT, the 
block list is searched for the block that is smallest but greater than or equal to the 
request size [12].  

The suitable VM, into which new instances of the particular application to be ex-
panded are deployed, is chosen based on BEST FIT. Next this algorithm will be fur-
ther illustrated with an example. Assuming the utilization of all VMs is as figure 4: 

 

 

Fig. 3. CPU Utilization of VMs 

In figure 4, there are 4 VMs. White box represents the percentage of CPU unused. 
In this example, an instance of application j need to be created and this instance will 
occupy 10% CPU utilization of a single VM. The safe threshold of VMs is 90%. 
Therefore, the actual percentages of CPU which could be used are 23%, 10%, 35% 
and 2% respectively. According to the BEST FIT algorithm, VM2 is chosen as the 
target to bear application j’s instance. If there is more than one instance to be scaled 
up, the above procedures should be performed iteratively based on BEST FIT algo-
rithm. By using BEST FIT algorithm, the CPU of every rented VMs will be fully 
exploited over the time. Scale-Down Algorithm  

The scale-down algorithm is designed following the same objective as the scale-up 
algorithm. Differing from scale-up algorithm, the scale-down algorithm tries to deter-
mine which instance to be removed in order to acquire as many idle VMs as possible 
and return them to IaaS Layer.  
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k  VM is denoted as VM Application Sequence , where Application Sequence 
is the sequence of applications ID whose instances are running in VM . For example, 
if 1 instance of application 1, 1 instance of application 2 and 1 instance of application 3 
are running in k  VM, this VM can be denoted as  VM 1,2,3 . Application Se-
quence probably has duplicate application ID since there could be more than one in-
stances of one application running simultaneously on the same VM. The above objec-
tive is achieved by introducing the heuristic algorithm and removed the instances of the 
VM which has the least number of running instances and its instances are the subset of 
the instances to be removed. Assuming there are 4 VMs:  VM 1,2 ,  VM 1 ,  VM 2,2, 3 ,  VM 3,4,5 , and the instances to be shrunk is {1,1, 2, 2, 2, 3}. Based on 
our scale-down algorithm, the instances should be removed according to the following 
sequence: VM 1 , VM 1,2  and  VM 2,2,3 . VM 1, 2 and 3 are set idle after the 
scale-down and can be returned to IaaS Layer.  

4.4 Resource Management Process 

In summary, the resource management process in PoI is essentially a feedback-control 
loop. At the beginning of every period, Platform Master collects all feedback data 
from other components of the platform and makes resource management decisions 
according to the feedback data. Every feedback-control loop can be divided into 4 
phases. 

• To collect performance metrics including Missed Deadline Ratio and CPU Utiliza-
tion of every application deployed on the platform. 

• To compute ∆Instance for every application based on PID control function men-
tioned above.  

• To deploy or remove application instances based on scale-up or scale-down algo-
rithms. Rent VMs from IaaS Layer if needed. 

• To return all idle VMs to IaaS Layer in order to save rental cost. 

5 Experiments  

In this chapter, the comprehensive evaluation of the resource management framework 
of PoI is presented. In Section 5.1, the details of the experimental setup are specified. 
In Section 5.2, the proposed framework under different experimental parameters is 
illustrated, then the analysis of the experimental results is given. 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

For the evaluation of the proposed resource management framework in PoI, work-
loads of different patterns as the workloads of the platform are prepared. The different 
workloads are provided by The Grid Workloads Archive, which could provide ano-
nymous workload traces from grid environments to researchers and to practitioners 
alike [13]. 3 workloads of different patterns within 24 hours are chosen as shown in 
Figure 5. 
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Each workload pattern above represents a typical scenario. For example, workloads 
of Application 1 and Application 3 slightly differ from each other but show a very 
common pattern that fluctuates consistently and reaches peaks in the middle of the 
day. In addition, workload of Application 2 shows a very steady pattern with several 
wiggles.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Workload Patterns of Application 1, 2 and 3 

The fixed parameters of the experiment are shown in Table 1. Each workload is split 
into 144 intervals with 10 minutes per interval. Each application is initialized and 
deployed with 1 instance. Coefficients shown in Table 1 are obtained based on expe-
riences. The values of these coefficients could be determined by using PID tuning 
techniques [14]. 

Table 1. Fixed Experimental Parameters 

Number of Applications 3 

Minutes per Interval 10 
Number of Intervals 144 

Initial Instances of each Application 1 
Coefficient  2 
Coefficient  1.5 
Coefficient  1 
Coefficient  0.5 
Coefficient  1 

5.2 Evaluation of Resource Management Framework 

Besides the fixed experimental parameters shown in Table 1, there are also three 
kinds of tunable experimental parameters including Set Point of Missed Deadline 
Ratio for each application (denoted as MissRatio_s), Set Point of CPU Utilization for 
each application (denoted as U_(cpu_s )) and VM Safe Threshold. For the clarifica-
tion and simplicity of the following analysis, MissRatio_s and U_(cpu_s) for all  
applications are set together. The proposed resource management framework is eva-
luated under different settings of tunable experimental parameters. 
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Figure 6 shows the Missed Deadline Ratio and CPU Utilization of different appli-
cations in the platform with the tunable parameters settings in above table. The pro-
posed resource management framework keeps both the Missed Deadline Ratio and 
CPU Utilization of all applications around the expected values in response to the 
workloads of different patterns. The proposed framework also has the predictive ca-
pability to the changing workload. Take Application 1 as an example, as its workload 
increases suddenly and keeps the increasing trend for periods, its Missed Deadline 
Ratio only increases for a short time and returns to the expected value. The proposed 
framework gains this predictive capability through PID control function based on 
which it scales up Application 1 to deal with the future workload increase, with the 
cost of the temporary fall of CPU Utilization. 

 

 
Missed Deadline Ratio of Application 1 CPU Utilization of Application 1 

 
Missed Deadline Ratio of Application 2 CPU Utilization of Application 2 

  

Missed Deadline Ratio of Application 3 CPU Utilization of Application 3 

 

Set Point of Missed Deadline Ratio 0.05 
Set Point of CPU Utilization 0.8 
VM Safe Threshold 0.9 

Fig. 5. Missed Deadline Ratio and CPU Utilization of Application 1, 2 and 3 
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6 Conclusion and Future Works 

It’s becoming a trend for enterprises to adopt PoI. In summary, PoI has many advan-
tages on the flexibility, reliability and cost-efficiency. In this paper, a QoS guaranteed 
and cost-efficient resource management framework in PoI is proposed. The frame-
work is composed of a feedback control system and two scaling algorithms. Experi-
mental results show that the resource management framework can not only maintain 
Missed Deadline Ratio of all applications at an expected value, but also improve the 
CPU Utilization of all applications around an expected value. According to experi-
mental results, it can be found that Time Usage of VMs has negative correlation with 
the Set Point of Missed Deadline Ratio, the Set Point of CPU Utilization and VM 
Safe Threshold.  

In this paper, the resource management framework is designed based on a relative-
ly simplified IaaS Layer, e.g., the action of renting and returning VMs can be finished 
immediately. However this assumption usually does not hold true. For example, 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2), an IaaS provider, charges on hourly 
basis, which makes it impossible to return VMs to IaaS providers immediately. In the 
future, a more practical abstraction of IaaS Layer will be involved, e.g., the potential 
delay in renting and returning VMs needs to be taken into account.  
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Abstract. Conflict detection is an important issue of the Access Control Policy. 
Most conflict detection tools mainly focus on the two rules that have contrary ac-
tions, but there are also other rules which are necessary to the conflict situation, 
which is not considered in these tools. This paper defines all these rules related to 
the conflict situation as the concept “conflict-related rules”, and gives a con-
flict-related rules detection tool for Access Control Policy which can report the 
conflict situation more comprehensively. By giving the semantics model of the 
access control policy and the definition of conflict, we prove the necessary and 
sufficient condition of conflict, and then give the concept of “conflict-related rules” 
and deduce its extension. We implement conflict-related rules detection tool based 
on the description logic, and the experiment results validate the tool’s correctness 
and effectiveness. The results of the correctness experiment showed that instead of 
detecting the two rules with opposite actions only, it detected all the conflict-related 
rules for access control policy; the results of the effectiveness experiment showed 
that our tool’s response performance is better than VPN based tools. 

Keywords: Access control policy, conflict detect, conflict-related rules,  
description logic. 

1 Introduction 

Policy based access control is an important part of network information security [1,12]. 
An access control policy is a list of access control rules. The rules may conflict when 
they declared opposite access control behaviors. Conflicts in a policy can cause hole in 
security or block legal access. Conflict detection is an important issue for access control 
policy. Tools for conflict detection give many conflict detection algorithms under 
various scenarios, and they can report the two rules which have opposite actions. 

However, reporting the two rules only can’t help security administrator fully un-
derstand the situation of conflict. Take the AC (access control) policy of an enterprise 
information management system as an example, the enterprise has two kinds of users: 
server and marketer, and three kinds of accessible resources: user-information, con-
tact-information and privacy-information. 
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Security administrator configures following access control rules: r0:  server inherit 
marketer; r1:  permit marketer read user-information; r2: permit marketer delete con-
tact-information; r3 deny server read privacy-information; r4 user-information contain con-
tact-information;  r5 user-information contain privacy-information. 

Rule 1 and rule 3 have semantic conflict: rule 1 indicates that server inherits the 
authority of marketer and has the permission to access user-information which includes 
privacy-information; while rule 3 forbids server to access privacy-information.  

Security administrator expects to understand not only rule 1 and rule 3 which have 
opposite actions, but also all rules related to the situation of “conflict”. Rule 0 and rule 
5 from the example above are also the causes of “conflict” and conflict cannot happen 
without these rules. We name these rules, which can cause conflict indirectly, as 
“Conflict-related Rules”.  

The contributions of this paper are: 

1)  We abstract all the rules in the conflict situation, not only the two rules that have 
contrary actions, as the concept of the “conflict-related rules”, and we deduce this 
concept’s extension.  

2) Based on description logic, we implement the conflict detection tool based to 
detect the “conflict-related rules”. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work and discus-
sion. Based on the semantic formal representation of access control policy, we give the 
necessary and sufficient condition of “conflict” and deduce the extension of “con-
flict-related rules”, which makes the range of “conflict-related rules” explicit in section 3. 
Based on description logic, section 4 Figure and Table shows the implement of the con-
flict-related rules detection tool. Experiments in section 5 validate the correctness and 
effectiveness of the tool and Section 6 presents the conclusion. 

2 Related Work  

There are several researches on conflict detection of AC policy at present. Lupu and 
Sloman proposed a conflict detection tool focusing on authorization policy and obli-
gation policy [3], they suggested that the rule of conflict is two rules which have op-
posite actions. He lili presented a conflict detection tool which is based upon OWL and 
RBAC negative authorization [4], which just concerns rules have opposite actions. 
Jianfeng Lu etc. studied two kinds of conflict of access control policy in the mul-
ti-domain environment [5]. Chang-Joo Moon did research on conflict among permis-
sion assignment constraints (PAC) in RBAC [6]. Basit Shafiq studied conflict between 
RBAC policies of each domain in multi-domain environment for collaborative work of 
multiple organizations [7]. Feng Huang etc. presented a description logic based conflict 
detection tool for access control policy. After the management of XACML access 
control policy, reference [8,9] converts the detection problem of XACML policy con-
flict into the consistency of knowledge base for description logic. Apurva Mohan etc. 
proposed a terminology based conflict detection method of authorization policy, which 
uses ontology reasoning to detect the conflict, and the detected “conflict” is defined by 
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existing concept [10]. Mansor et al. give the dynamic conflict detection algorithm for 
policy-based management [11]. 

Therefore, we discover that researches on conflict detection tool for access control 
policy at present are mainly focusing on two rules which have opposite actions, but 
ignoring other “conflict-related rules”. It is necessary to research the extension of 
“conflict-related rules” and the detection tools. 

3 Semantic Model for AC Policy 

The grammar representation of access control policy is given first, and then we analyze 
its semantics, giving its semantic formal representation. For convenience of expression, 
we use “policy” instead of “access control policy” and “rule” instead of “access control 
rule”.   

3.1 Grammatical Formal Model for Access Control Policy 

Definition 1: Access Control Policy (grammatical definition): Grammatically, 
policy is the set of rule statements, and a rule statement comprised of components 
complying with grammar rules.  

Grammatically, the formal representation of access control policy is as follows: 

 
( ){ }

P-STATE | , , ;

, ,

, ,

,

, , | ;

r state r state sub state sub state

r state obj state obj state

sub state obj state act state
r state

perm state

sub state obj state,act state perm state exp grammer exp

 = − − = − − 
  

− = − −  
  − − −  − =  − 

 − − − − ∈  

(1)

 

Where, P-STATE  is the set of rule clarifications, namely policy; r state−  is a rule 
clarification in policy; sub state−  is the subject expression; obj state−  is the object 

expression; act state−  is the action expression; perm state−  is the permission ex-

pression. ( )grammer exp  is a predicate, indicating that the expression correspond 

with the specification of grammar. 

3.2 Semantic Formal Model for Access Control Policy 

According to grammar of access control policy presented in part A, we first analyze the 
implication of expressions, and then analyze the semantics of rule statement of the three 
types, which will finally deduce the semantics of policy. 

Definition 2: Semantics Expressed by “Subject Expression” and “Object Expres-
sion”: Semantics are specific entities. Semantics of subject expression is users or 
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characters affected by policy. Semantics of object expression is resources protected by 
policy. The formal representation of set is as follows:   

 ( ){ }
( ){ }

SUBJECT |U ;
OBJECT |R ;

sub sub
source source

 =
 =

  (2) 

Where, SUBJECT  is the set, representing the set of semantics for subject expres-

sion sub state− ; ( )U sub  is the predicate, representing sub  is a user or character; 

( )R source  is the predicate, representing source  is the resource protected by policy. 

Definition 3：Semantics of Statements Comprised of “Subject Expression” and 
“Subject Expression”: Rules of this type are inheritance relationship in essence, so 
rule semantics are expressed by using the relationship between semantics of subject 
expression. The representation is as follows: 

 SUBJECT SUBJECT;
inherit

ξ ∈ ×    (3) 

Where, inheritξ  represents the semantics of rule on subject. The definition of 

SUBJECT  is as formula (2). 

Definition 4：Semantics of Statements Comprised of “Object Expression” and 
“Object Expression”: its semantics represents inclusion relation between objects 
(namely, protected resources), which is expressed as:  

 OBJECT OBJECT;contain∈ ×ξ  (4) 

Where, contain
ξ  represents the semantics of object relation rule. The definition of 

OBJECT  is as formula (2). 

Definition 5：Semantics of Statements Comprised of “Object Expression”, “Ob-
ject Expression”, “Action Expression” and “Permission Expression”: 

Semantics of subject expression is subject (a user or a character); Semantics of ob-
ject expression is object (protected resources); Semantics of action expression enable 
actions that subject can do to object (namely, operations like read, write, etc.), and it has 
different extensions according to different systems. Semantics of permission expres-
sion is “permit” and “deny”. Therefore, semantics of this kind of rule is the actions 
taken by subject on object to “permit” or “deny” some kind of operation. So this kind of 
operation can be expressed as the relationship. The direction of the relationship 
represents “permit” or “deny”. The “permit” is expressed as a directed two-tuple of 
“from subject to object” and the “deny” is expressed as a directed two-tuple of “from 
object to subject”. Various “actions” are usually declared in access control. Each action 
and its “permission” will be represented by a directed relationship. There are k kinds of 
actions. Its formal representation is as follows:  

 SUBJECT OBJECT OBJECT SUBJECT; 1,2,......., ; ;
ACTION

k n n N
k

ξ ⊆ × ∪ × = ∈    (5) 
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Definition 6：Access Control Policy (Semantic Definition): 
Semantics of access control policy consists of semantics of access control rules. So the 
semantic formal representation of access control policy is as follows: 
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Where, POLICY  represents the semantic of access control policy, which includes 

the inheritance relationship of subject INHERIT
ξ , the relationship between objects 

CONTAIN
ξ  and the relationship between subject and object ACTION1ξ , ACTION 2ξ ,…, 

ACTION nξ . 
The semantics between rules of access control policy is implicit, since there are 

inheritance relationship and inclusion relationship between the rules. The implicit 
semantics of access control policy between subjects having inheritance relationship is 
expressed as axiom 1, 2 and 3. 

Axiom 1： Relationship of INHERIT
ξ , CONTAIN

ξ  is reflexive and transitive. 

Axiom 2：Semantics implied by the inheritance relationship between subjects is: 

For any subjecti， subject j ， objectk : 

（1）if ,
INHERIT

subject subject
i j

ξ∈  and ,
ACTION

subject object
j k k

ξ∈ , then: 

 ,
ACTION

subject object
i k k

ξ∈  

（2）if ,
INHERIT

subject subject
i j

ξ∈ and ,
ACTION

object subject
k j k

ξ∈ , then: 

 ,
ACTION

object subject
k i k

ξ∈  

Axiom 3：Semantics implied by the inclusion relationship between objects is:  

For any subjectl， objectm， objectn : 

if ,
CONTAIN

object object
m n

ξ∈  and ,
ACTION

subject object
l m k

ξ∈ , then: 

,
ACTION

subject object
l n k

ξ∈  

（2）if ,
CONTAIN

object object
m n

ξ∈  and ,
ACTION

object subject
m l k

ξ∈ , then: 

 ,
ACTION

object subject
n l k

ξ∈  
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3.3 Conflict-Related Rules 

Conflict.  
Definition 7 Conflict in Access Control Policy: The conflict discussed in AC policy 
is that two rules with the same subjects and objects but have opposite actions.  

From the characteristic “with the same subjects and objects have opposite actions” in 
Definition 7, we know that two access control rules of conflict are all statements con-
sisting of “subject expression”, “object expression”, “action expression” and “permis-
sion expression”, and in the semantics they expressed, the actions are from the same 
type but opposite.  

Theorem 1 The Necessary and Sufficient Condition of Conflict in Access Control 
Policy: 

For ,1 11 subj objeξ = , ,2 22 obje subjξ = , the necessary and sufficient condition 

for conflict of 1ξ  and 2ξ  is: 

(1) condition 1 SUBJECTx∃ ∈ that: 

( ) ( ), , ; , 0; , ;
1 INHERIT 2 INHERIT

m n
x subj x subj m n m n Nξ ξ∈ ∧ ∈ ≥ ∈  

(2)  condition 2 OBJECTy∃ ∈ that: 

( ) ( ), , ; , 0; , ;
1 CONTAIN 2 CONTAIN

j k
obje y obje y j k j k Nξ ξ∈ ∧ ∈ ≥ ∈  

Proof: 

• the Proof of Sufficient Condition 

( )

( )

', ,axiom 1 , , axiom 2
1 INHERIT 1 INHERIT 1 1 1,

' ,,
11 INHERIT

, , , ,axiom 3
1 1 CONTAIN

,

m
x subj x subj subj obje

x objex subj

k
x obje obje y

x y

ξ ξ ξ

ξ

ξ

∈ ∈ =

∈

∈

　 ， ， 　

　

 

Thus, ,x y  was deduced .   

( )

( )

', ,axiom1 , , axiom 2
2 INHERIT 2 INHERIT 2 2 2,

' ,,
22 INHERIT

, , , ,axiom3
2 2 CONTAIN

,

m
x subj x subj obje subj

obje xx subj

k
obje x obje y

y x

ξ ξ ξ

ξ

ξ

∈ ∈ =

∈

∈

， ，

 

Thus, ,y x  was deduced. 

Therefore, for x and y, conflict happens since ,x y  and ,y x  can both be de-

duced at the same time, so the sufficient condition is proved. 
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• the Proof of Necessary Condition 

For any ,1 11 subj objeξ = , ,2 22 obje subjξ = , if there is conflict between 1ξ  

and 2ξ . 

Such there are no SUBJECTx∈ that: 

( ) ( ), , ; , 0; , ;
1 INHERIT 2 INHERIT

m n
x subj x subj m n m n Nξ ξ

   
∈ ∧ ∈ ≥ ∈   

   
 

There are no interacting subjects between 1subj  and 2subj , so two rules are not 

conflicting. 
Similarly, such there are no OBJECTy ∈ that: 

( ) ( ), , ; , 0; , ;
1 CONTAIN 2 CONTAIN

j k
obje y obje y j k j k Nξ ξ

   
∈ ∧ ∈ ≥ ∈   

   
 

Two rules are not conflicting. 
Therefore, if two rules conflicted, the two conditions should be satisfied at the same 

time.  
The necessary condition is proved. 

Conflict-Related Rules.  

Definition 8 conflict-related rules is rules that cause conflict in access control policy, 
written as relatedΦ  . Conflict-related Rules is a set of rules: 

 { }CONFLICTRULES , ,......, | POLICY,1
1 2

rule rule rule rule i n
n i

= ∈ < <  (7) 

The rules of conflict-related rules satisfy the two conditions as follows: 

(1) There is conflict in CONFLICTRULES ; 
(2)There would be no conflict, if one rule from CONFLICTRULES  were erased. 

From Theorem 1, we conclude that the rules cause conflict situation include three 
kinds of rules: 

Definition 9. The two rules that have opposite actions, ,1 11 subj objeξ = , 

,2 22 obje subjξ = , we denote as rules have opposite actions, written as oppositeΦ . 

Definition 10.  The rules that can deduce subjects between rules having opposite 
actions 1ξ and 2ξ  have inheritance relationship, we denote as Subject overlap rules, 

written as subjectsΦ  . 

Definition 11. The rules that can deduce objects between rules having opposite actions 

1ξ and 2ξ  have contain relationship, we denote as Object overlap rules, written as 

objectsΦ . 
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Theorem 2 opposite
Φ , subjects

Φ , objects
Φ is a complete division of Conflict-related 

Rules ( relatedΦ ). 

Proof: 

{ }

{ }
{ }

, 8 , 1

1 2,
1 2

1 21, 2

1, , 9 , 101 2

,
1 2

r definition conflict theorem
related related

conflict
related related rules rules

which condition condition
rules rules

definition definition
rules

opposite ru

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

∈Φ Φ 

Φ  Φ = ∪Φ ∪Φ

Φ  Φ 

Φ

=Φ Φ

　 　 　

　

　

　　　

2 , 11

1 2

is proved .

definition
rules

les subjects rules objects

related opposite subjects objects

Φ

=Φ Φ =Φ

Φ = Φ ∪ Φ ∪ Φ

　　

　　

 

4 A Conflict-Related Rules Conflict Detection Tool for AC 
Policy 

This session implements a conflict-related rules conflict detection tool for AC policy, 
which could do detections of “conflict-related rules” when one access control rule is 
added by security administrator. 

The tool is implemented basing on description logic. 
Description logic is a kind of language represents that knowledge has grammar and 

semantics. Description logic is building on concept and relation (Relation, Role). 
Concept means the set of objects and relation means the binary relation between objects 
[2]. Description logic system consists of four basic parts: description logic language, 
description logic knowledge base, reasoning mechanism and query language supported 
by description logic system. Description logic language specifies the language of 
description logic. Description logic knowledge base is comprised of TBox (Termino-
logical Box) and ABox (Assertion Box). TBox means terminology and terminology is 
the rules used for reasoning. ABox means assertion and assertion is the facts used for 
reasoning. Reasoning mechanism automatically does reasoning according to know-
ledge base. Query language supported by description logic system can query facts 
conforming to conditions.    

Therefore, according to the grammar of TBox, axiom can be described as semantic 
model of access control policy and conditions for conflict-related rules are in session 
Ⅲ. The axiom will be used for reasoning and put into TBox. With the semantic model 
in TBox, the specified access control policy can be converted into instances in ABox 
and used as the facts of reasoning. Describing the “conditions for conflict-related rule” 
as axiom, by using the query language which is supported by the description logic 
system, “conflict-related rule” can be queried to complete the process of detection 
through reasoning. 
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Fig. 1. The module structure of the conflict related rules detect tool for AC policy 

The module structure of tool is presented as Fig.1. 
The tool consists of four modules: 
Analysis for policy semantics: read access control policy declaration described by 

XACML language, analyze its semantics, and put semantics in ABox through API 
interface.  

Analysis for rule semantics: analyze rule semantics according to the input XACML 
rule, and then add the result in access control policy which is already put into ABox. 

Analysis for implicit semantics: analyze implicit semantics in ABox according to the 
predefined SWRL rule, and then store it in the ABox. 

Analysis for conflict: output conflict and conflict-related rules according to conflict 
reasoning rules which are described by predefined SWRL rule.  

Implementation layer includes Racer reasoning machine and API interface. Racer 
reasoning machine is realized by adopting Racer 1.9.5 reasoning machine which in-
cludes ABox and TBox. TBox stores abstract model of access control rules and SWRL 
reasoning rules. ABox stores instances of access control rules. Through structures of 
nROL query language offered by JRacer, reports of “conflict-related rules” will query 
“conflict-related rules” that meet the conditions. The specific implementation of TBox 
construction, compiling of SWRL rule and “conflict-related rule” report are as follows.  

The rules of reasoning the “conflict-related rules” described by SWRL (Semantic 
Web Rule Language) in the form of TBox axiom is as follows: 

 
1) Subject(?sA)→has_Subject_Overlap(?sA, ?sA) 
2) Resource(?rA)→has_ Resource_Overlap(?rA, ?rA) 
3) Action(?aA)→has_ Action_Overlap(?aA, ?aA) 
4) has_subSubject(?sA,?sB)∧has_subSubject(?sB,?sC)→ has_sub Subject (?sA, ?sC) 
5) has_subSubject(?sA,?sB)→has_Subject_Overlap(?sA, ?sB) 
6) has_Subject_Overlap(?sA,?sB)→has_Subject_Overlap(?sB, ?s A) 
7) has_subResource(?rA, ?rB)∧has_subResource(?rB, ?rC) → has _subResource(?rA, ?rC) 
8) has_subResource(?rA, ?rB)→  has_Subject_Overlap(?rA, ?rB) 
9) has_Subject_Overlap(?rA,?rB)→has_Subject_Overlap(?rB, ?rA) 
10) has_Subject(?pA, ?sA) ∧has_Subject(?pB, ?sB)∧ has_Subject _Overlap(?sA, ?sB) ∧ 
has_Resource(?pA, ?rA) ∧ has_Resource(? pB, ?rB)∧has_Resource_Overlap(?rA, ?rB)∧has_ 
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Action(?p A, ?aA) ∧ has_Action(?pB, ?aB) ∧ has_Action_Overlap(?aA, ?aB) → has_Permissi 
on_Overlap (?pA, ?pB) 
11) has_PermitA(?poA, ?pA)∧has_DenyB(?poB, ?pB) ∧ has_Per mission_Overlap(?pA, ?pB) 
→has_Policy_Conflict(?poA, ? poB) 
12) has_PermitA(?poA, ?pA)∧has_DenyB(?poB, ?pB)∧ has_P ermission_Overlap(?pA, ?pB) 
→has_Policy_Conflict(?poB,  ? poA) 
13) has_PermitB(?poA, ?pA)∧has_DenyA(?poB, ?pB)∧has_Permission_Overlap(?pA, ?pB) →  
has_Policy_Conflict(?poA, ? poB)  
14)  has_PermitB(?poA,?pA) ∧ has_DenyA(?poB,?pB) ∧ has_Pe rmission_Overlap(?pA, ?pB) 
 →  has_Policy_Conflict(?poB, ?poA) 

Where, 1)-6) describe conditions for overlap relationship, which includes subject 
overlap and object overlap. 1)-3) represent reflexivity of overlap relationship. 4) 
represents transitivity of overlap relationship. 6) represents symmetry of overlap rela-
tionship. 7)-9) represent overlap relationship between subjects, overlap relationship 
between objects, overlap relationship between actions respectively. 10) represents 
relations with overlapped subject, object and action. 11) -14) represent conflict.  

The detection reports of “conflict-related rule” are input through queries on all in-
stances satisfying “conflict-related rule condition”. The queries are implemented by 
nRQL query language which is used by Racer. 

5 Experiments 

This section, we evaluate the correctness and effectiveness of our conflict-related rules 
detection tool. We use a policy of an information system to evaluate the correctness, 
and compare the response times of our tool and CPN based tool to evaluate the  
effectiveness. 

The environment of experiments is: CPU: 2.93GHz，Memory: 4.00GB of RAM, 
operation system: Windows XP, reasoning engine: RacerPro 1.9.2 beta. 

5.1 Correctness Analysis 

We use the access control policy shown in introduction as input, which are written in 
XACML language and the output as Table 1 showed.   

Using the tool to detect “conflict-related rules” in access control policy, the result is 
obtained after 1.4 second.  

The output is represented as Table 1. As Table 1 shown, the “conflict-related rules” 
detected by the tool are divided into three types: rules of opposite actions, subject 
overlap rules, and object overlap rules.  

Table 1. The result of the tool 

Output type output content 
rule of opposite actions “rule 1 and rule 3 have conflict” 
subject overlap rule “subject overlap rule is: rule 0” 
object overlap rule “object overlap rule is: rule 5” 
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The results of experiment show that: our conflict-related rules detection tool for AC 
policy is correctness: it detected all the conflict-related rules for access control policy, 
instead of detect the two rules with opposite actions, and this advantage makes our tool 
can help security administrator understand the information of the conflict situation 
more comprehensively. 

5.2 Effectiveness Evaluation 

Colored petri net (CPN) is an important method to represent and analyze the policy 
semantic [13]. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed tool, we compare the 
response time of our tool and CPN based conflict detection tool. The test results 
represents as Fig.2. 

 

   
 

Fig. 2. Performance evaluation 

The results of Fig.2 show that the response time of conflict-related rules detection 
tool is under 920s even the rule set size reaches 300, and the performance of our tool is 
obviously better than CPN based conflict detection tool’s, because : 

1) The CPN based method represent conflict-related rules and access control rules 
with place, transition, token and so on, which has many state results to long process time. 

2) Our method represents conflict-related rules and access control rules with concepts 
and relations based on description logic, besides the tableau algorithm of the description 
logic has been optimized. 

6 Conclusion 

To detect the rules about conflict situation more comprehensively, this paper abstracted 
all the rules of the conflict situation as the concept of “conflict-related rules” and im-
plemented a conflict detection tool. We analyzed the semantics of access control pol-
icy, and formally represented it with set theory; we defined the conflict-related rule for 
access control policy and deducted its extension. Based on the description logic, we 
realized the tool to detect conflict-related rules and we validated the correctness and 

Aceess control rules size 

E
xcution tim

e (s)
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effectiveness of the tool in experiment with a policy of information system. The results 
of the correctness experiment showed the tool detected all the conflict-related rules for 
access control policy, which makes our tool can help security administrator understand 
the information of the conflict situation more comprehensively. And the results of the 
effectiveness experiment showed that our tool’s response performance is better than 
VPN tools.  

Our future work would pay attention to extend this tool to situations may have other 
types of conflict like SoD to detect the conflict-related rules.  
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Yuan, Junshun Hu, and Ms. Xue Qiu for many helpful discussions. 
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Abstract. Large networks are always partitioned into several small networks 
when deploying software defined networks (SDN), and a dedicated network op-
erating system (NOS) is deployed for each network. Each NOS has the local 
network view. However, to route data packets in an entire network, a global 
network is required. Thus, a high performance East-West Bridge with full mesh 
connection is proposed in this paper for heterogeneous NOSes to exchange 
network views in enterprise, data center, and intra-domain networks. We im-
plemented the East-West Bridge and analyzed the performance obtained: about 
100% of enterprises and data centers, and about 99.5% of autonomous systems 
can adopt the East-West Bridge solution. 

Keywords: Software-Defined Networking, Heterogeneous SDN Peers, Network 
View, East-West Bridge. 

1 Introduction 

When deploying Software defined networking SDN [1] in real networks, large networks 
are always partitioned into several smaller networks (referred to as sub-networks) due to 
numerous reasons [19]: scalability, privacy, incremental deployment, network faults 
isolation, and so on. Each sub-network runs one NOS or controller such as NOX [20], 
Maestro [21], Beacon [4], Floodlight [18], Trema [10] etc. Each NOS only has a local 
network view (the network view in this paper refers to topology, reachability, entities, 
network abilities, network state). However, many network applications (APPs) need a 
global view of the entire network. Based on such requirements, controllers should be 
able to construct a global network view and provided it to APPs.  In order to do so, 
multiple NOSes may need to communicate with each other to exchange individual net-
work view information or share a global network view database. Also, there are several 
distributed NOSes such as Onix [7], HyperFlow [8], DIFANE [17], and so no. Howev-
er, none of them can coexist with others, because the east-west communication interface 
is private. The target of this paper is to enable different NOSes from different vendors to 
work together.  

We refer to as an SDN domain a sub-network which runs one NOS and is parti-
tioned from a larger network. In this paper an SDN domain can be a sub-network in a 
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data center (DC) or an enterprise network or an AS (Autonomous System). The main 
contributions of this paper: (1) we propose that different domains can run heterogene-
ous NOSes at the same time. (2) We define what network view information can be 
exchanged among heterogeneous SDN peers. (3) We propose to abstract a physical 
network into a virtual network for privacy or scalability. (4) We design a high per-
formance network view exchange mechanism. We refer to this mechanism as the 
East-West Bridge (EWBridge for short). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work. 
Section 3 describes the design of EWBridge among SDN peers. Our work is imple-
mented and evaluated in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Work 

Currently, there are mainly two kinds of NOSes: (1) Single NOS, (2) Distributed 
NOS. Single NOS is such as Floodlight [18], NOX [20], Maestro [21], Beacon [4], 
SNAC [22], and Trema [10]. Distributed NOS is such as Onix [7], HyperFlow [8], 
and DIFANE [17]. 

In the SDN centralized control model, all the routes are determined by the NOS, so 
the first packet of each data flow is sent to the central NOS. Then, the NOS will com-
pute a routing path for each data flow and install the routing path into the related 
OpenFlow [9] switches according to a global network view. Here, the first packet of 
each data flow is usually called the “packet-in”. To improve the flow initialization 
requests setting up speed, some NOSes such as Beacon and Maestro are trying to 
improve the performance of the controller by the multi-thread technology. The NOS 
software systems are always being deployed on a multicore host or server. However, 
for large-scale data centers or networks, the request processing capability of a single 
controller is limited: (1) NOX could process about 30K requests [23] per second; (2) 
Maestro could process about 600K requests per second.   

In fact, large-scale network environments always have vast amounts of data flows: 
(1) a 1500 server cluster might generate 100K requests per second [24]; (2) a 100 
switch data center might generate 10000K requests per second [21].  To achieve a 
scalable control plane, distributed NOSes are proposed. Then, the scalability in the 
control plane evolves into a cooperative performance problem of multi-NOSes. Such, 
the east-west interface and communication has been considered as a very import 
module in software defined network architecture, such as SDNi [5] and SDN at 
Google [6].  

HyperFlow [8] uses multiple controllers to construct a distributed control plane and 
each controller takes charge for a small area of network. To learn a global network 
view, HyperFlow adopts a distributed file system named WheelFS [15] which is de-
signed for the WAN (Wide Area Network) environment. Each HyperFlow controller 
has the right to deal with network events within a certain local area, and the events 
which will affect the global network should be announced from time to time. Once 
other controllers learn the event information, they should replay the event to achieve 
the synchronization of the global view. This approach can only deal with events 
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which do not occur frequently, such as link status changes. EWBridge proposed in 
this paper can also work in the HyperFlow architecture and substitute the WheelFS to 
better synchronize the network view of each domain. 

Onix [7] is a distributed controller for large scale production network. It uses the 
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to store the network information. Each controller just 
stores a part of the whole network view. While EWBridge focuses on SDN domains 
such as sub-networks within intra-domain networks, data centers and enterprise net-
works. The target of EWBridge is to achieve high performance and high available 
network view synchronization. We will show later on, that in the above scenarios the 
performance of EWBridge is better than DHT. Onix is a distributed controller, while 
EWBridge is a mechanism to support different controllers/ NOSes with different local 
network view storage systems working together.  In such way, EWBridge can en-
courage third-parties to engage in contributing to the NOS and promote competition 
and coexistence in the NOS's environment.  

Previously, Yin et al. had proposed a message exchange protocol for software de-
fined networks across multiple sub-network domains named SDNi [5]. That proposal 
only defined several basic messages such as the reachability information and the flow 
setup/ tear-down/ update processes. But it did not describe how the message should be 
stored and exchanged in a performance effective manner. In this paper we explore and 
verify the east-west message exchange protocol.  

3 East-West Bridge for SDN Peers 

 

Fig. 1. East-west Bridge for heterogeneous NOSes cooperation in SDN 

EWBridge is a high performance network view exchange mechanism for multi-domain 
networks. It is compatible with different third-party controllers/ NOSes and network 
view information storage systems. We illustrate the EWBridge in Figure 1. The EW-
Bridge mechanism mainly includes the controller/ NOS discovery process, definition of 
network view information in different scenarios, network view information storage and 
transfer format, and high performance network view exchange mechanism. 
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3.1 Controller Discovery 

Before exchanging the network view, the most important problem for controllers is to 
discover each other. The algorithm for controllers from different sub-networks to find 
each other can be a distributed controller discovery algorithm or a centralized man-
agement system such as a registration center. Since this paper focuses on a same ad-
ministrative network, a registration server is adopted. 

In this paper, all the domains belong to a same intra-domain, enterprise or DC; the 
network administrator can just establish a central controller list. Each controller can 
get the information of others from the controller list. 

3.2 Network View  

• Network View Abstraction and Storage. 

The network view mainly includes two aspects: the network static state information and 
dynamic state information. The network static aspect includes: (1) Reachability: in car-
rier network, reachability refers to the IP address prefixes; in DC and enterprise net-
work, it also includes the server/host addresses. (2) Topology: node (e.g., switch, server, 
host, controller, even firewall, balancer, others), link, link bandwidth, port throughput, 
link connection; (3) Network service capabilities: such as SLA (Service Level Agree-
ment), GRE (Generic Routing Encapsulation); (4) QoS parameters, such as latency, 
reliability, packet loss rate, availability, throughput, time delay variation, and cost. The 
network dynamic aspect mainly includes the network state, such as FlowTable entries 
information in each switch, real-time bandwidth utilization in the topology, and the all 
the flow paths in the network. 

The network view can be expressed by directed graph with entity (node, virtual 
node, link, virtual link) attributes. Then, the full network view can be formalized ac-
cordingly. EWBridge supports different SDN domains to adopt different network view 
storage systems and to define the network view differently.  As long as the network 
view messages delivered on the EWBridge have the uniform labels in a specific format 
which will be showed later. Considering that the network storage should have a higher 
scalability, availability and data IO speed, EWBridge suggests the “key-value” data-
base [13] plus caching systems, where the key-value storage design is illustrated in 
Table I. In addition, databases with transactional function should be adopted to guaran-
tee data integrity. 

Table 1. Key-Value storage design 

Key Columns 

Node_ID 
(physical/virtual) 

is_ virtual 

 (first column) 

IP_addresses, OF_version, port_numbers, 

is_edge_node, Vendor_name, MTU Device_type,  

Device_function 

Link_ID 
(physical/virtual) 

is_ virtual  

(first column) 

Node_ID_src, Port_ID_src,          Node_ID_dst, 

Port_ID_dst, Bandwidth, is_interdomain_link  
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Table 1. (Continued) 

Port_ID 
(physical/virtual) 

is_ virtual  

(first column) 

Node_ID, Port_MAC, is_active, is_edge_port, 

VLAN_ID, throughput 

Node_capbility  protocol_name, version, port 

Reachability IP_prefixes, length 

Node_table_ID 
(Flow entity) 

Columns names are the same as the fields defined in the flowtable in  

OpenFlow specification 

Link_Utilities Link_ID, Link utilities  

Flow_path 
(Node_ID_src_ 
Node_ID_dst) 

Port_ID (in), Node_ID_src, Port_ID (out), 

Node Series with ingress and egress ports, 

Port_ID (in), Node_ID_dst, Port_ID (out) 

The edge in the table above refers whether this entity is the edge of a domain. Each 
domain uses the edge information to construct a global network view. The node, link, 
and port can be a physical entity or a virtual entity. 

• Network View Learning. 

The basic information such as node, node_capbility, port, and link information usual-
ly can be learned by the LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol). To learn more net-
work view information such as OpenFlow version and number of the FlowTables on 
each node, link utilities, and flow entries, we extended the NOS by adding a network 
view driver module named LLDP extension shown in Figure 2. All the network view 
information is provided to network applications by Rest API. We can enable EW-
bridge in all kinds of NOSes by adding the three modules in the red color shown in 
Figure 2. Network virtualization and east-west bridge module will be showed later.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Enable EWBridge in all kinds of NOSes by adding three modules (Network Virtualiz-
tion, East-West Bridge, and LLDP Extension) 
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By counting the total number of packets related to a certain port in all the Flow-
Tables in forwarding node, the driver can learn the link utilities. By sending certain 
commands (normally, OpenFlow switches provide those commands) to the OpenFlow 
switches, LLDP extension module can also learn the OpenFlow version, number of 
FlowTables, and flow entries in each switch. Furthermore, the LLDP extension can 
call the OpenFlow switches functions or commands by the SSL (Secure Sockets 
Layer) control channel between controller and switches. 

• Network View Transfer Format.  

This paper suggests JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) as a basic implementation, 
and the XML(eXtensible Markup Language), YANG[2], YAML[16] as alternatives. 
Those languages have the ability to enable EWBridge with the following advantages: 
(1) They are vendor-independent and application-independent, thus the network view 
transfer format is independent with the storage systems; (2) They allow explicit defi-
nition of the inherent structure according to the requirements; such features make the 
network view message format flexible and easy to extend; (3) They are files and not a 
data packet format. The elements are easy to extend.  

• Virtual Network View for Privacy and Scalability.  

Usually the network view is the entire network information. However, some domains 
may be willing to expose only a part of the network view due to their privacy con-
cerns. EWBridge supports abstracting a physical network to a virtual network for such 
domains. As showed in Figure 3, routing paths from the ingress port to the egress port 
of an abstract network can have SLA-level path attributes such as time latency, relia-
bility, bandwidth, packet loss rate like VP 1, VP 2, VP 3. To abstract a network fur-
ther, EWBridge supports abstracting a network to a virtual node like network 2. The 
virtual node for network 2 only retains the three physical inter-network links: link2, 
link3, link4.  

 

Fig. 3. Physical view to virtual view (PP: Physical Path; VP: Virtual Path; OF: OpenFlow; S: 
Switch; bd: bandwidth; t: time; bps: bits per second) 
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Each path computing APP on NOS can compute the routing path (just a routing 
path segment such as VP1 or VP2) within its domain. To compute a complete end to 
end or global routing path, the NOS should at least know other abstracted virtual net-
work view. The abstracted virtual network view is the minimum information for glob-
al network reachability. Then the path computing APP can compute and install a 
routing path by the restful API provided by NOS into OpenFlow switches. 

For the virtual network view, each NOS should store a mapping table between the 
physical network and the abstracted virtual network views which is showed in the 
table of Figure 3. To achieve large-scale scalability, each SDN domain can be ab-
stracted to a node with multi-ports and multiple bandwidths like network 2. Other 
NOSes treat the network domain 2 as an abstract node with 3 ports and 3 links. After 
exchanging the network views, each NOS can further provide additional specific net-
work view [1] like access network view, edge network view. 

3.3 High Speed Bridge Exchange Mechanism 

After the controller discovery process, each controller learns all the addresses of their 
peers. Then all the controllers can establish a virtual full mesh topology based on 
TCP/ SSL shown in Figure 4.  

 

Fig. 4. TCP/SSL based full mesh topology for EWBridge 

All the SDN peers are equal to each other. For the network event such as link fail-
ure, adding/ deleting switch, adding/ deleting IP prefixes, each controller can sub-
scribe to other controllers’ database events. EWBridge adopts the publish/ subscribe 
system to deliver update messages. Once an event is triggered, the corresponding 
controller will push the event to all the subscribers simultaneously. Each controller 
can get the update message directly from the controller it cares. 

Considering the success of BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), similarly we design a 
network view message exchange protocol with a finite state machine and define 5 
types of messages: OPEN, UPDATE, NOTIFICAION, KEEPALIVE, VIEW-
REFRESH. In which, the UPDATE message is delivered by the format of JSON file, 
and the rest of messages are by the format of data packet. Compared with the BGP 
protocol, the EWBridge system mainly changes the UPDATE message into JSON file 
format, and simplifies the finite state machine. 
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NOS peers use TCP to setup connections. After a TCP connection is established, 
the first message sent is the OPEN message. Some parameters such as timers should be 
negotiated in the OPEN message. After the OPEN message is confirmed, NOS will 
keeps sending out KEEPALIVE message. EWBridge defines a timer for the 
KEEPALIVE message. If one peer has not been receiving KEEPALIVE packet from a 
certain NOS, this peer will think the NOS has failed, and will release this connection. 
All the errors will lead to idle state and NOTIFICAION will be sent to all the peers. 
NOS also can use the VIEW-REFRESH message to fetch network view information 
from its certain peers.  

In the normal condition each NOS keeps sending out KEEPALIVE messages to its 
peers in parallel. So it can keep in connection with all its peers. Once network view 
updates within its domain appear, it can directly send UPDATE file out to its peers in 
parallel without re-setup TCP connections. Furthermore, each UPDATE file can carry 
multiple UPDATE messages. In such way, EWBridge can achieve high speed data 
exchange. 

4 Implementation and Evaluation 

4.1 Implementation and Experiment Results 

EWBridge has been implemented in two open-source NOSes: Floodlight and NOX. 
We use Mininet [3] to emulate two data centers. One is located in Beijing, China, and 
the other is located in California, USA, as shown in Figure 5. The OpenFlow switches 
in network are Open vSwitches [11].We divide the entire network of Beijing data cen-
ter into four sub-networks and divide the California data center into three sub-networks. 
Each sub-network runs one NOS and one database. We run a centralized register center 
server for EWBridge in sub-network 6 in California. We also run a topology viewer 
application and a video server process on this server. 

 

Fig. 5. Experiment Topology 

In the first experiment, all the NOSes are Floodlight software and all databases are 
Cassandra [12] DHT databases. We write and run a topology viewer application to fetch 
the entire topology of all the sub-networks. Then in the second experiment, the control-
lers in sub-network 1, 3, 5, 7 run Floodlight and the controllers in sub-network 2, 4, 6 
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run NOX. In addition, we use the Cassandra single PC mode and all the sub networks 
are connected by EWBridge. We use the topology viewer application to fetch the entire 
topology of all the sub-networks again. The results are shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Performance of DHT and EWBridge for data synchronization 

As shown in Figure6, the heterogeneous EWBridge system with has two obvious 
advantages: (1) Low time delay. Once receives the requests from applications, the 
entire system can respond very quickly. Because in the EWBridge, each database 
stores the entire network topology locally, while the DHT mode database stores the 
entire network topology in distributed database located in different places. When a 
DHT database node receives a data request, it has to fetch other data from different 
places and then assemble all the data and then return it to the application. (2) For a 
same size topology, the EWBridge system can finish all the data transmission earlier 
than the DHT system. That is because the DHT system is a little slower at connection 
setting up in the very beginning. So it needs longer time to finish transmission. Besides, 
the EWBridge system can enable different NOSes to cooperate. 

4.2 Innovativeness 

According to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to propose different 
NOSes working together, in the open source community, to encourage third-parties to 
engage in contributing to the NOS to promote competition and coexistence in the 
NOS's environment. 

4.3 Performance Analysis 

DHT is a well-received storage for distributed controller at present. In this section we 
analyze the performance of EWBridge by comparing it with DHT. 

Speed of Network view updates. EWBridge adopts the subscribe/ publish model. 
Usually, all the peers are in the established TCP connection state. Once a network view 
changes in a domain, the controller directly pushes the change to their peers with 
time return t . Each controller stores the global network view. The APPs can directly 
access the data in local storage. For the DHT storage, entire network view is in distributed 
locations. The DHT needs to fetch the data. So the time is request t return t . 
Thus, EWBridge is request t  faster than DHT. 
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Network view updates bandwidth cost. If we define the update frequency 
as /1 , and the number of NOSes is . Then, in time 1/  , the amount of link 
utility change in each domain is    . EWBridge will transfer ×   information, while DHT is:   ×   . Thus, EWBridge is ×   less than DHT. 

Size of network view storage. We assume the size of the global SDN network view 
information is X. In DHT, each domain just stores . In reality, the controller needs 
the entire view of all the SDN networks when computing path. It stores the rest size of 

 outside the DTH table. So the total size storage for each domain is the 
same. EWBrige can also store the local network view of  in high speed database 
and store the rest in relative lower speed database if there is a limitation in high speed 
database. 

Data query speed. The EWBridge and DHT are both based on the “key-value” sto-
rage system, but DHT has routing issues (multi-hop routing), while EWBridge is sin-
gle-hop routing in more than 99.5% scenarios (will be shown in Section IV.D). Here a 
hop may really mean multiple physical hops in the underlying network, so EWBridge 
is faster than DHT in the data query speed. 

In summary, EWBridge and Onix are designed for different deployment scenarios. 
Onix adopts the DHT storage and focuses on large scale network while EWBridge 
focuses on enterprise/ DC/ intra-domain networks. Onix is more scalable than EW-
Bridge for large scale networks. EWBridge is more efficient than Onix when they are 
working in enterprise / DC / intra-domain networks. 

4.4 Scalability 

EWBridge supports the network abstraction strategy to improve scalability. As shown 
in Section III.B, EWBridge supports network view abstraction. A large network can 
be abstracted into a small virtual network only with the edge switches, or even into a 
virtual node. To achieve large-scale scalability, each NOS should treat other SDN 
networks as an abstract node with multi-ports. We use a mathematical model to eva-
luate the intra-domain level scalability: 

Table 2. Symbol Definition 

Symbol Meaning 

 Requests a controller can deal in one second 

 Requests a computer generates in one second z Number of computers one person has 

 Number of people in an AS/DC/enterprise 
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Then there will be about  domains, and the total number of connections is: × 1  

Normally, one client uses one computer at the same time and we assume each 
computer generate 1  (request per second). We use the well-known NOX as con-
troller, and NOX could process about 30K [23]. The number of online people or 
customer on campus are usually less than 100,000, in enterprise is usually less than 
500,000, in DC/AS (Autonomous System), it is usually less than 3,000,000 [14]. 

Table 3. Number of domain and connection degree 

 People/Customer 
(Online) 

Domain 
Number 

Connection 
Degree 

Campus ≤100,000 4 3 

Enterprise ≤500,000 17 16 

DC or AS 3,000,000 100 99 

The 16bits TCP port can support 2  65536 connections in theory, and it is 
will very easily to support 3,000,000 (the numbers of online users in 99.5% ASes are 
less than 3,000,000 [14]) online users with 99 connections. Thus, the estimate of table 
3 is feasible.  

With the EWBridge, about 99.5% of all the ASes can use the full mesh topology, 
and about 0.5% Autonomous Systems need to use connection degree less than 1 . 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper designed a high-performance mechanism for heterogeneous NOSes to 
exchange network view for enterprise, data center, and intra-domain networks. It 
defined what information should be shared and how it is shared. For network privacy, 
EWBridge proposed to abstract the physical network to a virtual network view. 
Enabled by the characteristic of JSON, EWBridge supports NOSes from different 
vendors. The implementation proved the feasibility of the EWBridge and the evalua-
tion proved that EWBridge is a high performance system. In the future, we are going 
to deploy it to three SDN networks: SDN networks in CERNET, INTERNET2, and 
CSTNET. 
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Abstract. Multi-Interface Multi-Channel (MIMC) can be used to re-
duce the channel interference and improve the network capacity for
multi-hop wireless ad-hoc networks, but using multichannel will impact
the network connectivity, which is an important QoS factor in VANET.
The basic multichannel assignment scheme in our paper can keep the
connectivity as good as single channel network. Furthermore, the nodes
can periodically monitor the channel usage and dynamically switch the
channels to the less busy ones. In order to work in the highly mobile sce-
narios in VANET, the method works in a fully distributed way with low
overhead. Simulations show that our method can notably improve the
throughput of VANETs. And the performance keeps steady with various
network configurations.

Keywords: Multichannel, Connectivity, Channel Usage, VANET.

1 Introduction

Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET), as a subset of MANET, is confronted with
the same problems of inter-link interference and low capacity [5]. Multichannel
technology can alleviate the interference [8]. However, channel diversity and
network connectivity are two conflicting factors. Fig. 1 is an example.All the
4 nodes are within direct communication distance. The topology with a single
channel is originally a 4-node fully connected graph (Fig. 1(a)). When link (1,4)
and (2,3) are working on different channels, the network is partitioned to two
parts (Fig. 1(b)). If the nodes can work on two channels concurrently with two
interfaces, a topology in Fig. 1(c) can be formed. If the nodes equip as many
interfaces as channels, they can freely select the channel to avoid interference
while assure connectivity. However, there are 12 orthogonal channels in 802.11a,
3 in 802.11b/g [2] and 7 channels for DSRC [6]. Equipping 3 interfaces on each
node seems possible, but mounting 7 or 12 interfaces is a bit too many.

Most existing works have much fewer interfaces than channels, and sacrifice
some connectivity for the channel diversity [9,3,7,23,19,4,21,16]. In this condi-
tion, an optimal channel assignment method needs to take the routing strategy
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Fig. 1. An example of connectivity degradation in multichannel MANET. The config-
urations are: (a) 1 channel; (b) 2 channels, 1 interface for each node; (c) 4 channels, 2
interfaces for each node.

and network load into consideration. This channel assignment problem is proved
to be NP hard [15]. The highly mobile character of VANET makes the prob-
lem even harder. In [25], the authors evaluated the QoS indicators of VANET
through simulations. They found that delay and jitter are usually within toler-
ance, but delivery ratio and connection lifetime are difficult to meet the QoS
requirements. Thus, sacrificing connectivity for the channel diversity seems not
suitable for VANET. On the other hand, vehicles have much fewer energy and
hardware constraints than handheld mobile devices. Consequently, we attempt to
preserve the VANET connectivity by relax the energy and hardware constraints
a bit. A connectivity invariant multichannel assignment protocol can not only
benefit the VANET QoS, but also make the other protocol design independent
to the multichannel method and preserve the layered network architecture.

In our previous work [24], we proposed a multichannel assignment method
based on road topology (MIMC-Road), which can keep the same connectivity
as single channel network. In this paper, we first generalize the previous solu-
tion by answering how to keep the connectivity while utilizing the multichannel
resources using the Pigeon Hole Principle. With the invariant connectivity, we
further present a channel usage based dynamic channel assignment method. Each
node monitors the channel usages of its own active channels and exchange the
channel usage information with the neighbors. With the collected channel us-
age information, the node can switch from a crowded channel to a channel with
sparse nodes, while still keeping the connectivity intact. The method is fully
distributed and insensitive to the mobility, which makes it suitable to be used
in VANET.

In the rest of the paper, after reviewing the related work in Section 2, we
discuss how to keep the network connectivity invariant in Section 3. In Section
4, we describe the details of the channel usage based multichannel assignment
method. The evaluations are presented in Section 5 and the conclusion is in the
last section.

2 Related Work

A lot of papers have studied the Single Interface Multi-Channel protocols (SIMC)
using channel hopping methods. A fast switching and time synchronization are
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usually required to make the channel hopping efficient. And the protocols are
tightly bounded with the MAC protocol. These shortcomings make the single
interface multichannel methods difficult to deploy in reality. In [13], a compar-
ison of these works in MANET is given out. In VANET, there are also some
multichannel MAC protocol design [22,10,11].

Here, our main concern is the multichannel problem with multi-interface ar-
chitecture (MIMC), which is independent of MAC protocols, and more efficient
than single interface architecture [8]. The MIMC algorithms can be divided into
the following categories.

2.1 Fixed Multichannel Assignment

The algorithms of fixed multichannel assignment will not change the assignment
within a quite long period after an assignment is determined. These algorithms is
suitable for networks with static topologies and known traffic profiles. In [18], the
authors proposed a centralized channel assignment algorithm for mesh networks.
The algorithm assumes that the traffic load is known in advance. The channel
with few conflicts is assigned to link with high load. This algorithm cannot
adapt to dynamic topology and traffic. When some links need re-allocate the
channels, they may cause the ripple-effect [18]. In [12], the authors presented
a new multichannel assignment algorithm based on a connectivity graph and a
conflict graph in mesh network. This algorithm does not cause ripple-effect, but
it does not take the traffic load into consideration.

2.2 Dynamic Multichannel Assignment

In this sort of algorithms, the interfaces can switch dynamically between available
channels to adapt to the dynamic traffic load. In [17] and [16], the authors
propose mechanisms to allocate channels dynamically based on the spanning
tree in mesh network. the gateway node is treated as the root of the tree. The
spanning tree is reconfigured dynamically according to the traffic from and to
the gateway.

2.3 Mixed Multichannel Assignment

This sort of algorithms combine the above two assignment strategies. some repre-
sentative algorithms are [9,23]. In [9], each node’s interfaces are divided into fixed
interfaces and switchable interfaces. The fixed interfaces only receive packets.
The switchable interfaces switch to the fixed listening channels of the neighbors
to send the packets. The connecitivity is dynamically maintained by exchanging
the listening channels of the nodes. In [23], the channels are assigned based on
clusters. By selecting the vehicles with the same moving directions, quite steady
clusters may be formed. The DSRC channels are then partitioned into intra-
cluster and inter-cluster channel sets. Neighboring clusters select channels by
observing the busy status of channels.
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2.4 Optimization Models of MIMC

Besides the above heuristic design, there are also theoretical analysis and op-
timization models of using multi-interface multi-channel (MIMC) architecture
[3,7,21]. These models usually require the topology and traffic to keep steady
for the algorithms to converge. This makes them only fit for mesh network with
static topology and known traffic pattern. And they will have difficulty in highly
dynamic scenarios, such as in VANETs.

In mobile scenarios, channel assignment is usually solved using heuristics (such
as [9,23]). Our work is also a heuristic design. But we first find the connectivity
invariant condition. The consequent channel usage based multichannel design
is simplified and more efficient. The detail analysis and design are given in the
following two sections.

3 Connectivity Invariant Condition

In our previous work, we have designed a connectivity invariant multichannel
assignment method based on road map topology (MIMC-Road)[24]. In MIMC-
Road, the road is divided into multiple channel segments in a staggered pattern
(as shown in fig 2). This staggered pattern can guarantee that any two vehicles
within the communication range will sit in one of the common channel segments.
Thus the network connectivity with the multichannel configuration is identical to
the single channel network. The vehicles select their active channels according to
the position information, and switch the channels when they move to the other
channel segments. But this method has the following shortcomings. First, the
channel assignment is static according to the position. When the density is high
and several vehicles are in the same channel segment, they cannot adapt to the
different channels. Second, for those idle vehicles that are not communicating,
they also need to switch the channels when they move across the channel segment
boundaries. Furthermore, all the interfaces shall have the similar communication
ranges to make the multichannel segment division easy and effective.

CH 0

CH 2

CH 1

CH 0

CH 2

CH 1

CH 0

CH 2

Communication 
Range

Road
CH 0

CH 2

CH 1 CH 0

Chanel Sequence 
for Interface 0

Chanel Sequence 
for Interface 1

...

...

Fig. 2. A MIMC-Road example of 3 channels and 2 interfaces of each node
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As discussed in the introduction section, connectivity invariant property is
valuable to the VANET QoS and layered network protocol design. Here, we want
to preserve the connectivity invariant property from MIMC-Road and overcome
its shortcomings. Generally, the connectivity invariance can be achieved by in-
suring that there always exists at least one common channel between any two
nodes within the communication range. In MIMC-Road, this is guaranteed by
arranging the channels geographically. But more generally, for a network with C
available channels, we can insure the common channel between nodes by equip-
ping at lease �C

2  + 1 interfaces for every node. Letting these interfaces work
on different channels and the existence of common channels are insured by the
Pigeon Hole Principle. This condition constrains the interface number of the
vehicles. Considering that there is fewer hardware and energy limitations on
the vehicles than on the conventional mobile devices, the requirement can be
satisfied with reasonable costs. Specifically, for 3 channels in 802.11b/g, 7 chan-
nels in DSRC and 12 channels in 802.11a, the required number of interfaces are
2, 4 and 7. It is suitable for a vehicle to equip 2 or 4 interfaces. 7 interface per
vehicle looks a bit too costly at first glance. But MIMC architecture does not
need to modify the MAC, which means the hardware can be obtained off the
shelf. And the connectivity invariance simplifies the protocol design and reduces
the implementation cost. The total cost may not be as much as one would expect
at first glance.

With the above connectivity invariant condition, the topology of multichannel
network is identical to that of the single channel network. There’s no constraints
of using channels geographically as MIMC-Road did, or timely as channel hop-
ping methods did. Idle nodes will not be required to switch the channels to keep
the connectivity anymore. For the dense networks, the nodes can freely switch
their channels to find unbusy channels. This gives nodes more opportunity to
use more channels for a better performance in a small area than MIMC-Road.
The channel usage based dynamic multichannel assignment method in Section
4 achieves this. Moreover, only the interfaces on the same node are required
to have the same communication ranges. The interfaces of different vehicles are
no longer required to be identical. Different vehicles can equip hardwares from
different manufacturers with various characters. This also simplifies the VANET
deployment.

4 Channel Usage Based Multichannel Assignment

When vehicles encounter high communication conflicts, they can switch inter-
faces from busy channels to spare ones to improve the performance. This is the
design philosophy of channel usage based assignment. Based on the connectivity
invariant condition in Section 3, we do not need to worry about the connectivity
and can concentrate our attention on the channel usage conditions. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we first give out the mathematic expression of channel usage
in Section 4.1. Then, the design of the dynamic channel assignment algorithm is
described in detail in Section 4.2.
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4.1 Channel Usage Analysis

Before discuss the channel usage, we make the following assumptions and def-
initions. There are C available channels in the network. Each node equips K
network interfaces that work on K different channels. K satisfies the connectiv-
ity invariant condition, which is K ≥ �C

2  + 1. The transmission probability of
node n on channel c is P (n, c). The neighbors of node n is defined as B(n).

The node n detects no communication conflicts on channel c only if there is
no nodes transmitting or one node transmitting. The probability that only one
node is transmitting is

∑
i∈B(n)

⋃{n}

⎛
⎝P (i, c)×

∏
j∈B(n)

⋃{n}−{i}
(1− P (j, c))

⎞
⎠

=
∏

j∈B(n)
⋃{n}

(1− P (j, c))×
∑

i∈B(n)
⋃{n}

P (i, c)

1− P (i, c)
.

And the probability that no node is transmitting is

∏
i∈B(n)

⋃{n}
(1− P (i, c)).

Then, the conflicting probability is 1 minus the above two parts. Thus:

Pconflict(n, c) = 1−⎛
⎝ ∑

i∈B(n)
⋃{n}

P (i, c)

1− P (i, c)
+ 1

⎞
⎠×

∏
j∈B(c)

⋃{n}
(1− P (j, c)). (1)

Assume that ∑
i∈B(n)

⋃{n}
P (i, c) = q and |B(n)

⋃
{n}| = m.

q can be considered as the total channel usage. Usually, if all the nodes access the
channel based on CSMA/CA and there is no hidden terminal, q will be ≤ 1. If
there are hidden terminals, q can be > 1. Because the transmission probability
of each node is ≤ 1, q is always ≤ m, . We can prove that with 0 ≤ q ≤ 1,
Pconflict(n, c) reaches the maximum when P (i, c) = q

m for all i, using Lagrange
multiplier method. The maximum of Pconflict(n, c) is

1−
[(

1− q

m

)m

+ q
(
1− q

m

)m−1
]
.

For a fixed m, we define function

fm(q) =
(
1− q

m

)m

+ q
(
1− q

m

)m−1

.
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The derivative of fm(q) is

f ′
m(q) = −q

m− 1

m
(1− q

m
)m−2.

For m ≥ 1 and 0 < q ≤ m, we have f ′
m(q) ≥ 0. That means the conflict

probability increase with increased transmission probability.
For a given q, define function

gq(m) =
(
1− q

m

)m

+ q
(
1− q

m

)m−1

(m ≥ 1).

It can be proved that gq(m) is a monotonically decreasing function when 0 ≤
q ≤ 1 and m ≥ 2. It is proved by showing g′q(m) < 0 under these conditions.
So 1 − gq(m) is monotonically increasing with increased m when 0 ≤ q ≤ 1.
Thus, the conflict probability is increased with increased neighbors when there
is no hidden terminals. If hidden terminals exist and q > 1. gq(m) is no longer
monotonic. The values of 1− gq(m) is calculated in Table 1 with 0 < q ≤ 2 and
m from 2 to +∞. It is shown in Table 1 that the conflict probability is increasing
with increased q. It is increasing with increasing m when q ≤ 1. And it is mostly
decreasing with increased m when q > 1. The only exception in the table is the
bold numbers when q = 1.1. With q > 1, there are hidden terminals. The impact
of hidden terminals is averaged over more nodes when m is larger, which may
lead to a lower conflict probability. But with fixed m, the monotonicity is always
hold with q. We will use this property to select the threshold to judge whether
a channel is too busy or not in Section 4.2.

Table 1. The Maximum Conflict Probability with Various Nodes and Channel Usages

q\m 2 3 4 6 8 +∞
0.1 0.0025 0.0032 0.0036 0.0039 0.0041 0.0047

0.3 0.0225 0.0280 0.0304 0.0327 0.0338 0.0369

0.5 0.0625 0.0741 0.0788 0.0831 0.0850 0.0902

0.7 0.1225 0.1379 0.1436 0.1484 0.1505 0.1558

0.8 0.1600 0.1754 0.1808 0.1850 0.1868 0.1912

0.9 0.2025 0.2160 0.2203 0.2235 0.2247 0.2275

1.0 0.2500 0.2592 0.2617 0.2632 0.2636 0.2642

1.1 0.3025 0.3047 0.3045 0.3037 0.3032 0.3009

1.2 0.3600 0.3520 0.3483 0.3446 0.3428 0.3675

1.4 0.4900 0.4501 0.4370 0.4261 0.4212 0.4082

1.6 0.6400 0.5499 0.5248 0.5051 0.4966 0.4750

1.8 0.8100 0.6480 0.6090 0.5798 0.5676 0.5371

2.0 1.000 0.7407 0.6875 0.6488 0.6329 0.5940

With the above analysis, we can estimate the conflict probability from the
transmission probability of a single node. By comparing all the conflict proba-
bilities of the channels, we can select the channels with low conflict probabilities
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for the vehicles. We discuss the details this dynamic channel selection algorithm
in Section 4.2.

4.2 Dynamic Channel Assignment Algorithm

The analysis in Section 4.1 is based on the transmission probability. In reality,
the transmission probability can be estimated by the channel usage time. By
recording the active transmission time ΔT on channel c in every T period by
the node itself, it can estimate its current channel usage level. We still denote it
using P (n, c) as

Pt(n, c) =
ΔT

T
(2)

for node n on channel c in time period t. In algorithm, the Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of Pt is used to filter out the random
fluctuations:

P t+1(n, c) = αPt+1(n, c) + (1− α)P t(n, c). (3)

α is the EWMA parameter. The initial value of P is set to P 0(n, c) = 0. This
channel usage level in Equation (2) and (3) is used to predict the transmission
probability in a short period of time. They are exchanged by hello/beacon mes-
sages between nodes and substituted into Equation (1) to calculate the conflict
probability.

With the estimated conflict probability on every channels, the node can select
the channels with lower conflict probability to use in the next time period. Con-
sider that network interfaces have channel switch delays, too frequent switches
waste the channel time. Moreover, too frequent switches will cause the thrashing
problem. Also, if all the channel usages are low, channel switching is unneces-
sary. In order to minimize the channel switching cost and make full use of the
channels, interface will switch their channel only when the conflict probability
of the current channel is larger than a threshold, denoted as Pthreshold. We set
Pthreshold = 0.2275. It can be seen in Table 1 that 0.2275 is the value of maxi-
mized Pconflict at q = 0.9 and m = +∞. According to the monotonic property
of the conflict probability we analyzed in Section 4.1, the threshold can keep the
conflict within tolerance and the summed channel usage q below 1.0.

The algorithm is fully distributed. The communication cost is the channel
usage information and the active channel announcements of the nodes exchanged
by the hello/beacon messages. 2 bytes are enough to indicate the channels in use
(1 bit for each channel). One byte (256 levels) is enough to indicate the usage
level of each channel. Since the number of channels is quite small (for example,
12 for 802.11a), the total message overheads in one hello message are within
twenty bytes.

The neighbor table is required to store the extra 1-byte channel usage levels
and a 4-byte updating timestamp of every channel for every neighbor. For a
network with C channels and a node with M neighbors, the total storage cost
is M × C × 5Bytes. For a dense VANET with 256 neighbors and the 802.11a
network with 12 channels, the extra storage cost on each node is 15KB, which
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is a quite small memory requirement compared with the hardware resources of
today’s mobile devices.

For a node with M neighbors, the number of multiplications/divisions it needs
to calculate in Equation (1) is 2M+1, For a network with C channels, the number
of multiplications/divisions the node needs to do is C × (2M +1). With C = 12
and M = 256, the calculation time is quite small compared with the seconds
long refreshing period for the conflict probabilities.

5 Evaluations

We implemented this channel usage based multichannel assignment algorithm
for MIMC VANETs (MIMC-Chan-Usage) in NS2 [1]. The parameters used in
Section 4 to describe the algorithm are listed in Table 2. We use AODV [14] to
evaluate the network performance, and compare MIMC-Chan-Usage with Single
Interface Single Channel (SISC), Fix-Switch [9], and MIMC-Road [24]. In order
to compare with Fix-Switch, the number of channels is set to a small number of
3, and the interfaces is 2. A channel switch delay of 10ms is also implemented in
the simulations. The communication range is set to 150m. The channel segment
size is set to about 300m according to the rules in [24].

Table 2. The Parameters of the Mutli-Channel Assignment Algorithm

Parameters Values

T varying randomly between 1.25 and 1.75 seconds

Tswitch varying randomly between 2.5 and 4.5 seconds

α 0.15

Pthreshold 0.2275

We simulate the network with 100, 200, 300 and 400 moving vehicles on a real
road topology shown in Fig. 3 (the black lines). It’s the main roads extracted
from a 2000×1700m2 area in south Beijing. The roads are simulated with several
separated lanes. And the vehicles are moving according to the Intelligent Driver
Motion (IDM) Model [20].

Fig. 4 is the comparison of the number of all the packets delivered during the
simulations on different network sizes. It shows that the channel usage based
MIMC outperforms the others. With two interfaces, the channel usage based
MIMC can keep the total delivered packets about double of the the SISC’s,
while Fix-Switch and MIMC-Road can not. This shows the channel usage based
MIMC can better utilize the channel resources under different scenarios. The
average delays of the packets in Fig. 5 show that the channel usage based MIMC
still performs the best in all the configurations.
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Fig. 3. Road topology from the real map of south Beijing

Fig. 4. The total delivered packets on different network sizes

Fig. 5. The average delays of the flows indifferent network sizes
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6 Conclusion

The channel usage based dynamic multichannel assignment method introduced
in this paper has few impacts on the network connectivity, but it requires the
network nodes to equip �C

2  + 1 for networks with C channels. This connec-
tivity invariant property can preserve the layered network protocol architecture
and ease the multichannel assignment, which leads to a good network perfor-
mance with low development and deployment costs. Consider the small number
of channels and the obvious benefits of connectivity invariance, this hardware
requirement is acceptable. By monitoring the active transmission time of the
nodes on each channel, we can estimate the conflict probabilities of the chan-
nels. Then, the nodes can compare the conflict probabilities of the channels and
select the channels with low conflicts. Since we do not need to worry about the
connectivity, the dynamic channel selection is kept simple and efficient. Simula-
tions show that this channel usage based multichannel assignment method has
a better performance than Fix-Switch and MIMC-Road in various scenarios.

We only evaluated AODV protocol with this multichannel assignment method
in this work. Because the layered network protocol architecture is preserved, we
can easily evaluate the performance with other routing and data disseminating
protocols for VANETs in the future work. We can also design a data disseminat-
ing protocol to better utilize the multichannels. Though, our method improves
the performance, we do not take the specific QoS requirements into considera-
tion. This is also a topic for the future work.
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Abstract. This paper extends RBAC’s authorizing ability via adding
domain and virtual machine features aiming at applying in the virtu-
alized scenarios. We define a new model named VRBAC in which au-
thorized users can migrate or copy virtual machines from one domain to
another without causing a conflict. Subjects can also share permissions of
not only resources but also virtual machines with other subjects from the
same or different domains. Three types of conflicts in VRBAC policies
are discussed and described in form of description logic, which provides
extra access to reasoning engines and facilitates the conflict checking
procedure. Based on Active Directory and Xen Cloud Platform, VRBAC
model visualization and its conflict checking can be enforced within the
prototype system. The experimental results indicate that all conflicts
can be effectively detected and the literal report generated can provide
conflict details such as conflict types, positions and causes as guidance
for further conflict resolution.

Keywords: virtualization, RBAC, policy conflict, description logic.

1 Introduction

As an approach to manage system access to authorized users, RBAC model has
been widely used in most practical collaborative environments and also success-
fully applied in many of the systems such as Microsoft Active Directory, SELinux,
FreeBSD and so on[1]. In recent years, virtualization is known as one of the most
popular technologies. Most companies intend to transfer their services and data
into the virtualized network without abandoning the existing RBAC mechanism,
however, due to some intrinsic characteristics of virtualization, the original RBAC
model are not applicable any more. Therefore we need a new authorization frame-
work which remains compatible with currently existing RBAC model.

Aiming at the shortage of the authorization mechanism in the virtualized
environment, we propose the virtualized RBAC model, abbreviated as VRBAC,

J. Su et al. (Eds.): ICoC 2013, CCIS 401, pp. 194–205, 2013.
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to improve the granularity of authorization management in virtualization fields.
The contributions of this paper are twofold: (1) extends specification of RBAC by
introducing VM (Virtual Machine) and Domain concept, (2) provides a conflict
checking framework for VRBAC policies based on ontology and description logic
technique.

The most significant features of VRBAC model lie in its two new concepts:
VM and Domain. The VM concept is used to indicate a virtual machine which
can be accessed as a resource by a virtual machine user or administrator. Binding
can be set up between a VM instance and its shared resources via the inheritance
relationship. The Domain concept is a property that applied to nearly all RBAC
elements like a tag. It helps to determine if a virtual machine is migrated or
replicated by monitoring the change of the domain tag. In the conflict checking
phase, we convert VRBAC definitions and instances into concepts and asser-
tions in format of description logic, and then construct some deduce rules from
underlying factors to conflict assertions which would indicate the occurrence of
VRBAC policy conflicts. This paper mainly discussed about how to adapt the
existing RBAC model into the virtualized environment by importing VM and
Domain concepts, and how to check its policy conflicts using description logic
approach. Consequences of experiments show that the well-organized conflict
report generated by our prototype system actually does help to administrators
in finding out possible policy conflicts and dealing with improper authorization
and illegal access.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following. Section 2 investigates
related work showing limitations of previous RBAC model and the originality of
the issues addressed in this paper. Section 3 formally defines the VRBAC model
and shows how it applies in controlling access behaviors of virtualized scenarios.
Section 4 establishes our conflict checking framework by means of ontology and
description logic. Section 5 explains the implementation of the VRBAC conflict-
free access control system based on Active Directory and Xen. Finally section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Recently, most of the access control enforcement mechanism is based on a Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM)[2]. A VMM is a piece of computer software that cre-
ates and runs VMs. An ideal VMM architecture should be able to provide com-
plete isolation and sufficient integrity for the VMs[3]. Meantime, some security-
purpose VMM systems have been developed[4-6]. We can implant a specified
access control mechanism via inserting security layer without modifying exist-
ing guest operating systems. Multi-level security between virtual machines has
been studied from the perspective of extended BLP model[7], however, the in-
volvement with the out-of-date mandatory access control (MAC) makes this
approach inapplicable in modern systems. The Flexible Authorization Manager
Framework (FAM)[8] enables the integration of multiple access control frame-
works within a single model. This approach specifies one description language to
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define and govern access control decisions. This may lead to considerable com-
plexity when dealing with several access control models like MAC, RBAC and
so on. A well-designed model should be simple and robust enough for efficient
and secure run-time enforcement.

RBAC has been introduced to access control area for above twenty years[9,
10], in fact it’s proven to be one of the most promising candidates for access
control security in VMM. Conflict checking approaches for RBAC models have
been widely studied. In practice, a verifying method between access control con-
straints and user-role assignment has been proposed[11]. This paper mainly dis-
cussed about the fundamental problem about how to verify whether a user-role
assignment satisfies all constraints and how to generate an optimal user-role as-
signment. While experimental results show that the computational complexity
of this approach can be NP-hard. The approach based on role mapping mainly
concerns about data sharing conflicts between constrains like cyclic inheritance
and separations of duties[12, 13]. The prototype system proves to be effective
and efficient in conflict resolution. This approach is not appropriate for our anal-
ysis because we need a method considering the virtual machines as objects for
the virtualized scenario. Also the domain tagging mechanism would lead to some
changes in conflict checking procedure.

3 A RBAC Model for Virtualization

Unlike the ordinary access control systems, the authorization for virtualized sce-
nario has its own distinctive characteristics. For instance, VM replaces the Role
to be the key concept in virtualized environment. Meantime, all elements and
relations in RBAC will been tagged with different domain labels for distributed
management purpose. All these new requirements have exceeded the expression
ability of current RBAC model and therefore VRBAC is proposed in this section
with features as following.

Conception model of VRBAC is shown in Fig. 1, in which we could see that
VM element is added between Role and Resource to represent the virtual ma-
chines in the resource pool. Also UA and PA could have been imbedded in a
VM instead of a global context. So a User or Role who’s in charge of a VM will
implicitly control all the UA and PA instances in a VM.

We use the following notation and definitions to describe VRBAC.

• USERS is a set of users.

• ROLES is a set of roles.

• VMS is a set of virtual machines.

• OBS is a set of resources.

• OPS is a set of operations.

• PRMS = 2(VMS×OBS×OPS) is a set of permissions.

• UAS ⊆ USERS ×ROLES is a set of User-Role assignment.

• PAS ⊆ PRMS ×ROLES is a set of Role-Permission assignment.
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Fig. 1. Concept model of VRBAC

3.1 New Elements of VRBAC

Considering that most of RBAC implementations have also introduced the do-
main conception into their systems, so it’s significant to integrate domain notion
into the RBAC model for multi-level managing purpose.

In virtualized environment, the interoperability between VMs including VM
migration, VM template replication, and so on can be very complicated. For this
reason, the traditional RBAC model are not applicable any more[2]. In order to
accommodate RBAC to the new virtualized situation, some of changes have to
been made: (1) supports VM authorizing in RBAC, (2) propose an automatic
conflict checking and solving method when a VM motion, replication or resource
assignment operation performed.

The VM concept is actually a sub-concept deriving from Resource. It behaves
more like a resource container instead of an individual resource. In VBRAC
model, VM is regarded as one of the most primary concepts from the perspective
of information services and resources sharing in the virtualized environment.

3.2 New Relations and Policies of VRBAC

Given the new elements of VRBAC, we will have some discussions about the
changes of relevant relations in this section.

The foundations of VRBAC are the UA and PA relations defined between its
elements as the form:

• UA : USERS ×ROLES → [0, 1]
• PA : ROLES × PRMS → [0, 1]

A UA relation means a mapping relating users with roles, and a PA means
a mapping relating roles with permissions. According to these relations, we can
describe relevant policies as below:

• Policyaccess = (USERS ∪ROLES)× PRMS

• Policyinherit = (USERS ∪ROLES)×ROLES
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Constraints are mainly used to restrict the behaviors of VRBAC instances or
so-called policies. A better knowledge about constraints will help analyze cor-
responding conflicts problems. Besides most of the original RBAC constraints
which still fit for virtualized network, some new ones specially for virtualized net-
work must be presented, including domain constraint, VM migration constraint,
separation of duties constraint and so on.

Considering that there’s one-to-one correspondence between constraints and
conflicts, we’d like to skip constraints part here and introduce conflicts classifi-
cation directly in the next section.

4 Conflict Checking for VRBAC Policies

As the RBAC-like model is usually represented in form of policies, the violation
of the constraints in VRBAC could lead to conflicts in the policy level. In an
attempt to tackle these conflicts, a conflict checking model based on description
logic and Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is proposed. We will describe
it after conflict classification.

4.1 Classification of VRBAC Conflicts

According to the VRBAC model we defined, the conflicts of VRBAC policies can
be categorized into 3 types: Domain Conflict (Dom-C), VM Migration Conflict
(Mig-C) and Separation of Duties Conflict (SoD-C).

Dom-C is a kind of conflict that occurs when a domain resource or virtual
machine has been assigned to a role or user from another domain which isn’t in
friend relationship with the former. Denote it asDOM−C , then we getDOM−
C = {(r, re)|r ∈ Roles∪Users∧re ∈ Resources∪VMs∧has permission(r, re)∧
diff(r.dom, re.dom)} , where has permission indicates the PA relationship and
the next diff predicate means that r and re belongs to different domains. An
example of Dom-C in the context of inter-domain cooperation is depicted in Fig.
2. rA3 inherits the permission of rB1 which belongs to neither the same domain
or a friendly one. These conflicts, if remain undetected and unresolved, would
expose the cooperating system to numerous vulnerabilities and risks pertaining
to the security and privacy of their data and resources.

Mig-C takes place when a virtual machine is about to be migrated or repli-
cated from one domain to another, which would probably lead to a naming error
for resource authentication. So a checking process running in background context
is necessary for handling a missing or a second virtual machine in some domain.
We denote this conflict as MIG−C , we have MIG−C = {(vm1, vm2)|vm1 ∈
VMs∧ vm2 ∈ VMs∧ ¬diff(vm1, vm2) ∧ diff(vm1.dom, vm2.dom)} . The fol-
lowing example in Fig. 3 illustrates the Mig-C conflict. When the migrating
operation from vA1 to vB1 is done, vB1 has acquired exactly the same identity
with vA1 owing to replication enforcing mechanism. Users who own permissions
to vA1 in Domain A will implicitly gain the access to vB1 which obviously be-
longs to another domain, Domain B. These unwanted sharing between domains
would violate the securities of individual domains of the multi-domain system.
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Fig. 2. An example of Dom-C in multi-domain systems

Fig. 3. An example of Mig-C in multi-domain systems

SoD-C is one of the most frequently occurred conflict type in VRBAC as well
as in other RBAC models. It occurs when one’s access has been permitted and
denied to a resource simultaneously. This contradiction would lead to unautho-
rized access and malfunction of cross-domain interoperation. This conflict can
be denoted as SOD−C , we get SOD−C = {(r1, r2)|∃u∃res(u ∈ Users∧res ∈
Resources ∧ u ∈ assign(r1) ∧ u ∈ assign(r2)) ∧ diff(policy(r1, res).action,
policy(r2, res).action))} , where assign means all users assigned with the role.
In Fig. 4, we provide an example of an interoperation generated by merging
the access control policies of different domains. From the inheritance hierar-
chy semantics we can see that rA1 indirectly inherits rB1 by role mappings of
rA1 → rA3 and rA3 → rB1 , at the same time rA1 also inherits rB2 via role
mappings of rA1 → rA4 , rA4 → rA5 and rA5 → rB2 . However, in Domain B, the
assignments of rB1 and rB2 for virtual machine vB1 are opposite from each other,
like one permitted and another denied. This would lead to uncertain policy en-
forcement in rA1 and could even cause far more serious danger like unauthorized
accesses.

4.2 Conflict Checking Approach

At the conflict checking phase, We choose OWL-DL, a type of ontology language
to describe our model and conflicts, then use Description Logic (DL), one of the
most promising reasoning technique to reason them. The knowledge base of
DL contains two parts: TBox and ABox. TBox specifies the field terminology
knowledge, while ABox offers the assertions about instances of TBox. We’d like
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Fig. 4. An example of SoD-C in multi-domain systems

to use the following approach to construct our TBox and ABox: Firstly we
extract TBox from VRBAC model manually as shown in Fig. 5, in which dom
represents the definitional domain while ran means the range of the predicate,
:transitive is optional for relations with transitivity.

From Fig. 2 we can see that, besides the new VM and Domain concepts, some
predicate relations have also been declared, including with Domain for indicating
the instance’s domain, has subResource for inheritance relationship between VM
and Resource and so on.

Although the vast majority of ABox will be generated automatically, a frac-
ture of them just behaves in a fundamental way like TBox and requires initial-
ization before DL reasoning. Actually, most of the initialized ABox are about
the definitions of operation and action:

• (instance read Operation)
• (instance write Operation)
• (instance execute Operation)
• (instance permit Action)
• (instance deny Action)

The functionality of DL reasoning has been greatly enhanced when using with
SWRL. SWRL is a declarative language which specifies the abstract syntax for
horn-like rules. If we express every VRBAC constraint in a SWRL rule form,
we can establish a one-to-one mapping between VRBAC constrains and SWRL
rules. The SWRL rules converted can then be used for deduction of new ABox
based on pre-existing assertions.

In our VRBAC model, we have applied 9 SWRL rules, 6 auxiliary ones and
3 primary ones. Among auxiliary ones, two of them are of great importance:

• has subSubject(?s1, ?s2)∧ has subSubject(?s2, ?s3)
→ has subSubject(?s1, ?s3)
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:atomic-concepts (Subject Resource Operation Action
Domain) :extends(Top)
:atomic-concepts (VM) :extends(Resource)
(has_Subject :dom Policy :ran Subject )
(has_Resource :dom Policy :ran Resource)
(has_VM :dom Policy :ran VM)
(has_Operation :dom Policy :ran Operation)
(has_Action :dom Policy :ran Action )
(with_Domain :dom Subject , Resource :ran Domain)
(has_subSubject :transitive :dom Subject :ran Subject)
(has_Subject_Overlap :dom Subject :ran Subject)
(has_subResource :transitive :dom Resource :ran Resource)
(has_Resource_Overlap :dom Resource :ran Resource)
(has_Operation_Overlap :dom Operation :ran Operation)
(has_Action_Overlap :dom Action :ran Action )
(has_Domain_Conflict :dom Policy :ran Policy )
(has_Migration_Conflict :dom Policy :ran Policy )
(has_SoD_Conflict :dom Policy :ran Policy )

Fig. 5. TBox of VRBAC model

• has subResource(?r1, ?r2) ∧ has subResource(?r2, ?r3)
→ has subResource(?r1, ?r3)

The first rule indicates that when ?s1 has ?s2 as its child subject and ?s2 also
has ?s3 as its child subject, we can gain that ?s3 is a child subject of ?s1. In
another word, these two rules furnish the inheritance assertions of Subject and
Resource with transitivity. Then there comes 3 primary rules which map exactly
into 3 types of conflicts:

The rule for Dom-C:

• has subject(?p1, ?s1) ∧ has subject(?p2, ?s2) ∧ has subSubject(?s1, ?s2)∧
with Domain(?s1, ?d1) ∧with Domain(?s2, ?d2) ∧ ¬has Relation
(?d1, ?d2) → has DomC(?p1, ?p2)

This rule means that the subject belonging to domain ?d1 cannot hold an
inheritance relation with the subject belonging to domain ?d2, if not, the two
relevant policies would lead to Dom-C type conflict.

The rule for Mig-C:

• has VM(?p1, ?v1) ∧ has VM(?p2, ?v2) ∧ with Domain(?v1, ?d1)∧
with Domain(?v2, ?d2) ∧ ¬same(?d1, ?d2) ∧ same(?v1, ?v2)
→ has MigC(?p1, ?p2)

This rule indicates that the virtual machine migrated from another domain
must modify its identity immediately when the operation finished, or a Mig-C
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type conflict occurs because there’re two resembled virtual machines in different
domains which may confuse the VMM and admins.

The rule for SoD-C:

• has Subject(?p1, ?s1) ∧ has Resource(?p1, ?r1) ∧ has Operation
(?p1, ?o1) ∧ has Action(?p1, ?a1) ∧ has Subject(?p2, ?s2) ∧ has VM
(?p2, ?v2) ∧ has Operation(?p2, ?o2) ∧ has Action(?p2, ?a2)∧
has Subject Overlap(?s1, ?s2) ∧ has subResource(?v2, ?r1) ∧ same
(?o1, ?o2) ∧ ¬same(?a1, ?a2) → has SoDC(?p1, ?p2)

This rule means that two policies which share overlapped subjects, resources
and operations must have consistent actions, or this may cause a conflict of SoD-
C type because the policy enforcement mechanism have no idea which policy to
follow.

We find out that all these rules actually share similar forms which can be ex-
tracted into tuples like Policy (Subject, Resource, Operation, Action) in which
Policy is the tuple key which governs other elements. In fact, we can divide a rule
into 3 parts: affiliating declarations within respective Policy instance, contradic-
tory declarations between member elements and conflict declaration between
policies. Apparently, if one policy’s elements are constructed incompatible with
another one’s, it will contribute to the possible conflicts between their policies.

5 Implementaion and Experiments

VRBAC Visualizer and Conflict Checker (VVCC), the prototype system, is im-
plemented in one of the most popular virtualized environments: Microsoft Active
Directory and Xen Cloud Platform (XCP). The architecture of our virtualized
environment is shown in Fig. 6 in which VVCC lies at the third level. Various
APIs are employed to help collect the data of VRBAC policies automatically,
including Active Directory Service Interface (ADSI), Windows Management In-
strumentation (WMI), Microsoft Remote Procedure Call (MSRPC), and APIs
of Xen. Besides XCP, we also give it a try in the VMware platform and feel glad
to find it’s almost compatible with our VVCC system.

The policy data collected in the previous step will be transformed into ABox
style and then delivered to RacerPro engine for reasoning. Via nRQL (new Rac-
erPro Query Language) interface, VRBAC policy conflicts are retrieved and
analyzed.

The sketch map for of conflict checking results is shown in Fig. 7. There we
can see a SoD-C type conflict occurs between role NRDC1001 AND NSFC0902.
It’s because filex has denied alice’s access via role NRDC1001 from Domain1,
however, the data store where the file is actually stored is in the charge of
NSFC0902 from Domain2, which alice inherits some of her permissions from.
So it’s inappropriate to both permit and deny one’s access simultaneously in
vrbac policies. besides the sketch map, there’s also a textual report available for
detailed information such as type, position of a conflict and the cause that leads
to the conflict, which is shown in Table 1. the number in “No.” column indicates
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Fig. 6. Map of virtualized network Architecture of virtualized environment

the sequence of conflicts, 3 categories of content are “Type”, “Position” and
“Cause” which depict the details of conflicts. every vrbac entity is braced with a
bracket in which entity type lies before the double colons and entity name after
them.

Fig. 7. Sketch map of virtualized network

Also a comparison experiment between VVCC and manual checking procedure
is conducted, whose result is shown in Table 2. We deploy dozens of virtual
machines and hundreds of users and groups for both domains in order to reach
the scale of a medium-sized organization. It turns out that for each type of
conflict we defined, the recall rate of VVCC method reaches nearly 98%, which
is way higher than that of the manual way. also checking time of VVCC can be
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Table 1. Report of Conflict Checking

No. Type Position Cause

1 SoD
Group::NRDC1001
Group::NSFC0902

Alice ∈ NRDC1001 ∩NSFC0902
∧permitRWX(NRDC1001, F ileX)
∧denyRWX(NSFC0902, F ileX)

2 Mig VM::NRDC VM06
hasVM(KLBNT, V M06) ∧ withDom
(VM06, JSI) ∧ ¬friend(KLBNT, JSI)

3 SoD
Group::NRDC1102
Group::VCTF1209

Jeffery ∈ NRDC1102 ∩ V CTF1209
∧permitR(V CTF1209, F ileZ)
∧denyR(NRDC1102, F ileZ)

4 Dom User::Carrie
Carrie ⊆ NSFC0902 ∧ withDom
(NSFC0902, KLBNT ) ∧ withDom(
Carrie, JSI) ∧ ¬friend(KLBNT, JSI)

controlled below 20 seconds with parallel processing enabled. Also the conflict
report generated by VVCC also relieves the burden of administrators by reducing
the time of conflict resolution for nearly 90%.

Table 2. Consequence of Comparative Experiment

Conflict Number Checking time (s) Solving Time (s)
Type Manual VVCC Manual VVCC Manual VVCC

Dom-C 15 24 425 12 320 25

Mig-C 2 7 236 19 462 32

SoD-C 17 53 968 11 594 41

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In the practice of the virtualization, the complexity of administrative tasks for
cross-domain VMs has exceeded the expressing power of existing access control
framework. In this paper, VRBAC model, which is extended from RBAC, is
proposed to fill the gap in authorization aspect. VRBAC has been enhanced
with two new concepts, VM and Domain, including corresponding constrains in
comparison with original RBAC model. Also, according to the conflict classifica-
tion, a conflict checking approach is presented to figure out the type, cause and
location of conflicts. Experimental results show that our prototype system ac-
tually facilitates the administrators of virtualized network in aspects of alerting
unauthorized access danger and helping improve the safety of the access control
system.
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and Smart Phone Applications�
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Abstract. We designed and implemented a traffic analyze framework
TraSt (Traffic Statistics) based on tcpdump for Android. This framework
can get more detailed traffic usage than any other existing traffic monitor
frameworks or applications on smart phones, and help us to explore four
aspects of Chinese three major operators’ charging system as well as four
kinds of popular smart phone applications. Our work helps 3G users and
software developers have a clearer understanding of the similarities and
differences among the operators’ charging services, so as to promote the
improvement of software development and operators’ services, and our
analysis with recommendations to application developers can lead to
better system design and network infrastructure support.

Keywords: Framework, 3G, Charging, Smart phone, Application.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of 3G technologies and smart phones, millions of
mobile applications emerge on the market. Report by the Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology [4] shows that by the end of 2012, the number of 3G
users in China is over 210 million. And the the usage trend will be accelerated
with the explosive growth of smart phones in the coming years. Which makes
traffic, revenues and profits continue to grow.

However, behind the flourishing 3G and smart phone market, there are also
some issues. For the operators’ charging system, because they are not open to
public, some unreasonable phenomenon is difficult to get a satisfactory expla-
nation. For example, a user only download 1KB size of file, but the charging
result will always larger than 1KB. The user also can’t know the smallest units
of charging: if he only used a small amount of traffic, such as 50B, will it not be
charging or charging for 50B or even 1KB? Furthermore, whether some protocol
overhead is not taking into account? Etc. For the smart phone applications the
lack of rigorous review mechanism in unofficial app markets makes users not
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sure whether network flows consumed by these applications are really what they
need, and among the same kind of applications, which is more provincial traffic?

Existing researches on 3G network and smart phone applications are always
focus on common metrics in the general wireless network. Netdiff [12] is a bench-
mark used to compare different Internet Service Providers (ISP) performance.
M. C. Chan et. al. [11] proposed an algorithm to evaluate 3G networks TCP/IP
transmission rate and delay. H. Junxian et. al. [9] compared the performance
of different smart phone applications under different operator networks. But
there are almost no efforts on the study of operators charging system, neither
comparison among same kind of smart phone applications.

1.1 Our Contribution

The main contributions of our work are:

1. We have designed and implemented an expandable phone side evaluation
framework TraSt (Traffic Statistics). This framework can get more detailed
traffic usage than any other existing traffic monitor frameworks or applica-
tions on Android. And since it is running on the phone, the result can better
reflect users real experience.

2. We have proposed some methods to utilize TraSt to explore four aspects of
the Chinese three major operators’ charging systems (see section IV.A), and
get the following result: a. Operators are charging for the traffic of network
layer. b. Some protocol overheads such as ARP and ICMPv6 are not taking
into account. c. Different operators have different minimum charging units,
B or KB. d. the phone will not receive any packet before it initiate a request.
These result will lead 3G users to a clearer understanding of the similarities
and differences among different operators’ charging services.

3. We also have used TraSt to evaluate four kinds of popular smart phone
applications (browser, map, online music player and video call). We made
experiments in different scenarios, and accurate comparisons of network traf-
fic between different mobile applications. The results show that even among
same kind of applications existing great differences. Our analysis with rec-
ommendations to software developers can lead to better system design and
network infrastructure support.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces data charg-
ing process of 3G networks and smart phone applications. Section 3 presents an
overview of TraSt. Section 4 proposes the issues and study methodology. Section
5 shows the result and Section 6 draws the conclusion and further discusses fu-
ture work. Since Android is the most widely used smart phone operating system
[1], the ensuing discussions are all made on the Android.

2 Preliminaries

We first give a brief overview of 3G charging architecture for data services in con-
text of UMTS [8]. Then introduce the classification of smart phone applications
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Fig. 1. 3G network data charging architecture

and give the definition of content controllable applications and the reason why we
chose them to evaluate.

2.1 3G Data Charging

The overall 3G charging architecture for data services in context of UMTS is
shown in Figure 1. 3G network has two main components—the Core Network
(CN) and the Access Network (AN) [10]. The AN includes the User Equipment
(UE), the Node B, and the Radio Network Controller (RNC). Its main func-
tions are to control access and exchange data with the Packet-Switch (PS) core
network. While the PS core network include the Serving GPRS Support Node
(SGSN), Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), Charging Gateway Function
(CGF), Billing Domain (BD) and Online Charging System (OCS). Its main func-
tions are to delivery data between UE and the external data networks, perform
user authentication and charging functions.

When an application needs to access the Internet, the SGSN will perform the
authentication function then the UE can access the network through the AN and
establish a bearer. For offline charging, whenever a billing event (such as the use
of traffic) occurs, the SGSN and GGSN will collect charging information and
transfer it to the BD. And for online charging, the charging information will be
directly transferred to the OCS, and the OCS will calculate the fee and deduct
it from the users prepaid expenses. For more details, please refer to [7].

2.2 Smart Phone Applications

A variety of smart phone applications are now available. According to Google
Play, Android applications can be divided into the following categories: 1. Game
(Angry Birds); 2. Social(renren); 3. On the go(Google Map); 4. Music and
Photos(Duomi Music); 5 Entertainment(Mobile TV); 6. Life(Taobao); 7. Of-
fice(Gmail).

For some different applications from a same kind, if we can make the content
of traffic basically the same in repeated experiments by certain experimental
design and control means, we refer them to content controllable applications. For
example, we can control the contents of network data of web browser by control
its access URL. On the contrary, for some kinds of application such as mail
client, different client has different number of messages and information, which
we can not control it. We refer them to content uncontrollable applications.
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For content uncontrollable applications, their data traffic consumptions are
largely depend on the actual contents they have accessed, we can not control it,
leading the difficulty of comparative experiment control, and making the result
unfair. So in this paper, we choose four kinds of content controllable applications
including web browsers, maps, online music players and video calls to evaluate.

3 Evaluation Framework

We need a framework to help us explore the 3G charging system and evaluate
smart phone applications. In order to meet all kinds of requirements including
future needs, this framework should be running on smart phone and be able to
record every detail information including protocol header of each layer, the con-
tent and the time of send/receive for each packet. As far as we know, there is no
such framework to accomplish these tasks. However, this framework is very nec-
essary. since compared with laptops and netbooks, the transmission power and
signal strength of smart phones is quite different (generally weaker), a framework
can accurately reflect the actual experience of the user only when it is running
on the phone. It can bring considerable convenience for the test and evaluation
process when it can get detail information of each packet. And it can also reduce
manual operation thus making the test and evaluation process more efficient.

Next, we will introduce TraSt, a traffic statistics framework that can meets the
requirements. It is an open application framework. Which can get detailed infor-
mation of each packet, and provide interfaces for the test and evaluation process.

3.1 Challenges

It is difficult to implement such a framework. Although Android is an open source
platform and its kernel is Linux, a lot of tools that can be used on Linux cannot
be directly ported to Android because of the difference of system architecture.
The statistical result should be displayed on UI, so we should implement the
framework at the Application Layer. Application Layer’s program can only get
the System Permissions (lower than the Root Privileges). But the Root Privi-
leges is needed to capture packets. So the best solution is a combination of the
Application Layer and Libraries or Linux Kernel Layer. This also involves the
Android NDK development [2], which needs cross compiling.

3.2 Framework

The framework of TraSt is depicted in Figure 2. We compiled a Tcpdump [5]
which is able to run on Android. And cross compiled the C part of Jnetpcap [3]
and libpcap [5] source code with NDK to build a shared library libjnetpcap.so.
This shared library will run on Android Libraries Layer. When TraSt starts
running, it will call Tcpdump to capture packet and save it to a .pcap file.
Then the libjnetpcap.so will read the .pcap file, get the detailed information of
each packet and send them to the Application Layer for further processing. The
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Fig. 2. Framework of TraSt Fig. 3. Framework of Application Layer’s
apk

Tcpdump, libjnetpcap.so and the Application Layers apk will be automatically
deployed to the phone at the time of installation.

The Application Layer code is not fixed, but filled by testers according to their
needs, such as get the total data traffic, or average handshake time of Tcp, etc.
Figure 3 is the framework of the Application Layer’s apk. The major components
are the Java part of the jnetpcap source code and the Parser class. The Parser class
will get every packet from .pcap file through jnetpcap and callback the nextPacket
method of JPacketHandler. What testers need to do is just to implement this
method, get what they want, and display the result on UI.

3.3 Scalability

We would like to emphasize again the scalability of TraSt. TraSt is not an un-
modifiable application, but an open framework. It has completed the repeated
work that must be done in the process of getting traffic statistics, such as open
the device, grab packets, etc. It also provides the interface to obtain the detailed
information of each packet for the test or evaluation process. In this way, testers
can just focus on how to handle each packet, without having to care about how
the packet be obtained. Therefore, TraSt is so powerful that it can be used to
measure network performance (such as average TCP handshake time), moni-
toring the usage of the traffic by each application (according the port of each
packet), etc.

4 Issues and Methodology

In this section, we clearly describe the issues to address and propose experimental
methods.

4.1 Issues in 3G Charging

The 3G data charging system is a large and complex “black box”. In this paper,
we will get some detail information of the “black box” via external measurement.
We explore four aspects:
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1. Which layer in the protocol stack does each operator charging for?
2. Whether some protocol overhead is not taking into account?
3. What is the smallest units of charging for each operator?
4. Will smart phone receive packets passively without initiate a request? If so,

will this part of traffic be charging?

The first two issues concern what to charge, the third concerns whether the
charging result is accurate, and the last concerns whether there exist some irra-
tional case in the charging process.

We need to describe in detail the last issue. In general, an application sends
a request to the server, the server reply to it. This traffic should be charging
of course. But what if the application doesn’t send any request, and the server
send packets to the device, will it receive the packets and will operators charge
for this traffic? Obviously, it is unfair if the operators charging for this traffic.
Even more frightening is that if the server is running a malicious program which
continue to send packets to a user, will bring huge losses to the user.

4.2 Issues in Smart Phone Applications

There are many same types of applications on Android markets. The main prob-
lem is:

1. How great the difference is among the same kind applications?
2. What makes the difference?

These issues are what users and developers most concerned separately.

4.3 Methodology

We first study the issues in the operators’ charging system. We conduct a series
of experiments, get the data volume at the end device with TraSt, and compare
it with that recorded by operators. We run tests with the three major mobile
operators in China, which are China Mobile, China Unicom and China Telecom.

For the first issue, we open the network to run commonly used applications
such as browsers and maps and get the data volume of each layer in the protocol
stack (VUE). Then close the network and get the operators’ charging result (VOp).
Calculate the RE (Relative Error) of each layer:

RE =
|VUE − VOp|

VOp
× 100% (1)

We repeat the experiment three times, to see which layer’s RE is the smallest.
This layer’s traffic is what the operators charging for. But at this moment, we
don’t know whether operators are charging for some special traffic, such as the
traffic produce by TCP handshake. In order to make the ratio of special traffic
as small as possible, we let the applications run enough time (10 minutes) so
that they can receive/send enough data.
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For the second and the third issue, we need to implement the smart phone
application and the server ourselves. At this moment, we know which layer’s
traffic the operators are charging for, so we can deliberately let the client send
specific protocol packets to the server, and observe whether the operators will
charge for this traffic, and then we can get the result of the second issue. We
can let the client send data as little as possible using the protocol that will be
charged, and see how much the data volume recorded by the operators. Thus
get the result of the third issue.

To make clear of the fourth issue, we just need to know whether the operators
are using the NAT (Network Address Translator) technology, if so, what kind of
NAT are they using? Only the Port Restricted Cone and Symmetric NAT have
no such loophole [6]. If the address of the device is an internal IP, we know that
the operator is using NAT. If so, we deploy two servers with different IPs running
same service, let the smart phone application uses a same port to send packets to
the two servers. Then the servers can obtain the source port of received packets.
If the source ports are the same at the two servers, the operator is using Cone
NAT, otherwise Symmetric NAT [6].

There are two methods to obtain data usage logged by operators. The first
one is via the SMS from the operators, the second is to login the operators
website and inquire data usage. China Mobile and China Telecom support both
methods. But for getting finer result, we choose the second method for both
of them. China Unicom SIM card used in our experiment only support the first
method, the device will receive the billing SMS only when its traffic consumption
since last billing SMS is greater than 50 KB.

After exploring the four aspect of the operators’ charging system, we can fur-
ther take evaluation of traffic consumption of smart phone applications. Because
users and developers only concern traffic consumption charged by the operators,
we could get more accurate comparison if we just taking this part of traffic into
account. Table 1 lists the application kinds and corresponding applications to
be evaluated. They are all content controllable applications. For the first issue,
we take experiment in different scenarios on each type of applications, and use
TraSt to get the part of traffic that is generated by the application and will be
charged, and then we can compare the result among the applications. For the
second issue, we can further analysis the traffic with the specific application, and
try to get the root cause. Notice that we are evaluating content controllable ap-
plications. For the applications of the same type, we can make the data content
basically the same at each network condition repeatedly.

Our mobile devices are HTC Desire and HTC Incredible S, running on An-
droid 2.2 and 2.3.1 respectively.

5 Result

In this section, we will show our testing result for the operators’ charging system
and evaluation results for the four kinds of applications. All the following results
are obtained in May 2012.
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Table 1. Application types and applications

Browser

Build-in Webkit 533.1
Opera Mobile 11.5.2
UC Browser 7.9.3

Firefox 10.0

Map
Google Map 6.3.0
Baidu Map 2.1.0
Sogou Map 2.1.0

Online Music Player
Xiaomi Music 1.4.3

Duomi Music 4.0.1.00
Douban FM 2.1.0

Video Call
Fring 3.9.3.33
Tango 1.6.8607
Skype 2.5.0.108

5.1 Charging System

Issue 1. Intuitively, all the three operators should charge for the same layer.
We find that only China Mobile take Byte as statistical units. So we start with
it. Figure 4 shows the (1−RE) of each layer by three experiments. It is obvious
that the Network Layer’s data volume is most close to the operator’s charging
result. The error is less than 1.5%. Therefore we can conclude that China Mobile
is charging for the traffic of network layer. We can get the same result for China
Unicom and China TeleCom, just by producing a large traffic (1MB is enough),
so that the RE is different at each layer even the units of each element in formula
1 is KB or 10KB.

Issue 2. There are two main causees of the difference between TraSt and oper-
ators charging result. First, since experiment lasts long time, it is likely to occur
packet loss. Second, there may exists some traffic that are not charged by the
operators.

To verify the second cause, we use TraSt to count traffic consumption of each
Network Layer protocol, including ARP, ICMP, ICMPv6 IPv4, IPv6 and others.
Figure 5 shows the result. Since 217 + 160 = 377, which is exactly the traffic
consumption of IPv4. So we can conclude that China Mobile is not charging for
ARP and ICMPv6. It is very hard to test for China Unicom and China Telecom
because of the larger units in the bill. But we believe the results are the same.

Issue 3. For China Mobile we send a UDP packet with 1 Byte payload, its
total length is 29 Byte. The charging result is 29 Byte. So the smallest charging
units of China Mobile is Byte. For China Telecom, we send a UDP packet with
1 Byte payload two times at a same bearer. The charging result is 1 KB. So the
China Telecom will add the packet length in Byte at each bearer and count the
part less than 1 KB as 1KB. For China Unicom, it is more complicated since the
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and China Mobile

units on bill is 10 KB, but this does not indicate that China Unicom’s charging
units is 10 KB.

We let the client establish a TCP connection with the server at each bearer,
and repeat it 20 times. The results of TraSt are (APR and ICMPv6 are removed):
184, 184, 360, 180, 273, 273, 180, 460, 630, 180, 180, 180, 180, 180, 180, 630, 327,
1770, 276, 313 (Byte). To make the total traffic consumption larger than 50 KB,
we then run a Map application which consumed 255KB traffic. China Unicom’s
charging result is 0.27 MB. If the charging units is 1 KB, the result should be
1 × 20 + 0.255 = 0.28 MB. So the charging units of China Unicom is not KB.
We guess it is also Byte like China Mobile.

Issue 4. The IP address of UEs are internal network IP (10.0.0.0–10.255.255.255
for China Mobile and China Telecom, 172.16.0.0–172.31.255.255 for China Uni-
com). So the operators are using NAT technology. We further take experiment
mentioned in section IV.C and get the result that the operators are using Sym-
metric NAT. That means the smart phone won’t receive any packet passively
without initiate a request.

Table 2. Experiment scenarios for browser

Factors Setting 1 Setting 2

Image with image without image

network condition Wifi 3G

Buffer setting turn off buffer turn on buffer

Table 3. Experiment scenarios for map

Factors Setting 1 Setting 2 Setting 3

Motion state static slow fast

Buffer setting turn off buffer turn on buffer
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Table 4. Experiment scenarios for online music player

Factors Setting 1 Setting 2

network condition Wifi 3G

Signal strength strong weak

Table 5. Experiment scenarios for video call

Factors Setting 1 Setting 2 Setting 3

network condition Wifi to Wifi Wifi to 3G 3G to 3G

Fig. 6. Comparison of different browsers

Fig. 7. Comparison of different maps

Fig. 8. Comparison of different online music players

5.2 Smart Phone Applications

We select specific scenario for each kind of applications to make comparative ex-
periments. See in Table 2,3,4,5. For browsers, we let each application visit four
website’s homepage successively: http://www.youku.com, http://www.qq.com,
http://3g.sina.com.cn/?from=www, http://map.baidu.com. For maps, in the
static scenario, we search for “Poly Theater”, find its location, set it as des-
tination, and set “Peking University” as starting point. Then search for bus
route. In the slow movement scenario, we open each map and then walk from
the south-west gate of Peking University to the north-east gate. In the fast move-
ment scenario, we open each map and travel from the south-east gate of Peking
University to the west gate of Tsinghua University by bus. For online music play-
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ers we play music 10 minutes in each scenario for each application. For video
calls, we use same application at tow phones to communicate 10 minutes.

Issue 1. The result of TraSt is shown in Figure 6 7 8 9. It is surprised to see that
there exists such large difference among applications of same kind. For example,
the UC browser’s traffic consumption is nearly one-tenth of other browsers’ !
For the map application, Baidu Map’s traffic consumption is relatively small,
while Sogou Map’s is relatively big. And Duomi Music is the most traffic saving
among the three online music players. Tango consumed the smallest traffic than
the other two video call applications in most scenarios.

Issue 2. If we make more in-depth analysis on traffic consumption, we could
get the reason of why the gap is so big.

For browsers, because the UC browser didn’t load any image when visited qq
and youku. This could avoid a lot of unnecessary traffic consumption. Moreover,
UC browser has done some optimizations in request mechanism to save uploading
traffic.

For maps, different applications have different map source, many location de-
tails and information storage means are not the same. Google Map will only
show the main building in the fast scenario. Sogou Map will update buffer au-
tomatically.

For online music players, Doumi Music will select smooth version in 3G net-
work scenario to save traffic, and high-quality version in Wifi scenario. It also
use buffer to save traffic. While the other two application doesn’t support these
features.

For video calls, although Tango is most traffic saving, the video quality is not
good. It is saving traffic on the expense of user experience.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

The explosive growth of smart phones and rapid deployment of 3G networks
have brought great convenience to people’s lives. But there are still a lot of
issues to be concerned. In this paper, we present TraSt, a framework that can
record every detail information for each packet and help testers to do tests and
evaluations on 3G networks and smart phone applications. We also do some
experiments to explore four aspect of Chinese three major operators charging
system and evaluate four kinds of popular smart phone applications. Our study
offers some insight. For the operators’ charging system, we could see that in
general, the operators’ charging results are quite accurate. The reasons why
they are different from some traffic statistic applications’ results are: first, some
protocol overheads such as ARP are not charged by operators but counted by
these applications; second, packet loss may lead some packets to be charged
by operators but not received by the smart phone or vice versa; third, some
services such as MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service), will produce traffic and
be counted by these applications, but operators will charge it separately. For
the applications of same kind, we could see their traffic consumption are always
quite different. The reason is that the degree of optimization and user experience
of different application are not the same.

At present, TraSt use file to store packets, when traffic is very large, it can
not meet the real-time requirements. So in the future, we will use more efficient
way such as interprocess communication to get packets.
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Abstract. Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) is a cryptographic scheme 
which enables the remote authentication of a trusted platform whilst preserving 
privacy under the user’s control. In term of construction of DAA, due to the li-
mited computational and storage capability of trusted platform module (TPM), 
in this paper, we propose a novel approach for constructing an efficient DAA 
scheme: we design a secure two-party computation protocol for the Join/Issue 
protocol of DAA, and construct the DAA scheme concretely under the q-SDH 
assumption and XDH assumption. Based on the DAA security model, we prove 
that our DAA scheme meets user-controlled anonymity, user-controlled tracea-
bility in the random oracle model. Finally compared with other existing DAA 
schemes, our DAA scheme has better performance. 

Keywords: Trusted Computing, direct anonymous attestation, secure two-party 
computation, security proof. 

1 Introduction 

Trusted Computing [1] is a hardware-based security guarantee mechanism, which 
allows commodity computers to provide cryptographic assurances about their beha-
vior. The core of this architecture is a device called Trusted Platform Module [2] 
(TPM). TPM is a hardware chip embedded in platforms that can carry out various 
cryptographic functions. One important function of TPM is integrity reporting, and 
the process of reporting the integrity of a platform is known as remote attestation. To 
achieve the goals of remote attestation and ensure the user privacy, Trusted Compu-
ting Group (TCG) has introduced two ways as follows:  

One way to preserve user privacy is to employ a trusted third party to manage the 
relationship between a platform’s true unique identity, and one or more pseudonyms 
that can be employed to generate attestations for different purposes. TCG initially 
adopted this approach in the TPM specification 1.1[3], dubbing the trusted third party 
a Privacy CA and associating the pseudonyms with Attestation Identity Keys (AIKs). 
A TPM’s true unique identity is represented by the Endorsement Key (EK) embedded 
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in the TPM. However, the Privacy CA architecture has met with some real-world 
limitations as described in [4].  

To address the limitations of Privacy CA, another way called Direct Anonymous 
Attestation (DAA) [4] was developed and incorporated into the latest TPM specifica-
tion 1.2 [2] and the Mobile Trusted Module specification [5]. DAA is a remote au-
thentication mechanism for trusted computing platform, and mainly consists of the 
Join/Issue protocol and the Sign protocol. The participants in a DAA scheme have 
three types: the issuer, the signer and the verifier. The issuer is in charge of verifying 
the legitimating of signers and of issuing a signing key to each signer. The signer, 
which consists of a TPM and a host where the TPM is attached, can convince a verifi-
er that the DAA signatures generated by the signer are valid. The verifier can verify 
the membership of the signer from the DAA signatures but it cannot learn the identity 
of the signer. The DAA scheme is completely decentralized and achieves anonymity 
by combining research on group signatures and credential systems. Unlike the group 
signatures, the issuer in DAA is not a privileged group manager, so anonymity can 
never be revoked, i.e., a DAA signature cannot be opened by anyone including the 
issuer to reveal the identity of the signer. Instead of full-anonymity and traceability as 
held in group signatures[6], DAA has user-controlled anonymity and traceability, that 
means the DAA signer (user) and verifier are able to decide whether the verifier 
enables to determine if any two signatures have been produced by the same signer. 

Related works. DAA has drawn a lot of attention from both industry and crypto-
graphic researchers after the concept and a concrete scheme of DAA were first intro-
duced by Brickell, Camenisch, and Chen [4]. Durahim et al.[7] constructed a privacy-
preserving mutual authentication and key agreement protocol using DAA scheme for 
ensuring privacy. Bichsel et al. [8] made use of a variant DAA scheme to build an 
anonymous credential system on a standard Java card. Bella et al. [9] utilized a DAA 
scheme to enforce privacy in e-commerce and proposed a self-enforcing privacy pro-
tocol. Gummadi et al. [10] developed a NAB (“Not-A-Bot”) system which can pre-
serve the current privacy semantics of web and email by extending the DAA service. 
Many other DAA-based works have been presented in literatures [11, 12, 13]. 

However the performance of original DAA scheme is inefficient, hence many other 
DAA schemes were proposed from the view of performance. Recently, researchers 
have been working on how to create DAA schemes with elliptic curves and pairings, 
since ECC-based DAA is more efficient in both computation and communication than 
RSA-based DAA. The first ECC-based DAA scheme was proposed by Brickell et 
al.[14] This scheme is based on symmetric pairings. Chen et al. [15,16] improved the 
above scheme [14] and proposed two extended DAA schemes  by using asymmetric 
pairings for the purpose of increasing implementation flexibility and efficiency. To 
further improve the performance of the scheme [16], Chen et al. [17] modified the 
scheme, and compared with the original DAA scheme via a concrete implementation. 
Recently, Chen [18] introduced a more efficient DAA scheme by making use of batch 
proof and verification technique. But the efficient scheme [18] has some security 
drawbacks, Brickell et al [31] then fix these drawbacks by proposing a new batch 
proof and verification protocol. These DAA schemes are based on the LRSW assump-
tion and DDH assumption. Other DAA schemes were proposed by Chen and 
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Feng[19], Brickell and Li[20], Chen[21], respectively. Security of these schemes is 
based on the q-SDH assumption and DDH assumption. To the best of our knowledge, 
Brickell’s DAA scheme [31] is the most efficient DAA scheme and it requires least 
amount of TPM resources. 

Our contributions. In this paper, our contribution is the novel DAA scheme. In the 
construction of our DAA scheme, we focus on the efficiency of Sign protocol and 
Verify algorithm rather than that of the Join/Issue protocol, since in practice the 
Join/Issue protocol is executed much less times than the Sign protocol and Verify 
algorithm.  With the motivation, our works are as follows: 

We design a secure two-party computation (2PC) protocol for the Join/Issue proto-
col to generate the signing key by making use of additive homomorphic encryp-
tion[23] and verifiable encryption technique[24]. 

Under the q-SDH assumption [25] and XDH assumption [25], we propose a new 
DAA scheme. At the performance aspect, in the signing phase our DAA scheme only 
requires one exponentiation when unlinkability is necessary or two exponentiations 
when linkability is necessary for TPM, and three exponentiations (unlinkability) or 
four exponetiations (linkability) for the host to respectively perform. 

At last, we give a comparison between our scheme and all the existing ECC-based 
DAA schemes, the result shows that our DAA scheme has better performance than all 
the existing schemes.  

Roadmap. Rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first present the formal 
definition and the enhanced security model of DAA scheme in Section 2. We then 
review some cryptography assumptions and tools of which we make use in Section 3. 
We focus on the design of security two-party computation protocol in Section 4. We 
construct our new DAA scheme in Section 5 and the corresponding security proofs 
and performance comparison with the existing DAA schemes in Section 6. We then 
conclude the paper in Section 7. 

2 Formal Definition and Security Model of DAA 

2.1 Formal Definition of DAA 

We firstly present the formal definition of DAA. There are four types of players in the 
DAA scheme: the issuer , the TPM , the host  and the verifier .  and  form 
a platform in the trusted computing environment and share the role of the DAA signer 
. A DAA scheme  = (Setup, Join/Issue, Sign, Verify, Link) consists of the 
following five polynomial-time algorithms and protocols:  

Setup: On input of a security parameter1κ , this randomized algorithm can produce 
two pairs (ipk, isk) where isk is the issuer’s secret key, and ipk is the public key in-
cluding the global public parameters. Formally, the algorithm can be written as: 

Setup(1 ) ( , )ipk iskκ → . 
Join/Issue: This protocol runs between a signer (, ) and an issuer . Each of 

the algorithms (Join, Issue) takes input a secret value, and output the signer’s DAA 
signing key sigk associated with signer’s secret key sk. Note that the sigk is given to 
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, but the secret value sk is only known to . Formally, the protocol can be  
written as: 

Join/ Issue(In : ( , ), In : ( , )) Out : .ipk sk ipk isk sigk→    
Sign: The protocol consists of two interactive algorithms, Sign and Sign , 

which implement the ’s and ’s sides of interaction respectively. The input of 
Sign  is (sk, ipk), and that of Sign is a message m that includes the date to be 
signed, a verifier’s nonce n for freshness, a basename bsn (the name string of  or a 
special symbol ⊥) and ipk, sigk. The final output by Sign is a randomized signa-
ture σ  on m under (sk, sigk) associated with bsn. The basename bsn is used for 
controlling the linkability. Formally, the protocol can be written as: 

Sign(In : ( , , , , ), In : ( , )) Out :ipk sigk m n bsn sk ipk σ→     
Verify: On input of m, bsn, a candidate signature σ for m, and a set of revoked 

signer’s secret keys RL,  uses this deterministic algorithm to return either 1(accept) 
or 0 (reject). How to build the rogue list RL is out of the scope of the DAA scheme. 
Formally, the algorithm can be written as: 

Verify( , , , RL, ) 1 / 0.ipk m bsn σ →  
Link: On input of two message-signature pairs 0 0( , )m σ and 1 1( , )m σ ,  uses this 

deterministic algorithm to return 1 (linked), 0 (unlinked) or ⊥(invalid signatures). 
Link will output⊥ if, by using an empty RL, either Verify( 0 0,m σ ) or Verify( 1 1,m σ ) 
holds. Otherwise, Link will output 1 if signatures can be linked or 0 if the signatures 
cannot be linked. Formally, the algorithm can be written as: 

0 0 1 1Link( , , , , , ) 1 / 0.ipk m m bsnσ σ →  

2.2 Security Model of DAA 

We use the game-based model to formalize our security notions of DAA. In our en-
hanced security model of DAA, a DAA scheme must hold the notions of correctness, 
user-controlled anonymity and user-controlled traceability. 

To define these notions, we need to present a series of oracles that an adversary can 
access to. All oracles maintain the following global variables, a set HS of honest sign-
ers, a set CS of corrupted signers, a set ChID of challenge ID and a list LS of queries to 
the Sign queries. All the sets and lists are assumed to be initially empty. 
AddS: By calling this add signer oracle with an identity ID, the adversary can 

create an honest signer ID. The oracle adds ID to the set HS of honest signers, and 
generates a signer secret key skID for ID. Then it executes the Join/Issue protocol on 
behalf of ID and the issuer. Its final state is recorded as the signing key sigkID for ID. 
SndToI: The adversary can use this send to issuer oracle to impersonate signer 

ID∈CS and engage in a Join/Issue protocol with the honest, Issue-executing issuer. 
The oracle computes a response as per Issue, returns the outgoing message to the 
adversary. 
SndToS: The send to signer oracle can be used by such an adversary to engage in a 

Join/Issue protocol with an honest, Join-executing signer, itself playing the role of the 
issuer. On successful completion of the Join/Issue protocol the oracle adds ID to HS 
and sets the DAA signing key sigkID of ID to Join’s final state. Since the internal state 
of the signer ID is exposed, the adversary knows the corresponding sigkID and can be 
able to make DAA signatures on behalf of the signer. 
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SIGK: Calling this signing key oracle enables the adversary to obtain the DAA 
signing key of signer ID. The signer remains honest. 
SK: The adversary can call this signer secret key oracle to obtain the signer secret 

keys of signer HSID∈ , and then the oracle moves ID from HS to CS. 
Sig: The signing oracle, enabling the adversary to specify the identity ID of a 

signer, a message m and a basename bsn, and obtain the DAA signature of m under 
the signing key sigkID of ID, as long as ID is an honest signer whose DAA signing key 
is defined. 
Ch: The adversary sends a pair of honest identities (ID0, ID1), a message m and a 

basename bsn to the challenge oracle and gets back a DAA signature σ by the signer 
IDb, R {0,1}.b ∈  

Correctness. The DAA signatures generated by honest signers are accepted by verifi-
ers. In addition, two DAA signatures generated by the same signer with the same 
basename can be linked. To formalize this, we define 
Adv ( ) Pr[Game ( ) 1]corr corrκ κ= =  and we say that the DAA scheme is correct if 
Adv ( ) 0corr κ = for all adversaries  and κ ∈ . The game Game ( )corr κ is defined as 
below: 
Attack-Game Game ( ) :corr κ  

0 1 AddS

0 0

1 1

( , ) Setup(1 );HS ;( , , , ) ( : );

If HS then return 0; If =  then return 0.

Sign( : ( , , , , ), : ( , )); 

Sign( : ( , , , , ), : ( , ));

If 

ID

ID ID

ID ID

ipk isk ID m m bsn ipk

i sigk

ipk sigk m n bsn sk ipk

ipk sigk m n bsn sk ipk

κ φ

σ
σ

← ← ←
∉ ⊥
←
←





 

 
 

0 0

1 1

0 0 1 1

Verify( , , ,RL, )=0 then return 1.

If Verify( , , , RL, )=0 then return 1.

If   Link( , , , , , )=0  then  return 1.

Return 0.

ipk m bsn

ipk m bsn

bsn ipk m m bsn

σ
σ

σ σ≠⊥ ∧

 

User-Controlled Anonymity. The definition of user-controlled anonymity requires 
two security properties in the DAA scheme. The first one is anonymity that no adver-
sary can reveal the identity of the signer from its signature without the signer’s secret 
key sk. The second property is user-controlled unlinkability that given two signatures

0σ and 1σ associated with two different basenames, it is infeasible for an adversary to 
distinguish whether or not the two signatures are generated by the same signer. We 
define Adv ( ) | Pr[Game ( ) 1] 1/ 2 |anon anon bκ κ−= = −   and say that the DAA scheme has 
user-controlled anonymity if Adv ( )anon κ is negligible in κ for any polynomial-time 
adversary . The game Game ( )anon b κ−

 is defined as below: 

Attack-Game Game ( ) :anon b κ−
 // R {0,1}b ∈  

( , ) Setup(1 );CS ;HS ;kipk isk φ φ← ← ←  

SndToS SigK SK Sig Ch( , : , , , , );b ipk isk′ ←        

If  then return 1 else return 0.b b′ =  
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User-Controlled Traceability. The definition of user-controlled traceability requires 
two security properties in the DAA scheme. The first one is unfakeability that means 
no adversary can create a valid DAA signature under a faked signing key. The second 
property is user-controlled linkability that means given a single basename it is hard 
for an adversary to generate two different DAA signatures under the same signer se-
cret key and the same basename, while the output of the algorithm Link is 0 (un-
linked). We define Adv ( )trace κ = Pr[Game ( ) 1]trace κ = and say that the DAA scheme 
has user-controlled traceability if Adv ( )trace κ  is negligible in κ for any polynomi-
al-time adversary . The game Game ( )trace κ is defined as below: 

Attack-Game Game ( ) :trace κ  

( , ) Setup(1 );CS ;HSkipk isk φ φ← ← ←  

Case 1:// . Unfakeability  

SndTol AddS SK( , , , ) ( : , , )m bsn ID ipkσ ←     

If Verify( , , , RL, ) 1 CSipk m bsn IDσ = ∧ ∉ then return 1.  

Case 2: // -   User controlled linkability  

0 0 1 1 SndTol( , , , , , ) ( : ,m m bsn ID ipkσ σ ←  AddS SK, )   

0 0 1 1If Link( , , , , , ) 0ipk m m bsn bsnσ σ = ∧ ≠⊥ then  return 1.  
Return 0.  

3 Preliminaries 

3.1 Bilnear Groups and Complexity Assumptions 

Bilinear Groups. Bilinear groups are a set of three groups 1,  2 and T , of order 
p, along with a bilinear map 1 2:e ×  T→ . We write 1 1 2 2,g g= =  for two 

explicitly given generators 1g and 2g , and define Bilinear 1 2 1( , , , , , ,Tpar p e g=     2 )g to 
be the set of pairing group parameters. The function e must have the following three 
properties. 
• Bilinearity: 1 1 2 2,f f∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  and ,a b∀ ∈ , we have 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , )a b abe f f e f f= ; 

• Non-degeneracy: The value 1 2( , )e g g  generates T ; 

• Computability: The function e is efficiently computable. 
Following [26] there are three distinct types of bilinear groups, in this paper we 

consider type-3 pairings. Such type is the asymmetric setting in which 1 2≠  and 
there is no known efficiently computable isomorphism between 1  and 2 . For a 
security parameter ,κ we let BilinearSetup (1 )κ  denote an algorithm which produces a 
pairing group instance Bilinearpar of type-3. 

In these groups, we rely on hardness assumptions that are all falsifiable. 

Definition 1 (eXternal Diffie-Hellman (XDH) assumption). The XDH assumption 

[25] holds in 1 , if the following probability is negligible in the security parameterκ , 
for all adversaries  and all parameter sets Bilinearpar  output by BilinearSetup (1 )κ : 
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XDH
0 1 1 1 1 1 BilinearAdv ( ) Pr[ , ; {0,1}; , : ( , , , ) ]xy x y

p bx y b h g h h g g par bκ = ← ← = ← →  
. 

Definition 2 (q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) assumption). The q-SDH assumption 
[25] holds, if the following probability is negligible in the security parameter κ , for 
all adversaries  and all parameter sets Bilinearpar output by BilinearSetup (1 )κ : 

2 2-SDH
1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 BilinearAdv ( ) Pr[ ; , , , ; : ( , , , , , )

                                                                                                                       

q qq x x x x x x x x
px g g g g g g g g parκ = ← ← ←    

1/( )
1   ( , )].x c

pg c+→ ∈
 

3.2 Paillier Cryptosystem 

Paillier cryptosystem [23] has additive homomorphic and self-blinding properties, and 
is usually employed to construct various cryptography schemes. The cryptosystem 
consists of three algorithms as follows:  

P-Setup(1κ ): On input of the security parameter κ , the algorithm picks two ran-
dom primes ( , )P Q and computes N P Q= ⋅ . It also selects a random base 2

*
N∈g

which meet ( ) 2gcd( ( mod ),NL Nλg ) 1N =  where ( )L u = ( 1) /u N−  and ( )Nλ = 
lcm(P-1, Q-1). Then it chooses a random 2

*
Nr ∈  and computes 2modNr N=h , 

explicitly the order of h is ( )Nλ . Finally, the algorithm outputs the public key PKP = 
(N, g, h) and the secret key SKP = (P, Q). 

P-Enc(PKP, m): On input of the public key PKP and a plaintext m, the algorithm 
chooses a random value *

Ns ∈  and computes the ciphertext as 2modm sC N= ⋅g h as 
output. 

P-Dec(SKP, C): On input of the secret key SKP and a ciphertext C, the algorithm 
retrieves the plaintext as: ( ) 2 ( ) 2( ( mod ) / ( mod )) mod .N Nm L C N L N Nλ λ= g  

4 The 2PC Protocol for the SDH Instance 

The framework and security model of our 2PC protocol are based on previous work 
which has been done in [27]. In this section, based on Paillier cryptosystem and veri-
fiable encryption technique, we give an instantiation of such a protocol which has not 
been done in [27]. Our 2PC protocol actively involves two parties, an issuer with a 
secret value γ and a user with a secret value f, and passively involves one party who is 
a trusted third party TTP. Notes that TTP does not directly participate in the 2PC 
protocol, but only provides the public parameters ( )Tpar = n,g,h where n=pq is a 
RSA modulus and *( ) ∈ng,h , and keeps p and q secret. In order to generate a SDH 
instance 1/( )

1( , )fg fγ+ within bilinear group parameters Bilinear 1 2( , , , , ,Tpar p e=     
1 2, )g g for the user, we design the processes of the 2PC protocol as follows: 

1) The issuer generates the parameters of Paillier cryptosystem, (PKP, 
SKP):=((N, g, h), (P, Q)) and publishes the PKP to the user. The issuer picks a random 

1 R Nr ∈   and computes a ciphertext 1 P-Enc( )e γ= and a commitment 
1 modγ ′c = g hr n  with a random R′∈ nr . Then the issuer and the user execute the 

following zero-knowledge proof protocol with each other: 
1 2 *

1 2 1 1{( , , ) :Ω mod modr
pPK r g e Nγ γ γγ γ′′ = ∧ = ∧ ∧ ∈g h c = g h nrr }. 
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2) The user receives 1e and 1c , selects two random *
2 R ,pr ∈   3 R Nr ∈   and 

computes 2 2 3
2 1: ( )r f r re e ⋅= =g h  2 1 2 3( )f r r r rγ + ⋅ +g h 2mod ,N a commitment 2

f ′′c = g hr

modn  for R /p′′∈ nr , the value 2:f f r= ⋅  and 2:r r ′′= ⋅r . The user and the issuer 
run the following zero-knowledge proof protocol with each other: 

2 3 22 *
2 3 2 1 2 2 2{( , , , , , ): : ( ) mod mod 1 / ( ) , }r f r f r f r

pPK f f r r r e e N r f′′′′ = ∧ ∧ = ∧ ∈g h c =g h n c g hrr  
3) The issuer decrypts 2e  by computing 2 2: P-Dec( ) ( )m e f rγ= = + ⋅ , 

1/
1 1: mD g′ = ∈  computes and forwards D′ to the user. 

4) The user computes 2 1/( )
1: ( )r fD D g γ +′= = and verifies that 

1/( )
1 2 1 2( , ) ( , )f fe g g e g gγ + ⋅Ω = , if successfully, outputs accept. 
The security of the above 2PC protocol follows straight forward from known 

works i.e., [23, 24, 27]. The 2PC protocol ensures that the issuer cannot learn any 
information about the secret value f of the user since the commitment has perfect 
hiding property.  

Theorem 1. The above 2PC protocol has correctness, and assuming the discrete 
logarithm problem is hard, it is possible to black-box simulate views of both the user 
and the issuer. 

Proof. It easy to see that correctness follows by direct verification. And since the 
protocol is implemented by making use of zero-knowledge proof of knowledge proto-
col, there exists black-box simulators for both the malicious issuer and the adversary 
user. 

We will use this theorem to prove security of our DAA scheme in section 6. In ad-
dition, one can use more efficient additive homomorphic encryption schemes or veri-
fiable encryption schemes to construct the above 2PC protocol. In this paper, we just 
give an example to implement this protocol. 

5 Our DAA Scheme 

5.1 The Setup Algorithm 

On input of the security parameter 1κ , the setup algorithm executes the following: 
1) Run the algorithm Bilinear 1 2Setup (1 ) ( , , ,pκ →    1 2, , , )T e g g . 

2) Select five hash functions *
1H :{0,1} p→ , *

2 1H :{0,1} → ,
*

3H :{0,1} .p→ , *H :{0,1} {0,1} ,L
α →  *H :{0,1} {0,1} .L

β →   
3) Choose a random *

R pγ ∈  uniformly as the issuer’s private key and compute
2: g γΩ = . Output the DAA public key and the issuer’s private key: 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3( , ) : (( , , , , , , , H ,H , H ,H , H , ), ).Tipk isk p e g g α β γ= Ω    

Note that, in the actual implementation, we can choose the same hash function for 
1H and 3H , and implement Hα  and Hβ by many methods as mentioned in [31]. We 

use different hash functions in order to prove the security. 
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5.2 The Join/Issue Protocol 

This protocol is performed by a TPM , the corresponding host  and an issuer . 
We assume that  and  have already established a one-way secure authentica-ted 
channel using ’s endorsement key[2]. Let DAAseed be ’s internal secret seed. 
Let cnt be a count value. The purpose of using cnt can be found in the original DAA 
scheme[4]. This protocol takes the following steps. 

1)  computes 1: H ( || || )f DAAseed cnt ipk=  and sets its signer secret key  
sk := f. 

2)  and  perform the 2PC protocol described in section 4, i.e.,  and  take 
their own secret key as input and play the roles of the issuer and the user in 2PC pro-
tocol respectively. If successful,  obtains 1/ ( )

1 1
fD g γ += ∈ . 

3)  computes a pair /( )
1( , ) : (( ) , ) ( ,f f fA B D D g γ += =  1/( )

1 )fg γ +  and sends the 
pair to .  

4)  receives the pair and verifies that ( , )e B Ω =  1 2( / , )e g A g . If verification 
fails, then abort. Otherwise,  stores the pair ( , )A B  as the DAA signing key sigk. 

5.3 The Sign Protocol 

This protocol is performed by the TPM  and the host .  and  work together 
to produce a DAA signature on some messages. The signature should prove know-
ledge of a discrete logarithm f, knowledge of a valid DAA signing key which was 
computed for the same value f by a given issuer . The protocol proceeds as follows. 

1)  selects a random R pr ∈  and computes 1 : rT A= , 2 : rT B= , 3 1: rT g= . 
2) If bsn ≠⊥ ,  computes and sends 2: H ( )J bsn= ∈  1  to .  computes 

: fK J= and returns K to . Then  computes 0 1 2H ( || || || )t J K T Tα=  and 
1 H ( || ||t J Kβ= , 1 2|| )T T and lets 0 1

2: t tV T J= ⋅ ; Otherwise,  sets :J =⊥ , :K =⊥  
and 2:V T= . 

3)  computes 1 1 2 3: H ( || || || || ).Vc T T T n bsn′ = , and forwards ( , , )V c m′  to . 
4)  picks a random f pr ∈  and computes : frU V= . 
5)  chooses a random nonce {1,0}Tn κ← for freshness and computes

3: H ( || || || || )Tc c K U m n′=  and :f fs r c f= + ⋅ , then sends ( , , )fK c s to . 
6)  outputs the DAA signature 1 2 3: ( , , , ,T T T Kσ =  , )fc s to . 

5.4 The Verify Algorithm 

This algorithm is run by a verifier . Intuitively the verifier checks that a signature 
provided proofs of knowledge of a discrete logarithm f, checks that it proves know-
ledge of a valid signing key issued by a given issuer on the same value of f and that 
this value of f is not on the list of rogue values. On input of a signatureσ , a message 
m, two nonces ( , )V Tn n a basename bsn, the issuer’s public key ipk, and the rogue list 
RL (a list of revoked signer secret keys), the algorithm takes the following steps: 

1) Verify that 1 2 3 1, , ,T T T K ∈ and f ps ∈ . 
2) For each revoked signer secret key RLf ′ ∈ , if 1 2

fT T ′=  holds, return 0  
(reject). 
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3) Verify that 2 3 1 2( , ) ( / , )e T e T T gΩ = .  
4) If bsn ≠⊥ , set 2: H ( )J bsn′ = and compute 0 H (t α=  1 2|| || || )J K T T ,

1 1 2H ( || || || )t J K T Tβ= , 0 1
2: t tV T J′ ′= ⋅  and :W ′ =  0 1

1
t tT K⋅ ; Otherwise set 2:V T′ =

and 1:W T′ = . Computes : fs cU V W −′ ′ ′= ⋅ and verify that: 
3 1 1 2 3H (H ( || || || || ) || || || || ).V Tc T T T n bsn K U m n′=  

If any of the above verification fails, return 0 (reject), otherwise, return 1(accept). 

5.5 The Link Algorithm 

This algorithm is run by a given verifier  who has a set of non-null basenames in 
order to determine if the pair of signatures was produced by the same TPM. Signa-
tures can only be linked if they were produced by the same TPM and the signer 
wanted them to be able to be linked together. On input a tuple 0 0(( , ),m σ  

1 1( , ), , )m bsn ipkσ , the algorithm performs the following steps: 
1) For each signature bσ where {0,1}b ∈ , run the verification algorithm. If ei-

ther of two verification returns 0, output ⊥ (invalid). 
2) If 0( , )J K σ∈ are the same as 1( , )J K σ∈ , output 1 (linked), otherwise out-

put 0 (unlinked). 

6 Security Proof and Performance 

6.1 Security Proof 

In this subsection, we will state the security results for our DAA scheme under the 
definitions of security notions in section 2.2. We argue that our DAA scheme is se-
cure, i.e., correct, user-controlled anonymous and user-controlled traceable.  

Theorem 2. The DAA scheme specified in section 5 is correct.  
Proof. This theorem follows directly from the specification of the scheme. 

Theorem 3. Under the XDH assumption, our DAA scheme is user-controlled ano-
nymous. More specifically, if there is an adversary  that succeeds with a non-
negligible probability to break the user-controlled anonymity game, then there is a 
simulator  running in polynomial-time that solves the XDH problem with a non-
negligible probability. 

Proof. In our DAA scheme, since there are two types of signatures depend on the 
basename is empty or not, we use the following two lemmas to prove this theorem. 

Lemma 1. If the basename is empty, our DAA scheme meets anonymity under the 
XDH assumption. 

Proof.  Given a XDH problem ( , ,xu v u w= = , )yu z  as input where 1u ∈ , , px y ∈
and either xyz u= or z is a random element in 1 ,  decides which z was given by 

interacting with  as follows. 
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Initialization.  performs the Setup(1 )κ algorithm to generate the public key and pri-

vate key of the issuer, i.e., ( , ) :ipk isk = 1 2 1 2 1 2 3(( , , , , , , ,H ,H ,H ,H , H ,T p e g g α β    

), )γΩ and sends ipk and isk to . 

To maintain consistency between queries made by ,  keeps the lists: Lj and LS. 
Each item of Lj is (ID, sk, sigk), and each item of Ls is (ID, m, σ). 
Hash: Let hq be the expected number of hash queries. If the query string has been 

queried,  returns the previously queried result to ensure consistency. Otherwise,  
chooses a value uniformly at random from *

p (the result of 1H , 3H ). 
SndToS:  requests for creating a new signer with ID. Let qj be the expected num-

ber of Join/Issue requests from .  chooses a random *i ←{1, …, qj}. There are two 
cases for  to respond: 

Case 1: If the query *i i= ,  lets ( ,sigk v= )u and simulates ’s view by using 
the black-box simulation technique of theorem 1.  stores *( , , ( , ))ID u v⊥ in Lj where 

*ID denotes the identity of this signer, and adds * HSID → . 
Case 2: If the query *i i≠ ,  chooses a random *

pf ← , runs the Join/Issue proto-
col as the signer by interacting with  as the issuer, and obtains

/( ) 1/ ( )( , )f f fsigk g gγ γ+ += .  stores ( , , )ID f sigk  in Lj and adds HSID → .  
Sig: Given a signer’s identity ID, a message m to be signed, a nonce Vn from , 

 responds with a DAA signature σ as follows: 
Case 1: If the identity *ID ID≠ ,  finds the corresponding secret key sk and sign-

ing key sigk associated with ID in Lj, runs the Sign protocol and outputs σ to . Then 
 stores (ID, m, σ) to Ls. 

Case 2: If the identity *ID ID= ,  needs to forge a DAA signature as follows: 

1)  selects a random *
pr ∈ , computes 1 : r x rT v u ⋅= = , 2 : rT u= , 3 : r rT v uγ ⋅= ⋅ =

( )r xu γ+ and sets 2:V T= , 1:W T= . 
2)  picks a nonce (0,1)Mn κ← and ,c Rf ps ∈  , then computes 

: fs cU V W −= ⋅ . 
3)  patches the oracle H3 by setting 3 1 1 2H (H ( || ||T T  3 || ) || || || )V MT n U m n c= . 

If 3 1 1 2 3H (H ( || || || ) || ||VT T T n U m  || )Mn has been queried before,  aborts and out-
puts R {0,1}a′∈ . 

4)  forwards the DAA signature 1 2 3: ( , , , , ,fT T T c sσ =  , )V Mn n to . Then  
stores ( * ,ID m, σ) to LS. 
SIGK: We assume that  has already made the SndToS queries with the identity 

ID, then  responds with the signing key corresponding to ID in Lj. 
SK: If a query is for a signer *ID ID≠ , then  responds with the signer secret key 

corresponding to ID in Lj, removes ID from HS and adds ID in CS. Otherwise,  ab-
orts and outputs R {0,1}a′∈ . 
Ch:  submits a message m and two identities 0 1( , )ID ID . If *

0 1( , )ID ID ID∉ or
0( ,ID 1 ) HSID ∉ , then  aborts and outputs R {0,1}a′∈ . Otherwise,  picks {0,1}b ∈  

such that bID =  *ID , and generates a DAA signature *σ for m by performing the 
following steps: 

1)  picks a random R pr ∈  , computes 1 : rT z= , 2 : rT w= , 3 : r rT z wγ ⋅= ⋅ , and 

sets 2:V T= , 1:W T= ; 
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2) The rest of the signing algorithm is the same as the Case 2 in the Sig oracle. 

3)  sends the resulting *σ to . 

Output. In the end,  outputs {0,1}b′∈ as the guess for b. If b b′= , then  outputs 1, 
which means that xyz u= . Otherwise  outputs 0, which means that R 1z ∈  . 

Now, we evaluate the advantage of the guess of . Let {0,1}a ∈ denote whether 
the input z is a random element in 1  ( 0a = ) or xyu ( 1a = ). Let abort be the event 
that  aborts. Then, we have Pr[ | ] 1 / 2a a′= =abort . We assume that  does not 
abort. If 0a = , i.e., R 1z ∈  , then the challenged signature has no information on x. 
Thus, Pr[ 0 |a′ = ¬ ∧abort 0] 1 / 2a = = . If 1a = , i.e., xyz u= , then  perfectly 
simulates the real and thus  guesses correctly with the advantage ε. Therefore, we 
obtain Pr[ 1 | 1] 1/ 2a a ε′ = ¬ ∧ = = +abort . Putting everything together, we obtain 
the advantage of ’s guess as follows: 

R 1|Pr[ (( , , , ) ( )) 0]   - Pr[ (( , , , ) ( )) 0]|

=|Pr[ 0 | 1]-Pr[ 0 | 0]|

=|1-Pr[ 1| 1]-Pr[ 0 | 0]|

=|1-Pr[ ]Pr[ 1| 1]-  Pr[ ]Pr[ 1| 1]

  -Pr[

x y x y x yu v u w u z z u u v u w u z z

a a a a

a a a a

a a a a

⋅= = ∧ = = = = ∧ ∈ =
′ ′= = = =

′ ′= = = =
′ ′= ∧ = ¬ = ¬ ∧ =abort abort abort abort

a

  

]Pr[ 0 | 0]-  Pr[ ]Pr[ 0 | 0]|

=|1-Pr[ ](1/2+1/2)-Pr[ ]((1/2+ )+1/2)|

=Pr[ ]

a a a a

ε
ε

′ ′= ∧ = ¬ = ¬ ∧ =
¬

¬

bort abort abort abort

abort abort

abort

 

Pr[ ]¬abort denotes the probability that  does not abort. In the signing oracle 
query,  aborts only when the backpatch is failure. The probability that a specific 
signature causes the failure is at most 4/hq p . In SK, as  cannot corrupt all the 
signers, the probability that  does not abort is at least (1 1/ ( 1))jq− − . In the chal-
lenge oracle query,  does not abort in this case if  selects *ID . Thus the probability 
that  does not abort in this case is 1/ jq . To sum up,

4Pr[ ] (1 / ) (1 1/ ( 1))h jq p q¬ ≥ − ⋅ − − ⋅abort  1 / jq . Therefore, assuming  does not 
abort, it has probability at least 4(1 / ) (1 1/hq pε ⋅ − ⋅ − ( 1)) 1/j jq q− ⋅ in solving the 
XDH problem. 

Lemma 2. If the basename is non-empty, our DAA scheme meets user-controlled 
unlinkability under the XDH assumption. 

Proof. The processes of the proof are similar to the above lemma 1. Given a XDH 
problem ( , ,xu v u=  , )yw u z= as input where 1u ∈ , , px y ∈ and either xyz u=
or z is a random element in 1 ,  decides which z was given by interacting with  
as follows. 

Initialization. The step is the same as that of lemma 1.  runs the Setup(1 )κ algo-

rithm, sets Lj and LS empty, and sends ipk and isk to . 

Hash-2: Let hq′ be the expected number of unique H2 queries.  chooses a random 
*i ←{1, …, hq′ }. If the basename bsn has been queried before,  returns the pre-

viously queried result on bsn to ensure consistency. Otherwise, if bsn is the *i unique 
query on H2,  chooses a random *

pr ← and sets 2H ( ) : rbsn w= . For rest of the 
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queries,  chooses a random *
pr ←  and sets 2H ( ) : rbsn u= . We use *bsn to de-

note the *i  unique query. 
Hash: Let hq be the expected number of hash queries of H1 and H3. If the query 

string str has been queried,  returns the previously queried result to ensure consis-
tency. Otherwise,  chooses a random uniformly at random from *

p (the result of 
1H , 3H ). 
SndToS:  requests for creating a new signer with ID. Let qj be the expected num-

ber of joining requests from . There are two cases for  to respond: 
Case 1: If the query *i i= ,  lets ( , )ssigk D D= where *

R 1 R, pD s∈ ∈   and 
simulates ’s view by using the black-box simulation technique of theorem 1.  
stores *( , ,ID ⊥  ( , ))sD D  in Lj where *ID denotes the identity of this signer, and 
adds * HSID → . 

Case 2: If the query *i i≠ ,  chooses a random *
pf ← , runs the Join/Issue pro-

tocol as the signer by interacting with  as the issuer, and obtains
/( ) 1/ ( )( , )f f fsigk g gγ γ+ += .  stores ( , , )ID f sigk  in Lj and adds HSID → .  

Sig: Given a signer’s identity ID, a message m to be signed, a nonce Vn from , 
a basename bsn,  responds with a DAA signature σ as follows: 

Case 1: If the identity *ID ID≠ ,  finds the corresponding secret key sk and sign-
ing key sigk associated with ID in Lj, runs the Sign protocol and outputs σ to . Then 
 stores (ID, m, σ, bsn) in LS. 

Case 2: If the identity *ID ID= ,  needs to forge a DAA signature as follows: 
1) If *bsn bsn= ,  aborts and outputs R {0,1}a′∈ . Otherwise,  researches the 

log of H2 queries and retrieves r  where 2H ( ) : rbsn u= .  sets : rJ u=  and 
: rK v= . 
2)  chooses a random pt ←  , computes 1 : ( )s tT D ⋅= , 2 : tT D= , 

( )
3 : t sT D γ+= . 

3) computes 0 1 2H ( || || || )t J K T Tα=  and 1 H (t β=  1 2|| || || )J K T T , and 
sets 0 1

2: t tV T J= ⋅ , 0 1
1: t tW T K= ⋅ . 

4)  picks a nonce (0,1)Mn κ← and R, f pc s ∈  , then computes 
: fs cU V W −= ⋅ . 
5)  patches the oracle H3 by setting 3 1 1H (H ( ||T  

2 3|| || || ) || || || || )V MT T n bsn K U m n c= . If 3 1 1 2H (H ( || ||T T  
3 || || ) || || || || )V MT n bsn K U m n has been queried before,  aborts and outputs

R {0,1}a′∈ . 
6)  forwards the signature 1 2 3: ( , , , , , ,fT T T K c sσ =  , )V Mn n  to .  stores 

( * ,ID m, σ, bsn) in LS. 
SIGK: We assume that  has already made the SndToS queries with the identity 

ID, then  responds with the signing key corresponding to ID in Lj. 
SK: If a query is for a signer *ID ID≠ , then  responds with the signer secret key 

corresponding to ID in Lj, removes ID from HS and adds ID in CS. Otherwise,  ab-
orts and outputs R {0,1}a′∈ . 
Ch:  outputs a message m, a basename bsn and two identities 0 1( , )ID ID . If 

*bsn bsn≠  or *
0 1( , )ID ID ID∉  or 0 1( , )ID ID  HU∉ , then  aborts and outputs

R {0,1}a′∈ . Otherwise,  picks {0,1}b ∈ such that *
bID ID= , and generates a DAA 

signature *σ for m by performing the following steps: 
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1)  searches the log of H1 queries and retrieves r  where 2H ( ) : rbsn w= .  sets
:J = rw and : ;rK z=  
2) The rest of the signing algorithm is the same as the Case 2 in the Sig oracle; 
3)  sends the resulting to *σ . 

Output. In the end,  outputs {0,1}b′∈ as the guess for b. If b b′= , then  outputs 
1, which means that xyz u= . Otherwise  outputs 0, which means that R 1z ∈  . 

The evaluation of advantage of the guess of  is the same as that of lemma 1. In 
the signing oracle query,  aborts when the backpatch is failure and *bsn bsn= . The 
probability is at most 6/h hq p q′⋅ . In SK, as  cannot corrupt all the signers, the 
probability that  does not abort is at least (1 1/ ( 1))jq− − . In the challenge oracle 
query,  does not abort in this case if  selects *ID and *bsn . Thus the probability that 
 does not abort in this case is 1/ j hq q′⋅ . To sum up,

6Pr[ ] (1 / ) (1h hq p q′¬ ≥ − ⋅ ⋅ −abort  1 / ( 1)) 1/j j hq q q′− ⋅ ⋅ . Therefore, assuming  does 
not abort, it has probability at least 6(1 / ) (1 1/ ( 1)) 1/h h j j hq p q q q qε ′ ′⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅  in 
solving the XDH problem. 
Theorem 4. Under the q-SDH assumption, our DAA scheme is user-controlled trace-
able. More specifically, if there is an adversary  that succeeds with a non-negligible 
probability to break the user-controlled traceability game, then there is a simulator  
running in polynomial-time that solves the q-SDH problem with a non-negligible 
probability. 

Proof. In this proof, we show how to construct a simulator  that solves the q-SDH 
problem by interacting with  that succeeds with a non-negligible probability to 
break the user-controlled traceability game. We use a technique from Boneh and 
Boyen[28] that, given 

2

1 1( , ,g gγ γ  1 2 Bilinear, , , )
q

g g parγ γ , one more SDH instance 
*1/( )

1( ,xg γ +  * )x can be transformed into a solution to the q-SDH problem. We now 
describe how  interacts with  as follows: 
Initialization.  is given the above q-SDH problem parameters, and generates the 
issuer public key as follows: Assuming that  will query the oracle SndToI with q-1 
distinct values *

1 1, q px x − ∈  , 1, , 1{ }i i qX x = −=  . chooses *, , pa b θ ← and com-
putes ( )

1 1
fg gθ γ⋅′ = where ( ) (f bγ γ= +  1

1) ( )q
i ia xγ−
=⋅∏ + .  sets the issuer public key 

1( ,ipk =   2 1 2 1 2 3 2, , , , , ,H ,H ,H ,H ,H , )T p e g g gγ
α β′   and sends ipk to . 

Hash: If the query string has been queried,  returns the previously queried result 
to ensure consistency. Otherwise,  chooses a value uniformly at random from *

p
(the result of 1H , 3H ) or 1 (the result of 2H ) or {0,1}L (the result of Hα , Hβ ). 
AddU: Given a new signer with ID from ’s query.  can freely choose a value 

from the set X as the signer secret key sk and removes the selected value from the set 
X.  generates the signing key ( ) ( )

1 1( , )i i ix f f
isigk g gθ γ θ γ⋅ ⋅ ⋅= =  /( ) 1/( )

1 1( , )i i ix x xg gγ γ+ +′ ′ where
1,( ) ( ) / ( ) q

i i j j if f xγ γ γ = ≠= + = ∏  ( )jxγ + , stores ( ,ID  , )i ix sigk in Lj and adds
HSID → . At one point,  selects one query and sets sk a= and signing key 

( ) ( )
1 1( , )a b f b fsigk g gθ γ θ γ′ ′⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅= where ( )f γ′ = 1

1 ( )q
i ixγ−
=∏ + , stores *( , , )ID sk sigk in Lj 

and adds *ID to HS.  
SndToI:  requests for creating a new signer with ID and ix X∈ .  runs the 

Join/Issue protocol as the issuer by interacting with  as the signer, and generates the 
signing key ( ) ( )

1 1( , )i i ix f f
isigk g gθ γ θ γ⋅ ⋅ ⋅= as before.  stores ( , , )i iID x sigk  in Lj and 

adds ID to CS.  
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SK: If a query is for a signer with ID , then  responds with the signer secret key 
corresponding to ID in Lj and moves ID from HS to CS.  
Output. Finally,  outputs a signer with ID, a message m, a basename bsn and a 
DAA signature σ. There are two cases as defined by the user-controlled-traceability in 
section 2.2: 

Case 1: If σ can be successfully verified, i.e., Verify( , , ,ipk m σ  
RL, ) 1 CS,bsn ID= ∧ ∉  can rewind  to extract the underlying signer secret key

* *sk x= and signing key * / ( )
1( ,x xsigk g γ +′=  1/( )

1 )xg γ +′  by making use of the forking 
lemma[29]. 

a).If * *
1, , 1 1 1{ , } { ,..., , }i i q qx x a sigk sigk sigk sigk= − −∉ ∧ ∉ , can compute 

* *1/ ( ) ( ) / ( )
1 1

x f xg gγ θ γ γ+ ⋅ +′ = =   
*( /( ) ( ))

1
b C x ug θ γ γ⋅ ⋅ + + where 1

0( ) q
i iu cγ −
==  ⋅ iγ  for 

0 1, , q pc c − ∈   and pC ∈  is a constant.  generates a SDH instance as follows: 
*1/( ) 1/ 1 1/ 1/( )

1 0 1 1(( ) ( ) )
i

ix b q c C x
iD g g gγ θ γ γ+ ⋅ − − +
=′= ⋅∏ = . 

b).If * *
1, , 1{ , }i i qx x a sigk sigk= −∉ ∧ = ,i.e.,

*1/ ( )
1

b xg g γ +′ ′= ,  can use the same me-
thod as the case a) to generate a SDH instance

*1/ ( ) *
1( , )xg xγ + . 

Case 2. If bsn ≠⊥ ,  wins in this case if there exists another signature σ ′  for 
m′ by the same signer using the same basename bsn that 
Link( , , , , , ) 0ipk m m bsnσ σ′ ′ = . Since the same bsn is used, J J ′= . However, two 
signatures are unlinkable, thus K K ′≠ . This means  managed to create different sk 
and sigk for the same signer.  can use the same method as Case 1-a) to extract a 
different sigk or as Case 1-b) to extract an expected sigk, thus obtain an extra SDH 
pair.  can also solve the q-SDH problem in this case. 

In either of the above two cases,  can solve the q-SDH problem with a non-
negligible probability if  can wins the game with a non-negligible probability. 

6.2 Performance 

In this section, we compare our DAA scheme with the existing DAA schemes in the 
signature length and the computational cost. At the beginning of the performance 
comparison of each scheme, we need to define the security parameters of different 
DAA schemes [4, 14, 17, 20, 21, 31] at the 128-bit security level. 

The security parameters are defined as follows: 1) Bilinear groups. Our scheme 
makes use of the efficient BN elliptic curve algorithm [30], where the length of prime 
p is 255bitspl = at the 128-bit security level. According to this, the length of element 
in 1 is 256 bits, and in T  is 3072 bits, and the resulting length of the hash function 
is H 255.l =  2) RSA groups. At the 128-bit security, 2048nl =  and 208lρ = . The 
corresponding lengths of parameters in [4] are 368el = , 120el ′ = , 2536vl = and 

H 160l =  respectively. 
For the computational cost: 1) For the ECC-based DAA schemes, we denote the cost 

of single-exponentiation and multi-exponentiation in 1 2, , T    as G ( 1,2, )m
i i T=  

respectively where for single-exponentiation 1m = , otherwise, 1m > . In additions, we 
let ( )G i L  denote the cost of an exponentiation in the group i with the size of the expo-
nent being L. Using BN elliptic curve [15], the computational cost in T is more than 
13 times than that in 1 , and the computational cost in 2 is more than 3 times than 
that in 1 . In addition, we denote exponentiation computation of single pairing as P , 
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and let Pm denote the cost of a batch pairing verification of m pairings, as described in 
[18, 32]. Obviously, the computational cost of pairing is much more than that in the 
groups. 2) For the RSA-based DAA schemes, as above, we denote the computation of 
single-exponentiation and multi-exponentiation in ,N ρ  as Gm

i ( , )i N ρ= respective-
ly. Note that the cost of the exponent computation in the group N  is almost the same 
as that in the group T , see [15]. Besides, we denote the number of the entries in the 
rogue list RL as n . 

Note that the computational cost of Join/Issue protocol is not compared in this pa-
per, due to that the number of the executed Join/Issue protocol is much less than that 
of the Sign protocol. From the table 1, we can see that our scheme has lower compu-
tational cost than the existing DAA schemes. In the signing phase, for the TPM, when 
linkability is not requested (i.e., bsn =⊥ ) our scheme needs to perform only one expo-
nentiation and when linkability is requested (i.e., bsn ≠⊥ ) it needs to compute just 
two exponentiations. We let 1 11G / 2G denote the cost of this computation; For the 
host, our scheme needs to compute only three exponentiations (unlinkability) or near-
ly four exponentitions (linkability) in Sign protocol. We use 2

1 1 1( )3G / 3G 1G L+  
( pL l< ) to denote the cost of this computation. And compared with other DAA 
schemes in the computational cost aspect of the verification algorithm, our scheme is 
also better, due to our scheme only needs one pairing equation. 

At the length aspect of DAA signature, from the table 1 we can observe that the 
signature length in our scheme is the minimum. When it does not request linkability, 
the signature length is just 1278 bits, and when it requests linkability, the signature 
length is just 1534 bits. 

Table 1. The Comparisons between our DAA scheme and other DAA schemes in 
Computational Cost and Signature Length 

 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have introduced the security model that contains two security no-
tions for DAA, namely user-controlled anonymity and user-controlled traceability. 
And then by making use of 2PC protocol and complexity assumptions, we have also 
presented a new approach to construct a DAA scheme, which requires lower compu-
tational cost and less length of signature than other existing DAA schemes. Finally, 
we have proved the security of the new DAA scheme under the security notions. 
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Abstract. In order to support new network architectures, Openflow im-
plements flows forwarding based on multiple tables via pipelines, which
increases the difficulty of the implementation. With the advent of multi-
core CPU, a software defined data plane, LabelCast, is proposed, which
characterizes the ability of forwarding operations and processing ser-
vices through the Label table and Cast table. Forwarding layer lookups
based on fixed-length labels and schedules packets processing, including
light-semantics action instructions of general process, which is easy to
be realized and is denoted by the Label table, and protocol semantics
or status-related service of special process, which could be enriched via
opening resources within network devices and is arranged by the Cast
table. LabelCast supplies a reliable and programmable data plane, and
could load multiple network architectures, so as to facilitate Internet
innovation.

Keywords: Processing in networks, network experiments, Labelcast.

1 Introduction

To promote network evolution, Stanford proposed Openflow protocol[1]. Open-
flow abstracts data-plane of networks, makes the control-plane programmable,
and supports isolating experiment traffic from production traffic, which offers
a powerful support for a new network protocol to be experimented in a real
network environment. Openflow makes a compromise between academia and in-
dustry by abstracting the data-plane and opening the interface, so that it allows
researchers to develop new protocols based on the unified interface. Openflow
has been the de facto abstract layer of data-plane in the SDN (Software Defined
Network)[2], and being applied to the WAN, like traffic optimization in Google’s
global data center and infrastructure construction of Internet2 etc.

Satisfying the vendor’s demand for device closure and user’s demand for
isolation of packets promoted Openflow, which also placed restrictions on the
Openflow’s support for new network architectures. There are some network ar-
chitectures which cannot run well based on the Openflow, especially which needs
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to deal with packets one by one, like NDN[3] etc. Openflow provides two ways
to deal with packets one by one. One way is sending packets to Openflow con-
troller, which poses a great burden on Openflow controller and is also contrary to
the architecture of separation between data-plane and control-plane. The other
way is sending packets to intelligent data processing platform, which directly
connects with Openflow switches. Due to the need of vendors for device clo-
sure emphasized by Openflow, it just provides the data-plane abstract but hides
the implementation details in data-plane. It is not conducive for researchers to
extend Openflow dataplane function to support per-packet processing.

In order to support the packet-by-packet processing of network architectures
such as NDN and etc., researchers use programmable hardware to extend the
network forwarding-plane like NetFGPA[4], NetMagic and etc., build a soft-
ware virtual router[5][6] based on general multicore processors[7][8] and deploy
Middleboxes[9][10] in networks so as to enable more functions of in-network
processing. Processing in networks provides an efficient implementation of in-
novative network functions, but the lack of a unified abstraction and control
interface is not conducive to the development and deployment of new network
protocols. We further enhance the scalability of the network equipment to sup-
port new network architectures by lending the vendor’s need toward the device
closure of the resources, which lets device vendors provide intelligence processing
resources and development interface based on the network equipment resources.
At the same time, the isolation of experimental traffic and production traffic in
Openflow is a kind of scheduling based on packet options, which is unable to
meet the demand of dealing with special message options in new network archi-
tectures. We directly distinguish network architectures by labels, which simplify
packets classification and forwarding. Inspired by opening resources and unified
labels, we propose a software defined data-plane named LabelCast. LabelCast
identify network architectures with labels at the protocol level, while only mak-
ing abstraction for the ability of computing, storage and forwarding of network
devices, so that could support new network architectures.

In Labelcast, by dividing the data plane of the network into fast forwarding
plane and intelligence service plane based on semantics of processing in net-
works, and Label tables and Cast tables are proposed to abstract forwarding
resources and the computation and storage resources separately. LabeCast has
the following advantage: (1) Simplifying hardware implementation of forwarding
lookup based on fixed-length labels, (2) Enabling multiple user-defined applica-
tions running concurrently controlled by multiple Cast tables, (3) Achieving the
application isolation leveraging the extensible resource container, (4) Loading
multiple network architectures via LabelCast abstraction layer.

The structure of the paper is showed as follows, section 2 introduces the
evolution of network architectures, section 3 proposes a software defined data
plane, LabelCast, and the key mechanisms, such as the mapping and allocation
of labels, service atoms, section 4 provides the application of LabelCast, section
5 is the testing and analysis of the performance of the prototype, and the last
section is the conclusion of the work.
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2 Related Works

Openflow utilizes the three tuple <Matching, Instructions, Statistics> to denote
the abstraction layer of network forwarding. In the evolution progress, the match-
ing field extended from 12-tuples of Ethernet, IP and TCP in Openflow specifi-
cation 1.0 to 15-tuples in Openflow specification 1.1, and from fixed length rules
to the variable-length matching field based on TLV <Type, Length, Values> in
Openflow specification 1.2. The complexity processing of matching implemented
in Openflow switches try to support new network architectures. However, just
enlarging the matching field would increase the difficulty of the implementation
and could not satisfy unknown network protocols. The processing of Openflow
extends from one stage process to multiple stage pipelines in order to solve the
combination blast of multiple tables, which would increase the complexity of
mapping the special processing of the content-centric or service-centric network
architectures to the multiple pipelines of Openflow. The functions of Openflow
switches are continuing to develop, but they are limited to the processing of
packet basic options, such as modification and replacement, and still could not
support the requirements of new network applications, such as data cache.

To solve the complexity of the implementation of Openflow multi-stage
flow tables, based on current router functions of forwarding and controlling,
Openflow+[15] made an extension of Openflow on the aspects of the interface
between the forwarding and controlling layers and flow tables, and then pro-
posed the presentation of openflow rules based on TLV and the mechanism of
the mapping Openflow flow tables to ACL and FIB of routers. The scheme pro-
vides a simple method to implement Openflow on commodity routers, simplify
the implementation of Openflow and enhance the deployment of Openflow.

Juniper enlarges the forwarding layer by customization services, and then
proposes the service layer[16]. By integrating computing and storing resource
with network elements Juniper service layer provides the platform and SDK for
services from the third-party, which could support multiple services of network
managements and has good scalability. Due to the capability of SDK Juniper
service layer runs services mainly including network management, which could
not support packets processing in depth in the key data path. On the other hand,
Juniper service layer only admits authorized partners developing new network
applications on their platform, which lacks of openness.

Middleboxes[11] provide a novel method of patching to add new functions to
Internet, which could implement general packet forwarding and advanced packet
processing, such as NAT, firewall, proxy, IDS, etc., in order to enhance the
ability and security of Internet. On the other hand, the widespread deployment
of middleboxes and other network appliances has primarily resulted in some
challenges and criticism due to poor interaction with higher layer protocols.

Middleboxes also brought a lot of problems, which utilize the method of redi-
recting or DNS mechanism for targeting network traffic to Middleboxes. The
method would increase the complexity of the network control, and add packet
processing delay. On the other hand, Middleboxes are short of scalability, which
could not meet the requirements of high-performance flows processing, and lacks
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of programmability, which could not support the new network protocol experi-
ments, only act as the rapid deployment of mature network protocols.

Future Internet, such as XIA[12], NDN[13], Nebula[14], proposes different for-
warding layer of networks. NDN abstracts the forwarding layer by the content
store table(CS), the pending interest table(PIT) and the forwarding informa-
tion table(FIB). CS provides the index of data storing, PIT records the pending
interest packets to eliminate redundancy requests and the interest packets are
forwarded according to FIB. Forwarding layer of NDN implements packets for-
warding and supports data storing, which could not be implemented on Open-
flow switches. XIA adopts directed-graph to identify the path between the source
and destination nodes, in which all elements are identifiers of entities (e.g., ad-
dresses, identifiers of services, identifiers of contents). The target contents could
be retrieved at intermediate nodes of XIA when the present of the fallback path
in the directed graph, which could support the end-to-end and non-end-to-end
communication model and could not be realized in Openflow.

3 LabelCast: Software Defined Data Plane

With the development of microprocessors, the performance of CPU upgrades
continuously and could implement more and more complexity processing in net-
works. At the same time, in the evolution of next generation architectures some
new architectures are proposed, which requires high performance and more flex-
ibility of network elements. To resolve the problem and extend the functions of
forwarding layer of network platforms, a software defined data plane, LabelCast,
is proposed based on network devices with multi-core processor.

(a)Openflow Model (b)LabelCast Model

Fig. 1. Openflow vs. LabelCast

In LabelCast, services are running on the computing and storing resources
within network elements to implement protocol-related special processing in data
path, which could be added easily according to the requirements of new network
experiments compared with mapping the special processing of new network pro-
tocols to multiple pipelines of Openflow, as illustrated in Fig.1(a), and could run
concurrently via utilizing the parallelism of multicore processors, as illustrated
in Fig.1(b). Logical central controller of Labelcast provides the running plat-
form for network application controllers, maps the network protocols to labels
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and provides unified configuration interface of forwarding layer to support the
designing and testing of new network experiments in future.

3.1 Labelcast Scheme

The abstraction layer of LabelCast provides five tuples <Label, Instructions,
Service, Status, Restrictions> as a unified and simple management interface for
LabelCast controller, which abstracts the forwarding operations and process-
ing services of the forwarding layer. In rules the label field includes label value
and options, which is the complementary of labels and indicates the method
or precondition of packet processing. The instruction field indicates forwarding
operations(e.g., lookup and modification of the base options of packets). The
service field indicates the functions of processing packets including the sequence
of service atoms(e.g., matching and modification of any packet fields, storing and
loading data).

a) Instructions : Modifying basic options of packets, and controlling packet
in/out( forwarding operations) in the fast forwarding plane.

b) Services : The network protocols semantics or status-related special process-
ing functions in the intelligence service plane based on the computing and
storage resources within network devices. Services abstract the characterizes
of computing and storage resources and supply the development library for
users to design applications, which is denoted by atomService, atomService
= app (compResource, storeResource, pkt).

LabelCast utilizes Label table and Cast table to describe and manage packet
forwarding operations and services of packets processing based on the computing
and storage resources within network nodes.

c) Label Table: Indicates the index of packets forwarding instructions or process-
ing services on the forwarding plane, the entry contains the label and option
domain, the action command domain and service index ID field, which is
denoted by <Labels, Instructions, ServiceID>.

d) Cast Table: Indicates the forwarding plane services handling packet deeply,
the entry contains the service domain, the state domain and resource con-
straints domain, which is denoted by <Services, Status, Restrictions>.

After forwarding operations based on the Label table, packets could be redirected
to the target Cast table to be further processed based on protocols and status
of networks. Unlike Openflow model of pipeline, Labelcast adopts parallel pro-
cessing model controlled by multiple Cast tables, which could utilize the ability
of multi-core processors and exhibit the simplicity of run-to-completion model.
Labelcast controller manipulates the behavior of forwarding layer by configuring
the label table and the cast table with the rules.

In the rules, the label field is described by OLV <Offset, Length, Value>.
The offset field is the offset of the fixed-length labels in packets. OLV could
increase the flexibility of rules exchanged between the Labelcast controller and
the forwarding layer of network devices.
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3.2 Label Table

The label table includes labels, instructions and services. The matching field is
labels of packets, and the instruction field indicates packets forwarding actions,
and the service field indicates the index of the method to process packets.

Labels are allocated by the LabelCast controller. The first packet of flows are
sent to LabelCast controller due to missing against the Label table. Labelcast
controller analyzes the packet and dispatches it to the target network applica-
tion, which registers to process the protocol type of the packet. The network
application allocates the label from the subspace of labels and assigns the label
to the flow, and make the process policy for the flow. Based on the label and
the policy the Labelcast controller generates rules of Label table, and notify
the rules to the upstream and downstream nodes, as illustrated in Fig.2. At the
same time, the Labelcast controller notify the label to the source node of the
flow. After the configuration, the host sends the following packets of the flow
with the label, which are marked by the Labelcast adapter of hosts.

Fig. 2. Label Allocation and Distribution

In the forwarding layer lookup of the fixed-length labels of packets against
the label table gets the method of packet processing, such as action instructions
of light semantics or pointing to service atoms. The forwarding plane packet
processing is usually implemented by multi-stage processing, including simple
packet option modifications, such as TTL minus 1, look-up and output, as well
as label replacement. Multi-stage processing are decomposed into the flow pro-
cessing in the coarse-grained, firstly light semantics-related modifying options
and matching against rules, then the semantics-related packet processing, and
finally the light semantic output control. In Labelcast, modifying basic options
and output control of packet forwarding are denoted by instructions and imple-
mented by forwarding hardware, intermediate stage of packet processing as a
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network service based on the computing and storage resources. The instruction
is constituted by a number of basic actions, such as output and drop action,
which implement stateless packet forwarding operations.

3.3 Cast Table

Services are the sequence of service atoms and are scheduled by the Cast ta-
ble. Labelcast could extend the service based on the resource of computing and
storage. With the repaid increase of processors performance and memory capac-
ity, network nodes has a strong ability of computing and storing in addition to
the general forwarding hardware, which could provide the running platform for
service to implement network protocol semantics and status-related services of
packets processing in depth in the key data path.

Service atoms are implemented through application programs running on the
platform, and provide advance functions related to network protocols, such as
modification or replacement of any packet fields, forwarding based on rules and
storing and loading of data. On the other hand, service atoms could modify the
content of rules in forwarding layer, which could impact the process of subsequent
packets, and could assimilate packets and produce new packets. Service atoms
are developed by network vendors and could be extended by upgrading programs.

a) Buffer primitives : The allocation operation of the shared buffer or dedicated
buffer memory for applications, which are denoted by bufferAlloc, atom-
Service = bufferAlloc (restrictions) to abstract the allocation operation of
storage resources required by the service applications.

b) Threading primitives : The operations for the creation of threads, which are
denoted by createThd, atomService = createThd (restrictions) to abstract
the allocation operation of computing resources applied by services.

c) Registeration primitives : The operation of adding user-defined function to
a thread, which are denoted by registerFun, atomService = registerFun to
dynamically load service functions.

Packets process involving a variety of services, for example, IP over MPLS pro-
cess includes the options-specific modification of packets, in stack and out stack
operations of labels, and the output control operations. Multiple service primitive
perform in order, which constitutes a processing service, and pass the interme-
diate processing results through Metadata, which recorded in the state field of
the Cast table entries, to implement more complex processing in networks.

Service atoms are application programs based on the computing and stor-
age resources within network elements and implement protocol-related packet
processing in depth on the key data path. Service atoms could be upgraded
to implement new services and to support new network protocol-related packet
processing, which could avoid the complex upgrade of hardware of forwarding
layer and increase the flexibility of Labelcast. At the same time, network re-
searchers could design new services of packet processing through reconfiguring
the sequence of service and developing new service atoms, which could support
new network architectures, based on opening resources within network devices.
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3.4 LabelCast Processing

The Labelcast rules of five tuples include the restriction field of resources, which
indicates the resources that network applications could use. Each LabelCast node
allocates computing resource, storage and network bandwidth to network appli-
cations based on the LabelCast rules issued by LabelCast controller, which real-
ize the resources sharing between network experiments. LabelCast nodes adopt
eXtensible Linux Container to manage resources and allocate computing time,
storage size and network bandwidth to the container based on the restriction
field of rules, which provides the dedicated resources for network applications.

Fig. 3. Processing Model of Labelcast

The network application registers the network protocol of packets to the La-
belcast controller firstly, and the Labelcast controller allocates the subspace of
the label space to the application, as illustrated in Fig.3. When packets arrived
at the Labelcast node, the Label table are lookup against the label in Labelcast
options of packets. The first packet of flows with default label could be sent to
the Labelcast controller due to unmatching against the Label table. The Label-
cast controller dispatched the packet to the network application, which register
the network protocol type. The network application allocates the label from the
subspace and assigns the label to the flow, and make the process policy for the
flow. Based on the label and the policy the Labelcast controller generates rules
and configure the Label table and Cast table, and then notify the rules to the
upstream and downstream nodes. At the same time, the Labelcast controller
notify the label to the source node of the flow. After the configuration, the host
send the following packets of the flow with the label, which are marked by the
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Labelcast adapter of hosts. The following packets match the Label table and are
modified according to the instructions, and then are forwarded to the Cast table
and are processed by the target service.

4 NDN Based on Labelcast

We design NDN based on Labelcast, which demonstrate that processing in net-
works could be developed based on the software defined data plane efficiently.

For NDN, the prefixes of structural names are mapped to the fixed length
label, so the interest packets for different chunks of the same content are assigned
the same label, and are processed by the same method, which implements the
aggregation of interest packets with the same names. Labelcast controller notify
hosts the label, which would be inserted in the following interest packets for the
content. Hosts requesting the same content behave alike, so they are assigned
the same label, which could increase the characteristic of the flow and utilize the
cache of data efficiently.

NDN controller running on Labelcast controller computes the path of interest
packets, for simple, ingress data packet and egress interest packet are assigned
the same label, which make data packets returning as the original path. Labelcast
controller uses the label and the service of storing provided by the forwarding
plane to configure Label table, and configure the policy of storage, which deter-
mines whether storing the data or not, and determines interest packet accessing
data cache or not.

Label Instru.    ServID

L12 - NId1

L13        - NId2

Service Status     Restrict.

Ld/Re(L13) {s0,s1}       -

/parc.com/videos/WidgetA.mpg/s2   a

/parc.com/videos/WidgetA.mpg b

Prefix                                                Port

Prefix                                           Port

/parc.com/videos/WidgetA.mpg/s0  index1

Name                                                Dat

FIB

PIT

CS

Cast

Label

St,Re(L12)  {s2,s3}       -

/parc.com/videos/WidgetA.mpg/s1  index2

/parc.com/videos/WidgetA.mpg/s3   a

Fig. 4. Rules mapping between Labelcast and NDN

In NDN network, interest packets are forwarded based on FIB, while data
packets are forwarded by PIT, which is generated according to the ingress port of
interest packets. The lookup in NDN is longest prefixes matching, the publisher
registers the name of content, and maintains the content on source nodes. In
LabelCast, when interest packets arrive, the result of lookup based on the fixed-
length labels indicates actions instructions of the general processing of the base
options or services to process packets according to the name. Services update the
status of storing by adding chunk number to the member set of labels and ports,
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which is implemented by Bloomfilter[17]. When data packets arrive, services
modify labels, choose the output port, and delete the chunk number from the
member set of labels and ports. The Label table and the Cast table implement
the forwarding of interest packets and the generation of data packets together,
which correspond the functions of PIT and CS in NDN, as illustrated in Fig.4.

5 Prototype of LabelCast

5.1 Implementation of the Prototype

Based on the general-purpose multi-core processor FT1000 and Network Pro-
cessing Engine, NPE, we implement a prototype system to support LabelCast.
The Label table is implemented in NPE to schedule packet forwarding operations
and packet output control instructions in data plane. While taking the advan-
tage of the computing and storage resources within FT1000 connected through
the system bus PCI-E, we design the Cast table to implement a protocol and
status related packet processing services.

In the prototype system, the eXtended Linux container, XLC, is designed to
implement the virtualization and allocation of computing and storage resources,
which simplify the development of user-defined services. Based on a scalable
resource container, researchers could design and implement the custom packet
forwarding and processing services, and in the development of services the appli-
cation could call the system components and libraries provided by the Labelcast
prototype system to accelerate applications development.

5.2 PacketDirect IO Performance

Labelcast data plane provides the basic operations of packet forwarding and
services of packets processing. Basic forwarding operations in data plane are im-
plemented in NPE, to provide the light semantics actions of general packet pro-
cessing, including look-up table, modifying the basic packet options and output
control. Packets processing are implemented by the services running on FT1000
being tightly coupled with the NPE, to implement network protocol semantics
or the state-related deep packet processing services in data path, such as the
replacement of specific fields of packets, packets caching and the calculation of
route based on the matrix of the network layer reaching information. Therefore,
in the prototype system the system bus between NPE and FT1000 becomes the
key to improve the system performance.

In the design and implementation of the prototype system, an efficient Packet-
Direct mechanism was designed and implemented to improve system throughput
of the transport mechanism between NPE and FT1000. In experiments network
tester transmitting packets to NPE via two 10Gbps ports, testing the Pack-
etDirect IO performance of the prototype in the case of different number of
threads and packets size, the results are shown in Fig.5. With the number of
forwarding threads increasing, the performance of processing has a certain up-
grade under different packets size; 1 thread implements line-rate forwarding of
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1024-byte packets, 3 threads arrive at the line-rate forwarding of 512 bytes pack-
ets, 4 threads reach the highest forwarding rate, the maximum bandwidth of the
tester’s ports, 20Gbps, for 256 bytes packets. 64 bytes packets forwarding rate
is relatively high, because in the case of the same internal packet buffer size,
the number of cached small packets is relatively high. For the system through-
put, under the same number of threads the larger packet size is, the higher the
throughput is, for the system throughput is proportional to the length of the
packet under the same packet forwarding rate. For the packet size of 1024 bytes
single-thread could achieve the maximum rate of the tester, and for other packets
sizes as the increasing of the number of threads (processing power), the system
throughput increases. The results show that the PacketDirect mechanism of the
prototype meets the performance requirements of the system throughput.
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Fig. 5. PacketDirect IO Performance of Prototype

6 Conclusion

Labelcast provides and abstracts computing and storing resource within net-
work devices for researches, and support running user-defined service based on
extensible resource container, which provides a reliable and programmable data
plane and support new network architectures. By dividing the data plane of the
network into fast forwarding plane and intelligence service plane based on se-
mantics of processing in networks, Label tables and Cast tables are proposed to
abstract forwarding resources and the computation and storage resources sepa-
rately. Action instructions based on fixed-length labels in Labelcast is easily to
be implemented in hardware and service atoms of special processing could be
dynamically extended compared with Openflow. NDN are designed on the NPE
platform with Labelcast model, which support a large scale of parallel requests
on the same content and packet by packet processing. The implementation of
the prototype promotes the evolution of network architectures.
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Abstract. Nowadays, malware, especially for a botnet, heavily employs net-
work communication to accomplish predefined malicious functionalities. The 
network behavior of malware attracts attention of researchers. However, the 
network traffic used for network-based signatures generation and botnet detec-
tion is captured passively from an execution environment, that there are several 
limitations. In this paper, we present a network behavior mining approach based 
on binary analysis, named NBSBA. Our goal is to accurately understand the 
network behavior of malware in details, capture the packets the malware sample 
under analysis launched as soon as possible, and extract network behavior of 
malware as completely as possible. We firstly give a network behavior specifi-
cation and then describe the NBSBA. And we implement a prototype system to 
evaluate the NBSBA. The experiment demonstrates that our approach is  
efficient. 

Keywords: Network Behavior, Binary Analysis, Malware. 

1 Introduction 

Malware is a generic term to denote all kinds of unwanted software that fulfills the 
deliberately harmful intent of attackers, such as computer virus, worms, Trojan horse, 
bot, etc. Malware is used by attackers to attack network infrastructure, steal important 
information and spam emails, that it is the main security threat of internet[1]. Nowa-
days, malware heavily employs network communication to accomplish predefined 
functionalities[2]. 

Remote Control is a dominating characteristic of malware. A representative process 
of a network attack activity performed by a malware sample like a bot is as following. 
Firstly, DNS-request packets are delivered for IP addresses, such as the IP address of a 
C&C server, a server for update of malicious executable, a spam email server, the bot 
agents for malicious purpose, etc., and then connections to those IP addresses are 
launched based on predefined protocols. Secondly, the malware sample will attack a 
target according to commands received from the C&C server. The attacking activities 
include collecting information of the victim, scanning the hosts in the victim’s local 
area network, launching DDoS, pulling a spam template, etc. Finally, the malware 
sample may kill itself if the attacker asks for. Most of malicious functionalities of a 
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malware sample are accomplished with the support of network communication. For 
those reason, to master network behavior of malware is very important for security 
analysts to malware detection. 

The network behavior of malware can be classified into four categories according to 
their functionalities. The first one is scanning and propagating, it is means that an in-
fected computer scans hosts in its local area network to propagate itself by exploiting 
vulnerabilities. The second one is DNS activities to locate the C&C server. The third 
one is interactive activities between a malware and its C&C server to get a command 
and return its results. The fourth one is the attacking activities, including DDoS, send-
ing spam emails and phishing web pages. 

The communications are obfuscated usually. For example, the Command and Con-
trol communication for a malware, especially for a bot, is crucial important to maintain 
the malicious network, so that it is necessary to hide the location of the C&C server. 
Malware makes use of domain-flux and ip-flux usually to protect the 
communication[3], which generate randomly many domains algorithmically and only 
registers several ones during a time interval. Those stealth methods make a great ob-
stacle for reverse engineering of malware. 

The existing researches on network behavior of malware mainly focus on the net-
work traffic. The automatically signature generation techniques[4, 5] are used to ex-
tract signatures from labeled malicious traffic with statistical and machine learning for 
malware detection in IDS and IPS. The state of the art botnet detection and contain-
ment techniques[6, 7] include the botnet detection based on traffic analysis and the 
malicious domain identification based on DNS traffic analysis[8, 9]. Those approaches 
are efficient on detection and containment of malware based on the abstraction of a 
part of intrinsic characteristics of malware network behaviors. But there are several 
limitations that cannot be overcome. The first limitation is that it is a long time period 
to generate a network-based signature. The traffic data used for generating signatures is 
captured passively on an analysis environment in which the targeted malware instance 
is running. The time period usually is several days. The second limitation is that the 
capture cannot ensure if the packets are complete. A malware instance can launched 
many types of packets. It is possible that only a part of packets is launched during the 
period and the crucial packets with key features for detection may be not launched. The 
third limitation is that the encrypted communication traffic, which is prevalently used 
in modern malware, cannot be deal with for generating signatures. All of those limita-
tions affect to be incomplete signatures and make a bad malware detection result. And 
also the understanding of malware is not accurate. 

Even worse, the Advance Persistent Threat is prevalent and the network attack is not 
a toy any more. It is very important to understand the malware in details and accurately. 
A security analyst should figure out the communication patterns between malwares 
except the signature of its network traffic. To mine the network behavior of malware 
for understanding, detection and containment of malware is imperative. 

In this paper, we present an approach to mine network behavior specifications of 
malware based on binary analysis. Our goal is to understand the network behavior  
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of malware in details and accurately, capture the packets the under analysis  
malware sample launched as soon as possible, and extract network behaviors of  
malware as completely as possible. Firstly, we present a network behavior specifica-
tion to describe the protocol information. And then we propose a malware analysis 
approach on the support of network behavior mining, and implement a prototype to 
evaluate it. 

This paper makes the following contributions: 
• A network behavior specification is proposed for the description of 

large part of aspects in network activities. 
• A network behavior mining approach based on binary analysis is pro-

posed, and its prototype system is implemented for evaluation. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives the detailed 

description of network behavior specification. Section 3 describes the NBSBA ap-
proach detailed. Section 4 is an experiment. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 The Network Behavior Specification 

This section describes the network behavior specification NBS. Our goal of proposing 
the NBS is to cover the information related to network behavior, such as the type of 
protocol, the functionality of the packets, the time elapse from the last packet, and the 
time period, as many as possible. Our NBS is different from protocol model based on 
state machine theory and can be used for the malware research area in view of network 
traffic. 

A network behavior specification is a 3-tuple graph , ,< >V E P . The V  is vertex 
set to denote the packet sent out from the executable under analysis. The E  is  
edge set to denote the packet received from network by it. The P  is the set  
of all packets related with the communication. A ∈p P  is a 6-tuple 

, , , ,< >dir pinfo,dinfo func time raw . The dir  denotes the direction of the packet, and 
it has two value {IN,OUT} , which means that this packet is received from network or 
sent to network respectively. The pinfo  denotes the protocol information, is a 

, , , ,< >sip dip sport dport proto  structure, which is source IP address, destination IP 
address, source port, destination port and protocol, respectively. The dinfo  denotes 
the data information, the value of which is determined by the protocol type. For a DNS 
query packet, the dinfo  will include the domain name be queried, and its reputation is 
likely to be gained from public reputation system of the internet domain name. For a 
HTTP packet, the dinfo  will include the URL of a GET type http request packet, and 
all packets in this TCP session will be recorded. The func  denotes the functionality 
of this packet, such as DNS request, network scanning, spaming emails, propagating 
and attacking, etc. The time  denotes the time elaspse from the last packet received 
from or sent to. The raw  denotes the raw data of this packet. 

A sample of the NBS is as shown in Fig. 1. The malware instance producing the 
NBS holds a MD5 value of 37b34239f524426c0c45c6292101e425. 
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S1

S2

S3

R1

R2

R3

S4R4

S1: DNS Request; www.google.com.br; Good
R1: DNS Response; Ip addr is x.x.x.x
S2: Http; GET / HTTP/1.1; web page
R2: 200 OK …

S3: DNS Request; valehoje.com.br; Bad
R3: DNS Response; Ip addr is y.y.y.y
S4: Http; GET /winjar32T.dll HTTP/1.1; download exe
R4: 200 OK …

 

Fig. 1. A sample of network behavior specification 

In Fig. 1, the malware sample queries a DNS domain name www.google.com.br 
firstly, and then connects this IP address with HTTP GET request after a DNS response 
packet received. And then a DNS domain name valehoje.com.br is queried and its 
response packet is received successfully. The last domain name is malicious. The 
malware launches a HTTP GET packet to download a DLL file named winjar32T.dll. It 
received this binary file successfully. The R2 and R4 are italic notes with all packets in 
a TCP session respectively. All packets are delivered immediately and the malware 
sample quits its running after the network activity stopped, so we do not give the time  
information in this sample. 

3 Mining NBS Based on Binary Analysis 

In this section, we present the approach of mining NBS based on binary analysis, 
named NBSBA. The overview of NBSBA is as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The Overview of NBSBA 

The basic mining process using NBSBA is as following. The executable under 
analysis is running in Guest System that is configured to communicate with the As-
sistant System. All execution activities will be recorded by Monitor System, including 
all packets received from or sent to network and instructions. The recv and send  
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windows API are hooked in the Monitor System, and all messages are recorded. At 
the same time, some specific packets are descripted in XML files that are sent to As-
sistant System for a response packet to the running process in Guest System. The 
Assistant System also provides several network services, such as SMTP, HTTP and 
DNS, in order to support the running of the targeted executable. 

3.1 The Guest System 

The Guest System is a virtual execution environment for the running of a malware 
sample. In our dynamic analysis platform, the instruction-level analysis and memory 
space management are supported. 

3.2 The Monitor System 

This Monitor System is the kernel module of binary analysis that is used for dynamic 
analysis of the malware samples. There are several sub modules in it. 

Runtime State Data. It is responsible for collection and maintain of the state data 
during the running of the malware instance under analysis, including the executed 
instructions, the data packet buffers, the elapsed time interval, etc. All of those data are 
used to construct the network behavior specification and explore execution paths for 
coverage. The other functionality of this module is to recombination of the sessions of 
network communication and record the elapsed time interval, which is calculated by 
gain the local time of Guest System when a packet is received or sent. 

Accelerator. It is designed to accelerate the binary analysis for mining network be-
havior as soon as possible. In this component the windows APIs that are used for  
execution suspending are hooked, such as the sleep function, which is frequently em-
ployed by malware. When the sleep function is invoked, its parameter is recorded and 
the execution is returned immediately by the dynamic analysis platform. The value of 
parameter is transmitted to the runtime time data module. 

Paths. This module is used to explore execution paths for path coverage as much as 
possible. We use a forced execution strategy for multiple paths exploration. If the in-
consistent execution state in memory space occurs, this running will be killed and res-
tart to a next running for continued analysis. 

Rule Set. It is a database of rules which describe the functionality of some packets. 
All the rules are defined by security experts. If an executable automatically sends out a 
packet on port 25 with SMTP protocol during its running, we write a rule that the 
packet is used for spamming emails. The rule set is scalable and new rules can be in-
serted into it at any time. 

NBS. It is the kernel module for mining network behavior. The network behavior 
specification is constructed by it. And it is performed to identify the type of a protocol 
in a packet by destination port and protocol signatures, unpack a packet to extract use-
ful data, determine the functionality of a packet. An example of the function identifica-
tion method is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Marking the functionality of a packet 

In addition, the NBS module is also responsible for the construction of the expected 
packets and sends them to Assistant System for packets Guest System expected. 

3.3 The Assistant System 

The Assistant System is a network services supporting environment as well as a net-
work behavior containment system. Several network services are installed in it. A 
traffic filter is running for network flow management. For example, if the malware 
instance under analysis asks for downloading files, this packet will be redirected to 
Internet. While, if a propagating packet is sent out, the packet will be discarded. In 
addition, this module also answers the Guest System according the packet description 
for triggering some stealing behaviors. 

4 Experiment 

In this section, we give a simple experiment to evaluate the NBSBA. We implement 
the prototype system in a roughly way because it is a very complex platform. The 
dataset of the experiment is as shown in Table 1. The samples indicated in the last 
row are included in the samples indicated in the first row, which is for a comparison. 

Table 1. The dataset of malware samples 

 Viruses Trojans Worms Bots 

Running in NBSBA 5 5 10 15 

Running in a real system 2 2 2 2 

 
We picked out 35 malware samples that consist of 5 viruses, 5 Trojans, 15 worms 

and 15 bots. Of course, the classification is not strict. 
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Table 2. The experiment results 

%MaxP %P %MaxT %T #NBSs #Crashed Protocols 

2.07 0.07 11.26 0.18 19 26 
DNS, HTTP, ICMP, SMTP,  

IRC, UDP 

 
The result is as shown in Table 2. The %MaxP denotes that there is a sample that 

we capture a 2.07 times amount of packets more than a regular capture in a real sys-
tem. The %P is an average value of all samples. The %MaxT denotes that there is a 
sample that the analysis process is faster 11.26 times than a regular running. The %T 
is an average value. We got 19 NBSs and 26 samples crashed during running. 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

The network behavior extraction of malware is a critical problem in malware analysis 
for malware detection and mitigation. In this paper we proposed a network behavior 
specification and a NBS mining approach based on binary analysis techniques. It is a 
challenge to figure out a detailed network behavior of malware. The limitations of the 
approach are that the evaluation is not enough and the NBSBA should be imple-
mented in detail. Several problems related with NBS mining are studied for feature 
work. 
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Abstract. Ensuring the authenticity of BGP routing information is a
challenge problem of Inter-domain routing security. Due to lack of global
information view, is it difficult to single autonomous system to detect
bogus BGP routing information. A method for cooperative BGP vali-
dation based on self-organizing information sharing is presented in this
paper. Cooperative validation gives a more comprehensive route view
by sharing information among autonomous systems. It loosens the con-
straints from the autonomy and improves the security and accuracy of
BGP. By leveraging the characteristics of locality and relativity, which
is caused by routing policy, cooperative validation drives autonomous
systems to cooperate independently and share information on-demand.
More specifically, our method has incentive effect and supports incre-
mental deployment.

Keywords: routing security, route validation, BGP monitoring, infor-
mation sharing, coordination.

1 Introduction

Internet is comprised of thousands of Autonomous Systems (ASes), which ex-
change routing information with Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and transmit
traffic according to the routing information. Because it was designed for a trusted
environment, BGP is vulnerable to routing attacks[1]. Recent studies and secu-
rity incidents show that Inter-domain routing system is facing serious security
challenges and the need to secure BGP has become increasingly pressing [2–
4]. Many BGP security enhanced solutions based cryptographic authentications
uses digital signatures and associated public key certificates to validate path
attributes in BGP UPDATE messages passed among ASes[5–7]. All of these so-
lutions provide an absolute security protection to routing information, but none
of them has been deployed in Internet. The major obstacle includes: 1)lack of
Internets global PKI infrastructure, 2)the high computational overhead caused
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by calculating digital signatures, 3)the requirement to change BGP, 4) lack of
incentive effect. Since there is no practically deployed security routing protocol,
routing monitoring system is designed and deployed to offset the security vulner-
ability of BGP as a mitigation solution. BGP monitoring system improves the
security and accuracy of routing information through collecting and validating
BGP data from BGP router [8, 9]. However, most routing monitoring systems
need a schedule or management center and do not consider the requirement of
autonomy and incentive.

In this paper, we designed a cooperative method for BGP route validation
which is based on information sharing. The basic principle of cooperative val-
idation is as follows: multiple autonomous systems (ASes) deploy monitoring
service and check the credibility of BGP route in a self-organized way to achieve
the ultimate security together. By means of sharing the monitoring informa-
tion among multiple autonomous systems, cooperative validating BGP provides
a more comprehensive routing view, overcomes information unavailability and
locality constraints and enhances the ability of autonomous system to detect
false routing information. In this paper, we also consider two important factors
which include incentive and deployment. For convenient, our method is names
as CoISM.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 described our motivation and
objectives. Section 3 describes the algorithm for cooperative route validation.
Section 4 gives experiment and result analysis. Section 5 is an overview of related
work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Motivation and Objective

2.1 Motivation

Ensuring the authenticity of routing information is the key issue of routing secu-
rity. Route monitoring system increase the security and accuracy of BGP routing
information through route validation. But, due to lack of global information view,
it is difficult to single BGP monitor to identity false BGP route. For example,
due to lack of enough information about IP prefix ownership, single AS can not
identify a prefix hijacking advertise. To implement cooperative BGP monitor-
ing among ASes, we need more efficiency information sharing mechanism. Based
on this purpose, we noticed two characteristics of monitoring information: local
validity and relative validity.

When an AS (such asX ) received a BGP route, it might do not select the route
as the best route for some reasons. Hence, any monitoring information about this
route is invalid to X. This characteristic is called local validity. Obviously, if a
piece of monitoring information is invalid to AS X, it is not necessary to send
this information to it. According to local validity, all of the internet ASes can
be classified into three subsidiary sets which are infection set, immunity set and
isolate set. For any AS node, if it selects the false route as the best one, it belongs
to the infection set. If an AS node can identify the false route, it belongs to the
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immunity set. If an AS node does not receive or use the false route according to
its routing policy even it is true, it belongs to the isolate set.

For an example, as shown in Fig.1, suppose AS E is a malicious node and
try to hijack prefix P1 of AS F. When AS E advertise a NLRI for prefix P1 to
AS A, both A and B will select this bogus route as the best route according
to rule of shortest path first. In this case, AS A and B are infection nodes. AS
C is an immunity node, because C is the owner of prefix P1, when it receives
NLRI advertised by AS E, it detects it is a prefix hijacking. At last, AS D is C ’s
customer and C will not advertise false routing information to AS D, so AS D
is an isolated node.

(P1,E) is invalid !

(P1,E) (P1,F)

P1,P2

B CA D

E F

Peering-Peering
Provider-Customer

BGP route
Message 

Fig. 1. Local validity of monitoring information

Most routing policies are designed oriented AS without diffusing prefixes
owned by the same AS. Since routing hijacking attack is based on routing policy
breaches, if an AS is under routing attack, all of its prefix might be under attack
too. So, if monitoring information about prefix P1 is valid to an AS (such as Y ),
information about prefix P2 which is owned by the same AS is probably valid
to Y. This second characteristic is called relative validity. According to relative
validity, all of the monitoring information about prefix owned by the same AS
might cause the same infection, immunity and isolation node classification.

Therefore, we realizes it is possible to implement monitoring information shar-
ing on-demand.

2.2 Objective

For the sake of further argument, we explained the special meaning of some
terms, which appeared in the following description.

Term 1: Monitoring Information . Monitoring information refers to route
validation request and acknowledge.

Term 2: Monitor . Monitor collects BGP route from AS BGP router, vali-
dates the authenticity of BGP route according to local knowledge. To simplify
description, we denote AS node as monitor. A monitor can be defined by a tuple
= (MID, IM , KM ). MID is a unique identity of monitor. IM represents set of
local monitoring information which is produced or received by monitor. KM is
the local knowledge database which is composed of BGP routing table, routing
policy, prefix ownership, anomaly detection rules, blacklist of false route and
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so on. The local knowledge is used to produce, identify and deliver monitoring
information.

Term 3: Information Coverage . Given a monitor M and a piece of mon-
itoring information Ii, if Ii is included in the IM of M, M is covered by Ii.

Term 4: Effective Coverage/Ineffective Coverage. Given a monitorMI ,
and a piece of monitoring information I, if MI receives I and benefits from it, it
is an effective coverage, nor it is an ineffective coverage.

Term 5: Maximum Effective Coverage . Given a piece of monitoring in-
formation I and a monitor set S = M1, M2,, Mn, if and only if every monitor
of S is effective covered by information I, it is a maximum effective coverage.

Term 6: Routing Correlative. Given two BGP routes RA, RB and cor-
responding monitoring information IA and IB , if any condition as follows is
satisfied, IA and IB are routing correlated.

a) The IP prefix of RA and RB belong to the same AS;
b) The AS-PATH property of RA and RB share the common sub-path;
Being similar with the topology of Internet, all of the AS monitors are widely

distributed and lacking of global view for information requirement, monitor only
coordinates closely with a subset of the rest monitor.Considering these charac-
teristics,the key issue of node coordination is how to share information. The
objective of CoISM can be described as follows: For a given monitor set SM =
{M1, M2,, Mn} and a series of information SI={I1,,Im}, how to realize maxi-
mum effective coverage for SI with low computing and communication cost.

3 Cooperative Validating BGP

3.1 Algorithm

Geoffrey G. proposed an origin and path validation method IRV [15]. In their
study, BGP monitor sends query message to other ASes monitor one by one
which are included in AS-PATH. Geoffreys method proposed a cooperative mon-
itoring method but did not consider blind spot and linearity increasing commu-
nication cost.

Peering-PeeringProvider-Customer BGP route Message flow

P1

P1:{F}

B CA

E F

1,2,3
1,2,3

3
2

P1

B CA

E F

1,2,3
1

R3 P1:{E,C,F}

R2 P1:{E,B,F}

R1 P1:{E,F}

(a)Validation Process of IRV(a)Validation Process of IRV

R3 P1:{E,C,F}

R2 P1:{E,B,F}

R1 P1:{E,F}

P1:{F}

(b)Validation Process of CoISM(b)Validation Process of CoISM

Fig. 2. Route validation process of IRV and CoISM
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Fig.2 (a) demonstrates the validation process of IRV. The dotted line denotes
validation message sent by AS A. In this scene, AS A, B and C deploy IRV
services. These three ASes monitoring their native and customers IP prefix. E is
a malicious AS and advertises three false BGP routes R1, R2 and R3 for prefix
P1 to AS A. In the first loop, AS A sends a validation message to F when it
receives R1 from AS E because only AS F is included in AS-PATH property of
R1. Unfortunately, AS A does not get confirmation message because AS F does
not deploy IRV service. In the second loop, AS A will send validation message to
F and B when it receives R2 from AS E. Again, AS A does not get confirmation
message because AS B cannot identify whether R1 is a false route. Only when
AS A sends AS C a validation message for route R3, it will receive a notification
because AS C knows that AS F is the actually owner of prefix P1. In this ex-
ample, AS A is a blind spot for R1 and R2. In addition, IRV does not make use
of relativity of monitoring message. For every BGP route, AS A sends message
to all AS nodes included in AS-PATH. As the count of routing increasing, the
communication cost increases linearly.

According to the analysis of local validity and relative validity, we propose
a coordination model which is called CoISM. Fig.2 (b) demonstrates the route
validation process of CoISM. When AS A receives R1, it sends validation request
to AS B and C which has deployed BGP monitoring service. In the first loop,
only AS C replies a notification. In the second loop, AS A does send request to
AS B because AS B does not reply in the first loop. Instead, AS A sends request
to AS C, because these three routes are routing correlative. Contrasting with
Fig.2 (b), our method removes blind spot and decreases communication cost. we
designed CoISM algorithms which are described in algorithm1 and algorithm2.

3.2 Implementation

We implement a cooperative routing monitoring system which is composed of
route monitor and CoISM registry. There are three functions of route monitor.
First, monitor establishes dumb iBGP session with ASs router to collect BGP
routing. Second, monitor exchanges routing monitoring information with other
monitor. Last, monitor sends notification to other monitor when false route
is detected. CoISM registry provides access information of AS which deploys
monitor service.

In our cooperative routing monitoring system, each ASs routing monitoring
service is deployed on PC server and exchanges monitoring information with
other ASs monitoring service through TCP connection. Each AS sends registra-
tion information to CoISM registry when monitoring service is deployed. Small
size AS can consign monitoring service to its provider. The architecture of CoISM
is illustrated as Fig.3.

Due to lacking of schedule center, AS cannot sense whether other AS deploys
monitor. Hence, an important issue of CoISM is how to locate monitor for AS. To
resolve this question, we build a CoISM registry web site to store and provide
all monitors contact information. CoISM registry only store monitor location
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Algorithm 1. Produce and send route validation request

1: if Validate(R ,KM ) is VALID or INVALID then
2: return;
3: end if
4: if Validate(R ,KM ) is UNCERTAIN then
5: Initialize newM and add it into IM ;
6: for I∈IM do
7: if I.Route is routing correlative with R then
8: Add validator of I into authSet ;
9: Add producer of I into applicantSet ;
10: end if
11: end for
12: if authSet and applicantSet is NULL then
13: Add monitor in R.AS-PATH into authSet ;
14: end if
15: for all monitor in authSet and applicantSet do
16: if newM.TTL equal THRESHOLD then
17: break;
18: end if
19: Send newM to the monitor;
20: emphnewM.TTL++;
21: if ackM.result is VALID or INVALID then
22: Update KM and newM ;
23: return;
24: end if
25: if emphackM.suggestedList is not NULL then
26: Add suggested monitor into authSet ; goto 12;
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
30: return;

Algorithm 2. Receive and reply route validation request

1: newM = Listen();
2: if Validate(newM.Route,KM ) is VALID or INVALID then
3: Add newM into IM ;
4: Update fields of newM and reply ackM ;
5: return;
6: end if
7: if auth(newM ,KM ) is UNCERTAIN then
8: Search IM for validation request which is routing correlative with R;
9: Add requests validator into ackM.suggestedList ;
10: Add requests producer into ackM.suggestedList ;
11: Update fields of newM and reply ackM ;
12: end if
13: goto 1;
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Fig. 3. Deployment and implementation of CoISM

information (e.g., IP addresses) for each AS. AS can get the monitor deployment
view through CoISM. Be different from IRR, CoISM registry only provides the
distribution view of BGPmonitor and does not strive AS submit their monitoring
information.

4 Simulations and Analysis

In this section, we define several indicators to evaluate the efficiency of CoISM.
1. Effective Coverage Ratio
Effective coverage ratio is used to assess whether CoISM implements infor-

mation on-demand. In equation 1, function Cover(Ii, Mj) → {0,1} indicates
whether monitor Mj is covered by message Ii. Function Valid(Ii, Mj) → {0,1}
indicates whether message Ii is effective to monitor Mj .

n∑
j=1

(∑m
i=1(Cover(Ii,Mj) ∗ V alid(Ii,Mj))∑m

i=1 Cover(Ii,Mj)

)
(1)

2. Profit Ratio
Profit ratio is used to indicate the incentive effect of CoISM. Function

Imp(Ii,Mj)→{0,1} indicates whether message Ii is received from other moni-
tor. Function Exp(Ii,Mj)→{0,1} indicates whether message Ii is exported by
entity Mj .

m∑
i=1

Import(Ii,Mj) ∗ V alid(Ii,Mj)

Exp(Ii,Mj) + Imp(Ii,Mj) ∗ V alid(Ii,Mj)
(2)
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3. Communication Cost
To simplify analyze, we use count of information transmission to evaluate the

communication cost when effective coverage ratio reach threshold value t.

n∑
j=1

(Cover(Ii,Mj)) (3)

To simulate the real inter-domain routing system, we select a BGP snapshot
from RouteViews on May 20, 2012 [10]. In this experiment, we first construct a
network according to BGP data of RouteView. Then we sorted AS node accord-
ing to the degree in descending order and select the first K (K=200,400,600,800,
1000) nodes to construct monitor community M.

We adopt round-robin model to execute this experiment. In each loop, every
monitor randomly received 10 hijacking route which shared prefix with one of
other monitor. When any monitor receives a new BGP route, it produces and
sends validation request according to algorithm1. This procedure repeats 10
loops. We calculate and record three indicators defined upon when every loop is
finished and get the experiment result which are shown in Fig4.

In Fig.4(a), the horizontal represents the number of loop, and vertical repre-
sents the valid coverage rate. From Fig.3(a), we get following conclusions: For
a specific AS set, valid coverage ratio approaches to 1 in a limited time. Due

a)curve of valid coverage ratio b)curve of profit ratio

c)curve of coverage cost

Fig. 4. Curve of valid coverage ratio
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to lack of enough elicitation information in the initial phase, the valid covering
rate increases slowly. This phenomenon is more obvious when the count of node
is large.

Fig.4(b) shows the change of average reward. From this result we get following
conclusions: The profit of monitor depends on valid coverage rate. At beginning,
valid coverage rate is lower and profit rate of monitor increase slowly. Monitors
profit rate increases quickly when the valid coverage is large than threshold
value. This is because valid information causes more valid feedback. Due to
transmission control and loops avoid mechanism, profit rate of monitor increases
slowly when it approaches 1.

Fig.4(c) shows the change of communication cost when valid coverage arrives
0.9. From this result, we get two conclusions: The communication cost nonlinear
increase with the iteration times and amount of monitoring information. This is
better than IRV. After several loop iterations, CoISM slows down the increasing
speed of communication cost. This is benefited from valid coverage increasing.

5 Related Work

Most route monitoring systems adopt two category information sharing model,
which are centric model and distributed model.

In centric model, there is an information center which is in charge of collecting,
storing and querying information from all the AS. For example, IRR (Internet
Routing Registry) uses a centralizing model to store routing policy of AS. IRR
allows ISPs to publish high-level specifications of their policies, and analyze the
effects of their policies on Internet routing [11]. Some BGP routing monitor-
ing project also adapts centralize model to implement information sharing, such
as Looking Glasses [9], MyASN of RIPENCC [12] and Gradus of Renesys[13].
Centric model has some limitations. First, the cost of data storage and commu-
nication are huge. Second, the efficiency of information sharing is low, because
every AS must search some information on demand from the massive database.
Last, because the information provider does not know who their information
customers are and what the purposes of them are. For protecting their security,
the accuracy of the registered data is uncertain [14].

In distributed model, ASes directly exchange and share routing validating
and monitoring information each other without a third party. Goodell et al.
provide a solution to validate BGP routes which is called IRV (inter-domain
route validation)[15]. Pei et al. provide an active query based method to vali-
date a BGP route which is called Diagnosis through Root Cause Notification,
topology Accumulation, and Query (DRAQ)[16]. Yu et al. [17] proposed a novel
distributed reputation protocol to make assure the trustworthy of BGP route.

6 Conclusion

How to sharing information among AS nodes is the crucial issue of cooperative
inter-domain routing monitoring. CoISM proposes a heuristic information shar-
ing method which makes using the local validity and relativity of monitoring
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information. Being contrasted with flooding or IRV, CoISM has higher informa-
tion transmission efficiency and lower communication cost. Additionally, CoISM
is incentive and builds ASs reward on its invocation.
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Abstract. Community detection in social networks is usually considered as an 
objective optimization problem. Due to the limitation of the objective function, 
the global optimum cannot describe the real partition well, and it is time con-
suming. In this paper, a novel PSO (particle swarm optimization) algorithm 
based on modularity optimization for community detection in social networks is 
proposed. Firstly, the algorithm takes similarity-based clustering to find core 
areas in the network, and then a modified particle swarm optimization is per-
formed to optimize modularity in a new constructed weighted network which is 
compressed from the original one, and it is equivalent to optimize modularity in 
the original network with some restriction. Experiments are conducted in the 
synthetic and four real-world networks. The experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithm can effectively extract the intrinsic community structures of 
social networks. 

Keywords: Community Detection, Particle Swarm Optimization, Modularity. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, community detection in social networks has attracted a lot of attention 
[1] [2]. Informally, communities are groups of nodes that are connected densely inside 
the group but connected sparely with the rest of the network. Community structure is 
the key feature for uncovering the global property in social networks, which is very 
important for studying social networks. The community can represent special role, 
group or a substructure of certain function. For example, communities in World Wide 
Web are considered as thematic clusters [3], communities in biological networks are 
widely believed to have a close connection to biological function [4], etc.  

As an important attribute of the social networks, community detection has attracted 
lots of people's attention from different fields, like sociology, biology, computer 
science, etc. Many classic methods have been proposed to detect community struc-
tures in social networks. They can be roughly classified into two categories. The first 
category employ heuristic strategies, such as Girvan-Newman (GN) algorithm [5], 
Wu-Huberman (WH)  algorithm [6] and Hyperlink Induced Topic Search (HITS) 
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algorithm [7] etc. The secondary category choose optimization methods or approxi-
mation methods, such as spectral method [8], Kernighan-Lin algorithm [9] and Gui-
mera-Amaral algorithm (GA) [10] etc. In recent years, with the widely application of 
computational intelligence, some global optimization algorithms have been used in 
detecting community structure with good results. In [11], particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) is used to optimize modularity[12] for community detection. However, global 
optimization process always has high computation complexity, and resolution limit 
problem[13]. There are also some multi-objective optimization algorithms for com-
munity detection [14] [15], these algorithms are flexible, but it is hard to design an 
effective strategy that can automatically selects a proper solution from Pareto front. 

In this paper, community detection is considered as an optimization problem. An al-
gorithm named SCPSO (Similarity Based Clustering and Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion) is proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 designs a 
similarity clustering algorithm and then the construction of new weighted network will 
be introduced in section 3. Section 4 depicts an improved PSO algorithm for communi-
ty detection. In section 5, experimental results in synthetic network and four real-world 
networks are presented and analyzed. Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion. 

2 Clustering Based on Similarity 

Many algorithms can discover core clusters (dense-linked areas) of the network. For 
example, DBSCAN is able to discover arbitrary clusters in any database and detect 
noise at the same time in one scan [16]. SCAN [17] is also a structural clustering al-
gorithm for networks based on DBSCAN. SCAN is effective and fast, but it depends 
on a sensitive parameter: minimum similarity threshold ε . In the proposed algo-
rithm, we aimed at finding the core areas effectively, so a similarity based clustering 
method is introduced. 

2.1 Basic Concepts 

Here, for simplicity and without loss of generality, we only consider simple, un-
directed, and un-weighted networks. Let ( , )N V E=  represents the network where 

V  is the set of nodes and E  is the set of edges. Some terms required for explaining 
the clustering algorithm is defined as follows [16][17]. 

• DEFINITION1 (NODE STRUCTURE) 

The common neighborhoods of two connected nodes are important for measuring 
similarity. So in this paper, we define the structure of node ν  as the node set 
including node ν  and its neighborhoods , denoted by )(νΓ  as follows. 

 }{}},{|{)( νμνμν EV ∈∈=Γ             (1) 

• DEFINITION2 (NODE SIMILARITY)  

Nodes in the same community share similar structure, the value of structural similarity 
metric will be large. The larger similarity value a pair of nodes have, the more likely 
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they are in the same community. Here a normalized similarity function extended from 
Jaccard index is defined as follows.  

|)()(|

|)()(|
),(

νμ
νμνμ

ΓΓ
ΓΓ=




sm                         (2) 

• DEFINITION 3 (ε -NEIGHBORHOOD) 

A minimum similarity threshold is used to be a cut to the similarity value. In other 
words, a node's ε -neighborhood is selected from its neighbors through thresholdε . 

}),(|)({)( εωννωνε ≥Γ∈= smN                  (3) 

• DEFINITION 4 (CORE NODE) 

Core node represents a special node which have enough members in ε -neighborhood. 
Cluster(core area) are grown up from the core node. Here μ represents  the minimum 

threshold of ε -neighborhood of the core node.  

μνν εμε ≥⇔ |)(|)(
,

NCORE                          (4) 

• DEFINITION 5 (DIRECT STRUCTURE REACHABILITY) 

Core node is expanded to cluster(core area) according to the direct reach-ability rule 
formulized in the following definition. Node ν  is direct-connected to nodeω  if and 
only if ν  is a core node and ω is in the ε -neighborhood of ν . 

)()(),(
,,

νωνων εμεμε NCOREDirREACH ∈∧⇔           (5) 

2.2 Clustering Algorithm 

In this sub-section, a basic structural clustering algorithm that searches for core areas 
and isolated nodes in a network is discussed.  

Firstly, all nodes are labeled as unclassified. For each node ν  that is unclassified, 
if node ν is a core node, a new cluster_ID will be generated and all nodes which 
satisfy direct reach-ability rule will be inserted into a seed queue, otherwise node v  
will be labeled as NOISE which means isolated node. Moreover, the cluster_ID will be 
assigned to all the nodes appeared in the seed queue.  

Secondly, node y  is pick up from the top of the queue. If node  y is a core node, 

its unclassified neighborhood which satisfy the direct reach-ability rule will be added 
to the queue. Then remove node y  from the queue. The operation will be repeated 

until the queue is empty. 
Finally, the network is partitioned into some clusters(core areas) and isolated nodes. 

The pseudocode of the algorithm is depicted as follows. 
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Clustering Algorithm 

assign all nodes as unclassified; 
for each unclassified node ν  
  if ( )(

,

νμεCORE ) then 

       generate new cluster_ID; 

       insert ( )νμε ,

DirREACH   into queue Q; 

       while(Q != 0) do 
           y = first node in Q; 
           assign cluster_ID to y; 
           if ( )y(

, μεCORE ) then 

              for each ( )yDirREACHx με ,

∈  do 

                  if x is unclassified  then 
                     insert  x into queue Q; 
                 if x is NOISE then 
                    assign cluster_ID to x; 
        remove y from Q; 
  else 
     label v as NOISE; 

3 Constructing New Weighted Network 

After clustering process, now the original network consists of some core areas and 
isolated nodes. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the network scale, a new compressed 
weighted network will be constructed by abstracting each core area and isolated node 
in the original network as a super node in the new weighted network. For edges that are 
in the same core area of the original network, a self-join edge will be added to the 
corresponding super node in the new network. And for edges that are between core 
areas or isolated nodes in the original network, an edge between the corresponding 
super nodes will be added. Finally, a new weighted network is constructed. Fig.1 
shows the conversion. Then the optimization based on modularity will be performed 
on the new constructed network which has a smaller scale than the original one. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Conversion from the original network to a new weighted network 
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Calculating modularity [12] in the new weighted network plays a significant role in 
community detection. Modularity has high computation complexity and is highly 
dependent on the scale of network. The optimization efficiency will be improved if we 
can prove that searching modularity optimum in the new constructed network and the 
original one is equivalent.  

The equivalence here means optimization modularity in the new constructed 
network equals optimization in the original one with fixed combination of core areas. 
In another word, core area will not split when applying random optimization method. 
The proof of the equivalence of optimization modularity is presented briefly in the 
following paragraph. 

Let G  denotes the original network and A= nnijA ×)(  denotes the adjacency 

matrix of G  where ijA  is the weight of the edge from node i  to j . 

ijiji Ak = is the degree of node i , and ijAijm =
2

1
  is the total of the 

edge weight of G , ic  is the identifier of the  community that node i  belongs to 

in certain iteration. If node i  and node j  are in the same community, 

1),( =ji ccδ , otherwise 0. Q  denotes the modularity of  G .                
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Since all the edges in G are kept in the new constructed network. According to the 
definition of modularity, it is easy to find out that the modularity of the new 
constructed network equals Q . Therefore, searching modularity optimum in the new 
constructed network is equivalent to searching in the original one. 

4 Modularity Optimization 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a computational intelligence algorithm proposed 
by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [18]. It is a swarm intelligence algorithm that 
simulates the movements of a flock of birds which seek food. Its relative simplicity and 
fast convergence have made it a popular optimization method in many research fields 
including community detection [11].  

Fitness Function 

Each particle represents a potential community structure of the network. Modularity 
which is a popular evaluation index for community detection is chosen as the fitness 
function. It is based on the intuitive idea that random networks do not have community 
structure, a good division into communities should have a high value of modularity[12]. 
PSO will select the particle with the maximum modularity as the best solution.  
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Particle Encoding 
A particle encoding scheme based on local neighbor list is adopted in the proposed 
algorithm. Such a particle encoding scheme does not require apriori knowledge of the 
number of communities. 

Fig.2 shows an example of the particle encoding scheme based on the local 
neighbor list. Fig.2(a) is the topology of a constructed weighted network obtained by 
the framework, Fig.2(b) shows one possible particle encoding based on the local 
neighbor list. For a particle ),..,,( ,2,1, niiii PPPP = , if mP ki =

,

, it means particle i  

represents that 
k

v and
m

v  are in the same community while m is chosen from the 

neighborhoods of particular k. Fig.2 (c) reveals how to convert a particle encoding into 
the community structure. Fig.2 (d) shows the community structure relevant to the 
particle encoding in Fig.2 (b).  

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of particle encoding based on neighbor list 

Update Strategy 
A potential solution is represented as a particle, each particle adjusts its trajectory 
based on the activities of its neighbor or the whole population. In each iteration, the 
particle adjusts velocity by the following formula (7) where )( p

ijx
 is the personal best 

position, )( g

ijx
 is the global best position of swarms, ω  is the inertia weight, 

1
c and 

2
c  are learning factors,

 
1
r and

2
r are random values in the region [0,1]. 

The update strategy in this paper refers to the update strategy of PSO in continuous 
space optimization [18]. However, an additional modular operation is added to ensure 

)(tx ij
 lies within )]deg(,0[ jv

, )(tx ij
 rounded upwards to the nearest integer. The 

resulting change in position is defined by formula (8).   
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Algorithm Description 
The detail procedure of the optimization algorithm is shown as follows: 

Step1. Build the local-neighbor-list based on the new constructed weighted 
network. 
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Step2.Set the parameters, and initiate each particle with a random value selected 
based on the local-neighbor-list. 

Step3. For each particle, calculates its current fitness, copies its current position 
(fitness) to its local best position (fitness). 

Step4. Perform the update strategy to each particle, if the fitness is better than its 
local best; update its local best,  

Step5. Select the global best from the local best of each particle. If the fitness is 
better than the current global value, update current global value gbest . 

Step6. If the stop condition is met, the community structure relevant to the global 
best particle is selected as the best partition of the network, otherwise go to step 4. 

5 Experimental Results 

In this section, extensive experiments are carried out to validate the proposed algorithm 
SCPSO(Similarity Based Clustering and Particle Swarm Optimization). The 
experimental results of SCPSO are compared with several classical methods (GN [5] 
and MOGA-Net [14]) on both synthetic and real world networks. In the clustering 
process, the minimum similarity threshold ε  is set to 0.5 and the minimum ε -
neighborhoods of core node is set to 2.In the optimization process, the mutation rate is 
set to 0.1. 

• Evaluation metric 

In order to compare the performance of different solutions, two evaluation metrics 
are introduced. 

One metric adopted in the experiments is Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) 
[19]. NMI is always used to calculate the similarity between two partitions. NMI is 
defined as follows. A higher NMI value represents a greater similarity between 
partition A  and partition B . When partition A  and partition B are exactly the same, 
NMI will reach the max value of 1. 
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The other metric adopted in the experiments is modularity Q. Modularity Q is 
always used in estimating the quality of community structure discovered by different 
solutions if the community structure of a network is unknown. The community 
partition with a larger modularity usually indicates a better solution. Modularity and 
NMI are two commonly used metrics for evaluating the quality of community structure.  

• Experimental results and analysis on synthetic network  

The synthetic network is a benchmark proposed by Girvan and Newman [5]. The 
network consists of 128 nodes and is divided into four equally-sized communities, 
each with 32 nodes. Each node has 

out
Z  links to nodes of other communities, 

in
Z  

links to nodes in the same community, and has an average degree of  16, namely 
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+ 16
out in

Z Z = . When  
out
Z  <

in
Z , the network generated have relatively clear 

community structure while the community structure becomes obscure when 8
out
Z ≥ . 

The benchmark networks are generated with 
out
Z  varying from 0 to 8, each 

out
Z  

with 50 networks.  
Fig.3 shows the distribution of NMI results of the three algorithms averaged over 

100 runs for 
out
Z  ranging from 0 to 8. The difference in the three algorithms increases 

when 
out
Z  grows. Random optimization method like MOGA-NET become instable 

with the increase of 
out
Z . The performance of GN drop rapidly when 5

out
Z > . On 

the contrary, SCPSO can always detect the community structure effectively when 

out
Z <=6, the NMI value is close to 1.0. When 

out
Z > 6 and even 

out
Z =8, the NMI 

value achieved by SCPSO is still close to 0.6. It indicates that SCPSO can still find out 
some high quality community structure even when the network structure becomes 
obscure.  

 

Fig. 3. The comparison of NMI in synthetic network 

Experimental Results and Analysis on Real Networks 
Four well studied real-world networks whose community structures are known in prior, 
including Zachary’s Karate Club [20], Bottlenose Dolphins [21], the American College 
Football [5], and the Krebs’ books on American politics [22], are selected as 
benchmark networks to verify the performance of SCPSO.  

In the experiments on real networks, we run MOGA-NET 100 times over each real 
network and calculate the average value of modularity Q and NMI, since MOGA-NET 
are random optimization algorithms and the result of each run may be different. In 
addition, MOGA-NET is also a multi-objective optimization algorithm and returns a 
set of solutions called Pareto front. For the convenience of comparison, the solution 
with max modularity Q is selected as the single recommendation solution from the 
solution set of MOGA-NET and the corresponding Q and NMI are chosen as the final 
result. 
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Table1 illustrates the experimental results of three candidate algorithms. It is clear 
to find out that SCPSO outperforms the other three algorithms in most cases. In Karate 
network, SCPSO gets a little worse modularity Q than MOGA-NET. The reason is that 
clustering process in the framework has combine some nodes, SCPSO may not 
retrieval the global best modularity compared to random optimize in the original 
network. If splitting some core area increases the modularity index, SCPSO gets lower 
modularity index compared to optimize in origin network. In Dolphins, Krebs and 
Football, SCPSO outperforms its competitors in both modularity and NMI.  

Table 1. Comparison of Modularity in Real Networks 

 
MODULARITY COMPARISON NMI COMPARISION 

SCPSO MOGA-NET GN SCPSO MOGA-NET GN 

Karate 0.400 0.415 0.380 0.803 0.602 0.692 

Dolphins 0.528 0.505 0.495 0.581 0.506 0.573 

Krebs 0.521 0.518 0.502 0.549 0.536 0.530 

Football 0.617 0.515 0.577 0.801 0.775 0.762 

6 Conclusion 

Our goal is to reduce the scale of network and accelerate the convergence in 
optimization process. In addition, optimization in the new constructed network has 
shown its advantage, and the rationality has been briefly proof. In the optimization 
process, a mutation strategy had been proposed to accelerate the convergence. In 
comparison with GN, MOGA-Net in synthetic and four real networks, SCPSO exhibits 
its advantage. Therefore, the proposed algorithm SCPSO is an effective optimization 
algorithm in community detection. Expanding the algorithm to dynamic networks is 
our next job.  
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